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INTRODUCTION:
ADVANCING GENDER RESEARCH
AT THE INTERSECTION OF
GENDER A N D SEXUALITY
Patricia Gagn6 and Richard Tewksbury

The last four decades of the twentieth century were a time of enormous advances
in research on gender and on sexuality. After half a century or more of functionalist and reductionist theory on "sex roles," feminists challenged the
biological assumptions that pervaded research on the different statuses and roles
of women and men in society (Seidman, 1996). Rather than being rooted in
sex differences between males and females, feminist researchers showed
compelling evidence of the socially constructed nature of gender, as well as
the pervasive cultural and structural supports for gender inequality.
A t about the same time, gay men and lesbians threw off the assumptions of
deviance and pathology that, since the late nineteenth century, had pervaded
most social scientific research and theory on homosexuality. Unlike feminists,
who rejected biological explanations for gender differences, many lesbian and
gay activists and researchers embraced the idea that sexual orientation could
be an innate part of one's character, perhaps rooted in differences in brain
structure, genes, or other physical attributes. It was not until the 1980s that
some theorists and activists rejected the biological reductionism of the past one
hundred years and turned their focus toward the social construction of sexuality
and the ways in which culture and social institutions create heterosexuality and
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homosexuality (D'Emilio, 1983; Katz, 1996; Weeks, 1985). Instead of rigid,
fixed, inherent aspects of self, these theorists - who developed a perspective
known as queer theory - challenged the binary categories of heterosexuality
and homosexuality. They argued that sexuality is socially constructed, fluid,
and malleable, while also demonstrating some of the many ways that sexuality
is culturally and institutionally regulated.
Seidman (1996) argues that recognition of the social construction of gender
and sexuality were the last frontiers in sociological research and theory. We
agree completely with his assessment of the historical development of research
and theory on gender and sexuality, but we believe that at least one area of
research has been underdeveloped: The intersection of gender and sexuality,
or what we have termed gendered sexualities. Through this volume, we hope
to advance both substantive and theoretical understandings of this frontier in
sociological development.
One of the weaknesses of early research and theory on gender was its
tendency to focus primarily on women. That oversight was subsequently
addressed by scholars who investigated and theorized about social constructions
of masculinities, the gendered experiences of men, and the ways that culture
and social structure support certain manifestations of gender for men, while
marginalizing and stigmatizing others (Connell, 1995; Franklin, 1984; Pleck &
Pleck, 1980). Subsequently, researchers and theorists have turned their focus to
transgenders, with a similar aim of improving understandings of the cultural
and structural ways in which the gender of all is regulated (Devor, 1997; Gagn6
& Tewksbury, 1998, 1999; Gagn6, Tewksbury & McGaughey, 1997; Garber,
1992; Herdt, 1994).
A second weakness of much feminist research and theory has been the
assumption that in matters of heterosexuality, women are objectified, demeaned,
debased, and victimized by inherently patriarchal and misogynist institutional
arrangements (Brownmiller, 1975; Dworkin, 1988; Firestone, 1970; Millet, 1970;
MacKinnon, 1986). Specifically, whether in pornography, commercial sexual
relations, or so-called consensual heterosexual relationships, many feminist
theorists argue that all women are oppressed by a patriarchal social structure.
Although we agree that many women have been victimized in commercial and
non-commercial heterosexual relations, the tendency of many second wave
feminists (Alfonso & Trigilio, 1997) has been to oversimplify complex matters.
Rather than using the broad brush of misogyny and patriarchal oppression to
understand all heterosexual relations, we believe that a more finely tuned analysis
is needed. Toward that end, many third wave feminists (Alfonso & Trigilio,
1997) have challenged the assumption that women are invariably victimized
by heterosexuality, and many present research findings to suggest that in
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heterosexual relations, women have the potential to exercise agency and power
(Chapkis, 1997; Jenness, 1993; McElroy, 1995; Sweet & Tewksbury, 2000).
Just as there have been weaknesses in gender theory that have been addressed
by more recent work, queer theory has addressed many of the inherent weaknesses of research on sexuality and sexual orientation that were produced
throughout much of the twentieth century. Nonetheless, an oversight that seems
to remain is the tendency for scholars to focus on the social construction of
homosexuality, bisexuality, and transgender sexuality, to the general, though
not total exclusion of examinations of the social construction and social
regulation of heterosexuality (see Katz, 1995 for an important exception). This
trend unwittingly gives a false impression that the sexuality and gender of those
who identify as heterosexual or who are not transgendered are somehow
endowed with a "natural" gender and sexuality and that it is only homosexuality, bisexuality, and transgender sexuality that are socially constructed. This
tendency is reinforced by the biologically reductionist research and theory about
the gender and sexuality of lesbians, transgenders, and gay men (Hamer &
Copeland, 1994; LeVay, 1993), and the sometimes tacit, often overt assumption underlying certain research on heterosexuality is that it is an innate, static,
and fixed aspect of self (Masters, Johnson & Kolodny, 1994). Moreover,
research on heterosexuality not only tends toward assumptions of biological
reductionism, it assumes that heterosexuality refers to sexual relations between
individuals of differing sexes, most commonly defined by the genital configuration of the actors actually or potentially involved. Specifically, it assumes that
the gender presentation, gender identity, and sex of those interrogated in the
research process are all congruent with one another. Yet, a queer theoretical
perspective assumes that gender and sex, like sexuality, are socially fluid
and malleable aspects of self that are similarly regulated by culture and social
structure. Thus, just as gender research was enhanced by studying the lives and
experiences of men a s men, research on sexuality might benefit by turning a
queer theoretical perspective on the ways in which heterosexuality is socially
constructed, controlled, and challenged.
Following from the post-modern, post-structural foundations of queer theory, we
believe that advances in gender research can be achieved by turning this lens on
heterosexuality. One of the key methodological strategies of queer theory is, essentially, to tuna traditional social conceptions "inside-out." Using a deconstructionist
strategy involves decentering the mainstream of society and making the margins
central. Because queer theorists have provided important insights into the social
construction of homosexuality, bisexuality, and transgender sexuality, we believe
it is now important to turn this lens on heterosexuality as a social construction that
is accomplished through gender, as well as gender as it is accomplished through
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heterosexuality. This addition to the on-going research agenda on all sexualities
being conducted by queer theorists will enhance the already vital contributions they
have made to understandings of gender and sexualities.
It is because of the strengths and weaknesses in the research on gender
and on sexuality that we believe that advances in gender research will come
from a focus on newly centered and marginalized sexualities and on gendered
sexualities. After all, within individual lives - indeed, within society - gender
and sexuality are not discrete aspects of self that are regarded independently
of each other. And in the sexual arena, it is gender, in conjunction with sexuality,
that shapes and influences social and sexual interactions.
Gendered sexualities refers to the ways in which individual and societal
constructions of gender overlay and intermingle with sexual behaviors,
ideations, attitudes, identities, and experiences, as well as the ways that culture
and social institutions reify and perpetuate hegemonic understandings of
gender and sexuality. A theoretical focus on gendered sexuality questions the
presumed reciprocal and unified relationship between constructions of gender
and experiences of sexuality. What emerges from this questioning is the
assumption that gender affects sexuality and that sexuality affects gender
presentation and even gender identity. What remains to be seen is how and
why each affects the other. As the articles in this volume attest, research on
gendered sexualities assume that this interaction is far more complex than a
simple dichotomous or unidirectional relationship and that the exercise of
power in sexual relationships is not nearly as unidirectional as much previous
research and theory might suggest.
The perspective advanced in this volume demonstrates that the power
dynamics involved in the social construction and enactment of gendered
sexualities may be reified or challenged by individuals and groups, both within
and outside of institutionalized settings. Certainly, gendered sexuality transpires
within an arena of established power relationships, yet as the authors in
this volume demonstrate, power may be challenged or supported, often
in unexpected settings. Thus, even established power remains dynamic and fluid.
The perspective advanced in this volume does not assume that women are
always objects over which men exercise power, any more than men are always
the active, controlling agents of their own and others' sexuality. Furthermore,
it suggests that power is not always exercised by heterosexuals over marginalized sexual groups. Rather, like gender and sexuality, the power exercised
through gendered sexualities is fluid, subject to change, and always socially
malleable. It is subject to transgressions of established power relationships, yet
at the same time it is culturally and institutionally regulated in ways that may
be difficult for observers and those involved to recognize.
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Examining gendered sexualities from the perspective set forth in this volume
is important to advancing understandings of both the independent concepts of
gender and sexuality and the ways in which these constructs intersect, yielding
a synergistic array of behaviors, ideations, identities, and experiences. The articles in this volume suggest just a few of the ways in which power is exercised
at individual, group, and institutional levels. Moreover, the authors consider
the ways in which institutions reify or challenge hegemonic ideas about gender
and sexuality. The result, then, is a theoretical advance that moves beyond the
confining parameters of gender or sexuality.
In the first article, "Add Penis and Stir: A Cookbook Approach to Gender
Identity," Carol S. Lindquist provides a discursive analysis of one manifestation
of the institutionalization of heterosexuality, the self-help sex manual.
Specifically, Lindquist focuses on the content of The Joy of Sex, which was
first published in 1972. Drawing on representative examples from all seven
editions of the book, she argues that the authors present the manual as a tool
of sexual liberation that will demystify sexuality and make it more egalitarian
and democratic. Drawing upon Marcuse's (1955) concept of repressive
sublimation - an act that gives the impression of challenging existing power
relations while reinforcing them - Lindquist argues that by using the familiar
and accepted format of a cookbook, the manual disguises its androcentric and
gynephobic biases. She maintains that the book represents a particularly
insidious form of repression specifically because it is marketed and purchased
as a tool of sexual liberation that, instead, offers a conservative and conformist
influence. Rather than having a liberating effect that might free women and
men from traditional gender roles and sexual scripts, Lindquist demonstrates
the multitude of ways that The Joy of Sex naturalizes and reifies existing power
relations. In the end, she argues that the book coopts the desire for liberation
back into existing power relations of gendered sexuality - those that stigmatize
and marginalize same sex relations, assume that gender and racial differences
in sexuality are rooted in biology, and support existing patriarchal power
arrangements within heterosexual relations.
It is difficult to ascertain the direct impact of books such as The Joy of Sex,
but whatever the source, it appears that the reification and naturalization of
heteronormativity and male dominance has an effect on the sexuality of women
and men. In the next article, "The Gender of Desire: The Sexual Fantasies of
Women and Men," Michael S. Kimmel and Rebecca F. Plante argue that gender
is the most basic element in the social construction of sexuality. They maintain
that in examining sexual behaviors, researchers are often constrained to study
conduct that may be enacted because it is culturally and interactionally
prescribed. Instead, as the title of their article suggests, their research focuses
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on the sexual fantasies of 350 undergraduate college students. Perhaps not
surprisingly, Kimmel and Plante find key differences between the sexual
fantasies of the men and women in their study, with fantasies following traditional and hegemonic understandings of gender and sexuality. Kimmel and
Plante argue that the differences they observed among the women and men they
studied are not rooted in biology, but instead are constructed, reified, and
supported by existing social structures. Specifically, the socialization of young
people into a binary gender system that assumes and prescribes heterosexuality
is an enormously powerful influence on the sexuality of all people. Furthermore,
because understandings of gender are central to the construction of a sexual
self, it should not be surprising when individuals draw upon hegemonic understandings of gender in their sexual fantasies. In the end, the authors maintain
that the influence of gender on sexual fantasies may constrain women from
being more sexually assertive and men from exhibiting more displays of tender
affection. Nonetheless, they argue that by incorporating into their fantasies more
traits traditionally associated with the other gender, heterosexually involved
women and men might find greater satisfaction in their sexual activities.
Just as patriarchal relations can be reified in settings where one might expect
them to be challenged, the next two articles suggest that they may be disrupted
and subverted in social arenas where existing theory strongly suggests they
should be reinforced. In the third article in this volume, "Voicing Gender: The
Performance of Gender in the Context of Phone Sex Lines," Christine Mattley
examines men's performances of masculinity and women's performances of
femininity at an adult fantasy telephone sex service. Drawing upon ethnographic
data gathered from participant observational research conducted at one such
company, Mattley argues that it is through understandings of gender that people
construct sexuality and that sexuality, in turn, confirms gender identity. In her
paper, she notes that men use telephone sex lines as a resource in the enactment of heterosexual masculinity. Focusing on callers' on-line gender
enactments, Mattley expands upon Connell's (1995) typology of masculinities
to conceptualize the types of femininity she observed sex workers enacting in
interaction with callers. As might be expected, many of the calls the author
observed consisted of men and women engaging in sexualized performances of
hegemonic masculinity, with men taking a dominant role and women enacting
a submissive role oriented toward sexually satisfying the customer. But, in findings that contradict the idea that women sex workers are invariably objectified,
subservient, victimized, and oppressed in heterosexual relations, Mattley
describes a number of ways in which both women and men used sexual performances to resist and challenge hegemonic gender. In the end, she finds that the
gendered sexual performances she witnessed were fluid, with scripts sometimes
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changing within the context of a single call, and layered, accomplished in interaction with others in ways that both subvert and support existing power
arrangements.
Similarly, in the fourth article in this section, "The Playboy Paradox: The
Case Against the Objectification of Women," James K. Beggan and Scott T.
Allison examine a specific aspect of the erotic depiction of women to support
their argument that much of the analysis of pornography set forth by second
wave feminists (Dworkin, 1988; Millett, 1970; Russell, 1998) overly simplifies
sexually explicit material as being all of a kind. Specifically, the authors provide
a content analysis of forty-seven years of the text accompanying the Centerfold
feature of Playboy magazine. Beggan and Allison draw upon the assumptions
and theoretical position of third wave feminists (Chapkis, 1997; McElroy, 1995)
that women are not necessarily objectified and victimized in pornography and
that it is possible for women to use sexuality as a means of exercising power.
Similar to Mattley's argument that sex workers sometimes enact resistant or
oppositional femininities, these authors maintain that some forms of sexually
explicit material may challenge or subvert hegemonic ideas about gender and
sexuality. Specifically, they draw upon their analysis of the text that accompanies nude and semi-nude photographs of Playboy Centerfold models to argue
that the purpose of the text is to give subjectivity to the models, challenge
men's stereotypes about women, motivate readers to respect women's intelligence and abilities, and encourage men to enact non-hegemonic forms of
masculinity, or to adopt an alternative masculine identity that is more in keeping
with the goals of second and third wave feminism. Such a masculine identity
would incorporate and enact respect for the intelligence, agency, subjectivity,
and complexity of individual women, as well as the diversity that exists among
women.
The articles thus far all examine the ways that hegemonic gender is challenged or reinforced within the context of heterosexuality. Despite the authors'
arguments that binary constructs of gender should be challenged, none goes
beyond that call to address the binary system of sex and gender. Specifically,
because of the data on which each focuses, the authors are constrained to
examining prescriptions, depictions, enactments, and fantasies of males and
masculinity and females and femininity. But what happens to gendered
sexuality when males enact femininity and females enact masculinity, either on
a temporary basis or by permanently making a transition in their sex and gender?
Do such transformations challenge or reify traditional binary conceptualizations
of sex, gender, and sexuality? By examining the intersection of gender
transformations and sexuality, the authors of the last three articles in this volume
show evidence that by transforming gender, individuals and groups of activists
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both challenge and reinforce hegemonic gender. Each author presents data on
just some of the ways this may be accomplished.
In "Four Renditions of Doing Female Drag: Feminine Appearing Conceptual
Variations of a Masculine Theme," Steven P. Schacht reports on ethnographic
research conducted with four types of professional and lay female impersonators, or drag queens. To better understand the motivations of female
impersonators, he examines these performers within matrices of gender and
sexual performance, identity, and embodiment. Schacht argues that to gain a
better understanding of what it means to be a gendered and sexual being,
one must consider the gendered and sexual performances, identities, and
embodiments of social actors, as well as individual intentions in their
presentations. Furthermore, he maintains that gendered sexualities must be
interpreted within the specific context where they are enacted. Although Schacht
found variations in the presentations, identities, intents, and embodiments
of the performers he studied, he suggests that drag queens represent the
masculine embodiment of the feminine and the homosexual embodiment of the
heterosexual. In their on-stage performances, he observes, these performers draw
upon hegemonic and over-dramatized images of femininity and heterosexuality
to exercise decidedly male control and dominance over their audiences. Thus,
he concludes, drag queens are "gender traitors," but not "gender anarchists,"
who reify hegemonic ideas about gender and sexuality as binary practices. Even
as they do something most men would consider shameful - dressing and acting
like women - drag queens are able to cash in on their advantage as men in a
patriarchal society.
Unlike Schacht, Salvador Vidal-Ortiz argues in his article, "Queering
Sexuality and Doing Gender: Transgender Men's Identification with Gender and
Sexuality," that transsexualism and transgenderism destabilize notions of heterosexuality, bisexuality, and homosexuality. By drawing on in-depth interviews
with female-to-male transsexuals - or "transmen" - Vidal-Ortiz maintains that
understandings of sexuality and sexual orientation must move beyond a biological focus to include a consideration of gender identity. He draws upon the
narratives of the transmen to support his argument that changing gender disrupts
hegemonic ideas about sexuality and that gender identity supercedes genitalia
as the referent point in determining sexuality. The author further argues that
transmen's understandings of the fluidity of gender and sexuality permit them
to define their experiences outside of heteronormativity and hegemonic gender.
Vidal-Ortiz provides numerous examples of the ways that transmen stretch the
idea of what it means to be a man, often eschewing hegemonic masculinity in
favor of an integration of masculinity and femininity in gender presentations
and identity. Being more fluid in gender and sexuality allows some transmen
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to disrupt the idea of innate gender and sexuality. Nonetheless, this fluidity is
problematic for some members of the transgender community, who seek secure,
rigid definitions of gender and sexuality, just as it poses problems for certain
members of the lesbian, gay, and bisexual community, who adhere to biological explanations of gender and sexuality. In the end, Vidal-Ortiz contends that
transmen challenge and disrupt hegemonic understandings of gender and sexuality by drawing public attention to the complex interplay among sexual
orientation, behavior, desire and gender identity and expression.
Whereas Vidal-Ortiz examines individual experiences with transgenderism,
K. L. Broad, in her article, "Fracturing Transgender: Intersectional Constructions
and Identization," focuses on transgenderism at the social movement level. By
drawing upon survey and ethnographic research on transgender organizations
and community members, Broad examines how today's social movements reify,
construct, deconstruct, and defy current understandings of gender and sexuality.
She explains that an "old" politics of transgenderism, which defended traditional gender boundaries, is being overtaken by a "new" politics of gender free
activists. The author notes that this new radical queer position articulates the
exclusionary politics of the gay, lesbian, and feminist movements, focusing on
a politics of transgression that resists dichotomous categorization on the basis
of sex, gender, and sexuality. By examining the diversity of opinion and experiences within the transgender community, Broad illustrates how collective
identity is continually fractured into subcategories based on sexuality, race, and
social class. Although some transgender activists articulate differences, arguing
for example that becoming a Black man carries far different social and political implications than becoming a white man, other transactivists engage in
deconstructionist tactics in order to destablilize and subvert gender and with it
the idea of a transgender collective identity. Ultimately, Broad draws upon
Melucci's (1995) concept of identization to explain gendered sexualities in the
post-moderu era. She explains that sex, gender, and sexual identity derive from
the increasingly self-reflective and socially constructed manner in which
contemporary collective actors define themselves. Despite differences based
upon race, class, gender, and sexuality, Broad shows that activists have been
able to maintain a level of solidarity within the community that is necessary to
achieve social change.
By examining the intersection of gender and sexuality, the authors included
in this volume collectively advance theoretical understandings about the fluidity
of sex, gender, and sexuality. As Vidal-Ortiz and Broad each suggest, gendered
sexuality is no longer dependent upon the genital make-up or sexed bodies of
those involved, but rather, as Broad argues, on a process of identization, which
is dependent upon the self-reflection, self-definition, and self-identification of
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social actors. Moreover, the exercise of power at the intersection of gender and
sexuality is not one-dimensional or unidirectional, as some theorists have
suggested. Rather, as Mattley's and Beggan and Allison's research suggests,
the exercise of power in sexual arenas is dependent upon the type of gender
that is enacted or presented. The patriarchal social order, the objectification of
women, and notions about women's sexual servitude may be reified only if
both actors involved enact hegemonic gender. Certainly, the tendency of individuals to think in hegemonic terms was convincingly presented by Kimmel
and Plante, who call upon women and men to challenge themselves to think
and behave in less stereotypical ways. The importance of such a call for action
is exemplified by Mattley and by Beggan and Allison. When even one resists
hegemonic gender, by enacting resistant femininity during sexual telephone
conversations, by presenting textual messages that challenge stereotypes about
women, or in intimate sexual relations, established power arrangements are challenged, if not disrupted. But, apparent challenges to gendered sexuality are not
always as they might appear and do not necessarily disrupt gender. As Lindquist
and Schacht each demonstrate, hegemonic gender and sexuality may each be
reinforced in domains that claim to be liberating or that appear to radically
disrupt both. Thus, it is vitally important that researchers and theorists continue
to employ empirical and critical methods as they advance a grounded theory
of gendered sexuality.
In sum, the research in this volume advances understandings of the fluidity of
gender and sexuality, but it pushes beyond notions of gender and sexuality as
individually fluid. Rather, it appears that as western societies challenge binary
notions of sex and gender, recognizing instead that there are multiple masculinities and multiple femininities that are enacted and vary by contextual situation
and over the life course, understandings of sexuality will also become more fluid.
Specifically, when hegemonic gender is disrupted, sexuality may be radically
transformed. Rigid categories of sex, gender, and sexuality are no longer adequate to describe, let alone explain, gendered sexualities in the post-modern era.
Our hope is that the research presented in this volume will push research
and theory beyond the limits imposed by separate considerations of gender and
sexuality. We believe that a queer theoretical perspective has the potential to
shed enormous light on the synergy of gendered sexualities, but that to reach
its full potential, queer theorists must take into consideration the social construction of all sexualities as an outgrowth of gender. As western societies continue
to challenge and deconstruct gender, it is imperative that researchers consider
the ways in which gendered sexualities, fractured by race, social class, age,
able-bodiedness, and by other yet to be identified categories, play upon and are
exercised in the lives of individuals and groups of social actors.
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A D D PENIS A N D STIR:
A COOKBOOK APPROACH
TO GENDER IDENTITY
Carol S. Lindquist

INTRODUCTION
The Joy of Sex, a l s o k n o w n a s A Gourmet Guide a n d A Cordon
Bleu Guide to Lovemaking, h a s g i v e n t h e s e d e s c r i p t i o n s o f m e n , w o m e n , a n d

For 30 years,

our sexualities, verbatim:
• .. [T]he penis is more symbolically important than any other human organ. It's a dominance signal, it collects anxieties and folklore, and is a focus for all sorts of magical
manipulations. Male self-esteem and sense of identity tend to be located in it.
T h e v u l v a is
. . . the part . . . that is the
slightly scary: it looks like
and regurgitates it limp, it
anxieties are the origins of

most girl, but . . . to children, primitives and males generally,
a castrating wound and bleeds regularly, it swallows the penis
can probably bite, and so on. These biologically programmed
most male hangups including homosexuality.

Furthermore,
A woman's lovemaking will only be good with a good lover and she'll resent any man
who's unexciting, not only because he is unexciting, but also because she'll know she's
been unexciting too.
Male sexual response is brisk and automatic: it's triggered easily by things. Consequently
girls, and parts of girls, are for all men unpeople. Sure, the woman and various parts of
her are sex objects, but most men wish to be treated piecemeal in the same way.
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It sums up: "This set of programmed feelings.., is in fact the fine adjustment
for sex-roles, identity, and development" (Comfort, 1972, 1986, 1987, 1991,
1992, 1998, 1999 [online]). 1
The Joy of Sex uses these gendered descriptions in recipes for concocting sexual experiences with various ingredients, including settings (for example, in the
bedroom, on horseback, in trains), positions (among others: frontal, standing,
upside-down), techniques (such as bondage or massage), and utensils (mirrors,
feathers, and vibrators, among others). Although the book is known as a sex
manual, its preface announces that it is really "a cookery book of the full repertoire
of human heterosexuality." Further, it is "a book about valid sexual behaviors"
(10, emphasis added). This inquiry explores that position, its implications, and the
regressive impact it probably had on subliminal standards for sexual normativity
and gender identity in the late 20th century - especially since the book has been
continuously in print since 1972 with amazingly little change in its language
or points of view, despite the social impact of feminism, masculinities, and
the continuing mainstreaming of lesbian and gay sexualities. Side-by-side comparison of the various editions of The Joy of Sex reveals that the main changes
were the addition of information on AIDS, cautionary advice on condom use,
removal of descriptions and endorsements of group sex and spontaneous, casual
encounters, and reworking of the book's illustrations. Amusingly, as the book
aged, the amorous couple featured in its line drawings appeared younger and more
conservative - the man shed his long hair and beard, while the woman's hair
became longer and styled. Other, more substantive textual updates have not been
made, despite the book's continued publication and popularity.
A few feminist scholars have criticized The Joy of Sex for reinforcing the
traditional male-dominant/female-submissive model of sex within a patriarchal
social system (Altman, 1984; Jeffreys, 1990), mostly by pointing out the book's
genesis from within the (predominantly male) medical/psychological establishment, its focus on the experience of sex from a male perspective, and the
reiteration of long-held gender and sexual stereotypes. I find that these criticisms
are quite general, although accurate. They could, and do, apply to many sex
manuals published before and after The Joy of Sex. What these previous analyses
have not revealed is how the freight of traditional myths and stereotypes is
delivered. I suggest that the very construction of The Joy of Sex as a cookbook
of sexual recipes is key to two factors: (1) its effectiveness in conveying both
overt and hidden messages and (2) its long-lived popularity and acceptance. It
is the packaging of these techniques and attitudes in the familiar format of a
cookbook that helps to disguise their content and win receptive consumption
by readers. To borrow from Marshall McLuhan (McLuhan & Fiore, 1967), the
medium not only is but enhances the message.
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Not merely evocative of The Joy of Cooking in its title, The Joy of Sex openly
employs a cookbook template to organize and present a collection of recipes
for sexual and social norms - as gender-specific identities, assumptions, and
behaviors - for its readers to follow and reproduce (Comfort, 1972, 1986, 1987,
1991, 1992, 1998, 1999 [online] - reference to all editions hereafter cited as
"1972, etc."). In this article, I suggest that the familiar and accepted form of a
collection of recipes magnifies the apparent normativity of the contents of The
Joy of Sex, while somewhat masking their masculinist and gynephobic slant.
My argument rests on a Foucauldian premise: that gender and sexual identities
and behaviors are established and embellished through discourse (Ramazanoglu,
1993). The Joy of Sex provides a vivid and particularly transparent illustration
of this idea. By deconstructing its presentation of recipes that specify particular
"ingredients" and "utensils," it becomes evident that the book transmits not
only mechanical sexual information and techniques, but also the embedded
propaganda of cultural and power relations, especially those used in the
construction and interaction of male and female heterosexual identities, roles,
and norms. The Joy of Sex is not unique in this - many forms of popular culture
deliver messages that affect normativity, identity, desire, expectation, action,
and interaction. But this particular material has been absorbed by millions of
readers for 30 years largely unchanged. It is time to examine these particulars,
and I hope to contribute to what Jennifer Harding calls an " . . . imperative to
scrutinize what is taken to be at 'the centre' [i.e. heterosexual identity] and to
histoficise the signifying practices through which specific identities are
produced" (1998, p. 78). It is important to note that gender identity/behavior
and sexual identity/behavior are not the same. But they are interactive and interdependent - or as Michael Kimmel puts it: "We construct a sexuality through
gender, and we confirm gender through sexual behavior" (1991, p. 8).
In addition, I argue that while, at first glance, the packaging of sexual and
gender information into recipe format might seem liberatory and democratizing
with specialized knowledge made easily accessible and reproducible - in actuality, the content is locked into a culturally specific code that serves to propagate
status hierarchies and perpetuate the educational and social superiority of those
who dispense it or can correctly interpret it. In other words, the book reiterates orthodoxies and traditions that support existing power relations. Far from
enabling a revolutionary popularization of pleasure, it seems that The Joy of
Sex instead has a deeply conservative and conformist influence. This is a
concrete example of Herbert Marcuse's idea of "repressive desublimation,"
which holds that although formerly forbidden or limited indulgences have
become available and even encouraged - as the exercise of eros replaces the
work ethic in work and play (Marcuse, 1955, pp. 195-196) - they represent
-
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not real freedom but a different and perhaps more insidious form of repressive
control. Rather than demystifying and demythologizing the established rituals
of sex, The Joy of Sex reifies, naturalizes, and biologizes them. It appears likely
that specification of particular ingredients, techniques, and utensils solidifies
their inherent qualities into givens and creates dicta - ingredients that should
be not merely female, but passive and willing female; not just male, but active
and aggressive male. Only by using the specified "ingredients" can the recipe
be made accurately.
Following this logic, I speculate that the long-standing and largely unedited
articulation of stereotypical models of gender identity, behavior, and interaction
in this best-selling sexual cookbook serves a political agenda that aims to
maintain and reproduce traditional gender roles and power relations, and that
The Joy of Sex acts as an inhibiting factor in the slow trend toward personal
and public equality between men and women that is occurring in contemporary
America.

READING THE COOKBOOK
Not just a how-to book for preparing food, a cookbook also presents detailed
information for reproduction of cultural images, habits, and prejudices (GvionRosenberg, 1992) - each collection of recipes can be mined for literal and
symbolic description, prescription, proscription, and ascription. By deconstructing the text, one can identify the various ways in which social reality
as attitudes, interactions, and identities - is prescribed for its readers. One
does not expect to find radical or truly creative ideas in a cookbook, but instead
to learn - both figuratively and literally - what combinations of ingredients,
techniques, and presentation have already been tested and found acceptable from
the point of view of both producer and consumer. In a sense, a cookbook
can be said to occupy a position as an "instant classic" - a snapshot of an
historical moment - rather than as a statement in an ongoing public discourse.
This stance allows the book to achieve simultaneous removal from the field of
intellectual debate and a posture as an element of embedded normativity, or as
Marcuse says:
-

•.. [C]omingto life as classics, they come to life as other than themselves; they are deprived
of their antagonistic force, of the estrangement which was the very dimension of their truth
... But such assimilation is historically premature; it establishes cultural equality while
preserving domination (1964, p. 64).
This is not to say that cookbooks cannot have a radical and democratizing
function in transmitting new, sometimes astonishing, information and ideas
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across class, status, ethnic, and other social divides. Goody notes: "[T]he
cookbook, like other literary forms, opens up avenues of social mobility, for it
is then possible to teach oneself the mores (the menus and the table manners)
of higher-status groups by studying books on cooking . . . " (1982, p. 192). But
that is not why they are usually written. Instead, they chiefly serve to document
the practices of a particular, rather narrow social group, and to construct a
blueprint for others who wish to reproduce its specialties (Fleming, 1977) - in
short, a cookbook is a codified record of many of the aspects of habitus, defined
by Bourdieu as "socialized subjectivity" which involves the transmission
of cultural practice and identity: "the constancy of dispositions, tastes, [and]
preferences" (1992). This subtextual understanding of the social freight carried
by a cookbook finds verification in the usage of the archaic term "receipts" for
its contents, as recipes are techniques and wisdom that have been "received"
by one person and are passed along to another. The Joy of Sex states its cultural
orientation openly - it is a menu of sexual recipes by and for heterosexual
couples of Anglo-Saxon heritage (Comfort, 1972, etc.).

"GARRULOUS SEXUALITY":
READING THE SEX MANUAL
The organization of sexual technique into a format that is presentable to the
public eye involves much more than merely documenting who did what to
whom and how. The modern sex manual follows a pattern established for other
instruction books: actions are observed, measured, and described in order
to facilitate reliable reproduction (pun intended). In other words, they are
statements of particular activities that have been converted to " . . . scientific,
rational and systematic methods . . . " (Hawkes, 1996, p. 78).
In this transformation of an irrational and biomechanical process into a
quantitative and communicable artifact one may trace the influence of two early
20th-century industrial labor management techniques. Taylor measured workers'
bodily movements, which were "monitored, adapted and finely tuned as if they
were extensions of the machines with which they worked." Ford extended such
monitoring to workers' private lives, including the sexual and emotional aspects,
in order to promote an efficient and productive (male) work force (Hawkes,
1996, p. 78). Application of these techniques to an investigation of sexual
matters resulted in the foregrounding of heterosexual activity conducted within
the mores of the time. This produced a record of " . . . legitimate sexual acts
and sexual pleasures [which] were those that corresponded to the Fordist production process - repetitive and reproducible detailed tasks with a single endpoint
in mind, mutual orgasm" (Hawkes, 1996, p. 105).
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N o t only does this e m p h a s i s p r i v i l e g e o r g a s m i c intercourse, but it also privileges m e c h a n i c a l m a n i p u l a t i o n o v e r e m o t i o n a l improvisation, as it is o b v i o u s l y
easier to c o m m u n i c a t e instructions for p h y s i c a l t e c h n i q u e than those for
e n g a g i n g feelings. A n d as erotic " t r i g g e r s " h a v e b e e n traditionally p o s i t i o n e d
visual and tactile for men, e m o t i o n a l and situational for w o m e n ( M u r n e n &
Stockton, 1997; K i n s e y et al., 1948, 1953) - the f o r m e r h a v e (perhaps understandably) p r e d o m i n a t e d in the rationalized pages o f c o n v e n t i o n a l sex manuals.
W h a t is b e i n g dispensed here is a system o f expertise that overlays a
socio-cultural discipline onto a biophysical process. As this expert opinion is
absorbed by p e o p l e w h o are searching for techniques to e n h a n c e their personal
e x p e r i e n c e of sexual pleasure, any bias or standpoint that is built into the advice
also is c o m m u n i c a t e d as an integral and s o m e t i m e s hidden component. The sex
m a n u a l ( F o u c a u l t ' s "garrulous sexuality" [1990, p. 127]) serves as a Trojan Horse,
delivering not only detailed m e c h a n i c a l directions, but also attitudes and beliefs
regarding relative status, suitable activities, and legitimate expectations, and - not
least - it also establishes what is regarded as outside the pale. In short, like the
c o o k b o o k , it offers m a n y e l e m e n t s for creation o f cultural, gender, and personal
identity, and a p a c k a g e o f habitus f r o m a particular, culturally defined source.
H o w e v e r , it m u s t be noted that there is an i m p o r t a n t e l e m e n t o f personal
c h o i c e in h o w the directions and implications o f instruction books are
c o n s c i o u s l y used and absorbed, if at all. S o m e p e o p l e o b v i o u s l y find s o m e o f
the material in The Joy o f Sex repellent, as these c o m m e n t s f r o m readers at
A m a z o n . c o r n attest (all misspellings and g r a m m a t i c a l errors are the authors'
own, although n a m e s h a v e b e e n c h a n g e d to p r o v i d e anonymity):
-

Reader #1 from Pittsburgh, July 23, 1998: Why is this book so highly praised? I remember
when this book was re-issued, it got lots of press. A couple years later, my buddy suggested
it to me, saying that he heard it was great and so on and so forth so I picked it up. There
was nothing earth-shattering in there. The author gives some suggestions about things to
try in bed, but there was very little that I couldn't figure out on my own.
I also strongly disliked the preachiness of the book. He [Comfort] takes the attitude that
what is right for him, is right for everyone, which came across as being very closed-minded.
For example, we heal about why the woman shouldn't shave her legs or armpits, why
deoderant is bad, and in the section on anal sex, rather than explain how to do it more
painlessly for the woman, I got to read 2 pages on how dangerous it is with AIDS so
"prevelant" among heterosexuals.
Well, I don't like women who don't shave; ! don't like body odor, and I enjoy a
little backdoor action once in a while from a monogomous partner. If you can get past
the preaehiness of the book, you may find one or two useful tips in the 200-odd pages it
contains. Not recommended.
Reader #2 from United States, June 24, 1998: Seemed to be male-chanvinistic. The book
has some good points. I was very annoyed with the author's bias view on sexual body parts.
He is a medical doctor yet uses vulgar terms for women and medical terms for men. Hm,
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sounds a bit chauvinistic to me. There is much to be said for the positions suggested in
this book. I purchased the book but returned it after discovering that it was void of how to
have "Joy."
O n the other hand, s o m e readers liked it:
Reader #3 from South Carolina, June 16, 1998: It was great! This book really helped me
get more out of my sex. It made making love alot more intresting Reader #4 from Boston, MA, November 25, 1998: A wonderful enticing eye-opening
experience. Didn't really know what to expect, but when I got this book I was pleased. The
drawings were exquisite, and though I wish the duotone pictures were a bit more explicit,
they were a nice bonus. The level of understanding with which the material is written is
very deep. I expected more on technique, but instead it covers tons of dfferent and interesting
topics, leaving the nitty gritty details to the imaginations. It was a great book, could hardly
put it down, many good suggestions and very erotic to read.
(All readers' comments found online at Amazon.corn)
It s e e m s e v i d e n t that the first two readers found little of use in the book, and
r e j e c t e d not o n l y the directions g i v e n in it, but also m u c h o f the a u t h o r ' s point
o f view. T h e other two readers, h o w e v e r , o b v i o u s l y f o u n d The Joy o f Sex to
be i n f o r m a t i v e and p r o b a b l y e m p l o y e d its suggestions. U n k n o w a b l e f r o m their
c o m m e n t s is h o w the attitudes c o n v e y e d with the b o o k ' s instructions affected
the r e a d e r s ' own, although it is likely that s o m e i m p a c t was m a d e - if only
through the interaction o f reader with book, as Jennifer H a r d i n g m a k e s clear:
"[T]exts are open to m u l t i p l e readings by diverse and differently p o s i t i o n e d
readers, w h o are a c t i v e l y e n g a g e d in the production o f meanings. That is to
say, r e c e p t i o n o f m e s s a g e s is not a p a s s i v e act o f absorption" (1998, p. 76).
This issue is identified by F o u c a u l t as a c o n c e r n with the i m p a c t o f
"disciplinary t e c h n o l o g y " - o f w h i c h sexual expertise is certainly one - on
individuals (Sawicki, 1991, p. 63). L o c a t e d and operating within social
institutions, such as the rationalized and m e d i c a l i z e d discipline o f s e x o l o g y , as
w e l l as through i n d i v i d u a l s ' e v e r y d a y lives and habits, S a w i c k i maintains that
disciplinary t e c h n o l o g i e s carry a k n o w l e d g e o f and influence on
..~ the individual body - its capacities, gestures, movements, location, and behaviors ...
They aim to render the individual both more powerful, productive, useful and docile
They secure their hold not through the threat of violence or force, but rather by creating
desires, attaching individuals to specific identities, and establishing norms against which
individuals and their behaviors and bodies are judged and against which they police
themselves (1991, pp. 67-68; emphasis in original).
•

.

.

A n d Sandra Bartky argues that such disciplinary technologies, or systems of
expertise, subjugate by establishing c o m p e t e n c i e s and n o r m s that are then sought
as desirable skills and goals for individual use (1990). Sex manuals and
c o o k b o o k s alike thus are p o s i t i o n e d as expert literatures that establish n o r m s
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of behavior and desire which can be, and doubtless are, used in the construction
of identity, mores, and the maintenance of cultural exclusivity and superiority
through the exercise of their "differential value," to use Foucault's term
(1990, p. 123).

THE

JOYS

Although there is no specific information on the point, it is highly likely that
The Joy of Sex was consciously titled after The Joy of Cooking. The cookbook
"Bible" had been continuously in print through ten editions over 40 years by
the time Alex Comfort's sex manual was published in 1972 (Rombauer, Becker
& Becker, 1997). It was truly encyclopedic instructional literature - aimed at
people with no more than moderate cooking skills - and provided advice on
everything but how to boil water. Sales of hundreds of thousands of copies
(Mendelsom 1996) put The Joy of Cooking into countless American kitchens,
and many baby boomers grew up in homes where it was a familiar and
well-thumbed guidebook to relatively healthful, often-tasty, easy-to-prepare,
middle-to-upper-class food - exactly the equivalent image drawn for The Joy

of Sex.
Further evidence shows the conscious evocation of an all-purpose cookbook
by The Joy of Sex. The book is packed with references to food. For instance,
the subtitles that alternate between editions, "The Gourmet Guide to Lovemaking" and "The Cordon Bleu Guide to Lovemaking," evoke the snobbish
appeal of top-notch cuisine - this is not just ordinary, garden-variety screwing
(or chewing), but is for those who want the highest quality and are willing to
be inducted into the nuances of sexual haute cuisine (this is also played up
through the frequent use of Sometimes-translated French terms for amorous
specifics: cassolette, soixante-neuf, and others). Chapter headings such as "Main
Courses" and "Sauces and Pickles" suggest that lovemaking should be more
like a full-course meal than a quick snack. In the preface, Comfort confirms
both the cookbook design and the intimation of upper-class edibles:
A cookery book is a sophisticated and unanxious account of available dishes - culinary
fantasies as well as staple diets - with the practical details provided. This book is an equally
unanxious account of the full repertoire of human h e t e r o s e x u a l i t y . . . A cookbook tells the
novice how to tackle a live lobster, what to do when the mayonnaise separates, how to
fix a chateaubriand. The authors of this book describe . . . what to do about impotence
or premature ejaculation, how to manage oral sex, how to play symbolically aggressive
games, how to treat a partner who is hip for 'discipline,' how not to be bothered by fetishes,
how to use k i n k y clothes as sex stimuli . . . I wish I had read such a recipe book . . .
(1972, etc.).
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The narrative voices of the two Joys are even similar - chatty, casual, exuding
a confidence born of experience and success - and it is amusing to note that Sex's
Alex Comfort and Cooking's Irma Rombauer were at a similar age when their
respective first editions were published: Comfort was 52, Rombauer was 54.

THE M A S K OF R E V O L T
The Joy of Sex further follows the convention for both cookbooks and sex
manuals of authorship by well-credentialed, highly experienced practitioners
who are firmly established within the authoritative elite - again, refuting any
possibility of revolutionary or even populist origin. Initially, the authors of The
Joy of Sex were said to be " . . . one couple, [one of whom] is a practicing
physician" (1972), and editor Alex Comfort touted his credentials as an
academic biologist, expert on sexuality, and the "fact" that several medical and
scientific authorities were consulted for the book. In a later edition (1986),
Comfort revealed that he and his wife were the anonymous couple, he was the
book's sole scientific authority, and he and his wife actually wrote the book
together, although she was never given formal credit as co-author. Although
heavily marketed to sexually active baby boomers (who were all under 30 in
1972) and narrated from the standpoint of the boomer generation, The Joy of
Sex was written not by them, but for them by highly credentialed members of
their parents' generation. While it used consciously hip language and made
frequent anecdotal reference to the authors' personal experience, the book was
one in a long lineage of prescriptive sex manuals to emerge from the
medical/scientific establishment - Stopes, Married Love, 1918; Van de Velde,
Ideal Marriage, 1928; Wright, The Sex Factor in Marriage, 1930; and more
(Segal, 1994, p. 86; Jackson, 1994).
However, Joy had a vested interest in presenting itself as iconoclastic, both
to appeal to a rebellious generation and to fit the mold previously established
for books of its genre. Like many other contemporary examples (i.e. Reuben,
Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex, 1969; McKay, Any Woman
Can.r Love and Sexual Fulfillment for the Single, Widowed, Divorced . . . and
Married, 1971; and others), The Joy of Sex characterizes its own perspective
as "liberated," "adventurous," and "uninhibited." This is somewhat similar
to the convention for marketing cookbooks that poses each one as offering
innovative or previously unpresented material (even in the 15th edition,
two-thirds of a century after its first publication, The Joy of Cooking proclaims
that it is "All New" [Rombauer, Becker & Becker, 1997]). The standard
claim of originality seems highly unlikely when one considers the thousands
of cookbooks that are simultaneously available, as well as the fact that in the
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United States it is not possible to copyright individual recipes, since they are
held to be based on generally available knowledge and made from c o m m o n
ingredients with widely disseminated techniques (Mendelson, 1996). Nor may
much originality be expected in advice about sex - the practice of which
certainly predates cooking by countless millennia.
According to Michel Foucault, rebellion is an illusion commonly invoked
by contemporary discussants o f sexual issues: that they challenge and break
repressive taboos and offer a new freedom to the lucky listeners or readers:
There may be another reason that makes it so gratifying for us to define the relationship
between sex and power in terms of repression: something that one might call the speaker's
benefit. If sex is repressed, that is, condemned to prohibition, nonexistence, and silence,
then the mere fact that one is speaking about it has the appearance of a deliberate
transgression (1980).
It may be that such "renegade" posturing serves as a multi-edged distancing
device: by declaring a break with the past, the author draws an aura of freshness
and newness over his/her b o o k (a concept not usually associated with the w o r l d ' s
oldest subject), while, at the same time, it disavows any relation to prurient or
pornographic intent by displaying its material as an act of civil disobedience
performed in the public interest. It also allows a degree of separation between
work intended for a popular audience and the author's other, presumably more
prestigious or professionally legitimate endeavors. A n d by maintaining that the
b o o k heralds a new order, the author casts an illusion to bolster the prima facie
legitimacy of the new work, establish his/her claim as intrepid explorer and
researcher in as-yet-uncharted territory, while keeping an escape route into a
previous and separate persona, should the need arise.
The use of smoke and mirrors to proclaim discovery and novelty while
perpetuating traditional mores is characteristic of sex-instruction literature of
the 1960s and 1970s, according to Altman:
It is a medium through which the dominant culture, under the guise of breaking taboos,
reinforces those taboos, unceasingly telling itself and its initiates what it, and they, already
know (1984).
In this way delivery of the officially endorsed message is ensured. By co-opting
the position of revolt, but not its anima, a dominant culture not only appears
democratic and tolerant, but also crowds out the voices of dissent. Main-line
information thus can be disseminated through a variety of sources, with the
result that little new or outr¢ is available to learn, even when it is sought.
The result is a flood of similar news with little depth or difference, the critical
position is co-opted, and evolutionary discourse is muted. People, Marcuse
wrote, can be " . . . made ignorant by their daily intake of information" (1955,
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p. 92; emphasis in original). Further, the appearance of breaking strictures and
achieving liberation without any actual substance is a dangerous phenomenon,
he warns, because it leads to even tighter and more pervasive, but less obvious,
restriction - the essence of his concept of "repressive desublimation." While
this phenomenon - the appearance of loosened bonds which actually tightens
control - can be found in many areas (e.g. religion, education, the workplace),
Marcuse sees the repressive desublimation of sexuality (the "release of
constrained sexuality within the dominion of [dominant] institutions") as
particularly potentially harmful to society. This
... process explodes suppressed sexuality; the libido continues to bear the mark of
suppression and manifests itself in the hideous forms so well known in the history of
civilization ... Such release of sexuality provides a periodically necessary outlet for
unbearable frustration; it strengthens rather than weakens the roots of instinctual constraint;
consequently, it has been used time and again as a prop for suppressive regimes (1955,
pp. 184-185).
I do not imply that the proliferation of sex manuals set the stage for a return
of the fascisti, as Marcuse was concerned about. But it is noticeable that the
warming trend caused by the sexual revolution in America, which evoked the
possibility of a more gender-egalitarian and uninhibited set of popular sexual
mores, chilled rapidly in the post-AIDS, neo-conservative revival of the religious
and economic right - Linda Grant calls it " . . . the moral backlash and panic"
(1994, p. 8) - and resulted in renewed gender stereotyping, a pervasive "just
say 'no' " sexual code (especially for women), and constant sniping at established reproductive rights.
It looks like the interplay between liberalism/liberation and regulation/
repression is integral to the 20th-21st-century approach toward sex. Marcuse
(1964) identified it as an effect of the assimilation of the libido into the marketplace and the workplace. Sex sells, and desire buys: these are points of power
in contemporary cultural politics on macro societal and micro interpersonal
levels. Capitalism co-opted sex for use in the interplay between consumption
and production (Grant, 1994, p. 138), and while the pervasiveness of
technological reality made life easier, it also inhibited one's pleasurable interaction with o n e ' s surroundings:
The environment from which the individual could obtain pleasure - which he could cathect
as gratifying almost as an extended zone of the body - has been rigidly reduced.
Consequently, the "universe" of libidinous cathexis is likewise reduced. The effect is a
localization and contraction of libido, the reduction of [the] erotic to sexual experience and
satisfaction (Marcuse, 1964, p. 73).
The result was an intensification of repressive desublimation, Marcuse said,
which " . . . is indeed operative in the sexual sphere . . . .
it operates as the
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by-product of the social controls of technological reality, which extend liberty
while intensifying domination" (1964, p. 72).
As discussed in detail later, the particulars of these social controls and the
cultural politics they reflect can be seen to be embedded in the delicacies
delineated in The Joy of Sex. Like Alice B. Toklas' brownies, 2 one can consume
them and come to inhabit a different perspective than was originally held.
POWER

AS THE

ULTIMATE

APHRODISIAC

3

"This is a cultural politics that uses the connections drawn between text, reader,
and world to rework existing relations of power in each of those domains."
Toby Miller (1993, p. 65) wrote these words about the interplay between bodies
of fact and works of fiction that occurs in the interpretations made by readers
(his example is " . . . the state of popular medical knowledge and its intersection
with an account of science fiction medicine in a short story" [1993, p. 65]).
But his point about the shifting balances of power and renegotiations of
understanding and interaction between the self, others, and the world can be
equally well applied to the Joys and their readers, as there is a sticky tangle
of mythology, biology, romance, and reality in almost any approach to sex or
food. And to operate in the vicinity of taboo territory, even while reiterating
and reinforcing the barrier between the forbidden and the allowed - as both
sex manuals and cookbooks have been shown to do - is to be much concerned
with the delineation and dynamics of power.
Thus it is evident that power is a central theme in The Joy of Sex, especially
since power relations and contests lie at the heart of its sexual and social
prescriptions. Considering each technique as an independent recipe helps make
power visible as an individual ingredient and allows a reader to assemble a
general picture of its function in gender and sexual relations. There is also a
kind of power that is embedded in the cookbook or how-to manual itself. By
reiterating and providing formulae for normative activities, assumptions, and
expectations, a book of instructions - especially a cookbook of sexual behavior
- sets the parameters for the establishment of subordination or domination, trust,
reciprocity, and conformity. All are self-evident in dyadic or group relationships and encounters, whether food-related or sexual, and the position of offering
a selection of recipes for reproduction of norms is a powerful one, indeed.
Sawicki clarifies the Foucauldian outline of this process: " . . . [A]ccording to
Foucault, power has not operated primarily by denying sexual expression but
by creating the forms that modern sexuality takes" (1991, p. 38). Creation of
the parameters and function of sexuality is one of the ultimate forms of social
control. While Sawicki/Foucault focus on a macro, societal manifestation of
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power in establishing the paradigms of sexuality, I argue that an equally strong
articulation of power and creative social force is apparent in the manipulation
of these forms on a more micro, interpersonal level.
Marcuse sees it as a contrast and conflict between "two-dimensional,
diaiectical modes of thought and technological behavior or social 'habits of
thought' ":
In the expression of these habits of thought, the tensions between appearance and reality,
fact and factor, substance and attribute tend to disappear. The elements of autonomy,
discovery, demonstration, and critique recede before designation, assertion, and imitation
(1964, p. 85).
It is when the ingredient of opposition is removed from modes and methods
of human behavior that they can (and, Marcuse believes, inevitably do)
transform into a medium of social cohesion (1964, p. 57), which enhances their
normativity and establishes them within their larger context as the correct way
to be human. Such is the power embedded within the behavioral and attitudinal
dicta of The Joy of Sex that delineate gender identity and interplay, as well as
sexual and emotional expectations and experiences.

M E T H O D : THE RECIPES
Bourdieu's idea of the scramble for dominance among a field of holders of
various accumulations of cultural capital (1992) is also pertinent to considerations of power relations and can be found in the sexual recipes detailed in The
Joy of Sex. In fact, all corporeal practices, most certainly including those
involving food and sex, are held to be the embodiment of society in Bourdieu's
schema: "It]he body is in the social world, but the social world is in the body"
(1992). The social world revealed in The Joy of Sex is white (the book is
lavishly illustrated, but only shows white people making love, except in prints
of antique erotic art from India and Japan), heterosexual, and male-dominant.
This is abundantly evident when one looks at the types of recipes (see Table
1: Recipes for Men vs. Recipes for Women and Table 2: Recipes for Men and
Women) and examines the details of the "dos and don'ts" (see Table 4:
Generalities; Table 5: Descriptions; Table 6: Ascriptions and Attitudes; Table
7: Prescriptions; and Table 8: Proscriptions) given in the book for both men
and women.
It is equally important to see what recipes or ingredients are identifiable by
looking at omissions or implications. A notable and powerful factor in any
cookbook is what is left out. These tend to be the underlying assumptions, the
things "everyone" knows or, rather, everyone who is already in the know knows.
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Those who do not have the correct framework cannot execute the recipes
successfully. For instance, when butter is required and no other details are
provided, is it understood to be sweet or salted? The wrong one will produce
a markedly different taste from the traditional goodies that Grandma made. This
difference provides objective proof that there are right and wrong ways to do
things and demonstrates the unsuitability of "others" for insider standing. Once
again, cultural territory has been protected and status remains undiluted.
The data that support these arguments were derived from close readings of
all editions of The Joy of Sex and report its statements as accurately as possible.
It should be noted that they are not intended to be a complete recital of the
book's contents, but representative of its views. To make these points clearly,
I have included only items that appear in all seven editions of The Joy of Sex
(and, now, online, which increases the potential audience exponentially). Data
were organized into tables arranged to demonstrate the correspondence (or
lack of) between the techniques and advice given for each gender (see Table
1 and Tables 4-8). These similarities and differences were then compared
in order to reveal the book's underlying templates for both males and females.
Since Table 2's contents were aimed equally at men and women, it is organized
into four groups of similarly oriented recipes: those involving settings, positions,
techniques, and utensils. These are examined for both specifics and nuances of
gendered orientation.
It is evident in "Table 1: Recipes for Men vs. Recipes for Women" that both
men and women are provided with instructions for preliminaries, or appetizers,
that are especially exciting to the other. Men are given information on the fine
points of kissing, having a soft touch, and playing with a breast - all identified
as specifics desired by women (.see Table 6). And women are advised how to
provide the "concrete signals" (Comfort, 1972, etc.) preferred by men, such as
wearing or not wearing clothing and exhibitionary self-masturbation. For
entrees, both genders can find techniques for performing oral sex and masturbation on each other, although the accompanying illustrations only show male
genitals being worked on. The primary positions for men - the missionary and women - on top - are also detailed.
Then the menu becomes somewhat gender segregated, as men are supplied
with instructions for eight additional positions for intercourse, while women are
told that it is possible to do an acrobatic feat in which one curves the body so
far backward that one's head winds up between one's legs to achieve a proximity
of mouth and vagina for alternating oral and vaginal penetration - a somewhat
rare dish, I ' m sure. Other female-oriented recipes include frills to enhance male
delight: clenching the vaginal muscles (insertion of a glass practice instrument
is advised, which seems potentially dangerous), anal stimulation, delaying or
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R e c i p e s for M e n vs. R e c i p e s for W o m e n .

Note: R e a d across the columns.
S i m i l a r items for m e n and w o m e n are matched.
For Men

For Women

Kissing

Going out in public naked under a coat

Having a soft touch

Wearing sexy clothing

Playing with a breast
Genital kissing

Performing oral sex

Masturbating a woman
(both locations illustrated w/woman
masturbating man)

Masturbating a man

Using missionary position

Taking the top position

Vaginal intercourse from the rear
Standing position

Learning to contract vaginal muscles; pompoir

Inverted or upside-down intercourse

Getting own mouth near vagina to allow
alternating penetration

Giving a non-vaginal, non-clitoral orgasm

Substitutes for vaginal intercourse

Anal intercourse

Male orgasm-enhancing anal stimulation

Armpit intercourse
Intermammary intercourse
Intercourse using big toe
Beating a woman
Self-masturbation for man to watch
Delay of male orgasm by urethral pressure
Speeding up a man's orgasm
Giving a man a post-orgasm erection
Curing premature ejaculation

Curing frigidity

Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.
s p e e d i n g orgasm, and r e a d y i n g the penis for another bout. D e t a i l e d directions
are g i v e n for m e n to switch w o m e n with birch twigs all o v e r the body and in
the genital area, and w h e r e in the U n i t e d States the best twigs for s w i t c h i n g
g r o w (the northeast), w h i l e w o m e n are parenthetically i n f o r m e d that it is fine
to switch men, but to be careful o f the penis; paddles and whips are also
mentioned.
Finally, each g e n d e r is p r o v i d e d with lengthy instructions for curing nonp e r f o r m a n c e p r o b l e m s ( m e n - p r e m a t u r e ejaculation; w o m e n - f r i g i d i t y ) .
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Table 2.

Recipes for Men and Women.

Settings

Bedroom appointments
Cars
Horseback
Motorcycles
Outdoors
Rocking chairs
Swings
Trains
Positions
A la N6gresse
Croupade
Cuissade
Femoral
Flanquette
Postillionage
Techniques
Bondage (illustratedwith woman bound)
Dancing
Feuille de rose
Food games
Karezza
Massage
Remote stimulation
Tongue bath
Total relaxation
Utensils
Mirrors
Pattes d' araign6e
Stockings
Using a harness
Using feathers
Using ice
Vibrators
Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.

It seems assumed that men will be the active parties in sexual encounters,
and that w o m e n will be more passive, since suggestions for positions and
activities are aimed at males three times more often than at females: nine recipes
for various intercourse positions or techniques are given for men (missionary,
rear vaginal, standing, inverted, anal, oral, armpit, intermammary, with toe),
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while women are furnished with three: one specific (oral), one general (on top),
and one nearly impossible (oral-vaginal proximate). Women's attention is
presumed to be focused on the male body or providing stimulating entertainment
during lovemaking, while men's job is to manipulate their own and their
partner's bodies as activity proceeds, mostly by knowing and implementing
various positions. The detailed directions for painful switching also assume that
men will be the active partner and imply that women's genitals are less sensitive
or more suited to pain, as caution is advised only for male genitalia.
Ironically, the single active position for the woman - on top - is accompanied
by a twice-stated, serious warning that both partners could be injured if clumsy:
"This is about the only kind of intercourse in which one or both can be injured
by clumsiness or by slipping" (Comfort, 1972, etc.). Although significant injury
certainly could result from awkward movements in several of the male-active
positions (tissues can tear or bruise during anal and oral activity, and the woman
can be dropped on her head during inversion), only mild caution is urged. The
inference is that men are more deft and skilled in bodily activities, while women
might be incompetently injurious to themselves and others.
Not included in this approach are recipes in which an assertive woman is an
ingredient, except as she anticipates and caters to the man's taste. Nor are men
permitted a passive role except in receiving oral attention, although some gentleness toward one's partner is encouraged.
The recipes that were written for both men and women (see Table 2) all fit
into the general heading of extras, or - to continue the food analogy condiments. None is vital for adequate or fulfilling sexual nourishment, but
each adds some spice to the proceedings; in fact, most are presented in the
"Sauces and Pickles" chapter. In the "Settings" category, five are public venues
(i.e. on horses and motorcycles), and three are private (in a bedroom, car, or
rocking chair). It is not likely that sex happens as frequently and successfully
in public as it does in private, so the discussion of bedroom appointments is
probably the most useful entry.
Three of the positions detailed are variations on rear-entry vaginal intercourse
(croupade, cuissade, and a Ia N~gresse), flanquette is a frontal position, and
femoral is either frontal or rear non-vaginal intercourse. A la N~gresse is a
politically incorrect term for a position that evokes the total submission/
dominance of slave-master relations. In it, the woman is kneeling, bowed to
the ground with her hands clasped behind her head, and held immobilized by
the man behind leaning on her shoulders and entwined in her legs. Most of
these positions are intended to enable male dominance, and a la N~gresse is
the most blatant - unlike the others, it is presented as a major position in the
"Main Courses" section of the book.
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Of the sexual play and stimulation techniques outlined, five are essentially
one-sided, in that they are not usually mutually and simultaneously performed,
although either partner can be the giver or the receiver. These are bondage
(illustration shows a bound woman), feuille de rose (an oral-anal technique),
massage, remote stimulation, and tongue bath. Two others are self-explanatory,
dual-active techniques: dancing and food games. And the two remaining techniques are singletons: Karezza is a male-specific device for ejaculation control,
and total relaxation is exactly what it says: both partners are passive while
joined at their genitals.
Four of the utensils or sexual toys discussed are one-sided: using a harness,
feathers, and ice, and pattes d'araignFe (excruciatingly light touching) are all
most easily done by one partner to the other. Stockings and vibrators are
presented as female-oriented toys. Stockings are said to be worn only by women,
and vibrator use is detailed almost exclusively for women and on their bodies.
Only mirrors are discussed as items that can be used by both partners at once,
if large enough to reflect a dual image.

Table 3.

Ethnic Recipes.

A la N6gresse
Chinese style
Chinese and Japanese sex toys
Indian style
Japanese style
Karezza
South Slav style (Serbian and Croatian)
Turkish style
Viennese oyster

Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.
It is possible to construct another category of sexual recipes that reiterates
the cookbook orientation of The Joy of Sex. For over a century, general cookbooks have contained at least a smattering of ethnic recipes (Farmer, 1896;
Kander & Schoenfeld, 1903; Wallace, 1908). This book is no exception, as it
includes nine entries that detail various practices whose origins are attributed
to other-than-white-and-mainstream-Anglo cultures or ethnicities (see Table 3).
For instance, the human-pretzel oral-vaginal proximate position is said to be an
Indian technique, as are Karezza and pompoir (intra-vaginal massage through
expert flexing of the Kegel muscles).
The most notable element of most of these ethnic recipes is a rampant theme
of male dominance and female obedience and subservience. A la NFgresse was
discussed previously as a position that evokes a master-slave relationship;
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Chinese and Japanese styles are said to focus on " . . . violence and formality"
(Comfort, 1972, etc.), with frequent simulation of rape; South Slav style details
athletic and extremely vigorous techniques for penetration (uncomfortably
reminiscent of the recent Serbian tactic of using rape as a common act of war);
Turkish style emphasizes a harem scenario; and the Viennese oyster is an
uncomfortable-sounding position in which the woman is literally squashed under
the man's full bodyweight while curled into a fetal position or with feet tucked
behind her head.
The attribution of foreign origin to these recipes with their pervasive presence
of pronounced gender disparity and brutality seems to be an attempt to displace
responsibility for their extreme nature away from the ostensibly more wellmannered Anglo tradition. Citing such techniques as products of other cultures
allows disavowal of whatever inherent qualities might be socially distasteful
or embarrassing, while ratifying knowledge of them as a specialized form of
educational privilege. Putting this twist on the matter also makes it possible for
such knowledge to produce a payoff of higher dividends in cultural capital
for those who are seen to possess it.
Another factor that enhances ethnic recipes is the allure of the exotic "other,"
and the implication that these techniques were gleaned from the erotic traditions
of non-Western societies, presumably by intrepid and lusty white explorers.
Sherry Ortner (1996) notes that various forms of "Western otherizing"
unilaterally construct the Western self as male and the "Oriental" other as
female. As both the narrative voice of The Joy of Sex and its philosophical
perspective are resoundingly Western and male, this point reiterates the theme
of male dominance found in this category of ethic recipes. 4
The snob appeal of the exotic is also visible in the liberal use of French
words and phrases for positions and body parts throughout the book (c~ la
paresseuse, cassolette, cuir de Russie, foyer, ligottage, mise-au-point, soixanteneuf, vers le buisson ardent des femmes, and previously mentioned names of
techniques). These are only occasionally translated and are used in almost the
same way that French catchwords have been rather gratuitously sprinkled into
cooking terminology, resulting in a jargon that establishes an elite status for
those who can sling it around. A similar attempt to be high-brow can be seen
in The Joy of Cooking, as various ordinary dishes are given Frenchified names:
sautdd [sic] eggs (fried eggs), German beef ~) la mode (not beef with ice cream,
as it sounds, but sauerbraten), sautid [sic] chicken (fried chicken), and others
(Rombauer, 1998 [1931]). Conscious elitism and exoticism in The Joy of Sex
are also evident in the frequent appearance of Britishisms that Alex Comfort
natively employs and that were left unedited, even though the book was written
for an American audience. It is likely that both French and British phraseology
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w e r e deliberately e m p l o y e d to g i v e the a p p e a r a n c e that The Joy of Sex was not
a b o o k for the masses, since the refined l a n g u a g e r e q u i r e d a specialized and
sophisticated b a c k g r o u n d to understand it. This allows readers to maintain an
elite self-image, despite the crudeness o f the subject. This interpretation is
further u n d e r s c o r e d by the illustrations, w h i c h are line d r a w i n g s and full-color
reproductions o f antique exotic art - an e v o c a t i o n o f h i g h culture, rather than
l o w - c l a s s pornography.

IDENTITIES AND HIDDEN INGREDIENTS
It is e v i d e n t f r o m the p r e c e d i n g exploration o f recipes f r o m The Joy of Sex that
the b o o k offers little in the w a y o f suggestions for innovative, non-sexist g e n d e r
roles or egalitarian sexual b e h a v i o r to its readers, but it m a k e s a lot o f noise
about b e i n g liberated w h i l e actually d e l i v e r i n g a portrait o f sex b e t w e e n
unequals in a w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d elite, heterosexual, white, m a l e - d o m i n a n t tradition. W h i l e it is i m p o s s i b l e to g a u g e the effect this l o n g - t i m e best-selling b o o k
has had on relations b e t w e e n m e n and w o m e n , their sexualities, and self-images
f r o m the content analysis p e r f o r m e d here, it is possible to take a clear l o o k at
s o m e o f the a s s u m p t i o n s and c o n v e n t i o n s presented. C o n s i d e r a t i o n of the details

Table 4.

Generalities.

The wider use of sexual equipment is a way of communicating totally.
Sexual love is the supreme human experience.
The penis is the most symbolically important human organ.
The vulva is "the most girl and as magic as the penis," but is scary to "children, primitives, and
males, generally, in biologically programmed anxieties." These anxieties are the origins of most
male hang-ups, including homosexuality.
Homosexuality is a major and medical sex problem; means having a "turn-off" toward the
opposite gender which makes same-sex response more evident and reduces sexual scope.
All people are bisexual; same-sex play is not unnatural, especially in a two-sex setting.
The missionary position is one of the most rewarding positions for intercourse.
Bondage fantasies only scare people whose idea of tenderness is "over-tender."
To need some degree of violence in sex, rather than emotional love, is statistically normal.
While cruelty and real resentment should never be part of violence in sex, a black eye is a sign
of caring in one couple and ground for divorce in another.
Never involve children in adult sexual activities.

Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.
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outlined in Tables 4-8 helps to flesh out the prototypical male and female
embodied in the pages of The Joy of Sex and provides information about the
attitudes and expectations attributed to each. It is also worth restating that these
gender prototypes have been presented to readers for almost 30 years with
almost no change, despite the repeated publication of revised editions containing
new material on AIDS, safe sex practices, and confession of authorship
(Comfort, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1998, 1999 [online]).
The statements in "Table 4: Generalities" make it clear that sex is viewed
as the penultimate human experience and the key to successful communion
between individuals. Gender myths are relayed in full: the most important part
of any human body is the symbolically laden penis: " . . . [it is] a dominance
signal, it collects anxieties and folklore, and is a focus for all sorts of magical
manipulations" (Comfort, 1972, etc.), while the quintessentially "girl" vulva is
frightening to almost everyone: "children, primitives, and males . . . [because]
it looks like a castrating wound and bleeds regularly, it swallows the penis
and regurgitates it limp, it can probably bite and so on" (Comfort, 1972, etc.).
The "biologically programmed" fear of the vulva is said to lie at the root of
homosexuality (presumably only in men), which is " . . . a major sex problem"
(1972). This medicalized psychobabble sets up an essentialist duality between
the male and female genitals in which the penis becomes an icon of humanity
and the vulva its nemesis. Presumably this can be inferred to offer ratification
for the patriarchal system as one in which the good guys come out on top, cast
attempts to equalize gendered reality as possibly heretical or dangerous, and
provide justification for entrenched inequalities as natural or biologically based.
Comfort's description of the "scary" vulva hints at the Freudian concepts of
castration anxiety and penis envy which were said to be formative stages in,
respectively, male and female psychosexual development (Freud, 1995 [1938]),
and it evokes Freud's analysis of the Medusa myth as the archetypal male
experience upon first seeing female genitalia:
The terror of Medusa is ... a terror of castration ... It occurs when a boy catches sight of
the female genitals, probably those of an adult, surrounded by hair... The hair upon Medusa's
head is frequently represented ... [as] snakes, and these once again are derived from the
castration complex... They serve actually as a mitigation of the horror, for they replace the
penis, the absence of which is the cause of the horror (Freud, 1940 [1922], p. 273).
Although The Joy of Sex ostensibly provides descriptions of the social and
mythic freight carried by both male and female genitals, I find only the penis
(as the symbolically laden phallus) to be truly present in this text. The vulva
certainly is mentioned, but not as a functioning and storied physical presence;
instead, it is identified as a painful absence of and threat to its male counterpart,
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or, as E. Ann Kaplan calls it, the "sinister genital organ" (1983, p. 311). By
this reckoning, then, the vulva appears only as a not-penis and a black hole
that can swallow a vital portion of male sexuality and steal its potency - that
of the erect penis vanishes temporarily, while "normal" heterosexuality can
disappear forever - rather than a legitimate and awe-inspiring organ in its
own right.
Of all the positions detailed in the book, the missionary or matrimonial
position is said to be " . . . the most rewarding" (Comfort, 1972) and employed
in about three-quarters of all sexual encounters. It should be noted that, when
examined, this "statistic" again reveals the book's underlying bias toward a
white, Western perspective, from which the missionary position appears to be
an overwhelming favorite. In other cultures it is not, as Comfort himself says
about the Polynesian islanders who, favoring a rear-entry position, derisorily
gave the frontal, male-top position its name. In addition, Kltickholm found the
missionary position " . . . preferred in only 10% of the native American cultures
he surveyed" (cited in Kimmel, 1991, p. 4). Even from a Western (colonialist?)
point of view, the statement that the missionary/matrimonial position is "the
most rewarding" ignores the fact that some women cannot achieve orgasm
in it - or, indeed in any copulative position (Hite, 1994; Masters et al.,
1994; Segal, 1994) - which certainly privileges the male orgasm in normative
intercourse.
The issues of using bondage and violence in sex play are dealt with at some
length. It seems that the author's intent is to be value-free in this regard, as he
acknowledges dominance, submission, and controlled violence to be often-enjoyed
elements of sexual experience, and delivers cautionary advice to steer clear of
cruelty, anger, and un-fun pain or injury. Unfortunately, the meaning that emerges
from between the lines (detailed in Table A) is that if one is afraid of being tied
up, one is "over-tender" (too gentle, too nice, too wimpy?); it is more normal to
need violence in sex than to need love; and it is okay to give a black eye if it is
done to show care. As I see it, this legitimation of injurious violence as a
component of sexual interplay ratifies the feminist position that " . . . men [have]
a 'sexuality' which [is] synonymous with the need for power and continuous with
the expression of violence" (Segal, 1994, p. 57). Comfort's positioning of
violence as a manifestation of caring is an echo of early sexologist Havelock Ellis'
statement that "the normal, well-balanced man only inflicted physical pain on the
woman he loved 'if he felt it was part of his love',and 'if she liked it'" (1913,
quoted in Jackson, 1994, p. 114). So love or care provides a context in which
violence becomes a rational action and overrides the "irrational elements of ethical
norms or moral inhibitions" (Hawkes, 1996, p. 103) that presumably would
prohibit a black eye in a less emotionally invested relationship.
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HOMOSEXUALITY AS CRIPPLED BISEXUALITY
Far from acknowledging that it is a positive sexual preference, homosexuality
(in men) is said to be a "hangup" (Comfort, 1972, etc.): a stunted or mutilated version of the bisexuality that is naturally present in all - with the initial
incapacitation of heterosexuality caused by the sight of a vulva probably at
some time during childhood (see the quotation that describes the vulva
at the beginning of this article). It is difficult to imagine that many boys have
the opportunity to see an adult woman's vulva. In order to catch sight of one,
it is necessary for a woman to have her legs open with the observer in
position for a clear view. The likelihood of this occurring often enough to be
a causative psychological factor in male homosexuality seems improbable.
Equally improbable may be a nearly universal reaction of fright at the sight
of a vulva. Why not also attribute psychologically crippling fear to a glimpse
of the penis which not only is easier to see but also can undergo a pronounced
and startling transformation? The threat of an erect penis seems somewhat
more imminent and obvious than the subtle and implied danger of female genitalia. And yet the likelihood of causing psychosexual damage is imputed only
to the latter.
Comfort's statement that homosexuality is " . . . a major sex problem" that
can be " . . . cure[d] by an expert" (1972, etc.) reflects the view of it as a mental
and medical disorder that was canonical in psychiatric circles (he was trained
as a psychiatrist), especially in the United States, until officially rescinded in
1973 (Goode, 1998). So the original, 1972 edition of The Joy of Sex dispenses
what was then the psychiatric party line. 5 However, despite changes in the
official view, no revision was done for later editions, and they contain identical
content (Comfort, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1998, 1999 [online]). From 1986
on, the section on "Problems" in which homosexuality and bisexuality were
primarily discussed was re-titled "Health and Other Issues" to reflect the
inclusion of new material on AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
As previously indicated, same-sex orientation is only seriously considered in
terms of men. Lesbians are merely mentioned (in editions from 1986 on) as an
unlikely source of HIV infection for bisexual women. And trivializing "explanations" for lesbianism are offered as a comparison of social norms:
" . . . intimacy between women is socially acceptable, while anything looking
like male-male affection has been tramped on with society's heaviest boots,"
or as frustrated heterosexuality: " . . . some 'lesbians' are simply women who
have given up on men after a lifetime spent kissing frogs who failed to turn
into princes" (Comfort, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1998, 1999 [online]).
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While The Joy of Sex is clearly a book about heterosexual behavior, and
minimal treatment of same-sex issues might be expected, I believe there is an
inherent hostility that imbues its approach to them. The characterization of
same-sex preference as psychologically problematic or merely sour grapes
comes across as a reluctance to recognize its legitimacy. In so doing, Comfort
displays a decided heterosexist bias, and when he says that society in general
is " . . . scared of same-sex affection" (1972, etc.), it reads as a statement of his
own position. 6

GENDER PORTRAITS
When one distills these messages into a general picture, the image that emerges
shows men as an active force - their sexuality valorized by the symbolic freight
it carries, which is a sort of circular self-justification: the primacy of male
sexuality exists because it carries species identity, and it carries species identity
because people have accorded it primacy for so long. Women, on the other
hand, are set up as flawed in their physical feature that is most essentially
female. This is not an innocuous flaw, but a threatening wound that alienates
most people and cripples some. This seems to locate sexual, gender, and
personal identities in the genitals, or as Jennifer Harding puts it:
The size, form and function of the organs supposed to signify sex are highlighted and
inscribed in the bodily, biological and universal foundation of normal masculinity and
femininity . . . (1998, p. 83).

I believe that this falsely essentializes, biologizes, and almost trivializes the
diverse and intangible natures of both men and women.
While this dualist and inimical essentialism is not addressed in The Joy of
Sex as a factor in inter-gender tension, the threat that being female thus poses
to being male can be interpreted as a logical reason for men to fear and repress
women v - if one accepts the basic premise as valid, which some undoubtedly
have, especially when the idea has been articulated for more than a quartercentury in a popular publication by an authoritative representative of the
medical/psychiatric community. And it puts Comfort's validation of violence
in sex and as an expression of caring in a rationalized framework: men beat
up women because they can, and because women deserve it, having brought it
on themselves by being female. This seems to be the antithesis of liberated
sexuality.
In "Table 5: Descriptions," men are characterized as easily excited and ready
for sex play, but limited in performance, preferences, and erogenous zones, and
even more so when fired or aged. Women - delineated in greater detail - are
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Descriptions.

Note: R e a d a c r o s s t h e c o l u m n s .
Similar items for men and women
Men

are m a t c h e d .

Women

Sexual response is brisk and automatic; easily
triggered, like putting a quarter in a vending
machine
Do not understand men's easy sexual response
Sexuality depends on positive performance
Passive role is not possible
Are able to have at least 3 erections/orgasms
in each bout of lovemaking

Can have multiple orgasms easily and
indefinitely

Can get up to six orgasms in a few hours
All men are impotent sometimes

No woman has an orgasm every time she has
sex

Lose ability for spontaneous erection and
frequent ejaculation with age

Post-menopausal women often have better sex
than previously
Beauty is greatest asset
Natural odor is second-greatest asset
Odor changes with intercourse
Having right man is chief releaser of social
and emotional sexual interest
Will only make love well with a good lover

Tend to be more homogeneous in sexual needs
and preferences than women

Differ sexually more than men
Vary individually more than men
Have more complicated sexual equipment than
inen

Most feeling is centered in last inch of penis
Breast sensitivity varies
Menstruation may be randiest time
Can have lots of orgasms from oral stimulation
Some need oral sex to achieve orgasm
Some are satisfied by deep penetration, others
are not: vaginal orgasm is a myth
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Men

Continued.
Women
Can have orgasm from stimulationof toe,
finger, earlobe, kisses, and mons

Tired and unresponsiveman will not achieve
orgasm

Tired and unresponsivewoman can take
orgasms from any source

Never faint during orgasm

Some faint during orgasm
Some women cannot achieve orgasm in
missionary position ("the most rewarding
position")

Most cannot get nipple orgasm
Some get orgasm while riding horses
Have a keener sense of smell than men
Are harder-skinnedthan women
Are better able to play
Talk and make noise during sex
Ears are more erogenous
Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.

said not to understand m e n ' s easy sexual response, which implies that their
own is somehow difficult; even so, they are more deeply sexual. Most of the
female body can be aroused and orgasmic, there is greater variation among
individuals as to sexual needs, preferences, and responses, orgasm can be
repeated infinitely even when tired, and it improves with age. However, the key
to a w o m a n ' s sexual appetite is "the right man," and she is dependent on having
a good lover to be any good at sex herself. In other words, w o m e n ' s vehicles
have a lot more sexual horsepower than men's, but they just d o n ' t know how
to drive them very well.
W h e n juxtaposed against the "hero versus nemesis" characterization of the
penis and vulva that was discussed previously, the striking difference between
male and female sexual capabilities delineated here piques an inevitable
question: if one takes Comfort's assertions at face value, then why should the
symbol of limited male sexuality - the proud and pride-bearing cock - be
vaunted over that of profound female sexuality - the sinister and devalued cunt?
Many possibilities suggest themselves: overcompensation for low self-esteem,
awe turned to anger, then to terror and pre-emptive offense; or simply imitation
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Ascriptions and Attitudes.

Men

Women

Self-esteem and sense of identity are located
in penis
Preoccupation with penis size is biologically
built in

Preoccupation with breasts and figure is
biologically built in

Fascinated by breasts

Fascinated by partner's penis

Turn-ons are concrete

Turn-ons are situational and atmospheric
Not as dependent as man on concrete
signalling
Programmed to pick up man's favorite
concrete signals

Girls and parts of girls are unpeople in sexual
response
Loves a woman more who caters to his
"turn-ons"
Turn-ons include: smell and feel of woman's
skin; sexy clothing; "woman-ness": tiny waist,
big breasts and buttocks, long hair; texture:
wetness, fur, rubber, plastic; own strength;
pornography; women exciting each other

Some like pornography

Are too gentle, often fail to use sufficient
pressure
Most respond better to !ight touch
Simultaneous stimulation of breasts, vagina,
and clitoris makes fastest build-up
Prone to fetishes re objects or routines

Prone to fetishes re security, fear, and setting

Sight of a woman masturbating is exciting

Some do not like it when partner masturbates

Tend to be bothered by male-male sexual
interaction

Relate easily to same-sex stimulation in groups

Making love to a woman who has recently
been with another man is either homosexual,
masochistic, or intentional loss of dominance
Are not usually bothered by woman
cross-dressing

Some are bothered by man cross-dressing

Some like women to dress in leather clothing

Some respond to leather clothing
Tend to be scared of sexy clothing when in love
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Table 6.

Continued.

Men

Women

Are shy of telling women about objectpreferences

Are shy of telling man that "real sex" includes
kissing, touching, holding hands, and other
non-copulative intimacies
Are sexually underactive due to fear of doing
wrong thing
Do not dare to show desire to do things, and
become frustrated

All sex begins with handwork

Sex for many begins with handwork
Masturbation is a process of continuing
self-exploration

None can hold still for slow masturbation by
partner
Usually are ready for vigorous intercourse
first thing in the morning

Usually do not like vigorous intercourse first
thing in the morning

Does not matter who is doing what

It matters who is doing what

Can make orgiastically satisfactory love with
a near-stranger in half an hour
Most enjoy sex when observed by others

Some like being observed in sex, others
"violently" do not
Smell is important
Some bite and enjoy being bitten
Most can be "radio-controlled" to orgasm via
visual teasing

Find that skillful bondage is exciting to give
and receive

Most love bondage once they get the idea

Gagged woman triggers "rape instinct"

Being gagged can make a woman lose orgasm
Most say they will hate being gagged
Untimid women who bite or like helplessness
like being gagged

All men love oral sex, especially when taken
by surprise

Increasingly fewer women dislike receiving
oral sex
Many do not like giving oral sex
Some dislike ejaculation in mouth
Women who love their partners can learn to
like ejaculation in mouth
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Continued.
Women
Retching during oral sex is sometimes
involuntary

Rear entry positions can restore morale

Some dislike rear entry positions because of
negative symbolism
Are not masochistic, but submissive through
social pressure
Sadism is not expressed through aggression,
but by nagging and saying "no"

Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.

or self-substitution by declaration? The opportunity for speculation seems
endless and delicious.
"Ascriptions and Attitudes" are covered in Table 6. Men are said to be penisfocused; excited by objective, concrete stimuli, including female bodies and
sexual activity; need to be vigorously engaged; enjoy activity with hands
and mouth; like being observed making love; and are prone to fetishes and
bothered by male-male interaction. On the other hand, women are focused on their
breasts and figure; preferred stimuli tend to be ambient and gentle; are oriented
to their partner's needs; fear or are bothered by some male activities; are too
tentative and passive; enjoy same-sex interaction, but may not like being observed;
tend not to enjoy rear-entry positions, oral sex, bondage, or being gagged, but can
learn to like them if they love their partners; and are not masochistic, but are
submissive through social pressure. (Social pressure presumably includes being
urged by lovers to do things one does not like through emotional blackmail;
i.e. "If you love me, y o u ' l l do X. If you don't, it means you d o n ' t love me.")
F r o m the attitudes that are ascribed to each gender one derives a picture of
men that is big, bold, definite, and not in tune with the bisexuality they are said
to possess. Jeffrey Fracher and Michael K i m m e l identify this construction as
[t]he contemporary male sexual script - the normative construction of sexuality - [which]
provides a continuum along which men array themselves for the script's enactment. The
script contains dicta for sexual distancing, objectification, phallocentrism, and a pressure to
become and remain erect without ejaculation for as long as possible, all of which serve as
indicators of masculinity as well as sexual potency (1998, p. 461).
Women
that can
uality is
feelings

seem less clearly defined by positives, but have a lot of negatives and fears
sometimes be set aside for the sake of their partners.Again, w o m e n ' s sexnot well or independently articulated but is expressed as a jumble of fuzzy
and reactive to m e n ' s desires and activities. Men, on the other hand, are
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Table 7.

Prescriptions.

Men can, should, or must:

Women can, should or must:

Use condoms to lengthen time before
ejaculation; vasectomy is a possibility for
permanent birth control

Use contraceptives: Pill ("safer than aspirin"),
1UD, or spermicide

Be responsible for man's second erection if
not naturally caused
Cater to man's turn-ons: grow hair, lose
weight, become blonde
Figure out how to use own body parts to
trigger male response
Have some sense of atmosphere

Share some male turn-ons to be a better lover
Tell man about own turn-ons
Be lustful, but do not demand

Do good hand and mouth work on partner

Do good hand and mouth work on partner;
makes a superlative lover
Learn to "deep throat" a penis if taste of
semen is not liked
Learn to contract vaginal muscles.
Use plump stomach to make canal for
intercourse by squeezing near navel

Kiss partner all over body
Practice soft touch on inanimate surfaces
Be slow and gentle with a virgin
Make sure lover explores pussy
Be careful not to injure partner during anal,
oral, and inverted (man holds woman upside
down) intercourse

Woman-on-top position is the only one in
which one or both partners can be injured by
clumsiness
Those who thrash around during sex should
try being forcibly held still and vice versa

Know that number of orgasms does not
matter; continuing lovemaking after orgasm
to ensure "taking a woman the whole way"
does
Know that ability to go on after orgasm does
not matter if able to become erect again within
half an hour after
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Continued.

Men can, should, or must:

Women can, should or must:

Have intercourse at least 2-3 times a week

Have intercourse at least 2-3 times a week
Trim public hair
Use personal vaginal fluid as perfume
Wear long earrings, boots
Clean up after sex by showering, because it
looks better than sitting on a toilet or bidet

Over age 50 should have partnered or solo
sex frequently to avoid loss of ability
Short-circuit a rape attempt by defecating
Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.

defined as sex machines, stimulated by women, objects, and the exercise of power,
and almost at the mercy of their sex drives.
"Table 7: Prescriptions" follows in the same vein. Men are advised to be
slow and gentle with their lovers, and that adequacy consists of prolonged or
repeated intercourse with mutual and multiple orgasm (it seems as if the possibility for multiple orgasm that some women possess has been tacked onto the
male sexual script as a necessity). W o m e n are told that they are responsible
for birth control and are given many specific pointers on how to appeal to their
partners through appearance, dress, and behavior. For instance, advice is given
to grow one's hair and dye it blonde if a partner likes it that way. Losing weight
is strongly advised, as is wearing seductive clothing and accessories such as
stockings, long earrings, and boots. Trimming pubic hair and using vaginal fluid
as perfume are said to be sexy, and post-coital cleanup should be done in a
shower for the sake of appearance: " . . . a woman showering looks better than
sitting on a bidet like a battery hen" (Comfort, 1972, etc.). This set of directives seems to embody the way in which Joni Johnston says women can feel
pushed into becoming "critical spectators":
"[B]eing the object of desire" supplants the right to "feel desire" ... an essential part of
[a woman] remains separate to assess how her body looks and how her partner appreciates
it. She becomes preoccupied with bow she looks, instead of enjoying how she feels
(1997, p. 72).
It seems that men are assumed to be basically competent in sexual matters and
to need only a few instructions for special handling of w o m e n ' s complicated
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sexuality. H o w e v e r , w o m e n are g i v e n a l m o s t t w i c e as m a n y directions to deal
with m e n ' s c o n c r e t e sexual needs, although, contradictorily, w o m e n are said to
be " p r o g r a m m e d " (Comfort, 1972, etc.) to figure this out on their own. O n e
m i g h t c o n c l u d e that the author v i e w s w o m e n as sexually u n i n f o r m e d , o b l i v i o u s
to their o w n capabilities, but s o m e h o w instinctively able to do the right things
for a partner, if not for themselves.
Table 8.
Men should/must:

Proscriptions.
Women should/must:
Not look disappointed if man cannot continue
after one orgasm
Never be critical or disappointed in case man
is a virgin
Not become aggressive when men are passive
Not laugh uncontrollably - it is disturbing
Never wear deodorant

Not be concerned about size of penis

Not be concerned about size of breasts

Not be concerned about presence or absence
of foreskin
Not allow distaste for rear entry positions to
make one miss the intense physical payoff
Never blow air or squirt water into the vagina
Never use a vacuum cleaner as a masturbation
device
Source: Comfort. The Joy of Sex. 1972, etc.
Finally, " T a b l e 8: Proscriptions" contains n e g a t i v e directives for both m e n
and w o m e n - things that should not be done. M e n are told not to w o r r y about
their penises, that size and c i r c u m c i s i o n (or lack o f them) do not matter. T h e y
are also w a r n e d a w a y f r o m a f e w things that m i g h t cause injury, such as b l o w i n g
air or w a t e r into the v a g i n a or using a v a c u u m cleaner for masturbation. W o m e n
are m o s t l y told again h o w to b e h a v e or, rather, h o w not to behave. S h o w i n g
disappointment, criticism, unpartnered aggression, laughing uncontrollably,
distaste for rear entry, and w e a r i n g d e o d o r a n t are all disadvised. In other words,
m e n are g i v e n specific directions about p h y s i c a l things - their o w n bodies and
unsafe toys, w h i l e w o m e n are largely instructed in matters that i n v o l v e their
l o v e r s ' feelings and preferences. It appears that a m a n is assigned responsibility
for h i m s e l f and objects, but not for anything regarding a partner, w h i l e a w o m a n
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is assigned responsibility for a partner's emotional satisfaction and egoism, even
at the expense of her own. The stark contrast between the few items aimed at
men and the many enumerated for women seems again to imply that male
sexuality is fairly uncomplicated and unburdened by restrictions, while there
are many directions and prohibitions for women in sexual inteqglay. This is a
phenomenon found in other agendas of sexuality, according to Paula Nicolson:
"[T]he predominant discourses which prescribe male sexuality produce complex
dilemmas and constraints for women" (1994, p. 13).
Given the gender associations previously established in The Joy o f Sex men/active-physical, women/passive-emotional - these instructions seem less
suited to be new, useful information than to ratify existing orientations and to
ilhistrate how even minute considerations seemingly peripheral to the business of
sex itself (i.e. laughing and wearing deodorant) are given serious attention for
women, but not for men. Do men never laugh or wear deodorant in sexual
situations, or are women's erotic circumstances more publicly owned? Gail
Hawkes opts for the latter and places it within the larger context of patriarchy:
"The indivisibility of the social relations in 'sexual production' from those of the
often amorphous net of patriarchal domination is illuminated in the convolutions
evident in the structuring and re-structuring of women's sexuality" (Hawkes,
1996, p. 102). They certainly reiterate the descriptions - almost thumbnail
sketches - of gender that appear t~requently in other literature: "Activity permeates the concept of masculinity, while femininity is imbued with passivity"
(Sawicki, 1992, p. vii); "institutionalized heterosexuality [is] structured by men's
power and women's subordination" (Connell, 1997, p. 79); "[m]en were psychologically 'active' and women 'passive/responsive', and such characteristics were
a natural and inevitable consequence of biology and the way that men and women
behaved in relation to their bodies" (Nicolson, 1994, p. 13). For women, the
assignment to supply satisfaction for a partner's sexual needs clearly parallels their
traditional responsibility for assuring fulfillment of other bodily needs, such as
hunger and thirst (Robertson, 1991; Goody, 1982; Meillassoux, 1981). Hawkes
sees these responsibilities as a linked pair that feature " . . . the centrality of the
active male. o. appetite. Feeding the [man] the right food was not very far from
feeding him the right sex . . . " (1994, p. 98).
To sum up the preceding discussion, here are the recipes from The Joy o f
Sex for "Man" and "Woman":
MAN
Men, who start out innately bisexual - but primarily heterosexual in expression
- carry the species identity of humanity in their pants, but their sexual identity
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is fragile and can be terrified into the pathological discontinuity of homosexuality
by the sight of women's genitals. Because of this privileged status and its
apparent frangibility, men's sexuality is accorded primacy, privilege, and
permission to do what it wants. Violence is more normative in sex than love is,
and the latter can be used to justify injury caused by the former. Men are fairly
straightforward in their sexual desires and preferences, and they appreciate being
cosseted into peak performance. The exercise of power is a key factor that underlies men's sexual activities, both in physical manipulation of two bodies and as
a mental and psychological stimulus. Responsibilities for men include having
constant sexual interest, a wide repertoire of skills, physical strength and stamina,
confidence in oneself, the ability to be gentle for a partner, and to awaken,
instruct, and coordinate the latent but powerful engine of female sexuality. These
directives differ little from the way Xenophon (circa 400 BC) advises husbands
to act toward their wives: " . . . to guide, to give advice, to instruct, and when
required to d i r e c t . . , her a c t i v i t y . . . " (Foucanlt, 1988, p. 161).

WOMAN
Women are physically frightening to others, but have an intense, wide-ranging,
and non-stop sexuality that is dependent on a lover's desire and skill to be wellexpressed and fulfilled. Female sexuality responds to mood, situation, and
emotion, and it is changeable and rather amorphous. Priority is given to adapting
one's own needs to those of a partner, and although distaste for many sexual
variations is widespread, it can often be overcome through love. Women are
responsible for birth control and accommodating and fulfilling their partners'
desires and emotions, even when their own are different.
The recipes given here seem to reify and even exacerbate gender differences.
Far from offering insightful understanding of the different ways in which
men and women tend to be socialized and sexualized in contemporary
Western culture, Comfort states the disparities as fact, biologizes them as bodily
necessity, and naturalizes them as normative and inevitable. In sum, I find these
recipes to be dismayingly simplistic, clichrd, and abusive to both genders.
Neither is presented as a human being with a full range of urges, needs,
emotions, and capabilities, and both seem to be provided with templates that
reinforce difference, separation, and conflict based on intensely disparate
sexualities. These are scripts for alienated erotic lives and identities - Marcuse
calls it "a more progressive stage of alienation" that occurs when "individuals
identify themselves with the existence that is imposed upon them and have it
in their own development and satisfaction" (1964, p. 11). Aggressive sexuality
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is presented as an unmitigated fact for men, with tenderness enacted as a
consideration for women. Scary, eroticized, bitchy, afraid, and submissive seem
to be the main qualities of femininity, while women's sexuality is ill-defined,
except as a resource and enabling device for men's. If these are the ways in
which one should be male or female, then I do not really want to be either.
The Joy of Sex is truly a post-Pill text, in that sexual activity as a prelude
to procreation is rarely considered. Instead, the high point of sex - though not
necessarily the end, since multiple repetitions are urged - is the experience
of orgasm, usually, for the man, intravaginally. Little mention is made of the
possibility of pregnancy that is inherent in most ejaculations, except to say that
"[u]nwanted children are the one moral and ecological offense which nothing
today can excuse" (Comfort, 1972, etc.), For men, vasectomy is discussed, but
caution is advised, due to its permanence. Women are urged to use contraception
to enable "carefree sex," especially the Pill, which is said to be " . . . still
the safest and best method, and a safer drug than aspirin" (1972, etc.); for
alternatives, the IUD and chemical spermicide are offered. The possibility that
a device might fail is never mentioned. And although harmful side effects have
been well-documented for all these contraceptives, any substantive concern is
dismissed as "deliberate alarmism" (1972, etc.). This brush-off seems particularly egregious since the author touts his medical credentials, 8 and the book has
been re-issued in at least six revised editions since its initial printing, which
should have allowed for inclusion of new information on these subjects. To the
book's credit, cautionary material about AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases has appeared in all editions since 1986, and it mentions that condoms
should be used on "every occasion" (Comfort, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1998,
1999 [online]).
There are many other instances of andro-centric orientation in The Joy of
Sex, but the lack of attention given to the negative health effects in women
from contraceptive use provides a particularly fine example of the invisibility
of women in what should be - and says it is - a book that gives equal weight
to the experience of sex by both genders. That this unequal orientation is found
in a work so closely identified with the sexual revolution is no surprise, and it
confirms a major criticism of the sexual revolution voiced in feminist writing
(Connell, 1997; Gerhard, 1996; Hite, 1994; Jeffreys, 1990; and others). It is
likely that The Joy of Sex may well have contributed to the problem: that men
and women were not equally freed to explore and develop the possibilities of
sexuality. Instead the primacy of male sexuality was reiterated while the subjugation of female sexuality was extended. Women lost a significant measure of
social/sexual protection without corresponding empowerment to reject unwanted
sexual advances and choose the course of one's own preferences and actions.
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The recession of mores that previously constrained much sexual activity, as
well as the development of usually reliable birth control and the "discovery"
of women's extensive sexual capabilities were positioned - as in The Joy of
Sex - as an opportunity for men to urge (even demand) women to provide them
with the uninhibited fulfillment of years - doubtless millennia - of erotic male
fantasy. What fantasies the female imagination might conjure, given a new
measure of sexual freedom, is inadequately addressed.
In fact, it is noticeable how little objective information about the female
libido is presented in this sexual cookbook, which is perhaps a reflection of a
more general societal ignorance and the relative newness (at the time of its first
writing) of the Masters and Johnson studies (1966) that - to contemporary
American science-oriented understanding - first demonstrated the importance
and range of female sexuality but provided few details (Gerhard, 1996). 9
I have the overwhelming impression from studying The Joy of Sex that to
follow its advice carefully actually results in an experience of very little joy or
fun. For both genders, these sexual recipes are a lot of work - following them
requires skill, specialized knowledge, stamina, and, especially for women, the
necessity to do things one does not like because others need them. When viewed
in the context of a male-dominant structure of sexual interaction, the female
role can be characterized as alienated labor. But perhaps that is the key to
the book's success and longevity: far from advocating a hedonistic joie de
vivre, it positions sex as an activity that fits right into the Protestant work ethic
and fuels a highly profitable segment of the capitalist economy. There is no
revolution here.
CONCLUSION
Based on the Foucauldian idea that gender and sexual identities are constructed
through discourse, this article focuses on the cookbook template followed by
The Joy of Sex. It deconstructs and examines the details of "ingredients,"
"utensils," "techniques," and "recipes" provided in the book. A close look at
these particulars delineates a powerful mechanism that articulates and assigns
male and female sexual and gender identities and behaviors, and has done so
for almost one-third of a century. That these are presented in a cookbook makes
the dicta and biases inherent in the instructions both less negotiable and more
insidious than those found in the usual presentation of rationalized directions
in a sex manual. This is so because the format of cooking instructions involves
a somewhat rigid specification of ingredients with specific qualities (e.g. vanilla,
chocolate, solid, melted, whole, chopped; male, female, active, docile, interested,
afraid), the familiar format of the recipe is well-accepted as a trustworthy device,
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and many people habitually follow recipes quite closely to ensure predictable
and consistent results. I believe this general familiarity and the existence of
established patterns of behavior with regard to cooking instructions work to
win a greater degree of (perhaps unthinking) acceptance of the recommendations
and content of The Joy of Sex than they might otherwise enjoy. In this way,
the book's form is crucial to the effectiveness with which it reproduces and
reinscribes traditional gender divisions and heterosexual roles.
Instruction books such as sex manuals and cookbooks serve to reproduce
class and group identities through the dissemination of cultural practices.
Another function, almost as important, is to protect insider status and cultural
capital by omitting details that are commonly known to those whose habitus
includes them but will be missed by outsiders and to establish a canonical record
of established practice. By creating a system of expertise, cultural instructional
literature sets norms and expectations, and it delineates boundaries between
what is acceptable and what is not. Such "disciplinary technologies" impact
individual attitudes and behavior and create a framework of and for desire.
Although both genres are commonly marketed as innovative or revelatory,
sex manuals and cookbooks are usually not revolutionary in genesis or content.
Far from emancipating, these systems of expertise can actually tighten restriction
by co-opting the position of liberation while imposing strict standards and
controls, and they provide an excellent example of Marcuse's "repressive desublimation." Marcuse noted that especially when this phenomenon surrounds
the expression of sexuality, it is likely to result in a repressive backlash, which
certainly occurred in the United States following the sexual revolution of the
1960s and 1970s.
It is evident that the cyclical dynamic of partial liberation, followed by
normatization that sets new controls, then renewed repression, involves power
as a primary ingredient. Power is also a vital factor in the imposition and
operation of a disciplinary technology such as the sexual practices detailed
in The Joy of Sex - both as it sets norms and expectations for personal and
interactive behavior, and as its precepts are carried out. By establishing parameters for behavior, the critical dimension is eliminated and an evolutionary
discourse is stilled.
Examination of the recipes given in The Joy of Sex for particular techniques
allows one to see how these sexual practices are oriented to men or women
or both, and how they reiterate established male/dominant-aggressive, female/
submissive-passive sex roles. Discovery of a category of ethnic recipes shows
displacement of extremes of violence and submission from white, Anglo-Saxon
tradition onto the sexualities of "others," while privileging knowledge and
practice of the techniques.
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Finally, details of social/sexual generalities and descriptions, ascribed attitudes, and prescribed and proscribed activities for men and women are examined
to yield the book's templates for each gender. Unfortunately, rather than
rewriting the gender script for a new age, these tend to reinforce the clichrs of
aggressive sexuality for men and facilitative eroticization for women, echo
traditional advice and attitudes expressed in decades-old "marriage manuals"
and Freudian theories of psychological/sexual development, and reify them
within a biologized and naturalized context. The voice heard throughout The
Joy of Sex appears to be an amalgam, as it carries multiple resonances and
reiterations of sexual codes and theories from long-past years, particularly those
of Freud and Ellis, whose work on sexuality was embedded within a framework of evolutionary biology based on the Darwinian idea of sexual selection
(Connell, 1997, p. 62). Since current inquiry into the whys and wherefores of
human sexuality largely occurs at a long remove from these ideas, The Joy of
Sex sounds almost anachronistic in its reiteration of them.
I suppose this criticism of the essentialist nature of The Joy of Sex is almost
inevitable, given that the argument rests on the standpoint that sexual and gender
identities and behaviors are largely constructed, not innate and inevitable. One
might even say this is another punch thrown in the "academic fist-fight" that,
according to Bob Connell, marks "It]he contest between essentialism and social
constructionism . . . " (1997, p. 63). But it is discouraging that these gender
recipes have been provided to countless readers for 30 years without modification. It means that any progress made during that time toward equalization
of personal and public relations between men and women is not reflected in
The Joy of Sex. With the perspective of three decades, the book certainly sounds
dated, and it is possible that its reiteration of unalloyed sexual and attitudinal
stereotypes may actually promote continued gender disparity and hinder
progress toward more egalitarian relations. The Joy of Sex seems constructed
to serve as a training manual for women to help them provide more pleasure
to certain kinds of heterosexual men. As such, it reiterates and perpetuates
traditional, patriarchal gender, sexual, and power relationships, all of which
offer support to the conservative social and political agenda from an unexpected
and, I believe, underestimated quarter. Further research into the general role of
how-to books, cookbooks, and other sex manuals as social influences might
reveal them to have a much more profound impact on social and cultural reality,
and individual identities and relations, than has been previously suspected. It
seems imperative to examine carefully these elements of popular discourse that
have been largely overlooked in order to discover the subtexts that mold social
norms, influence our identities, shape our interactions, and have been hidden
in plain sight.
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Since it is c u s t o m a r y to close an analysis of a c o o k b o o k with a restatement
of its signature dish, I offer the f o l l o w i n g master recipe derived from The Joy

of Sex:

Sex
1 man
1 woman
Place ingredients on a bed. A d d penis and stir.
Yield: 1 - 2 orgasms, d e p e n d i n g on time in preparation.

NOTES
1. The Joy of Sex website can be found at http://www.reedbooks.co.uk/docs/mitchell/
sexBndex2.htm
2. Alice B. Toklas was renowned for her brownies, which contained hashish as an
essential, secret ingredient; the recipe for "Haschich Fudge" was published in her
cookbook, The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook (1998 [1954]).
3. With a tip of the hat to Henry Kissinger.
4. Also implied - but perhaps more subtly - is the way in which native, non-white
women's sexuality was co-opted for use and then romanticized by occupation troops in
colonial outposts (Stoler, 1997).
5. Despite the official normalizing of homosexuality in 1973, it was not until 23 years
later that the first open and official discussion of psychiatric homophobia occurred in
December, 1998, at the annual meeting of the American Psychiatric Association (Goode,
1998).
6. It should be noted that, despite the similarity of their titles, The Joy of Gay Sex
(Silverstein and White) and The Joy of Lesbian Sex (Sisley and Hart'is) were written by
other authors, although both were published in 1977 by Crown Publishers - the same
press that issued many editions of The Joy of Sex.
7. E. Ann Kaplan identifies this point as one located at the very heart of maledominant social/sexual behavior: "[T]he sexualization and objectification of women is
not simply for the purposes of eroticism; from a psychoanalytic point of view, it is
designed to annihilate the threat that woman (as castrated, and possessing a sinister
genital organ) poses" (1983, p. 310).
8. Comfort announces that he is a "practicing physician" (preface) in the 1972 edition.
In the 1986 and subsequent editions, he says, "I am a physician and human biologist"
(preface).
9. It is interesting to note that multiple orgasm and the primacy of clitoral sensitivity
in achieving orgasm as female sexual characteristics were discussed in German popular
sex manuals of the 1920s (Grossman, 1983, pp. 162-163), and that the intensity of
women's sexuality was mentioned in several early 20th-century American sex manuals
as well (Jackson, 1994). Masters and Johnson - far from "discovering" previously
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unknown depths of sexuality in women - appear instead to have produced the first study
in which observations of sexual behavior were made in a laboratory setting.
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THE GENDER OF DESIRE"
THE SEXUAL FANTASIES
OF W O M E N A N D MEN
Michael S. Kimmel and Rebecca F. Plante

My sex fantasy is pretty straightforward having sex with a pomo star. All out, no holds
barred, continuous sex with someone who obviously knows what she's doing. It doesn't
really have to be in any specific place, and scenery isn't too important. Sorry to all of you
who are into the scenery thing. [man]
It's having sex on the beach. Very romantic setting, very sweet, caring experience. The
'sociological' part would be, I guess, that it includes being 'the woman' i.e., being carried,
not being the 'aggressor', rather, being passive. [woman]
I've always had the fantasy of having sex with three or more beautiful blonde babes. It
would take place on a huge waterbed in a big white room overlooking the ocean. Lesbian
activity would be fine. I would try to please them at the same time (up to four) two hands,
mouth, and groin and they would try to please me. One on top with the others massaging
and kissing my body. Two women pleasing each other orally would be a nice enhancement.
Oh yes, beforehand we would cover each other in Huskers "corn" oil and no condoms
would be used. [man]
Not have a favorite fantasy "scene", more just an overwhelming feeling of tenderness and
complete emotional unity between myself and my partner/husband. Loving actions that lead
to sex (never really fantasize about the act), i.e. kissing (hand, arm, body), massage, being
on an island (Caribbean) with no distractions. Or perhaps spontaneity in location: not in the
bedroom on the bed. [woman]
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These are actual sexual fantasies from a sample of nearly 350 sexual fantasies
collected from undergraduates at several universities during the past decade.
Gender differences are visible in every aspect of these sexual fantasies - from
language to sexual activities, in both content and form. Sexual fantasies
can be viewed as illustrations of socially constructed gender differences and of
the landscape of intrapsychic sexuality. In fantasies, we may see more about
gendered conceptualizations of sexuality than if we look at actual sexual
conduct, which often involves culturally expected gendered compromises.
The most basic element in the social construction of sexualities is gender. In
both sexual fantasies and sexual conduct, men and women imagine and enact
different sexual scripts, the culturally articulated blueprints we use to shape
"appropriate" sexual conduct (Gagnon & Simon, 1973). Sexual scripts also help to
confirm gender identities, consequently expressed in both fantasies and conduct.
Contrary to earlier studies of sexuality, researchers now understand fantasy
to be a "normal" component of sexual experience (Kaplan, 1974; Masters &
Johnson, 1966, 1970). Sexual fantasy has assumed an increasingly salient place
in sexualities research, so that it is now understood that:
Sexual fantasy is hypothesizedto have links to the cognitive,affective, and behavioral systems
as erotic fantasies can contain factual information, affective reactions, and lead to overt
responses. Sexual fantasies can also serve as the stimulus leading to physiological arousal,
the subsequent cognitive and affective evaluation, and ultimately, overt behavior. In short,
sexual fantasies may be the driving force for human sexuality (Chick & Gold, 1988, p. 62).
Some researchers even claim that sexual fantasy "provides a clearer picture of
male and female sexual natures than does the study of sexual action" (Ellis &
Symons, 1990, p. 551). As evidenced by their phrase "male and female sexual
natures," Ellis and Symons offer a sociobiological analysis of fantasy, arguing
that fantasies are rooted in evolutionary, sex-based strategies.
But how do we begin to conceptualize and operationalize possible connections
between fantasies and (inter)actions? And are there sociological explanations for
gender (not sex) differences? Using respondent-written fantasies, we explore
gender differences in active and passive language, sexual and sensual content,
and emotional and romantic imagery. We propose some sociostructural
explanations for the differences we document, and discuss some links between
fantasies and behaviors.

GENDER DIFFERENCES
Freud believed that fantasy was central to individual sexualities, writing that
"the motive forces of phantasies are unsatisfied wishes . . . [and further] these
motivating wishes vary according to . . . sex" (Freud, 1975, p. 146). Other
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researchers have explored the components of fantasy during partnered sexual
activity, masturbation, and typically nonsexual activities and have consistently
found that gender differences exist in all these possible fantasy moments. Kinsey
et al. (1953), for example, found that women's fantasies during masturbation
were similar to their overt sexual behaviors, so that, for example, women who
were not coitally active rarely had fantasies of intercourse. Men's fantasies did
not seem to be as dependent on their actual experiences, relating more to hopedfor future experiences or taboo experiences (Kinsey et al., 1948).
More recent research confirms that gender differences persist. Men's fantasies
detail more sexual activities, more sexual organs, and a greater variety of visual
content than do women's fantasies (Follingstad & Kimbrell, 1986; Barnes, 1998).
Men tend to pay more attention to the minutiae of partners' physical appearance
and are far more likely to fantasize multiple and/or anonymous partners (Barclay,
1973; Iwawaki & Wilson, 1983; Knafo & Jaffe, 1984; Wilson, 1997).
By contrast, women's sexual fantasies are more likely to contain familiar
partners and to include descriptions of context, setting, and feelings associated
with the sexual encounter (Barclay, 1973; Kelley, 1984). Women are more
likely to be emotionally aroused by their fantasies, which contain more themes
of affection and commitment than do men's.
Women are more likely to imagine themselves as the recipients of sexual
activities from fantasized partners, while men are more likely to imagine themselves as sexual initiators and their imagined partners as the recipients of sexual
activities (Barclay, 1973; Iwawaki & Wilson, 1983; Knafo & Jaffe, 1984;
Mednick, 1977). According to Knafo and Jaffe, "Being acted upon by her
partner seems to encourage the woman to depict herself as being acted upon
in fantasy as well" (1984, p. 460).
One could say that women have stereotypically "feminine" sexual fantasies and
men have stereotypically "masculine" sexual fantasies, and that each uses sexual
fantasy to confirm gender identity (Chick & Gold, 1988). Men's sexual fantasies
tend to be "more ubiquitous, frequent, visual, specifically sexual, promiscuous,
and active." Women' s sexual fantasies tend to be more "contextual, emotive, intimate, and passive" (Ellis & Symons, 1990, p. 529). Most, if not all research results
confirm many of these gender differences (Leitenberg & Henning, 1995).
Previous Research Strategies

Virtually all previous research uses the terms "male" and "female" instead of
"men's" and "women's" to describe the genders' fantasies. This follows Kinsey
et al.'s historical conflation of biological sex with socially constructed gender
categories. (Kinsey's books should more accurately have been titled, Sexual
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Behavior Among Some Men in the United States and Sexual Behavior Among
Some Women in the United States.) However, use of these biological adjectives
implies that fantasies are linked to innate differences, rather than socialized,
enculturated differences.
Methodologically, previous research has largely been divided into studies in
which respondents answered a sexual fantasy questionnaire (for example, Ellis
& Symons, 1990; Mednick, 1977; Knafo & Jaffe, 1984) or were presented with
a "fantasy checklist" and asked how many or how often various items were
present in their own fantasies (for example, Iwawaki & Wilson, 1983; Knafo
& Jaffe, 1984; Wilson & Lang, 1981).
However, Mednick (1977) combined respondent-generated fantasies with a
'Sexual Fantasy Questionnaire' and found that men were much more likely than
women to imagine themselves as the sexual initiators. Women fantasized themselves as "the recipients of sexual activity from fantasized sexual objects." More
recently, Dubois (1997) used college students' written fantasies to quantitatively
explore the emotional tone of "activation and evaluation." Her research relied
on written fantasies but utilized no qualitative analysis of any kind.
In other studies, respondents were given prewritten sexual fantasies to read
and then were measured for levels of physiological arousal, either by selfreporting, or by measuring blood flow to the genitals (Follingstad & Kimbrell,
1986; Stock & Geer, 1982). In the first study, women read 112 fantasies, rated
how arousing they were, and then reported how often they had had such fantasies
in the past year.
Such methods, however, could skew the data. Closed-ended survey questions
forced respondents to limit answers to the choices on the instrument. Those
with fantasies that fell outside the list were unable to code them, and respondents who were unable to summon their own fantasies could have had one
suggested by a fantasy checklist. Such methods also tend to minimize affective
dimensions of fantasies and maximize overt conduct, by primarily asking about
activities, not emotions, context, mood, etcetera.
Our study focuses on the rich utility of respondent-written fantasies. Using
respondents' own words allows us to explore emotional and romantic content,
activity and passivity, and other thematic elements of their fantasies. This
research thus diverges from previous research due to our study methodology
and our explicitly sociological analysis of sexualities.
METHODS

AND DATA

COLLECTION

For this research, we collected 340 usable responses (249 women and 91 men)
to an open-ended question about sexual fantasies. Usable responses were defined
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as: only one fantasy mentioned, with sex of the respondent clearly indicated.
We simply asked respondents to write a sexual fantasy that they consistently
found arousing, perhaps the one they thought about most often. We gave no
instructions about whether or how to specify details of the fantasy; respondents
were free to be as descriptive or vague as they wished. Also, respondents may
have provided masturbatory or coital fantasies, or daydreams, as we did not
specify. The open-ended design enabled us to obtain fantasies expressed in the
language, tone, and descriptive depth that each respondent chose. We collected
these fantasies in seven social science classes at two colleges and one public
university in suburban Long Island, New York. The lack of representation in
this sample, along with other methodological considerations, is extensively
discussed later.
Respondents were assured of the anonymity and confidentiality of their
responses. If respondents did not wish to participate for any reason, we asked
them to state something to the effect of 'I do not wish to participate'; some
did so and also explained why. These were collected along with the fantasies.
In all, nine men (7%) and 46 women (18.5%) did not wish to participate. After
analyzing the fantasies a researcher returned to each class and discussed
methods, findings, and how to sociologically interpret the results.
We were particularly interested in four themes in the collected fantasies:
(1) narrative description: the use of language, linguistic explicitness vs.
vagueness, use of slang;
(2) emotional description: relationship of affective behaviors to sexual
behaviors, explicitness of emotional/intimate feelings;
(3) sensual imagery: scene setting, use of props, level of nonsexual
detail, geographical and temporal settings; and
(4) sexual imagery: elaborateness, specificity, and vagueness of sexual
activities.
In men's fantasies, we expected to find more explicit discussion of sexual
conduct, vague or unspecified emotional content, little sensual imagery and
romance, and diverse sexual imaginations. In women's fantasies, we expected
to find vague or unspecified descriptions of sexual conduct, detailed emotional
connections with partners, descriptive sensual imagery and romantic content
and less diverse sexual imaginations.
We also expected to find that men's fantasies, compared with women's,
employed more "active" language. For example, except when specifically
describing sexual or mental submission to a partner, we expected men to use
language like, "I took off her clothes." We expected women to use language
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like, "He took off my clothes," unless explicitly describing a fantasy of
dominance.
While our primary analysis is qualitative, the fantasies were also quantitatively content analyzed using a simple coding scheme and gamma, a measure
of association and order in dichotomous variables (see Table 1). We coded each
fantasy based on presence or absence of 33 variables, including partner types
(significant other, "Mr[Ms] Right", taboo person, etc.); romantic /emotional
content; sensual content (place, time described, etc.); sexual content (coitus,
fellatio, cunnilingus, etc.); language (use of slang, "make love," etc.); and references to physical characteristics. Kappa, a statistic for assessing interrater
reliability, yielded average interrater agreement of 96.52% agreement for the
33 coded variables (range = 82.8% to 100%). Values for kappa ranged from
0.51 to 1, indicating substantial to 'almost perfect' agreement (Table 2).
Table 1.
Variable Name

Gamma and Descriptive Statistics.

Gamma

% of men mentioning

% of women mentioning

Partner Type:
significant other
famous person
taboo person
multiple partners
"mr(mrs) right"

0.6596
-0.6243
0.3047
-0.7522
0.6732

15.38
6.59
12.09
40.66
3.3

46.99
1.61
6.83
8.84
14.86

0.6911
0.6208
0.3108
0.507l
0.4896
0.031
-0.3039
-0.5714
-0.4303
-0.5

7.69
10.99
24.18
45.05
16.48
17.58
78.02
12.09
7.69
13.19

31.33
34.54
37.75
71.49
36.55
28.51
65.46
3.61
3.21
4.29

0.4974
0.7512
-0.5687
-0.6019
-0.549

4.4
20.88
41.76
48.35
23.08

12.05
3.61
16.47
18.88
8.03

Fantasy Dimensions:
Romance/romantic
emotions/emotional
place mentioned
time/moment specified
time described
sensual props?
intercourse occurred
fellatio occurred
masturbation occurred
lesbian acts mentioned

Explicit Mention Of:
man as aggressor
woman as aggressor
slang for "make love"
physical appearance
body type, parts, etc

Note: these are variables with gamma values of +/-0.30 or greater.
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Table 2.

K a p p a V a l u e s for Interrater Reliability.

Variable Name

Kappa

% of men mentioning

% of women mentioning

Partner Type:
significant other
famous person
taboo person
mukiple partners
"mr(mrs) right"

0.9104
0.7947
1
0.9698
0.8771

95.7
98.92
100
98.92
97.85

51.99
94.76
86.08

Fantasy Dimensions:
Romance/romantic
emotions/emotional
place mentioned
time/moment specified
time described
sensual props?
intercourse occurred
fellatio occurred
masturbation occulted
lesbian acts mentioned

0.7729
0.7617
0.93
0.6782
0.5131
0.8577
0.8656
1
l
0.9275

92.47
93.55
96.77
83.87
82.8
94.62
93.55
100
100
98.92

66.85
72.92
53.9
49.88
64.67
62.23
51.99
93.76
93.76
85.17

Explicit Mention Of:
man as aggressor
woman as aggressor
slang for "make love"
physical appearance
body type, parts, etc

0.9173
0.7543
0.8028
0.9723
0.9504

98.92
95.7
93.55
98.92
98.92

86.99
82.5
67.28
61.19
78.32

64.45
82.5

Note: these are variables with gamma values of +/ 0.30 or greater. (See Table 1).
Kappa values are as follows:
0.41-0.60 moderate interrater agreement
0.61-0.80 substancial interrater agreement
0.81-1.00 almost perfect interrater agreement

FINDINGS
Narrative and Sexual Elements
N a r r a t i v e strategies d i f f e r e d for w o m e n a n d m e n . E v e r y t h i n g f r o m l e n g t h o f
f a n t a s i e s to d e s c r i p t i o n s o f s e n s u a l and sexual e l e m e n t s to actual l a n g u a g e
e m p l o y e d v a r i e d a c c o r d i n g to g e n d e r o f r e s p o n d e n t . Take, for e x a m p l e , t h e s e
m e n s ' fantasies:
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"Menage-a-trois."
"2 hot babes and myself going at it."
"To have sex [crossed out, with "make love" substituted] with an older woman l0 or so
years older."
"Have sex on the beach."

These are not excerpts from fantasies - they are the entire fantasies. Overall,
we found that m e n ' s fantasies were shorter than w o m e n ' s , word for word,
largely due to amount of emotional and sensual scenery w o m e n tended to
describe (discussed later). This differs from Follingstad and Kimbrell's
finding that men wrote more words and longer single fantasies than did
w o m e n (1986).
Other language differences appeared when considering the explicitly sexual
aspects of the fantasies. Both genders used the following terms for intercourse:

make love, have intercourse, have sex, do it, fuck, and make mad passionate
love. However, there were more extensive gender differences. Some terms for
intercourse in men's fantasies were going at it, having her way with me, have,
perform, inflict extreme pleasure on, knocking boots, satisfying them, penetration, and thrusting. Women's fantasies used terms such as get intimate, doing
his dishes, jumping him, have me, be together, become one, impalement, sexual
experience~situation, rolling and thrusting, it goes from there, you can guess
the rest, pelvic thrust, inside me.
The terms men used had more 'active' connotations than the terms women
used. W o m e n ' s terms were gentler, vaguer, and less precise than men's, exemplified by "you can guess the rest" versus "inflict extreme pleasure on." Notably,
not one of the 249 women in the sample referred to male genitalia as anything
other than "penis." However, both men and women reserved their most creative
language for coitus. Frank and Anshen (1983) noted the profusion of sex-marked
verbs, particularly for the stereotypic male role in coitus (conversely, there is
a dearth of terms for the stereotypic female role). They concluded that, "Women
are thus assigned passive roles in sex by our language" (1983, p. 68). Richter's
1987 analysis of English language sexual slang would support this. He notes
terms for w o m e n ' s anatomy such as waste pipe, hole, slit, and teats. Terms for
men's anatomy include tassel, prick, ladies' delight, bollocks, and rather 'active'
words like pile-driver, hair-divider, and live rabbit.
Perhaps in correspondence with these differences in sexual language and
slang, we found that men's descriptions of specifically sexual activities were
direct, active and clear:
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"The women would wipe my cum all over themselves and lick it off one another,"
"She says, 'Put your cock in my ass'."
'Tll be more interest[ed] if she started playing with those beautiful tits she has and starts
fingering herself."
"She falls down, slowly landing directly on my penis, moving in a motion I have never
witnessed before. She makes me have orgasms I never had before."
In describing what may be sexual activities, women tended to be more vague:
"We do not make love genitally, but whole bodily."
"We begin to have intercourse."
"One thing leads to another."

These differences in sexual explicitness hint at what we suggest is the underlying
cultural sexual script. W o m e n ' s fantasies subtly and overtly depicted the relatively standard foreplay-then-intercourse script, even when telling the reader to
use the imagination to envision what happens next. M e n ' s fantasies incorporated
more description of sexual acts, particularly those that culminated in orgasm.
For these variables, qualitative analysis of differences in sexual slang and
description of sexual conduct is crucial, because quantitative analysis cannot
capture the extent of these differences. For example, 78% of men and 65% of
women offered fantasies that implied or specified intercourse. About 12% of
the men and 3% o f the women described or implied fellatio. Half of the men
and 56% of the women used the term "make love" in their fantasies. But simple
frequencies do not show that men tended to specify, describe, and rhapsodize
about intercourse, while women tended to imply and sidestep the event. W e
return to the sexual imagery and content of these fantasies after exploring the
more emotional and sensual themes we observed.

Emotional and Romantic Elements
Our research revealed gender differences in the emotional content and tone of
the s a m p l e ' s fantasies as well. W o m e n often specified that the fantasy partner
was a significant other, and typically used the words "boyfriend" or "husband"
(47% o f women), while only 15% of men referred to partners who were significant others. Moreover, 15% of the women specifically described opposite sex
partners w h o m they called "Mr. Right," the "man of m y dreams," or "wonderful
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in every way," while only 3% of men did so. Instead, men offered fantasies
that involved a celebrity (6.5% vs. 1% of women), a taboo partner (teacher,
employer) or multiple partners. Only 12% of men mentioned taboo partners
(6% of women did so), but fully 40% of men's fantasies involved two or more
partners. About 9% of the women's fantasies included multiple partners.
Typical women's fantasies instead included romantic and emotional ideas
like these:
"He would hold me close and cater to my every need. He would treat me like a princess."
"I want this to be my honeymoon. I want this to be the first time that I make love."
"Finally he comes right out and says really sensitively and emotionally how he needs me
as more than a friend and we get into this huge fight and then he suddenly pins me against
the wall, and starts kissing me and then stops and says he's sorry but he couldn't help it."

Women's fantasies were generally stories of love, affection, and romance. Men's
fantasies involved less description of emotional or romantic themes and provided
less emotional context. A few men's fantasies were, for this sample, gendertransgressive narratives, where the man described a loving, committed
relationship with a significant other or "the woman of his dreams." Gendertransgressive fantasies for women in this sample described sexually active,
ardent, assertive women, searching for multiple partners, who had multiple
orgasms and multiple contexts for sexual expression.
Such differences conform to traditional gender stereotypes. Women R a m to
associate emotional commitment and affection with sexuality (Athanasiou,
Shaver & Tavris, 1970; DeLamater & MacCorquodale, 1979; DeLamater, 1987;
Lott, 1992; Simon & Gagnon, 1998). Women are often taught that sexuality
should be intertwined with a "relational orientation," instead of being taught
that sexuality can be viewed as a route to physical pleasure (a "recreational
orientation"), as many men are (Gagnon & Simon, 1973; DeLamater, 1987).
Thus, it is not surprising that women's fantasies maintain these conventions by
incorporating sexual expression into committed, emotionally meaningful relationships. Men's fantasies display the learned ability to differentiate between
sexual and emotional activities.
An area of quantitative difference in the fantasies in this sample involves
specified or implied romantic and emotional content. Women provided more
romantic fantasies with clear 'emotional' content - 34.5% compared to 11% of
the men. This squares with what women learn about sexuality via cultural sexual
scripting. Some of the women's fantasies, such as, "He would hold me close
and cater to my every need. He would treat me like a princess," (cited above)
were essentially romantic, emotional nonsexual narratives. Thirty-one percent
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of the w o m e n ' s fantasies included romantic imagery, while only 7.5% of the
m e n ' s did.
One possible measure of this sample's differences in emotional and affective content could be the amount of physical description of the fantasy partner(s).
We observed that elaboration of the physical attributes of the fantasy partner
seemed to be present in fantasies with less emotional and romantic imagery.
About 48% of the m e n mentioned something about the appearance of the
partner(s), and 23% of the men very specifically described physical attributes
of the partner(s).
This may be due to fantasy partner choice. Since fewer men fantasized a
specific, 'actual' partner (i.e., a significant other, spouse, lover), they may have
felt more compelled to specify the distinct 'pieces and parts' of the fantasy
partner(s). Cultural sexual scripts also teach some men how to attach sexual
attraction to specific body parts or attributes - " I ' m a leg/breast/butt man" is a
common expression. However, we do not often hear heterosexual women saying,
" I ' m a butt/penis/chest woman."
To wit, m e n ' s fantasies included very clear depictions of physical characteristics, particularly when multiple partners were mentioned:
"They must be thin with nice bubble asses and medium, upturned breasts (with nipples like
pencil erasers)."
"Elle McPherson type, gorgeous looking, hot woman, straight long hair, with lots of great
hot looking clothes on."
"These women are of course slim, trim and tan and obviously incredibly sexy."
"The entire Swedish bikini team - big breasts, blond, unbelievablycurvy asses."
"One of the women would be blonde, the other dark haired, about 5'7" to 5'10", knock-out
bodies."
W o m e n did mention partner's physiques, but the language was more general:
"I'm out on a date with a nicely built man . . . . "
" . . . tall, built, and unbelievablygorgeous . . . . "
" . . . really good looking."
"Someone so gorgeous I have to have him."
Men described exactly what their fantasy partners looked like, and even
mentioned celebrities who constituted visual 'blueprints' of their affinities, in
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case the reader was unclear about exactly how gorgeous or firm the fantasy
partner ought to be. W h e n w o m e n mentioned physical characteristics, generally they stated simply that the man was attractive and fit. Another way to
explore these emotional differences is to look at the differences between sensual
and sexual content.
Sensual Imagery
Sensual imagery refers to narrative elements that set a scene, evoke a mood,
develop a story line, provide non-sexual detail, and, especially, provide descriptions of geographical and temporal settings and the use of props (like candles,
clothing, food, etc.). Descriptions of fantasy location were more c o m m o n among
women (38% vs, 24% of men). W o m e n also tended to situate their fantasies
temporally (e.g. morning, afternoon) and then describe the moment. Fully 71.5%
of w o m e n specified a time or moment for the fantasy, while only 45% of men
did so. However, only 36.5% of women further described the temporal moment,
along with 16.5% of men.
It should be noted that more often than expected, men did situate their
fantasies, but rarely with the extensive description found in w o m e n ' s fantasies.
About 64% of men specified some location, while about 74% of women did
so. But this superficial numerical similarity does not fully show the gender
differences in fantasy scene-setting. W h i l e many men mentioned that their
fantasies occurred near water or on a beach, often this was all that they said.
Most women not only mentioned the locale, but also things like the air and
water temperature, the ocean surrounding the fantasized island, the number of
other people in the area (if any), and various sensual props (dinner, a picnic,
wine, etc.).
W o m e n offered far more detailed descriptions of geographic location. For
example, men offered these descriptions:
"If I had to pick a location, I guess I would choose a place a little out of the ordinary."
"My sexual fantasy involves being on an island with only sexually attractive and available
females . . . . "
"I like to think of dogs barking and being in an industrial setting, during lovemaking that
is. Fear and discomfort are integral parts of my fantasy."
"As far as the setting goes it makes no difference, only important factor is that we are both
with her at the same time."
W o m e n ' s fantasies were opposite in terms of length and clarity:
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"... A tropical island. I've always dreamed about making love in a crystal blue sea, with
a waterfall in the background, then moving on shore to a white, sandy beach."
"It's eveningtime [sic], the sun is setting, I'm on a tropical island, a light breeze is blowing
into my balcony doors and the curtains (white) are fluttering lightly in the wind. The room
is spacious and there is white everywhere, even the bed. There are flowers of all kinds and
the light fragrance fills the room."
"The room would be filled with candles and soft music would fill the air, he would feed me
strawberries, which we'd share, and in the morning we'd wake, bathe one another, and . . . . "
"We are out in the country. There is no one for miles around. There is an open yard in the
back of the house surrounded by woods. All we can hear is the chirping of birds and the
rustling of leaves. It is raining. Not a monsoon, not a drizzle, but a warm summer afternoon shower. There is a big, beautiful, white gazebo in the middle of the yard."

R e g a r d l e s s o f w h e t h e r w o m e n w e r e fantasizing about the beach or s o m e other
locale, they d e s c r i b e d m o r e specific e l e m e n t s o f the setting than did m e n in
this sample. W o m e n tended to e m p h a s i z e r o m a n t i c and aesthetic elements. S o m e
o f the fantasies i n c l u d e d v e r y detailed settings, replete with colors, textures,
and fabrics, with no m e n t i o n o f anything overtly sexual. It seems that w o m e n ' s
fantasies displayed m o r e elaborate "sensual i m a g i n a t i o n s " than did m e n ' s .

Sexual Imagery
The specifically sexual d i m e n s i o n s o f the fantasies r e v e a l e d that w o m e n m a y
h a v e d e v e l o p e d sensual imaginations, but m e n d i s p l a y e d m o r e d e v e l o p e d
" s e x u a l i m a g i n a t i o n s . " M o r e m e n than w o m e n m e n t i o n e d intercourse,
g i v i n g / g e t t i n g fellatio, masturbatory activities, lesbian activities, and " w o m a n
as a g g r e s s o r " - the w o m a n m a k i n g the first m o v e and/or orchestrating the
encounter:

Variable
Intercourse
Fellatio
Masturbation
L e s b i a n activities
W o m a n as a g g r e s s o r

Men mentioned
78%
12%
7.7%
13%
21%

Women mentioned
65%
3%
3%
4%
3.6%

W o m e n described " m a n as a g g r e s s o r " m o r e often than " w o m a n as aggressor";
12% o f w o m e n d e s c r i b e d m a l e partners this way, w h i l e 3.7% described t h e m selves as taking the lead (see a b o v e chart).
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M e n ' s d e s c r i p t i o n s o f f a n t a s i z e d s e x u a l activities t e n d e d to b e e x p l i c i t a n d
clear, a l t h o u g h n o t n e c e s s a r i l y v e r b o s e . F o r e x a m p l e :
"The fantasy reaches a second high point during the longest and most powerful orgasm/
ejaculation ever."
"Totally uninhibited sexual activity."
"Her voice will be sincere, yet playful. She will suggest that I take a good look at her
breasts. In her attitude I would find no inhibitions whatsoever."
W o m e n d e s c r i b e d sexual s c e n e s s u c h as:
"He tells me I mean more to him than anything else in the world and that he's never been
happier in his entire life . . . I then look into his gorgeous eyes and say - 'I do want this
more than anything in the world - I love you'."
" . . . Our secret, not even knowing each other's name. Like a mystery, and 1'11 never see
him again."
"He'd get so excited that he wouldn't be able to control himself and he would grab me and
make passionate love to me."
"Have my ideal man and myself together for the whole day. While we are together, we
would play sports and then go home and take a shower together. Have no one else to bother
us from the outside world and have it feel like eternity and never wanting to leave."
T h e p r i m a r y d i f f e r e n c e in the m o o d s and m o m e n t s d e s c r i b e d b y the r e s p o n d e n t s is that m e n e n v i s i o n e d s e x u a l m o m e n t s o f w i l d a b a n d o n , n o i n h i b i t i o n s ,
w i t h s e x u a l l y i n v e n t i v e , a s s e r t i v e w o m e n . W o m e n rarely i m a g i n e d t h e m s e l v e s
as s e x u a l actors, a g g r e s s o r s or initiators, a n d certainly n o t as m u c h as m e n
i m a g i n e d w o m e n as s e x u a l actors.
T h e a v e r a g e m a n ' s f a n t a s y in this s a m p l e , h o w e v e r , m a d e sexual c o n d u c t
c l e a r a n d explicit, w h i l e p r o v i d i n g the r e a d e r w i t h s o m e n e w s l a n g f o r a v e r n a c ular c o l l e c t i o n . H e tells us that h e " g o t h e a d " first, t h e n she w a s t u r n e d o n t o
h e r s t o m a c h w h i l e h e e n t e r e d her, a n d that after h e c a m e ( e x p l o s i v e l y , o f c o u r s e ) ,
s h e c l i m b e d a b o a r d h i m and " r o d e h i m like an a n g e l o n a b r o n c o . "
"To have sex with at least 3 women - one blond/blue eyes, bmnetteYorown eyes, and
redhead/green eyes. All friends, 22 years old and bodies that stepped out of Penthouse. All
5'6" or shorter. Have a totally wild, uninhibited time, knocking boots all night long then
start again in the A.M. I'd do it in the shower, on the hood of my caddy, and on the kitchen
table. And of course I'd satisfy all of them, repeatedly."
W h i l e a s c e n e is set, at least f o r m a l l y , t h e r e is n o m o o d c r e a t e d b y the s c e n e setting as in the w o m e n ' s f a n t a s i e s . U n l i k e w o m e n ' s f a n t a s i e s , w e d o n ' t k n o w
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whether there were any lit candles, half-drunk glasses of bubbly, and soft, gentle
breezes.
Just as men's descriptions of their sexual repertoire tended to be more elaborate, that repertoire also tended to be a bit more extensive. While neither women
nor men tended to mention giving or receiving cunnilingus, men did mention
receiving fellatio more than women mentioned giving it. In some cases, oral sex
might have been subsumed in vague, reductive narratives such as "then we
messed around for a while" or "we rub and kiss each other all over."
Qualitative analysis did show that explicit language, description, and developed sexual imaginations were present in a few women's fantasies. When
women wrote fantasies that included their sexual agency, multiple partners,
anonymous partners, and oral sex of both types - in short, the stereotypic
elements of masculine fantasies - they did so in 'active', explicit language with
sexual descriptiveness.
Similarities between the Genders
We expected men to be much more likely to mention a stranger as the fantasy
partner, but there was little difference between men's and women's responses
(11% of men, 9% of women). There was also little difference in fantasies specifically mentioning a 'friend' as a partner (12% of men, 7.6% of women).
However, more men did not specify exactly who the fantasy partner was or
what the relationship was (if any) to that person. For example, some men
mentioned that there were two blondes, but they were further undefined. They
could have both been strangers to the fantasizer, they could have been friends
it was unclear and not implied.
As for other sexual activities, such as dominance and submission, few
respondents went beyond the standard cultural script (e.g. kissing, intercourse).
This could be due to lack of sexual experience, age cohort effects, and/or
respondent bias. Participants may have been self-conscious about presumed
researcher responses to fantasy content; inhibition may have prevented respondents from including avant-garde activities and scenarios about which they
actually fantasized.
In the language of the fantasies, men and women did not differ in their use
of the terms make love~have sex~have intercourse. But there may actually be a
more subtle connection between fantasized partner and/or relationship status
and word chosen. Individuals of either gender may use "make love" when
describing conduct with a significant other, and "have sex" with a stranger or
with multiple partners. Since more women than men specify significant others,
women may thus be more likely to use "make love."
-
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Neither sex mentioned "penis/vagina" very much or used slang for genitalia,
although men described intercourse in more ways than did women. But
researchers find that men are generally more likely to improvise with language,
use slang, and speak more casually (Lakoff, 1990; Coward, 1985). It has been
argued that men create language and therefore feel more entitled to expand it
(Spender, 1985). Further, Sanders and Robinson (1979) found that, in conversation, women use more formal and clinical terminology for genitalia and sexual
activities than do men.
LIMITATIONS
The generalizability of these findings is limited in several respects. First, we
used a college-based convenience sample that was intrinsically self-selecting
on many levels. The students in the classes we visited were studying intimate
relationships, sexuality, and gender. There were disparities between the number
of women enrolled and the number of men enrolled. Additionally, the men who
enroll in these classes may differ from the women who enroll. The relatively
small number of men (N = 91) included in this sample may also have some
bearing on the results. In addition, there was no way to guarantee that all
enrolled students would be in attendance on the day of fantasy collection. Every
student who was present had the option of not participating; there is no way
to know how many students elected not to write a fantasy but also did not
return an answer to this effect.
Another kind of respondent bias may also be present. While comfortable with
participating generally, some respondents may have felt uncomfortable writing
fantasies that they considered avant garde, unusual, or "kinky," fearing negative researcher responses. Some respondents may have tried to anticipate what
kinds of fantasies we wanted and may have thus tried to provide especially
typical responses. Clearly, respondent and sample biases must be taken into
account when interpreting the results.
These results are not fully generalizable to all men and women because of
other independent variables that bear on the sample. Most of the respondents
were between 18 and 22, a typical college student age range. An older or
younger sample would be likely to provide different fantasies, connected perhaps
to different life experiences and relationships. The research occurred in a college
setting; respondents of a similar age range who are not in college might answer
differently.
The sample may also be overly skewed away from white, middle-class
respondents also. The campuses at which data were collected are highly diverse
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campuses; one actually has a majority of people of color on campus and a
minority white student body (49%). However, there were no overt differences
among the fantasies that lead us to suspect that "race" needed to be provided
by respondents (along with "sex") as an independent variable. Nonetheless, if
we had asked for other independent variables, non-gendered differences may
have become more obvious. This is especially possible given that different racial
and ethnic groups vary in religiosity and subcultural sexual scripts. The different
experiences of minorities and non-minorities are visible in virtually every aspect
of social and mental life, and sexuality intersects with race and ethnicity along
with gender, class, and sexual orientation.
Beyond the limitations on generalizability imposed by the sample, there are
other considerations posed by our methodology. An open-ended question
enabled respondents to write almost nothing ("menage-a-trois," for example) or
to compose long essays. Future research that asks respondents to specify certain
elements (such as who? where? when?, etc.) of fantasies might yield responses
with more comparability, although forced-choice response options can lead to
other problems. Additionally, the coding scheme we devised was developed
based on what we expected to find in the fantasies. Finally, regarding descriptive excerpts, the excerpted or actual fantasies included here were chosen to
highlight typical gendered differences. Gender transgressive fantasies, and the
few that seemed indistinguishable as to the author's sex were not included in
this discussion.
THE

SOCIOLOGY

OF SEXUAL

FANTASIES

Both women and men fantasize themselves as sexually irresistible objects of
desire, and both fantasize themselves as the recipients of sexual activities.
Women seem to use a more passive linguistic style than do men when describing
penile-vaginal intercourse. Men seem to use more active language to describe
sexual activities, even when fantasizing themselves as the recipients of these
activities, even when tied up (from one fantasy with bondage: "I tell her to
suck me and she does").
How can this be explained? How can men use the language of activity to
describe something during which they seem to be powerless? In heterosexual
encounters, men and women often interpret the same behaviors from different
sides of the power equation. For example, men experience both fellatio and
cunnilingus as expressions of their power - along the lines of, 'I can get her
to suck me,' and 'When I go down on her I can make her come' - regardless
of whether the man is 'actually' active or passive.
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Symmetrically, women experience both fellatio and cunnilingus as expressions of their lack of power - "He forces my mouth onto his penis," and, "He
goes down on me and I'm helpless" (from the fantasies in this sample) - regardless of whether the woman is 'actually' passive or active. Perhaps measures of
activity and passivity may more accurately be cast as measures of interpersonal
sexual power, in terms of who has more power in heterosexual interactions.
These 'false symmetries' lead us to consider the ways in which a sociological
discussion reveals important dimensions of sexual fantasy that have been
overlooked by previous psychological researchers.
Although our findings corroborate earlier research findings, our interpretation is different. Psycho-biological research on fantasies tends to locate fantasy
in sexqinked, innate mental structures. Ellis and Symons, for example, claimed
that evolutionary selection was responsible for the gender differences they
observed. Thus, men's penchant for new, different, and unknown female
partners was explained (the need to spread "seed") and women's penchant
for emotional, committed male partners was explained (the need to find one
male who would be responsible for the offspring of their union).
Instead, we suggest that gender differences in fantasies are rooted in deep
social structures. Differential sexual scripting, with the goal of reinforcing
socially constructed gender role identifies, is the primary axis of disparity. With
socialization into a binary gender system that also assumes heterosexuality,
gender is enormously powerful in the construction of the sexual self. So we
would expect to see gender differences trumping sexual orientation differences,
although this idea has not been fully explored.
Since our social structures also have inequities built in, we would expect to
see these inequities reproduced in even the most intimate realms of individuals
in sexual fantasies, the intrapsychic level of sexual scripting. These structural
gender inequalities have consequences. By casting themselves as fantasy objects
of desire, with less visible sexual agency, (heterosexual) women may ultimately
be less able to exert sexual desires in social interactions. Meanwhile men, who
cast themselves as sexual actors, filled with sexual agency, may ultimately enact
a wider range of sexual behaviors without quandaries.
One possible consequence of how inequalities play themselves out in fantasies
has an empirical element: in our sample, none of the men or women mentioned
having safer sex. Respondents mentioned condoms (and contraception, for that
matter) only to point out that their fantasies explicitly did not include latex,
safety, or worries about disease/pregnancy. This superficial symmetry, however,
only serves to mask the important difference. We could be concerned with these
respondents' general inability to incorporate safer sex practices into their
fantasies, but clearly women and men are differently affected by this inability.
-
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Recall that when women fantasized about men, the men they fantasized about
were loved, trusted, and intimate; most women fantasized about past or present
significant others. When men fantasized about women, their relationships to the
women were unclear, perhaps involving strangers, friends, or multiple partners.
Here the potentially dangerous consequences of unsafe sexual practices are far
more marked - especially for the female partners. Women's fantasized lack of
sexual agency can thus translate into an inability to implement safer sex practices and insist on them. Men's abundant sociostructural sexual power can thus
translate into an ability to avoid safer sex and to persuade partners to avoid it
as well. In both cases, the women fantasizers and the anonymous women of
men's fantasies are at risk.
We might also see arenas of difficulty between the sexes in the form of
sexual harassment and date rape. With such visible incongruities between the
ways in which heterosexual men and women imagine sexual encounters, it is
possible that these disparities could be transformed into violent and aggressive
sexual conflicts. Duncombe and Marsden (1996) describe " . . . the level of the
basic discourses of sexual exchange [that] undermine women's ability and right
to initiate or refuse sexual intercourse" (p. 224). We suggest that these basic
exchanges and discourses are evident in the genders' fantasies. When inequitable
power exchanges permeate the intrapsychic dimensions of sexual scripting,
heterosex can be compromised in multiple ways.
The gray areas between fantasies and realities seem likely to be translated
into problems for heterosexual women and men. If women translated their sexual
fantasies into behaviors, then they would demand sensual, intimate emotional
connections with committed sexual partners. If men translated their fantasies
into behaviors, then they would want highly sexual encounters with active and
skilled women, without always requiring an emotional, relational context. Thus
when women and men have sex with one another, each may experience a level
of compromise from the ideal(ized) images expressed in fantasies. Duncombe
and Marsden (1996) refer to these compromises collectively as 'sex work',
expanding Arlie Hochschild's concept of emotion work (1983). In heterosexual
'sex work', partners interpret gendered sexual scripts in terms of necessary
compromises, particularly regarding sexual needs and satisfaction. Duncombe
and Marsden found, for example, that couples developed informal strategies to
indicate sexual availability and prevent women from having "openly to show
desire" (1996, p. 227).
This suggests that heterosexual men may believe that their sexuality would
be "feminized" by demands for emotional displays of tender affection and cooperation in mood and scene setting. On the other, heterosexual women may feel
that their sexuality would be "masculinized" by the anonymous and highly
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sexual interests of some men. During class discussion after data collection, one
woman referred to men's more recreational fantasizing, saying, "It doesn't
matter if it's me or someone else doing it to him right then. What seems more
important is that it's being done fight then by someone."
But Jayne Stake's research (1997) on how people integrate traditionally
masculine and feminine characteristics suggests that successful "real-life" integrations are associated with well-being and enhanced self-esteem. When called
on to be both expressive and instrumental, study subjects felt better in the work
situations they described. Could sexuality be a similar "real-life" situation where
the merging of traditionally gender-linked traits would benefit participants?
There are several areas of heterosexual men's and women's sexual fantasies
that would benefit from a merging of interests. Women would profit by heeding
the desires of their male partners, who long for ardent, aware, enthusiastic sexual
mates. Men would profit from increasing their ability to be emotionally
committed, passionate and sensual. Taken together, both men and women who
seek each other as partners would reap the benefits of women' s increased sexual
agency and men's increased intimacy.
Gender differences within the most internalized aspect of sexuality - at
the level of sexual fantasizing - suggest that the sociocultural structure of
gender is pervasive. In heterosexual conduct, we see how fantasy and reality
converge and diverge, with men looking for active, sexually experimental
partners and women looking for emotional contexts and lush sexualized
settings. In the "real-life" of sexuality, we see how partnered sex can involve
compromises that range from the benign (e.g., choosing one position over
another) to the horrible (e.g., nonconsensual force). The rich internal world
of sexual fantasies needs fuller exploration so that we can better understand
gender and sex.
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VOICING GENDER:
THE PERFORMANCE OF
GENDER IN THE CONTEXT
OF PHONE SEX LINES
Christine Mattley

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I focus on the ways in which gender is performed or done in
the context of phone sex. Specifically, I investigate how men perform
masculinity by calling phone sex lines, and what types of masculinity are
performed during phone calls. I also investigate how femininity is performed
by the workers. My interest in the performance of gender has grown out of the
intersection of my ongoing concern with the social construction of gender and
a particular research experience of mine. For years I have taught courses in the
sociology of gender and have focused specifically on the social construction of
gender. Like many others, I have taught and thought about the ways femininity
is socially constructed, as well as the various ways that femininities intersect
with race, class, sexual orientation, and other identities. I am not alone in my
conviction that there is not a single femininity but many. More recently I have
been thinking about masculinity in the same ways and likewise believe that
there is not a single masculinity, but many.
Second, several years ago I did some ethnographic fieldwork on phone sex
and the emotion work of phone workers. While I was in the field, occasionally
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I would talk to friends and colleagues about my work and many of them asked
the same question, "Why do these guys call?" The implicit question was - why
do some men call and others do not? I did not have any answers except for
the obvious: They call for the same reasons that some men use any sex materials and others do not. I continued my fieldwork, but the question still lurked
in the back of my mind. Off and on, people would offer unsolicited theories
of their own as to why men called. Some of their theories were distinctly
Freudian in nature - "They must have repressed sexual issues," "They must
have become fixated at some stage," or "They must have arrested sexual development." Others' theories were of a more "pop psych" variety - "They must
be sexual addicts." Yet others offered ideas that I thought were not particularly
sophisticated - "They must be perverts!" Not surprisingly, I did not find any
of these explanations satisfying, and I continued to ponder this question.
During the year that I worked, I got to know many callers who called more
than once. I came to believe that they were not substantially different than other
men I knew, but that for these men calling me was a way of expressing their
sexuality. Their sexual repertoire was different - not better or worse - just
different. But I still puzzled over the differences and the disdain that non-callers
had for callers. Why did many men seem to find it "wrong" for other men to
call phone sex lines? I continued to ruminate over all these questions and then
one day it hit me: of course it is not just sex but a masculinity callers were
expressing. These two factors (my ongoing interest in the social construction
of gender and my ruminations about callers) led me to think about the performance of gender. This work is a result of those ruminations.
In this chapter I begin by reviewing some of the debate surrounding the
notion of gender performativities. I draw on work by Butler (1990), Harding
(1998), West and Zimmerman (1987), and Connell (1995) to describe how
gender is an act that is both intentional and performative, including the ways
that sexual meanings are constituted in relation to changing definitions of public
and private. I then delineate some of the current work on masculinities. Finally,
using data from my ethnographic study of phone sex workers and callers I
demonstrate how both masculinity and femininity are performed in the context
of phone sex, I suggest types of performances, ways of performing, implications for workers' performances, and I explore reasons for others' disdain of
callers and workers.

Gender Performance
The notion that gender identity and sexuality are socially constructed is not a
new one. Sociologists for some thirty years have theorized about the socially
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constructed nature of gender through their writings about gender socialization,
gender norms, and gender displays. However, more recently the focus has
shifted away from matters internal to the individual to the interactional and
institutional arenas. For instance, according to Hanke (1998), Foucault's work
on the relations between sex, power and discourse suggests that the subject is
produced in discourse and "subjectivization was a material rather than ideological process whereby relations invested and materialized subjects . . . .
Masculinities are understood as the effect of specific regimes of visibility, and
such representations are overdetermined by discursive formations and the interplay of signifying practices, social processes, historical forces, and the business
of late capitalism" (p. 186). However, Butler theorized, "Gender is not a being,
but a doing; it is an effect and exists only in its various manifestations. Gender
identity is performatively constituted by the expressions that are said to be its
results" (1990, p. 25). Her notion of gender as a "corporeal style," an act is
particularly important here since the act of calling a phone sex line is both a
linguistic and a corporeal act. She goes on to suggest that the action of gender
requires a performance that is repeated. "This repetition is at once a reenactment and a reexperiencing of a set of meanings already socially established.
Although individual bodies enact these significations, by becoming stylized into
gendered modes, this "action" is a public action. The performance is effected
with the strategic aim of maintaining gender with its binary frame" (1990,
pp. 139-140). Additionally, she argues that gender ought not be construed as
a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts follow; rather
gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an exterior space
through a stylized repetition of acts. The effect of gender is produced through
the stylization of the body and, must be understood as the commonplace way
in which bodily gestures, movements, and styles of various kinds constitute the
illusion of an enduring gendered self. This formulation moves the conception
of gender from a substantial model of identity to one that requires a conception of gender as a constituted social temporality. Significantly, if gender is
instituted through acts that are internally discontinuous, then the appearance of
substance is precisely is that, a constructed identity, a performative accomplishment which the mundane social audience, including the actors themselves, come
to believe and to perform in the mode of belief. Gender is a performance that
maintains the retroactive illusion of a core feminine or masculine self - gender
impersonation (Butler, 1990, pp. 140-141). I suggest that Butler's theory is
important here because it suggests that calling is one act through which men
accomplish masculinity - it is a performance of masculinity.
Butler's work has been influential in rethinking gender and sexuality by
arguing that sex is an effect rather than a cause of gender relations. Subsequently
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others have extended her work. Harding (1998) does so by saying that gender
may be performed and produced, but performances are not independent. The
social appearances of gendered identity and heterosexuality are the effects of
enactments repetitiously performed within specific historical and cultural
circumstances. She goes on to suggest that it is important to address how, if
sexuality must be continually enacted and reinvented, performances are neither
arbitrary nor entirely elective; to ascertain how cultural, historical and political
factors compel and constrain enactments of sexuality and how sexed meanings
are or may be contested.
Still others have questioned using the term performativity. For instance,
Connell (1998) argues that the domain of culture or discourse is a major part
of social reality. It defines memberships of categories and it defines oppositions
between categories; hence, the very category of gender is necessarily cultural
or constituted in discourse. He goes on to say that it is not constituted only in
discourse. "Gender relations also involve violence, which is not discourse; material inequality, which is not discourse; organizations such as firms, which are
not discourse; structures such as markets, which are not discourse . . . . Practice
seems a crucially important concept, specifying the medium of social life itself;
human conduct that is socially constituted, intentional (in the sense that it is
directed towards objects and accomplishes their transformation) situated
historically, and constitutive of social structures" (1998, p. 4). He further argues
that there is performance in gender, but much of gender is much broader than
performance and even encompasses a wide range of sexual practices.
West and Zimmerman (1987) theorize gender as an accomplishment, an
achieved property of situated conduct carried out in the real or virtual
presence of others who are presumed to be oriented to its production. In a
more sociological way than Butler, they suggest that it is not an attribute of
individuals, but it is an emergent property of social situations both as outcome
and as rationale for various social arrangements and as a means of legitimating
one of the most fundamental divisions of society. Gender is not a set of traits,
or a variable, or a role, but the product of social doings of some sort. Gender
itself is constituted through interaction. They argue that gender is not a role
as has been traditionally suggested because such a notion obscures the work
that is involved in producing gender in everyday activities. Nor is gender simply
a display (as Goffman used the term "display") because that relegates it to the
periphery of interaction. Such a segregation obscures a wide range of activities
and seems to imply that gender is an optional activity. "A person engaged in
virtually any activity may be held accountable for performance of that activity
as a man or a woman, and their incumbency in one or the other sex category
can be used to legitimate or discredit their other activities. To be successful,
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marking or displaying gender must be finely fitted to situations and modified
or transformed as the occasion demands. Doing gender consists of managing
occasions so that, whatever the particulars, the outcome is seen and seeable in
context as gender appropriate or, as the case may be, gender inappropriate, that
is accountable. Gender construction is an ongoing project that involves interaction and negotiation within specific social settings (West & Zimmerman,
1987).
Gender is a managed property of conduct that is contrived with respect to
the fact that others judge and respond to us in particular ways. Because individuals realize that their behavior may be held accountable to others, they
configure and orchestrate their actions in relation to how their action will be
interpreted by others in the particular social context in which it occurs. In other
words, in their daily activities individuals attempt to be identified socially as
"female" or "male." In this way accountability allows individuals to conduct
their activities according to their circumstances. Consequently we do gender
differently, depending on social circumstance and the social situations we
encounter. The particular meanings of gender are defined in social interaction
and therefore through personal practice. Doing gender renders social action
accountable in terms of normative conceptions, attitudes, and activities appropriate to one's sex category in the specified social situation in which one acts
(West & Fenstermaker, 1995). Gender is not simply an aspect of what one is,
but rather it is something that one does, and does recurrently in interaction with
others. While it is individuals who do gender, the enterprise is fundamentally
interactional and institutional in character (West & Zimmerman, 1987).
Like West and Zimmerman, Messerschmidt (2000) suggests that gender
is accomplished systematically and is not a static or finished product.
Messerschmidt calls his approach structured action theory and emphasizes the
construction of gender as a situated social and interactional accomplishment. It
grows out of social practices in specific settings. Although sex category defines
social identification, "doing gender" systematically corroborates that identification through social interaction. In effect, there is a plurality of forms in which
gender is constructed: We coordinate our activities to "do" gender in situational
ways. Also, like West and Zimmerman, Messerschmidt suggests that gender is
accomplished systematically - not imposed on people or settled beforehand and is never a static or finished product. Rather people construct gender in
specific social situations. In other words, people appropriate self-regulating
conduct whereby they monitor their own and others' social actions.
Because people do gender in specific social situations, they reproduce and
sometimes change social structures. Given that people reproduce gender in ideals
in socially structured specific practices, there are a variety of ways to do them.
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Specific forms of gender are available, encouraged and permitted and because
the forms depend on one's positions in these social relations, we must speak
of masculinities and femininities (Messerschmidt, 2000).

Doing Masculinity
Through interaction gender becomes institutionalized, which permits men and
women to draw on shared or common blocks of knowledge about ways of
behaving, and allows men and women to construct particular gender identities
depending on the situation. Connell (1995) identified several types of masculinities that may be constructed. Specifically, he theorized four types of relations
among masculinities: hegemony, subordination, complicity, and marginalization. Of importance here are the first two types he identified. He defined
hegemonic masculinity as the configuration of gender practice which embodies
the currently accepted answer to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy,
which guarantees (or is taken to guarantee) the dominant position of men and
the subordination of women. The most visible bearers of hegemonic masculinity
are not always the most powerful people. They may be exemplars, such as film
actors, or even fantasy figures, s u c h its film characters. Hegemony relates to
cultural dominance in the society as a whole and within that overall framework
there are specific gender relations of dominance and subordination between
groups of men. According to Connell, gay masculinity is the most conspicuous,
but it is not the only subordinated masculinity. Some heterosexual men and
boys too are expelled from the circle of legitimacy. Complicit masculinities are
constructed in ways that realize the patriarchal dividend, without the tensions
or risks of being the frontline troops of patriarchy. Marginalization refers to
the relations between the masculinities in dominant and subordinated classes or
ethnic groups. Marginalization is always relative to the authorization of the
hegemonic masculinity of the dominant group. For instance, in the United States,
particular black athletes may be exemplars for hegemonic masculinity, but the
fame and wealth of individual stars has no trickle-down effect; it does not yield
social authority to black men generally (Connell, 1995).
Messerschmidt (2000) suggests that in any specific time and place hegemonic
masculinity is culturally honored, glorified, and extolled at the symbolic level
and through practice. It is constructed in relation to subordinated masculinities
(based on race, sex, class and sexual preference), to oppositional masculinities
(those that implicitly resist and possibly challenge hegemonic forms) and to
femininities. Men and boys can demonstrate to others that they are "manly"
through the use of masculine resources that are contextually available practices
(e.g. bullying, fighting, engaging in sexuality and acting like a gentleman) that
can be drawn upon.
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In addition there is a relationship between masculinity and sexuality.
According to Harding (1998, p. 29), "Sexuality is deeply implicated in modem
constructions of subjectivity. The creation of the modem self is intimately linked
to the body and, consequently, to sexuality as the most corporeal of processes."
Fracher and Kimmel (1999, p. 367) suggest, "It is through our understanding
of masculinity that we construct a sexuality, and it is through our sexuality that
we confirm the successful construction of our gender identity. Gender informs
sexuality; sexuality confirms gender." Male sexual socialization informs men
that sexuality is the proving ground of an adequate gender identity and provides
the script that men will adopt, with individual modification, as the foundation
for sexuality activity. The male sexual script teaches young men that sex is
secret, morally wrong, and pleasurable. That men use the language of work as
metaphors for sexual conduct - "getting the job done," "performing well,"
"achieving orgasm" illustrate more than a passing interest in turning everything
into a job whose performance can be evaluated; it reinforces detachment so that
the body becomes a sexual machine, a performer, instead of an authentic actor
(p. 369).
Men use the resources at their disposal to communicate masculinity to others.
Specifically, it is a way of demonstrating hegemonic heterosexual masculinity.
Related to the concept of masculine resources is predisposition. As
Messerschmidt (2000, p. 12) uses it, predisposition refers to the appropriation of
a particular masculine resource in a specific milieu that constructs a tendency or
an inclination to act in distinct ways during certain forms of social interaction.
To summarize the preceding discussion, gender is not only a performance; it
is a doing, an emergent property of social situations. Gender construction is an
ongoing project that involves interaction and negotiation within specific social
settings. Although sex category defines social identification, "doing gender"
systematically corroborates that identification through social interaction. In
effect, there is a plurality of forms in which gender is constructed. Given that
people reproduce gender in socially structured specific practices, there are a
variety of ways to do them. Specific forms of gender are available, encouraged
and permitted and because the forms depend on one's positions in these social
relations, we must speak of masculinities and femininities Additionally, the
body becomes sexed within discourse (on heterosexuality), sexuality must be
continually enacted and reinvented and performances are neither arbitrary nor
entirely elective. I believe that, like gender, sexuality is an ongoing project and
there is a plurality of forms in which sexuality is constructed. Finally, there exists
a relationship between masculinity and sexuality.
I am suggesting that calling phone sex lines is a way of doing masculinity.
I believe that calling phone sex lines is a masculine resource in the performance
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of masculinity. As Connell observes (1995) masculinity is inherently relational,
it does not exist except in contrast with femininity. A culture that does not treat
women and men as bearers of polarized character types, at least in principle,
does not have a concept of masculinity in the sense of modern European/
American culture. What can be generalized is the principle of connection. The
idea that one symbol can only be understood within a connected system of
symbols applies equally well in other spheres. No masculinity arises except in
a system of gender relations. Given the cultural call for this binary opposition
of masculinity and femininity, callers' performances have implications for the
workers' performances of femininities. However, first I turn to the data used
in this research.

THE D A T A
The data reported here come from field notes written during participant
observations conducted over a nine-month period. I spent between three to
five days per week, for a minimum of six hours per day, working for an
adult fantasy telephone line. During that time I took almost 2000 calls (1893
to be exact), got to know other workers, the management, and spent many
hours talking with all the people working there. Some of the women became
friends with whom I occasionally socialized after working hours; others were
merely acquaintances.
I kept a field journal in which I recorded my own reactions, emotions,
and thoughts during the entire process, from trying to find such a business,
to trying to acquire funding for my project, to trying to gain access, and
throughout the entire time I spent in the field. The data used in this work
are from that field journal. During the first half of my time in the field, I
recorded data about the callers secretly. However, about midway through my
time in the field I was talking to the supervisor and she said, "God you
should do a study of these callers!" We talked about it and I decided to
approach the manager and the owner. When I approached the manager, she
said "It's OK with me if it's OK with John" (the owner). Just then John
walked in and I thought "now or never." I told him I wanted to do research
on the callers, but that I would let him read anything before I published it.
He said, "I hate to read that fucking stuff, I trust you, you won't fuck me
over. It's about time someone told this story, the media's got it all wrong."
I again offered to let him read anything and he said, "I told you, I hate to
read that kind of stuff, just go ahead." From that point on, I recorded data
on the callers using codesheets in a very blatant way while I was working
the lines. After work each day, I also recorded events, conversations from
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the day, data about the workers, and other information I learned about the
actual running of the business.
I have divided my narrative into several parts. First, I demonstrate how
callers' descriptions of themselves are embodiments of masculinity, how the
content of the calls reenacts hegemonic and subordinate masculine performances, and how their demeanor exemplifies masculinities. Second I
demonstrate how workers' descriptions are feminine embodiments and how
call control is related to the performance of femininity. Finally I illustrate
how stigma, experienced by both callers and workers, is related to subordinate
performances.

MASCULINE PERFORMANCES
Following Messerschmidt's (2000) notion of masculine resources, I believe that
calling phone sex lines is a masculine resource that communicates masculinity and
heterosexuality. That is, by calling phone sex lines, men demonstrate hegemonic
heterosexual masculinity. Also relevant here is Messerschmidt's concept of
predisposition. I argue that a particular predisposition is demonstrated in the
callers' descriptions of themselves, the content of the calls, and callers' demeanor.

Callers' Descriptions
Callers described themselves in stereotypically masculine ways. For instance,
while callers' descriptions of their height ranged from 5'5" to 6'7", the vast
majority (71%) described themselves as being between 5'10" and 6'2". Almost
half (47.7%) said they weighed between 165 to 190 pounds. Forty five percent
said they were between 29 and 35 years old. Finally, 57% claimed to have
what is best described as white collar or managerial jobs (managers, high school
teachers, accountants, lobbyists, small business owners, etc), 21% had bluecollar jobs (truck drivers, woodworkers, construction workers, police officers,
etc) and another 15% had advanced degrees. (doctors, lawyers, professors, etc.)
The remaining 7% were students, artists, or musicians. Often callers would also
describe their physique to me by telling me how much they worked out, how
strong they were, or how muscled they were. In general then, callers described
themselves as tall, relatively young, well muscled and white collar or professional - a very masculine image to be sure.
While I was in the field I sometimes wondered whether the callers were
telling the truth about their appearances. Then I realized that it didn't matter;
their descriptions of themselves were part of their performances. Physical
descriptions are like props in the performances of gender.
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The calls are the actual performances of masculinity - they are the social contexts
in which the doing of masculinity emerges. Calls are similar to open awareness
contexts (Glaser & Strauss, 1964), since both the worker and the caller understand the purpose of the call and understand why each is participating in the
interaction. However, the actual content of the call and the control of the call are
both emergent. Given that I contend the calls are the actual performances of
masculinity, the content of the calls reveal the types of performances.
Particular phone calls were sometimes constructed by the callers; that is they
would call in and tell the worker exactly what fantasy they wanted and/or they
would control the interaction. More often the worker had control or shared in
the control so it was jointly constructed. As Flowers (1998) has noted, "The
script of a phone sex conversation exists like a predawn Disneyland - awaiting
the noise and animation that only live consumers can supply. The consumers
of phone sex enjoy an illusion of great freedom and adventure, but their actions
are considerably constrained . . . . With few exceptions, phone sex fantasies
follow standard scripts." (p. 84) Likewise my calls followed "scripts" although
the exact imagined settings, content, and direction of the fantasy was constructed
in the situation. My data suggest that callers controlled the calls 21% of the
time, we jointly constructed the call 38% of the time, and I controlled the call
41% of the time.
Before turning to the content of the fantasies, let me speak briefly to the 41%
of calls I controlled. Such calls fell into two broad categories. The first and
larger category was composed primarily of new or first time callers. These
callers didn't really know what to do or to expect so I controlled the call. The
second, smaller category was comprised of callers wanting domination.
Domination calls comprised 12% of my total calls. Even if these callers briefly
told me their fantasy, it was up to me to embellish it and control them
completely.
Callers' fantasies were amazingly consistent, rarely individualized, and for
the most part were what could be described as conventional. As suggested previously, I kept detailed data on the fantasies callers requested or constructed. It
should be noted that calls typically included several different activities, but clear
themes emerged. The predominant fantasies were receiving oral sex (39%),
intercourse with the man behind the woman (19%), intercourse with the man
"on top" (14%), and hearing the worker orgasm (12%). These activities clearly
exemplify hegemonic masculinity in the traditional sense of the exercise of male
sexual power. A second group of frequent fantasies were characterized by the
following activities: me dominating (12%), cunnilingus (9%), sex in unusual
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places (8%), fetishes (4%), and h o m o s e x u a l fantasies (3%). This second group
m o r e readily illustrates a subordinate masculinity. T h e content o f the m a j o r i t y
o f calls, then, e x e m p l i f i e d b o t h h e g e m o n i c and subordinate masculinities. T h e s e
results are not surprising; they m i r r o r the t h e m e s f o u n d in other sex materials.
In their 1993 study o f 84 " d i a l - a - p o r n " r e c o r d e d fantasies, G l a s c o c k and L a R o s e
f o u n d two t h e m e s that p r e d o m i n a t e d . T h e first was reciprocal sexual activities
(intercourse, f o n d l i n g breasts and genitals, oral sex, anal sex, and masturbation)
in w h i c h each participant has an equal role. The second was s u b s e r v i e n c e
defined as one party p o r t r a y e d as actively e n c o u r a g i n g or soliciting sexual
b e h a v i o r s p r i m a r i l y for the satisfaction of others. In the d o m i n a n c e recordings
the f e m a l e was always the d o m i n a n t party ( G l a s c o c k & L a R o s e , 1993, p. 313).
" [ P ] h o n e sex appears to be utterly d e p e n d e n t on the s a m e old s y m b o l s and
v i s u a l i z a t i o n rituals that characterize the stereotypical i m a g e s p r o v i d e d by traditional p o r n o g r a p h y and society in g e n e r a l " (Flowers, 1999, p. 114). This
d e p e n d e n c e is not surprising. A c c o r d i n g to C o n n e l l (1995) the m o s t visible
bearers of h e g e m o n i c m a s c u l i n i t y are not always the m o s t p o w e r f u l people.
T h e y m a y be e x e m p l a r s , such as film actors, or e v e n fantasy figures, such its
film characters. H a r d i n g (1998) suggests that m e d i a representations can be seen
as constituting ( o p e n i n g up and restricting) sexual landscapes and h o r i z o n s on
w h i c h w e act.

Caller Demeanor
A third w a y in w h i c h masculinities are p e r f o r m e d is the d e m e a n o r of the caller.
W o r k e r s s o m e t i m e s discussed the callers and t h e o r i z e d about what kinds of
" g u y s " the callers w e r e and d i v i d e d callers into "types". F r o m m y fieldnotes:
The electricity went off 15 minutes into the shift. Since the electricity was out the building
was dark so everyone went outside to the parking lot behind the building. No one was
allowed to go home in case the electricity came back on - however no one got paid since
we weren't on the phones. We were kind of hanging out, listening to one woman's car
stereo, some women were dancing and the rest of us were sitting chatting and we began to
talk about the callers. The women agreed that they think four types of guys call. One is
the "regular guy" for these men this is just another avenue, not unlike books or movies. As
one of the callers told me, "it's a different movie every time I call! Sometimes they are
regular callers, that is, they have called numerous times, but don't form an attachment to
any one girl. The regular guy also includes men who are first time callers and simply call
out of curiosity. Second is what they termed the "cheaters." This type of man uses the
phone lines instead of cheating because they think they can't tell their wives or girlfriends
their fantasies. There seemed to be some disagreement about whether these first two categories were really one category or two - they could be collapsed into one. Third is what
women called "the loser". As they talked about this category they all laughed and described
these guys as "butt ugly," desperate, and shy. Women assume that for most of these men
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phone lines may be their only contact with women. These guys are regular callers - have
a long history of calling and typically talk for 1 to 3 hours a week. Many of these men
form fantasy relationships. J (one of my regular callers) said, "We fantasize about meeting
you, about having you for ourselves. Just like when you pick up a magazine you fantasize
that you could have that woman." The fourth category was the "sick ticket. These men are
interested in dominance, torture, and things like pedophilia. The women agreed that the
majority of the callers (about two thirds) fall into the first two categories, another quarter
fall into the third category, and about ten percent fall into the fourth category."

W o m e n seemed to use this categorization to help label their own feelings about
the callers. True, some of the men seemed like "regular guys" - harmless,
horny, and m a y b e curious with fantasies - that were not surprising or different
than what the media would portray male fantasies as being. Other men seemed
too attached to the women, too desperate and that seemed pathetic to all of us,
although not so pathetic that their calls and money were refused. Still other
men seemed "creepy" or "icky" and they were the objects of lots of jokes. It
was also clear that when we got angry at men, including men in our lives, I
often heard the phrase, "God, h e ' s such a caller!"
Over the time I worked there I realized that the workers consistently used
these categories when referring to the callers. It was a way of distancing themselves from the work and from the callers. It also seemed to be a way of
differentiating the callers from the men in their lives.
Flowers (1998) suggests a similar typology and says that although workers'
labels varied widely their opinions of the callers seemed remarkably consistent.
The typology she used is as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Candymen
the majority o f callers, offering little or no conversation,
usually asking for fast specific sex acts.
Psychos
- Dangerously violent callers, women-haters and pedophiles.
Gomers
- loverlorn callers who call the same operator repeatedly, make
plans for the future, offer marriage.
Goobers
- Gomers who become jealous of the operator's professional sexuality and attempt to establish their own sexual territory through
sexualization o f the romantic relationship.
Turners
Attractive callers who arouse the operator's true sexual or
personal interest, thus turning the tables on the operator, making her the
caller, or voyeur, of the conversation (p. 66).

Regular guys, cheaters, candymen, and turners are all examples of hegemonic
masculinity. They all exemplify accepted aspects of masculinity utilizing
existing traditional narratives regarding gender positions. Losers, gomers, and
goobers all exemplify more of a subordinate masculinity. Recall that Connell
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(1995) suggested that gay masculinity is the most conspicuous, but it is not the
only subordinated masculinity. Some heterosexual men and boys too are
expelled from the circle of legitimacy. The process is marked by a rich vocabulary of abuse: wimp, milksop, nerd, turkey, sissy, lily liver, jellyfish,
yellowbelly, candy ass, ladyfinger, pushover, cookie pusher, cream puff, dweeb,
geek, milquetoast, and so on. Some of these are terms I occasionally heard
women use sometimes when referring to the losers. Those who want to be
dominated fall into a category Messerschmidt calls oppositional masculinities;
those that implicitly resist and possibly challenge hegemonic forms of
masculinity (2000, p. 10).
I do not mean to imply that these categories defined the men; rather they
defined their performances. None of us knew the men; we only knew their
performances. Gender is contextual and emergent, so these masculinity performances refer to only those momentary situations. For instance, conceivably a
man who is generally hegemonic in most of his performances may be subordinate during a call. F r o m my field journal:
I take mlother call that turns out to be a long one and this guy wants light domination. I
have a tough time keeping the illusion going that long. We talk for almost an hour and
after he comes it is apparent that he wants to just talk so we begin to chat.
He asks if this gets boring.
I say, "Nah, it's fun."
He also goes on to say he's 28, been married for about a year, has a daughter, and that
they bought a house.
I say "Gee, talk about taking responsibility on, full on!"
He says, "Yeah, I already have everything most guys get in their whole life. After making
all the decisions all the time, I like to call and have you make the decisions."
Additionally, it is possible to move from one performance of masculinity to
another, apparently seamlessly. For instance, one of the callers whom I talked
to on several occasions would always begin his call by describing clearly and
articulately the humiliation he wanted to receive. At the end of the call (which
always lasted for about an hour) we usually chatted for a few minutes in a
normal conversational way. At the beginning and the end of the call he was
self assured, confident, and "in control" but during most of the call he
was completely subservient. Clearly, masculinity is not necessarily a stable and
unitary formation and may change even within a conversation.
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FEMININE PERFORMANCES
A s I m e n t i o n e d earlier, t h e w o r k e r s ' p e r f o r m a n c e s o f f e m i n i n i t y w e r e also o f
interest. A s w i t h t h e callers, w o r k e r s ' p r e d i s p o s i t i o n s i n c l u d e b o t h p h y s i c a l
d e s c r i p t i o n s a n d call c o n t e n t . S i m i l a r l y to m e n , w o r k e r s d e s c r i p t i o n s o f t h e m s e l v e s w e r e p a r t o f t h e i r p e r f o r m a n c e s : p r o p s in t h e i r p e r f o r m a n c e s o f
f e m i n i n i t y . P e r f o r m a n c e s h a d t w o d i s t i n c t p a r t s to t h e m : d e s c r i p t i o n s t h a t t h e
w o m e n i n v e n t e d a n d d e s c r i p t i o n s the c o m p a n y i m p o s e d a b o u t the w o r k e r s a n d
t h e i r histories.

Workers' Descriptions
Women created their own descriptions,
The day of my interview when I met
that before I started working I would
d e s c r i p t i o n . F r o m m y field j o u r n a l t h e

a l t h o u g h w e h a d g u i d a n c e f r o m others.
Blair, the shift s u p e r v i s o r , s h e told m e
n e e d to c o m e u p w i t h a n a m e a n d a
first day:

While we were talking she said, "God you're tall!!"
I say, "Yeah."
She asks, "How tall?"
I say, "Almost 6 feet."
She replies, "You should use that in your description. She says you need to think of a
description. Tall is good, men seem to like that." Me - "Should I be blond, black hair or
what?"
She - "It doesn't matter, mine is that I am tall, green eyes, auburn curly hair, 150 lbs.
When I say 150 some guys hang up, but some really like it. Make your boobs C, cause D
makes men think dumb. Think of a name, but you may not be able to use it because we
have so many girls here, some may be taken."
Me - "What else?"
She - "Well, we should probably make you a grad student, be a sociology grad student so
if you get someone who knows something you'll be OK. We get some pretty intelligent
men. There is one guy who calls that is a medical professor who spends more than a thousand a month, and he is really smart, I have really learned a lot from him. Some of these
guys really like intelligent women, so you shouldn't hide it."
T h u s , the d e s c r i p t i o n s t h a t w o m e n a s s u m e o n t h e p h o n e s w e r e c o n s t r u c t e d and,
in t h e c a s e o f this p a r t i c u l a r c o m p a n y , w o m e n w e r e c o a c h e d a c c o r d i n g to
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assumptions about what men find attractive; we were constructed in relation
to m e n ' s perceived desires. In this way w o m e n were encouraged to be an
embodiment of what would seem to be a parallel to hegemonic masculinity hegemonic femininity. According to Connell (1995, p. 44) masculinity and
femininity are inherently relational concepts which have meaning in relation
to each other, as social demarcation and a cultural opposition. It is the gender
relations that constitute a coherent object of knowledge. Knowledge of masculinity (and femininity) arises within the project of knowing gender relations.
Therefore, just as hegemonic masculinity is the culturally idealized form
of masculinity in a given historical and social setting, so too hegemonic femininity would represent a culturally idealized and honored form. Exemplars of
hegemonic femininity would be found in cultural portrayals or images of the
ideal woman. Following Connell's (1995) logic that masculinity is inherently
relational and does not exist except in contrast to femininity, the cultural call
for binary opposition means that hegemonic femininity should be subordinate
to masculinity.
In terms of the w o m e n ' s descriptions, there was some consistency. While
heights varied, most of the "girls" were portrayed as ranging from 104 to 135
pounds, as having long hair regardless of color, and as having what could be
best described as ideal bodies (none were small busted). The descriptions of
the other w o m e n were posted by shift in each cubicle so that if we were asked
about other workers at any time we all would be able to give consistent descriptions of one another. Actually, it often happened that we were in fact asked
about other women and we were expected to act as though we were friends
with some of them. If we described an activity with another "girl" we were
supposed to tell the other worker or leave her a note so that she w o u l d n ' t get
caught in our fabrication. Additionally, all of the workers were supposedly
students, so all were assumed to be somewhat intelligent. Finally, although there
were a few African-Americans and Asian Americans working there, all but
three were supposedly white (the three exceptions were supposedly Asian
Americans). This consistency was in part due to the preferences of the owner.
During a conversation with the owner he told me,
"We don't just hire anyone."
I replied that it seemed pretty easy to me to get hired.
He said, "That's cause you have a great voice and you're intelligent - you can make good
money. Guys like smart girls. They don't like stupid girls that sound like they're right out
of the hills. This is a good company.., we only hire some people. Other lines hire everyone
and even women who have no idea how to do this. There aren't many Blacks here, it's not
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that I'm racist, but if they can't write, etc., they can't make it here ... I could make a
fucking fortune if I had 70 oriental girls." I think to myself, "Yeah right, he's not a racist!"
(from fieldnotes)

I realize that an assumption, especially evident in popular media, is that phone
workers are ugly, fat, and desperate. In fact the workers were almost all 30 and
under, thin to normal weight, most were either married or had boyfriends, and
some had children. (Often when I would arrive for my shift in the parking lot
there would be cars with men and little kids in them waiting for "mom" to get
off work from the previous shift.) The women were mostly working class or
students, although there were also women working there as a second job - as
a quick way to make money. The company sold sets of pictures and videos of
the women through mail order and while "models" were used for some of them,
some of the women posed for their own pictures and did videos, for which
they were paid a flat fee of $200. The only desperate thing about these women
was their need for money.
The second aspect of workers' descriptions had to do with the "official
history" of the group of women working the phones. My first day I was given
a manual that outlined procedures, prices, items offered for sale, rules, and most
interestingly "the College Coeds Story," which was quite detailed. Part of the
"history" was that we were located in a huge old house, sort of like a sorority,
and that many of us lived in the house. We ostensibly had our own bedrooms
and we took phone calls in the privacy of our own rooms. In fact we worked
out of a building that had been a professional building not unlike what doctors
and dentists commonly use. It had three large offices and eighteen cubicles
spread out over three levels. I was told that everyone must know the story
because sometimes new callers were curious as to how "College Coeds" was
established, and obviously all the workers needed to say the same thing. Also,
long time callers often quizzed new workers about how they came to work
there, if they lived there, and why they did the work. However, such probes
were not limited to new workers. Sometimes my repeat callers would ask me
time after time about why and how I worked there, who my best friends there
were, and many questions about my personal life.

Call Content
Recall that earlier I stated that my data suggest that callers controlled the calls
2 1% of the time, we jointly constructed the call 38% of the time, and I controlled
the call 41% of the time. Regardless of who controlled the call, or what kind
of mood the workers were actually in, the workers were supposed to be perpetually "ready," easily aroused, and never in a bad mood. Part of this is just good
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business, if a man calls and reaches a grouchy woman uninterested in sex
chances are he won't call back and spend his money.
This image reinforces that already introduced in sex materials. Brod (1995,
p. 395) explains, "The predominant image of women in pornography presents
women as always sexually ready, willing, able, and eager. The necessary corollary to pornography's myth of female perpetual availability is its myth of male
perpetual readiness." "For the most part, the female in pornography is not one
man has yet to conquer, but one presented to him for the taking. The female
is primarily there as sex object, not sexual subject." (p. 396) Clearly, workers
were there for the taking and perpetually available sexually.
Therefore, on one hand the descriptions and performances of women are clear
examples of what might be considered hegemonic femininity - attractive, sexy,
happy, and really concerned with how men regard them. However, on the other,
hand women who are perpetually ready for sex are rarely seen as legitimate
and would therefore challenge hegemonic femininity and seem to epitomize
oppositional femininity - nice girls just aren't supposed to be so sexually
explicit. Oppositional femininities break from hegemonic femininity and
threaten its dominance. The result of such behavior is usually a stigma - what
Pheterson called the whore stigma. In explaining the whore stigma Pheterson
(1993) suggests that women are allowed to give free sex but not to negotiate
sex without defying a host of laws. A woman who earns money through
sex is defined as selling her honor. Among the activities generally subsumed
under the whore dishonor by straight society, i s . . . a woman using one's energy
and abilities to satisfy impersonal male lust and sexual fantasies . . . . (Pheterson,
p. 46 emphasis mine). In this way the workers' primary performance of
femininity was oppositional. Expelled from the circle of legitimacy their
performances challenged hegemonic femininity.
I haven't spoken to the category of dominance that women sometimes
portrayed. While it was not the majority of calls I performed (12%), it still
warrants attention. The performance of femininity in dominance calls exemplifies resistance femininity. It not only challenges hegemonic femininity but
such performances challenge the dominance of hegemonic masculinity as
well.
Shame

Workers were acutely aware of the stigma that working the phones carried.
They talked with one another about who knew where they worked and how
they decided who could know. Women carefully chose who knew and who
didn't and it seemed to be typical that only some people in a woman's life
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w o u l d k n o w a n d others w o u l d not. N e v e r did I m e e t a w o r k e r w h o w a s
c o m p l e t e l y o p e n w i t h e v e r y o n e a b o u t h e r work. F r o m m y fieldnotes:
Abby says that a guy she grew up with is in the files. She says she hasn't ever answered
when he called, but she told her mom that he is a caller. She says, "My mona doesn't know
that I work here, she thinks that I work for a credit reference company."
Jasmine was telling me that she is going to her parents' house tomorrow, and I ask her if
they know where she works.
She says, "God, no! She thinks 1 sell magazines!"
"Do your friends know?" I ask.
She says "Some, but not most of them. I went out last night with my girlfriend and we
went to a party, and then to the 700 High Club, and these two guys who looked like they
were from GQ started to talk to us and I told one of them what I do. He was pretty
surprised!! But guys always want to know what sort of stuff you say on the phone." The
phones begin to ring and we both take calls.
Blair comes back and since its pretty dead we chat. I mention that I'm real intrigued about
what people, like friends, think of people doing this work. You said your boyfriend knows
does anyone else?
She says, "Yeah, this guy who is my best friend, we grew up together, knows. I told him
when I first got the job. We were having lunch and I just went, "I got a job on a phone
sex line. He said doing what, what do you say? And I told him, like, saying how I would
want to suck your cock and stuff, and he said 'Stop, I don't want to know.' My morn also
knows."
I say, "Really what does she think?"
Blair says "Oh, she's real cool, she doesn't care, she thinks its OK, but she like teaches
catechism on Sundays."
I say, "Really and she doesn't care?"
Blair says "No."
W o m e n also talked a b o u t the n e g a t i v e a s p e c t s that w o r k i n g h a d o n their p e r s o n a l
lives, T h e r e w e r e t i m e s that w o m e n s p o k e a b o u t the e f f e c t s o f the w o r k o n
t h e i r lives a n d the lives o f t h o s e a r o u n d t h e m . O n e d a y I w a s o u t s i d e o n a
b r e a k w i t h D e v o n and C a r l y a n d w e w e r e talking. D e v o n said that the p r e v i o u s
n i g h t s h e w a s in b e d w i t h h e r h u s b a n d and a c c i d e n t a l l y s l i p p e d into character.
H e r h u s b a n d " f r e a k e d o u t " and left the r o o m f o r a while. C a r l y r e s p o n d e d b y
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saying she had experienced several similar incidents with her boyfriend. She
said that over time she had become "really good" at "switching out of Carly"
(her phone persona) so fast he didn't notice. She went on to say that it angered
her when it happened. This was a topic that came up several times with other
women and they all agreed that the one of the down sides of the work was
that their partners were often suspicious of them, wondering if their words were
genuine or just part of a "routine." It was not unusual, then, for partners to
sometimes doubt the veracity of the workers' emotions.
Callers were also aware of the stigma associated with calling. For instance
many times callers would suddenly hang up and later tell me that someone
walked in, or they heard someone approaching. Sometimes they wanted to know
if I thought they were "weird". From my fieldnotes:
O n e of m y callers is interested in m y being a Soc. g r a d student a n d w a n t s to k n o w if I
think that the callers are weird.
H e - Do y o u think this is a w e i r d thing to d o ?
M e - No, do y o u ?
H e - Yes. D o y o u think it is w e i r d to listen to g u y s while they, y o u k n o w . . .
M e - No, it's actually pretty fun. W e r e y o u nervous the first time y o u called?
H e - Yeah. I ' v e only called a couple o f times. Hell, I ' m nervous now!
M e - W h y ? It's only y o u a n d m e . . .
H e - W h y b e c a u s e I think its sort o f weird.
M e - W e i r d e r than m a g a z i n e s or m o v i e s ?
H e - Yeah.
Me - Why?
H e - C a u s e I ' m talkin' to you.

I get a call f r o m a g u y a n d at the e n d o f the call w e axe chatting and he tells me both he
a n d his wife of 10 years are engineers, and that he d o e s n ' t get too m u c h sex a n d then says,
"So, a S o c i o l o g y G r a d student. D o y o u think w e ' r e nuts? H a v e y o u figured out w h a t k i n d
o f g u y s call these lines?"
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I say, "No, I'm not sure there is a type. I mean I'm not sure they're different than guys
who buy magazines or movies ..."
He says, "Yeah, but this is better."
Me - "Yeah? Why?"
He - "Because I've got your hot voice]"

M a n y o f the m e n e x p r e s s e d feeling safe about sharing their fantasies (which
they t o o k to be unusual, p e r v e r t e d or sick) and feeling that their w i v e s or girlfriends w o u l d be horrified by their fantasies. F r o m m y fieldnotes:
I am talking to one of the "regulars" and although I didn't prompt him, he began to talk
about "these phone lines", and said that he really likes them, "Because its really safe sex."
Me - "Truly, the safest!"
He - "and it is better than real sex."
Me - "Why?"
He - "Because I can share my fantasies, I can say them out loud to you and I probably
wouldn't tell my girlfriend them."
E v e n though s o m e callers thought calling p h o n e sex lines was weird, articulated to m e that they clearly thought it was, they c o n t i n u e d to call. I take this
as e x e m p l i f y i n g the cultural a m b i v a l e n c e toward sex materials. O n the one hand
it is a h u g e industry. The day I i n t e r v i e w e d for the job, the m a n a g e r told m e
that they had d o n e m o r e than a m i l l i o n minutes in the first quarter. I calculated
that the o w n e r w o u l d clear m o r e than 3 m i l l i o n dollars that year. H e later
c o n f i r m e d this in a c o n v e r s a t i o n with me. This was a relatively small operation, but it was thriving. M o r e o v e r , there are m a n y p h o n e fantasy lines, and
they appear to be v e r y popular. O n the other hand it is d i s a p p r o v e d o f socially.
T h e s h a m e associated with calling was d e m o n s t r a t e d by workers b e i n g r e q u i r e d
to ask callers h o w they w a n t e d the credit card charge to appear on their bills.
It d i d n ' t appear as p h o n e sex, but as a c h o i c e o f " c o m p a n i e s " like F o u r C e a s o n s
(sic), N e x u s L i m i t e d , B a l l o o n s and Bears. Y e t m e n not o n l y c o n t i n u e d to call,
they c o u l d articulate w h y they called. It was not unusual, I found, for the callers
to talk to m e about w h y they used p h o n e sex lines. T y p i c a l o f what s o m e o f
the callers told m e follows:
While I was talking to Brian (one of my regulars) today he asked me what I thought of
phone sex lines. I told him I thought it wasn't any different than movies, magazines, or
books - all part of the same genre.
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He said, "Yeah, but it's better."
I asked, "Why?"
And he said, "Because it's a different movie every time I call." (from fieldnotes)
In other words, each call was an opportunity for a different gender performance
for both the caller and the worker.

Disdain
Related to the topic of shame is one of my original questions - my puzzlement
over the differences and the disdain that non-callers had for callers. Why did
many men seem to find it "wrong" for other men to call phone sex lines?
Harding (1998, p. 15) suggests that the term nature is often used in contrast
with culture implying that anything human made is false whereas something
outside of human culture is true. Accordingly, it would seem that calling is
unnatural and I believe that many men (and women for that matter) see this
activity as unnatural - the implication is that it is false sex. Harding suggests
that in contemporary society many of the meanings of sexuality are constituted
in relation to changing definitions of public and private and a shifting border
between them. Transgressions of this border can help to constitute categories
of sexual experience and perform a normative function since representations of
private sex made public are accompanied by an indication of whether or not
they should be tolerated. Our socialization tells us that sex is private and hidden
(Fracher & Kimmel, 1995). Therefore, it would seem, that sex materials and
phone sex in particular aren't tolerated because they are private activities
morphed into public ones.

CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions emerged from this work. I began with the assumption that
gender is a doing, that we coordinate our activities to "do" gender in situational
ways and as with other social acts, we utilize resources and props in our performances or doings. Further, I suggested that calling phone sex lines is a way of
demonstrating masculinity. It is a masculine resource - a contextually available
practice - and men's physical descriptions are like props in their doing gender.
In fact men's descriptions, the content of their calls, and their demeanor all
clearly demonstrated hegemonic and subordinate masculinity performances.
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Secondly, the workers' descriptions seemed to be clear examples of what
might be considered hegemonic femininity - attractive, sexy, happy, and really
concerned with how men regard them; in fact constructed with male preferences in mind. However, workers' performances were not primarily hegemonic
because women who are perpetually ready for sex aren't culturally honored or
extolled, rather they are expelled from the circle of legitimacy. Workers' performances would seem to epitomize oppositional femininity - nice girls just aren't
supposed to be so sexually explicit. Moreover, workers' gender performances
during dominance calls exemplify resistance femininity.
Although I modified Connell's typology of masculinities to describe worker's
performances of femininity, much work remains to be done investigating types
of performances of femininity. Important questions remain including, "What are
the types and relations between femininities? What are the power relations among
femininities and how do they fit into the larger project of gender relations?" In
addition, I don't believe that his is an exhaustive list of possible types of relations or performances and this is also an area for future investigation.
I believe that the disdain associated with phone sex has as its foundation
the notion that it is unnatural, inappropriate and therefore appalling - it is
false sex. Additionally it is a private activity that has morphed into a more
public activity. However, given the nature of my data I was only able to conjecture about disdain. Further research into the origins of the type of disdain I
saw would be fruitful. In terms of shame, for workers, the stigma emanates
from the belief that a woman who earns money through sex (even if it is
disembodied sex) is defined as selling her honor and therefore a whore. It
would be interesting to interview a group of sex workers involved in various
types of sex work to compare their experiences of shame. For callers, shame
is a demonstration of ambivalence. On one hand they think calling is, in
their own words, weird. On the other hand they still call "because it's a
different movie every time" they call. Contemporary technologies of communication from newspaper to the electronic creation of virtual communities
will create multiple new spaces. Various private and public spaces will be
actively created by subjects, such as ourselves, who read newspapers, watch
television, or surf the Internet actively disclosing and constructing facts about
ourselves as we slip into virtual communities, identities, bodies and gender
performances. Will shame and disdain be evidenced with regard to these
new spaces and modes of communication? If so, how will it be experienced,
and by whom?
This particular phone sex line was the site of the performance of hegemonic
and subordinate masculinity as well as oppositional and resistance femininity.
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Other sites or contexts will undoubtedly result in gender being done differently
for these individuals, because they will use different resources and props.
Moreover, other contexts will call for the use of different resources and props
in general. Messerschmidt's discussion of resources centers on masculinity and
leaves the unanswered the question, "What resources (and props) are used for
femininity?" What are the patterns involving contexts and resources? How are
contexts related to resources? I have offered only a beginning to that answer
and there is much yet to be done to answer this question.
The difficulty with using any typology, as I have here, is that it tends to
flatten the rich fabric of social interaction; in this case it obscures the fluid
nature of gender performance. Connell (1995, p. 38) has suggested, "In recognizing different types of masculinity, then, we must not take them as fixed
categories. It is essential to recognize the dynamism of the relationships in
which gender is created."
I found that types of performances were not rigid, but rather emerged, confirming what both Connell and West and Zimmerman have suggested. This also
affirms Butler's contention (1990) of gender as a constituted social temporality.
As discussed earlier, it was not unusual for calls to contain more than one
activity; moving from more traditional hegemonic activities to more subordinate
ones or vice versa. What began as a "regular" call sometimes morphed into a
dominance call. Nor was it rare for control of the call to change during the course
of the call - control of the call would begin with one person and then flow to
the other person, or begin with one and move to control being shared. In this
way power was sometimes shared and other times power was exclusively the
province of one. Thus the frame of interaction changed and therefore, what began
with a hegemonic masculine performance and an oppositional feminine performance might become a subordinate masculine performance and a resistance
feminine performance, and so on. Gender performances were fluid. In addition,
workers' gender performances were sometimes layered. For instance, it was not
unusual for a couple of women to gather around a cubicle and chat or for women
in adjacent cubicles to talk with one another. When a call came through a
worker would take the call and engage in her performance while still talking with
others. She essentially carried out two performances at once. Clearly, gender
performances may be layered as they were here.
Taken together, the performances of both workers and callers suggest an
important finding - that gender is layered and fluid. What are other examples
of the layering of gender? What are individuals' experiences of layered gender
performances? Finally and most importantly, the fluid and layered nature of
gender in itself warrants further investigation.
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THE PLAYBOY PLAYMATE PARADOX:
THE CASE AGAINST THE
OBJECTIFICATION OF WOMEN

James K. Beggan and Scott T. Allison
Recent accounts (e.g. Findlen, 1995; Walker, 1995) present the feminist
movement as having gone through three successive waves. There is little dispute
about the legitimacy of the first two waves. The first wave involved w o m e n ' s
attempts to secure the vote. The second wave can be viewed as starting with
the publication of Betty Friedan's book The Feminine Mystique in 1963. The
main goals of the second wave of feminism revolved around themes of gaining
parity in the workplace and the freedom to throw off limiting roles as wives
and mothers. An important component of the second wave of feminism was
w o m e n ' s attempts to assert their competencies. The second wave was characterized by drawing attention to w o m e n ' s intellectual skills and abilities to
succeed in what had been defined previously as a man's world. Second wave
feminists tried to characterize women as more broadly defined than stereotypes
about femininity and social roles for women would permit.
Bailey (1997) presented an analysis of the debate over the existence of third
wave feminism. According to her interpretation, third wave feminists are
perceived as wanting to distance themselves from what is viewed as the
excessive seriousness of second wave feminism. This seriousness is seen in
attributes such as extreme concern with political correctness, a lack of humor,
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and a minimal interest in physical appearance, At the same time, however, she
notes that third wave feminists can be characterized as presenting second wave
feminists in a too simplistic and monolithic manner.
One distinction between second and third wave feminism concerns the
attempts of younger feminists to redefine the nature of w o m e n ' s sexuality
(Alfonso & Trigilio, 1997). One theme of second wave feminism, according to
self-defined third wave feminists, was to place women into the role of the
sexually exploited (Orr, 1997). As victims of the sexual oppression of men,
either at an individual or cultural level (Wolf, 1991), women were distanced
from their own sexuality. Third wave feminism can be conceptualized, then, as
a method of reclaiming femininity and sexuality. For third wave feminists,
w o m e n ' s sexuality is a means of self-definition and free expression, not an
outgrowth of an attempt to conform to an image perpetuated by a patriarchy
or the dominant values of the culture (Bordo, 1993; Wolf, 1991).
One way to characterize the difference between second and third wave
feminism may be in their approaches to understanding sex-related labor. In an
examination of women, pornography, and sexual behavior, McElroy (1995)
noted that traditional (i.e. second wave, feminists view sex workers as exploited.
They assume, for example, that a prostitute was dehumanized by her chosen
profession and classify a prostitute who claimed to like her work or who said
she enjoyed the power of charging men for sex as "psychologically damaged."
In an analysis of women engaging in sex-related labor, Chapkis (1997) described
sex radical feminism in terms of the ability of women to use sex as a "cultural
tactic which can be used . . . to destablize (sic) male power . . . . " (p. 29). She
cited, as an example, a prostitute who, according to radical feminists, might be
viewed as a "passive object used in a male sexual practice" (p. 29), but who
might be viewed by sex radical feminists as an agentic sex worker making
"active use of the existing sexual order" (p. 30).
An example of an act that differentiates second and third wave feminism is
the "riot grrrls" movement (Alfonso & Trigilio, 1997), which began in Olympia,
Washington in the early 1990s. Riot grrrls adopted the artifacts of femininity
(e.g. baby doll pajamas) in an ironic manner to suggest novel and contradictory messages about the nature of femininity and female sexuality. Whereas
second wave feminists might view riot grrrls as perpetuating myths about
women, third wave feminists see such behaviors as subversive and defiant of
the patriarchy. In the words of Alfonso and T1igilio (1997, p. 12), "It seems
that second wave feminism has put up more restrictions than green lights when
it comes to sexuality." Thus, third wave feminism can be characterized as an
attempt to put up more green lights and expand the boundaries in which women
are free to express their sexuality.
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One domain where the conflict between second wave and third wave
approaches to sexuality may be played out involves feminist conceptualizations
of and potential responses to the phenomenon of pornography. According to
many second wave perspectives (e.g. Dworkin, 1988; Millett, 1970; Russell,
1998), virtually all kinds of sexually explicit material are thought to have a
negative effect on society in general and women in particular. The most
polarized views of pornography presented by writers such as Dworkin (1988)
and MacKinnon (1986) argue that such material promotes a rape culture that
actually encourages men to commit violence against women. Less extreme views
suggest that pornography reinforces masculine dominance of women (Brod,
1997) and creates in men unrealistic expectations about women (Brooks, 1995).
Second wave feminists who are more tolerant of pornography (e.g. Strossen,
1995) tend to view the problem in terms of the protection provided by the First
Amendment. As such, it is not that these feminists want to protect pornography
as much as they want to protect the right to free expression, regardless of the
form it takes.
Third wave feminism might view pornography and sexually explicit material
as both a means by which a patriarchy may facilitate possible exploitation of
women, but also as a way in which women can demonstrate agency and strength
through sexuality. It should not be the case, then, that the only feminist approach
to sexually explicit or erotic material would reflect a potential source of victimization. In fact, there has been much debate (e.g. Steinem, 1998) about the
definition of pornography and how it compares with sexually explicit or erotic
material. In defining "victim pornography," Hill (1987) took pains to distinguish
it from sexually explicit material. McElroy (1995) suggested that women benefit
both personally and politically from pornography. She also tried to dispel myths
about pornography that she felt as accepted axiomatically by extreme second
wave feminists. In her analysis of individualist feminism, she asserted,
"Pornography and feminism have many things in common" (p. 127) and "Both
pornography and feminism rock the conventional view of sex" (p. 128). As
such, she saw pornography and feminism as "fellow travelers" and "natural
allies" (p. 128).
The idea that pornography may reinforce negative stereotypes about women
and men has received a minimal amount of empirical support. Although it
seems that most pornography focuses on visual images, a study by Jensen
(1994) reported evidence of dominance themes in an analysis of 20 pornographic novels. In a study of Japanese men, Ohbuchi, Ikeda and Takeuchi
(1994) found that a film showing a woman apparently enjoying being raped
caused viewers to more strongly endorse the belief that women could enjoy
this act.
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Despite a few exceptions, empirical analyses of pornography have generally
failed to find evidence of the kinds of effects suggested by Dworkin (1988),
MacKinnon (1986), or Russell (1998). In a review of research, Davis and
Bauserman (1993) reported being unable to find evidence that mere exposure
to sexually explicit material can produce effects on attitudes about or behavior
toward women. Jansma, Linz, Mulac and Imrich (1997) found that women who
interacted with men who had viewed pornography did not report being treated
any differently, relative to a control condition. This null finding was obtained
even when the pornographic stimulus material was purposely selected to present
degrading images of women. Two experiments by Fisher and Grenier (1994)
failed to find a relationship between violent pornography and aggression toward
women, even after provocation. Gardos and Mosher (1999) found that a
degrading voice-over actually reduced sexual arousal and enjoyment. In a correlational study of men who rent X-rated videos, Davies (1997) failed to find
evidence of a relationship between number of videos rented and attitudes about
feminism and rape. A recent study (Frable, Johnson & Kellman, 1997) found
evidence that exposure to pornography may influence the way in which men
cognitively construct gender; however such results do not directly relate to
proposed negative consequences of pornography, such as the objectification or
dehumanization of women.
Another way that claims about pornography's negative effects have been
challenged is by questioning conceptual constructs. Dillon (1998), for example,
provided a careful examination of and raised questions about the meaning of
"objectification." McElroy (1995) tried to assess what it meant for a sexual
representation on film to "degrade." In sum, in addition to a lack of empirical
evidence, the debate over the effects of pornography has been clouded by ambiguities with regard to fundamental matters, such as the definition of
pornography, the distinction between correlational and causal findings, and a
tendency for positions to be expressed in passionate language that makes rational
argument more difficult.
We suggest that a willingness to adopt a position toward sexually explicit
material consistent with themes in third wave feminism may provide interesting
insights into the nature of the representation of women in sexually explicit and
even pornographic material and how these representations may influence
perceivers. We would like to initiate a debate about the possibility that at least
some forms of sexually explicit material may characterize women in ways other
than what would be expected from previous critics of pornography, i.e. as
victims. We suggest that, in keeping with the approach encouraged by third
wave feminists (e.g. Chapkis, 1997; McElroy, 1995), it may be possible to
conceptualize at least some forms of sexually explicit material as a method of
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empowerment for women. Sexually explicit material may serve as a means of
presenting women as strong, competent, and in control, rather than as victims,
of their own sexuality. Thus, the central goal of the present paper is to press
for a reconsideration of the ways in which pornography and other forms of
sexually explicit material may conceptualize women. A possible advantage
of such an approach might be to help clarify why research on the effects of
pornography and sexually explicit material seems to produce consistently null
or ambiguous findings.
Our approach hinges on the assertion that critical analyses of sexually explicit
material often adopt a rather monolithic view of pornography. In doing so,
critics may fail to properly recognize that at various times material ranging
from nude centerfolds in Playboy, graphic scenes of sexual penetration and
ejaculation, and sexually-related violence in low-budget videos have all been
classified under the umbrella term "pornography." There have been few if any
attempts to develop alternative interpretations of sexually explicit material that
do not assume dehumanization or degradation of women are dominant themes.
Critics have rarely taken into account the context in which sexually charged
material may be embedded. We suggest that text and non-sexual material may
modify the meaning assigned to the sexually related imagery.
The potential importance of this perspective is well-exemplified by Laura
Kipnis in her 1996 book Bound and Gagged. In an insightful feminist analysis
of pornography, she suggested that pornography may send a range of messages
to viewers, including signals that have little, if anything, to do with sexuality.
Kipnis (1996), in her analysis of Hustler, provided an interpretation of the
magazine at odds with other existing critiques. She argued that the magazine
represents a form of social satire. In her view, the sexual material reinforces
themes that involve class struggles between the rich and poor and the powerful
and weak. She suggests that the dominant theme of Hustler magazine is the
social conflict between upper and lower class males. As such, it is possible to
view Hustler as a means of presenting an identity for at least a sub-set of
men in our culture, rather than in terms of an attempt to create an unflattering
or stereotypic conceptualization of women. Moreover, what appears to be
unkind portrayals of women may be better interpreted as a manifestation of
frustration with the patriarchy rather than hostility toward women. This assertion is ironic because men form the patriarchy. But, as Kipnis notes, not
all men are equal recipients of a system that benefits men. The strength of
her approach was to recognize that the nudity and sexually explicit pictures
represent only a portion of the magazine's contents. Other material, such as
parodies of advertisements, provides additional insights into the magazine and
may also call for a reinterpretation of the sexually explicit material.
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Using a similar approach, in this paper, we present a systematic analysis of
a key component of Playboy magazine: The centerfold feature which contains
the "Playmate of the Month." Rather than focus on pictorial images, we explore
an unexamined aspect of the Playmate feature, namely, the ways in which
Playmates were presented in the centerfold text that accompanied the nude
pictorials. This analysis is informed by, but extends, our prior work (Beggan
& Allison, 2001a, b; Beggan, Gagn6 & Allison, 2000) on the way that Playboy
magazine can be viewed as an attempt to define masculinity in a way that
transcends stereotypic representations of manhood.
We show that the text creates representations of the Playmates that contradict,
rather than confirm, gender stereotypes by showing Playmates as complex and
diverse individuals. As a result, we suggest that the text permits an alternative
interpretation of the nudity that emphasizes women's strength, courage, and
agency, not the extent to which they may be victimized through their sexuality.
We also consider how the presentations of Playmates may have influenced how
men come to see women as a whole. Finally, we address the manner in which
the presentations of Playmates may have challenged conventions about the
nature of masculinity.

A M O R E C O M P L E X VIEW OF P L A Y B O Y

Playboy magazine is an important target for critical analysis because of its status
as a pioneer in the area of sexually explicit media. Its long and controversial
history (nearly 50 years of continuous publication) has helped the magazine
and its symbols (e.g. the Playboy Rabbit Head, the Playboy Bunny, the Playboy
Playmate, and the Playboy Mansion) achieve the role of cultural icons.
Conclusions about the nature and influence of Playboy are often based on
the analysis of a relatively small sample of the available data. A large part of
Ehrenreich's (1983) influential analysis is based on an article that was published
in the first issue of Playboy in late 1953. Knuf (1987) conducted a lexical
analysis of a single issue of the German edition of Playboy.
Even investigations that have sampled Playboy across a long span of time
tend to focus on only sexually related material, such as pictures of Playmates.
Several studies have examined physical characteristics of Playmates, such as
hair color (e.g. Rich & Cash, 1993), age (Harris, Fine & Hood, 1992), body
shape (Singh, 1993; Wiseman, Gray, Mosimann & Ahrens, 1992), and the
degree to which centerfolds are objectified (Bogaert, Turkovich & Hafer, 1993).
Studies of the Playmate (e.g. Harris et al., 1992) tend to ignore other aspects
of the centerfold feature, such as the personality information presented in the
centerfold text. Other researchers have examined the cartoons in great detail,
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looking for evidence of sexual themes (Bradley, Boles & Jones, 1979; Matacin
& Burger, 1987) or violence (Malamuth & Spinner, 1980; Scott & Cuvelier,
1987).
With the exception of our own prior work (Beggan & Allison, 2001a, b;
Beggan et al., 2000), discussed in more detail below, we could find only a few
systematic examinations of the text portions of Playboy. In a study of romantic
relationships presented in print media, Duran and Prusank (1997) analyzed a
relatively small sample of articles from Playboy and two others men' s magazines
and compared them to a sample of articles drawn from women's magazines.
Two studies focused on the women appearing in Playboy and other men's
magazines. A study by Kallan and Brooks (1974) examined the personalities
of Playmates. Although methodologically similar to the present paper, it is
unclear whether the authors included the complete run of issues in their analyses.
In addition, the work was descriptive, with little attempt to integrate findings
into a clear conceptual framework. Rossi (1975) analyzed and compared women
appearing in three popular men's magazines: Playboy, Penthouse, and Oui.
Rossi's approach was derived from second wave feminist conceptualizations of
pornography and indicated that the presentation of women in Penthouse and
Oui seemed more sexual and objectifying relative to the women in Playboy.
Brissett and Snow (1969) presented an analysis of Playboy magazine in terms
of how the magazine appealed to the experience of "vicarious leisure." Given
the age of the research reported by Rossi (1975), Brissett and Snow (1969),
and Kallan and Brooks (1974), about 30 years of feminist thought and issues
of Playboy are excluded from their analyses.
Although Playboy has been recognized as having an important influence on
social processes in the second half of the twentieth centu~2¢ (e.g. Cox, 1965;
Talese, 1980), much of the attention it has received by scholars has been
negative. Playboy has been viewed as encouraging men to skirt responsibilities
associated with maturity, such as avoiding marriage or the development of
emotional commitment to women (D'Emilio & Freedman, 1997; Ehrenreich,
1983; May, 1969). Other critics (e.g. Brod, 1988; Brooks, 1995; Dworkin, 1988)
have adopted a more antagonistic position and suggested that Playboy presents
images that are degrading to women. Some critics (e.g. Brownmiller, 1975;
Curry, 1991; Ewing, 1995) have tried to implicate these images as casually
related to both misogyny and homophobia. Further, these images are also
assumed to alienate men from their own sexuality (Brod, 1988; Brooks, 1995).
In several recent papers, Beggan and his associates (e.g. Beggan & Allison,
2001a, b; Beggan et al., 2000) have developed a different perspective in
their analysis of Playboy and its effects on men and women. One important
contribution of this research is that it has made use of a much larger range of
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text material than had been used by past researchers in trying to understand the

Playboy phenomenon. They have asserted that to understand the magazine, it
is necessary to analyze and understand the text in addition to the pictures. Their
counterintuitive core assertion, derived from considering both the text and
pictures, is that Playboy should be interpreted as an attempt to define masculinity
in a manner that moves beyond stereotypic representations, not as an attempt
to marginalize or degrade women. As such, their research presents a much
different view of Playboy magazine, in comparison with other scholarly
analyses. This perspective is quite similar to the one presented by Kimmel
(1996). In an analysis of Hugh Hefner's editorial in the first issue of Playboy,
Kimmel noted that the impression Hefner conveyed of women was that "he
actually saw them as more than the cuddly playthings of which he was
constantly being accused" (italics in original, p. 463).
Beggan and Allison (2001a) suggested that Playboy should be interpreted as
a medium targeted toward men that created and continues to create a more
elaborate definition of masculinity than what is contained in culturally defined
stereotypes about appropriate male identity. The definition of masculinity advocated by Playboy encouraged men to adopt a number of attributes that can be
classified as traditionally feminine. Examples of these attributes include being
nurturant, supportive, and sensitive. A number of features of Playboy reinforce
this new, improved definition of masculinity, including the choice of a white
rabbit (a soft, docile animal) as a symbol of the magazine, the presentation of
the Rabbit on the covers, and the inclusion of service features on cooking, home
decorating, and fashion. The "Playboy Advisor" was a question-and-answer
advice column that started in September 1960. Although the column was geared
toward answering questions on a variety of topics, an important component of
the monthly feature involved providing men with assistance on how to interact
more successfully with women. Although individuals unfamiliar with Playboy
might assume that the column focused on helping men "score" with women,
in reality, the Advisor actually transmitted a more egalitarian message. Beggan
et al. (2000) showed that the Advisor encouraged men to treat women with
respect, advocated against a double-standard for the behavior of men and
women, and modeled a definition of masculinity that transcended stereotypes
about appropriate male behavior. The Advisor, in fact, encouraged men to shun
bravado and reveal their ignorance and insecurities.
The advantages that accrue to men who are sympathetic to and adopt a more
elaborate definition of masculinity, such as the one provided by Playboy, can
be understood in terms of Pleck's (1995) work on gender role strain. According
to Pleck, men are socialized to equate masculinity with strength, assertiveness,
and an absence of emotionality. As a result, they are cut off from the experience
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and expression of sentiments that are traditionally thought of as feminine, such
as nurturance and the display of warm emotions. In Pleck's model, men
experience two forms of gender-related role strain as a result of maintaining
the standards of masculinity contained in stereotypes about men. Discrepancy
strain results from a reduced likelihood of experiencing feminine-typed
emotions. Dysfunction strain results from an inability to communicate these
emotions to significant others, such as children and romantic partners.
Beggan and Allison (2001b) have identified a way that Playboy used the
expressed desires and preferences of Playmates as the basis to encourage men
to adopt feminine attributes. They pointed out that the centerfold text that
accompanies the Playmate pictorial often includes comments regarding the kind
of man to whom the Playmate would be attracted. There was abundant evidence
that Playmates desired men with typical masculine characteristics, such as
intelligence, strength, and assertiveness. In addition, however, their analysis
showed Playmates expressed an interest in men who were sensitive, kind, and
caring; in other words, men with traditionally feminine attributes. According to
the logic presented by Beggan and Allison, because men were interested in the
types of women profiled in Playboy, they would be more likely to conform to
Playmates' recommendations regarding preferences for romantic partners.
Because these preferences included the desire for men with certain feminine
attributes, Beggan and Allison suggested that men would therefore be more
willing to adopt a masculine identity with a component that included these feminine aspects. Any danger of appearing nonlnasculine as a result was ameliorated
by the clear, masculine goal of being better able to attract women.

THE PRESENTATION OF PLAYMATES
In the present paper, we explore the identity Playboy created for Playmates.
Rather than focus on the centerfold picture, we have based our analysis predominantly on an examination of the centerfold text. We suggest that through the
medium of the centerfold text, Playboy popularized a view of Playmates that
extended beyond the bounds of stereotypic representation of women and
women's sexuality. The text serves as a means for Playboy to present women
as complex, multi-faceted, and diverse. Playmates were presented as intelligent,
capable, and ambitious. In other words, we propose that the presentation
of Playmates was, unexpectedly, consistent with second wave feminists'
competency goals. Moreover, the text served to modify the meaning of Playmate
nudity and reinforce the idea that Playmates were comfortable with their
sexuality. In conjunction with the competency information, the nature of the
Playmate centerfold as a nude pictorial suggested that Playmates were in pioneer
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roles, rather than victim status, with regard to the expression of female sexuality. Text material also reinforced the idea that Playmates were comfortable
with their sexuality. This presentation of sexuality was consistent with recent
formulations derived from the third wave feminist literature (e.g. Chapkis, 1997;
McElroy, 1995; Orr, 1997) that provide that women's sexuality can be agentic
rather victimizing. Thus, we suggest that the nudity inherent in the Playmate
centerfold should not necessarily be conceptualized as degrading or even
objectifying. In fact, we propose quite the opposite. The pictures, in conjunction
with the text description, provide subjectivity and personify, rather than
objectify, Playmates. Moreover, we identify features of the centerfold text that
encouraged readers to generalize these unexpected attributes of Playmates to
women in general.
We recognize that our counterintuitive argument appears at variance with
existing analyses that propose that the centerfold reinforces stereotypes about
women (such as an unrealistic standard of physical appearance, e.g. Barber,
1998; Owen & Laurel-Seller, 2000) and men's dominance of women
(e.g. Bogaert et al., 1993). As a result, the remainder of the present paper is
geared toward providing data and a perspective on these data that justify our
argument.
The first issue of Playboy, published in December 1953, included a full page
photograph of Marilyn Monroe as the "Sweetheart of the Month." By the second
issue, the feature was renamed the "Playmate of the Month," but the model
appeared anonymously, with no information about who she was. In its early
incarnations, the "Playmate of the Month" feature was nothing but a picture of
a nude or semi-nude woman.
Over time, the feature evolved in several important ways. First, Playboy
began doing its own photography rather than buying pictures from the files of
professional photographers. The first model photographed under Playboy's
supervision was Terry Ryan (December, 1954). An important component of her
feature was an accompanying six-page layout called "Photographing a
Playmate," which featured behind-the-scenes pictures of Playboy staffers
photographing her. Second, Playboy began to include additional pictures of the
Playmates. Although some were studio shots, others were candids that showed
the Playmate going about her everyday business. A third elaboration of the
centerfold was the inclusion of accompanying text that tilled in some background information about the Playmate. In the earlier years, the information
was rather sparse and superticial. Over time, readers would come to learn more
and more about Playmates, including their interests, likes, dislikes, and goals
in life. Sometimes, readers were exposed to personal information about
Playmates, including their foibles and flaws, and even personal tragedies.
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From the perspective of the argument we advance here, the most important
Playmate was Janet Pilgrim, who appeared three times as the centerfold. Her
first appearance was in July, 1955, a year-and-a-half after Playboy was founded.
The key component of her appearance was that she was identified as a Playboy
employee and shown working in the Playboy offices. The fateful text
commented, "We suppose it's natural to think of pulchritudinous Playmates as
existing in a world apart. Actually, potential Playmates are all around you: the
new secretary at your office, the doe-eyed beauty who sat opposite you at lunch
yesterday, the girl who sells you shirts and ties at your favorite store. We found
Miss July in our own circulation department." The effect of providing this
background information was profound on the conceptualization of Playmates.
The Playmate went from being an unapproachable model, probably living in
New York, to being the "girl next door," the phrase that became synonymous
with the "look" of a Playmate. The background information on Playmates served
to individuate them from each other and to make them appear more similar to
"real" women that existed in the reader's more mundane world.
Critics of Playboy interpret the name "Playmate" as suggestive of a negative power imbalance between the Playboy reader and the Playboy model.
Critics choose to interpret the term as meaning that the reader plays with the
woman until he is bored with her, then puts her away, just as next month's
model appears. In our analysis, we suggest an alternative meaning of
"Playmate." In our approach, we put the emphasis on the "mate" and not the
"play." In keeping with Kimmel (1996) and Beggan and Allison (2001a), we
suggest that the Playmates represented women with whom the Playboy reader
could share activities and interests. They were conceptualized as equal partners
in the pursuit of the Playboy ideal of enlightened hedonism. According to
Playboy, playboys worked hard and played hard. Our interpretation is consistent with a comment made about Playmate Zahra Norbo (March, 1958) that
conveys the importance of a Playmate as a co-participant in the Playboy world.
"No true sportsman, of course, would ever consider partaking of these pleasant
pastimes all alone; a jolly feminine companion is just as necessary . . . . "

PLAYBOY'S PLAYMATE PARADOX
A paradox is a statement that contradicts itself and yet appears to be true. The
key to understanding the Playmate paradox is to recognize that Playboy founder
Hugh Hefner instilled the ethos of the Playmate with an inherent contradiction.
At her most fundamental level, the prototypical Playmate was defined as the
"girl next door," yet very few men live next door to women who pose nude
for a national magazine. The Playmate paradox was that in the group identity
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of the Playboy Playmate, there existed a woman who was willing to pose nude
(was naughty) and yet was nice to the bone. The Playmate was a woman whose
grandmother was the unknown pinup girl; yet Playmates were not nameless
objects of sexual fantasy. Thanks to the level of detail provided in the centerfold
texts, they had names, identities, and interests. Moreover, these identities were
complex and contradictory, just like the identities of real people.
Playmates' centerfold texts revealed that they had broad sets of attributes and
interests, many of which broke, rather than reaffirmed, stereotypes about women.
Pictorials showed Playmates at work, at home, with family members. Playmates
made dinner with their parents, took their younger siblings camping, and sat
around in campus coffee houses. Playmates graduated from college and had
career ambitions. And yet they posed nude.
At the heart of the Playmate paradox is that the Playmate challenged, rather
than reinforced, what men (and women, for that matter) took for granted about
women and women's sexuality. Playboy said that the sexuality dimension was
independent from the intelligence-competency dimension. A woman could be
both a sexual being and an intellectual entity. In this way, then, the ideologies
of Playboy's Playmates and Betty Friedan in the book The Feminine Mystique
were quite similar. The component of a woman's identity closely tied to her
biological sex (i.e. wife and mother) was a part of who she was but it was not
all that she was.
If the centerfold texts created a composite identity for Playmates with an
intriguing paradoxical component, it is important to think about who was meant
to be challenged by this paradox. Although women did read Playboy on
a regular basis (Beggan et al., 2000; Collins & Beggan, 2001), the majority
of readers were male. Thus, Playboy created an identity for women intended
for men.
Given the homosocial nature of the magazine, and the literature (e.g. Curry,
1991) on processes that operate in homosocial contexts, it is interesting to
speculate about how Playmates might be conceptualized. The fraternal bond
refers to the high degree of group cohesion that often develops when men
interact together in a homosocial environment (Curry, 1991; Hood, 1995; Katz,
1995). One consequence of the fraternal bond is a tendency to rely on stereotypes to conceptualize both ingroup and outgroup members (Curry, 1991;
Harrison, Chin & Ficarrotto, 1995; Sattel, 1976). Thus, fraternal bonding represents a particular type of peer group and the reinforcement of gender-consistent
behavior that often appears in peer groups (Fagot, 1978; Hartup, 1983). If
Playboy was a source of fraternal bonding, we would expect that the magazine
would present images of both men and women that are consistent with gender
stereotypes. We might expect Playmates to be presented as hyperfeminine,
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i.e. nurturant and eager to please men. In this way, then, the personality profile
would reinforce what the pictures already told us: Playmates were undeniably
women. When people rely on stereotypes to process information about social
groups, they tend to assume greater similarity among group members than would
be warranted (Jones, Wood & Quattrone, 1981; Mullen & Hu, 1989). Thus, in
addition to being presented as hyperfeminine, we might also expect that
Playmates would be presented as all pretty much alike.
An analysis based on the fraternal bond as well as prior critical analyses of
Playboy (e.g. D'Emilio & Freedman, 1997; May, 1969) would not lead to the
expectation that Playmates would challenge men's conceptions of them or of
women in general. Yet, as our analysis will show, the identities Playboy
presented for Playmates contradicted stereotypes about women. In other words,
Playboy created an environment (a men's magazine) that should have encouraged the objectification of women and the reinforcement of stereotypes about
them. At the same time, however, Playboy went to great pains to challenge
objectification and stereotyping. We consider why Playboy might have chosen
to do this near the end of our paper.

CHALLENGING STEREOTYPES ABOUT WOMEN:
THE IMPLICATIONS OF PARADOXICAL PLAYMATES
For the Playmate centerfold feature to successfully challenge the dominant
meaning of femininity, Playboy had to accomplish two tasks. First, Playboy
would have to provide information about Playmates that was contrary to stereotypes about Playmates and women in general. Second, Playboy would have to
make sure that readers would come to see Playmates as representative of women,
rather than subtyped (Kunda & Oleson, 1995) as a very special and nonrepresentative kind of woman. The contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954) suggests
that stereotypes about outgroups may be changed if they are challenged and
the contradiction applied to members of the category. A breakdown at either
step might fail to alter stereotypes. If readers saw Playmates as diverse but then
failed to extend this diversity to women as a whole, stereotypes about women
would not be expected to change. If Playmates were seen as stereotypic and
representative of women as a whole, and the observer applied this stereotype
confirmation to the collectivity of women, then the presentation of Playmates
would actually reinforce stereotypes. This latter process is the one identified by
critics of Playboy and other forms of erotic material (e.g. Brooks, 1995; Hill,
1987) as the destructive process that occurs through the influence of the sexual
content of such media.
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Playboy's "Playmate of the Month" feature represents a unique form of
contact between men and women in what might initially appear a social vacuum.
The Playboy reader has the opportunity to experience a great deal of one-sided
intimacy with Playmates. That is, the Playmate reveals a great deal of herself,
both physically and psychologically, to the typically male reader. At the physical
level, the reader has the opportunity to see the Playmate in the nude. In addition,
the reader has the opportunity to learn a great deal about the Playmate' s personal
history, interests, goals, and fears through the centerfold text. In other words,
although Playboy readers lack physical contact with Playmates, they experience
a great deal of psychological contact in the form of transmitted knowledge. One
way contact modifies stereotypes is through information exchange (Brewer &
Brown, 1998).
It is interesting to speculate about how the "contact" between men and women
in Playboy might influence how men came to think about women. In our
analysis, we draw attention to the dilemma Playboy represented for men with
more stereotypic views of women. The more an individual endorsed stereotypes
about women, the more likely he might be to buy Playboy for what could
be termed sexist reasons. But such men would be the ones most likely to be
challenged by the contents of Playboy with regard to the image presented of
both men and women. Thus, we hope to illustrate that an essential feature of
the Playboy phenomenon is that the magazine used the sexist component of its
own image as an effective means of contradicting stereotypes about women,
the very group the magazine is most often accused of stereotyping (Beggan &
Allison, 2001a).
Diverse Meanings of Complexity
There are at least two ways to challenge stereotypes through information
exchange. The first is to expand the range of characteristics that are seen as
possessed by members of the categorized group (Jones et al., 1981), thus
reducing homogeneity of group members. A second, more direct method is to
present category members as possessing attributes inconsistent with the stereotype. To challenge stereotypes about women, ideally then, Playboy would have
to portray Playmates as possessing a wide variety of attributes, some of which
were incompatible with feminine stereotypes. In our analysis, we intend to
provide evidence that the presentation of this information occurred.
One area where Playboy clearly disconfirmed stereotypes about women
concerned women and their own sexuality. The identity that Playboy advocated
for women emphasized their sexuality, both in terms of their willingness to
engage in sex and their ability to enjoy sex. Thus, Playboy told men to expect
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women to be sexually aggressive and not virginal. This view stands in stark
contradiction to stereotypic conceptions of women, especially those that existed
in the early to mid 1950s. The positive identity Playboy advocated for women
also included recognition that there was a double-standard of sexuality that
applied to men and women. For men, sex was a part of who they were. Sexual
accomplishments were encoded as positive aspects of identity. For women, more
assertive forms of sex (e.g. sex outside of marriage) were a sign of moral weakness or sin. We (Beggan et al., 2000) have evidence that Playboy insisted that
the same standards should apply to men and women.

Promoting Generalization
The tendency for individuals to generalize from particular instances to the
category as a whole represents the operation of a delicate balance between
typicality and uniqueness (Rothbart & John, 1985). At first pass, it might be
expected that category members who most deviate from stereotypes associated
with the category will be the most influential in changing stereotypes about
members of the category. But if an individual deviates too much from stereotypes about members of the category, he or she might not be seen as a member
of the category at all or might serve to instantiate a new subtype (Kunda &
Oleson, 1995). As a result, the attributes of the original category remain
unchanged, even as the new information is incorporated into the perceiver's
knowledge of the group. For Playboy to successfully challenge stereotypes about
women through the influence of the Playmate, it would be necessary that readers
view Playmates as representative of "real" women. We suggest that the generalization process was made possible by conceptualizing Playmates as specific
instances of the "girl next door."

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH
The present research makes several contributions. The first contribution is a
more elaborate conceptualization of the way in which sexually explicit material
may influence the social world of individuals exposed to it. The traditional view
is that sexually explicit material reinforces stereotypes about men and women
and can influence men to develop misogynistic views toward women. We offer
an opinion that runs counter to this position and suggest that in some instances,
at least some forms of sexually explicit material may actually promote in
men a more positive, less stereotype-based, view of women. In the process of
developing this argument, we illustrate how it is possible to interpret the
influence of the Playmate feature in Playboy in a manner that is consistent with
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at least a subset of feminist goals, i.e. as a means of empowerment for, rather
than exploitation of, women.
A second contribution involves the integration of two phenomena that few
people would expect could ever be integrated: The feminist literature and the
contents and nature of Playboy magazine. In our analysis, we hope to illustrate
that the apparent intentions of Playboy, at least in terms of how we have
construed them as outside observers, to model a more broadly defined representation of femininity can be understood as consistent with the goals of both
second wave and third wave feminism.
A third contribution is to provide at least a tentative analysis of the
implications of the identity Playboy presented for Playmates on how men might
come to define masculinity. We intend to argue that Playboy's representation
of Playmates challenged men and required them to think about masculinity in
a broader context.

METHOD
The empirical basis for our analysis is the feature known as "Playboy's Playmate
of the Month." This feature contains the three-page centerfold picture, additional
pictures in color and black-and-white, and a text essay that profiles the Playmate
and provides information on her background, interests, likes and dislikes, and
personality. In addition to the text essay, we also examined captions that
appeared near pictures. Although women appear in Playboy in a variety of other
contexts (other pictorials, celebrity profiles and interviews, and as the authors
of letters and articles), the single most important and iconic image of women
in Playboy is as the Playmate of the Month. The Playmate of the Month feature
has existed in one form or another since the first issue, has been the subject of
empirical research and social commentary, and has entered popular culture as
a focal point of humor in jokes, movies, and cartoons. Bryant and Brown (1989)
cited data collected by Bryant in a telephone survey regarding the incidence of
exposure to sexually explicit material. The results of the interviews indicated
that "exposure to sexually oriented R-rated materials had become almost a
cultural universal" (p. 45). By high school 100% of males had been exposed
to Playboy or similar R-rated sexually oriented magazines. The figure was 97%
for high school females. Even junior-high school students reported high rates
of exposure, 92% for males and 84% for females. The average age of exposure to Playboy was 11 years for males and 12 years for females. Thus, it
would be reasonable to conclude that virtually everyone over the age of 18 in
the United States is familiar with Playboy and knows what a Playmate is (most
by first-hand experience).
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Our qualitative analysis of Playboy centerfold texts included the entire set
of Playboy Playmates from December, 1953-December, 2000. In addition, we
consulted several sources of information related to Playmates. One source, The
Playmate Book, presented at least one photograph of each Playmate, in chronological order, up until the end of 1996, and gave information about what she
had done with her life since her appearance. A second source of information
was members of PML2, a Playboy-based webgroup. A third source was a list
of the top 100 most important Playboy centerfolds, and related commentary,
published in the January, 2000 issue of Playboy.
In our analysis, we used an analytic inductive process in which we looked
for instances in which the text affirmed or challenged gender stereotypes and
the sexual stereotype of the Playmate as eager to please any man's sexual
fantasy. We used the contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954) as a sensitizing concept
in guiding our analysis. We present evidence with regard to the ways the data
contradicted stereotypes and provided empowering sexual images of women,
as well as instances that reinforced stereotypes. After developing an analysis
of resulting themes, we returned to the data to assess the relative proportion of
stereotype-reinforcing and stereotype-challenging information,
An important qualification of our research concerns the nature of the point
we are attempting to make with our analysis of Playmate centerfold texts. In
reporting our results, we have focused for the most part on instances in which
the centerfold texts contradicted stereotypes about women. Such an approach
is consistent with our goal of demonstrating that at least some of the material
in Playboy contradicts stereotypes about women and calls into question the
validity of global statements regarding the nature of pornography or sexually
explicit material. We recognize that some material in the centerfold texts
portrays Playmates as expressing stereotypic beliefs or interests. From our point
of view, however, what is important is the significant amount of stereotype
disconfirming information embedded in a feature of Playboy designed to draw
the most attention.

FINDINGS
Historical Trends
The centerfold text is a short biography of the Playmate that provides basic
information, such as place of birth, career goals, and personality traits. The
profile offers a certain slant on each Playmate and tends to play up specific
aspects of her identity. As a result, the overall message contained in the
centerfold texts is that as a group, Playmates are quite diverse.
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One pattern that emerged in centerfold texts was that over time more information was presented about Playmates. In the early 1950s, sometimes there was
not even text accompanying the centerfold. When there was, it was often just
a few sentences, with virtually no information about a Playmate's personality.
In fact, the text often focused on reinforcing what the pictures already amply
demonstrated: Playmates were physically attractive. For example, Anne Fleming
(September, 1955) was "amorous, amenable, and abundant." Eleanor Bradley
(February, 1959) was a "tawny beauty." Dolores Donlon (August, 1957) was
a "lithe, long-limbed, languorous, luscious blonde."
Some early texts included basic information about Playmates' likes and
dislikes and where they lived. The reader learned that Barbara Cameron
(November, 1955) liked music and was a student at the University of Colorado.
March, 1956 Playmate Marian Stafford was a graduate of the University of
Houston. Readers were told her measurements (even her shoe size, 4.5, for
some reason), that she liked riding horses, and that she had a poodle. Information
provided about Jean Jani (July, 1957) included a favorite drink (a Vodka Gimlet)
and preferred entertainers (Frank Sinatra and Jackie Gleason). By 1957, readers
were consistently given information about Playmates' likes and dislikes.
The text for December, 1957 Playmate Linda Vargas started a trend to provide
information about Playmates' personalities rather than just likes and dislikes.
She was described as "self-involved" and on a search for a purpose. By the
early 1960s, the centerfold texts had started to provide more complex snapshots
of Playmates' personalities. Roberta Lane (April, 1962) had a "live-wire personality" and was "not overly concerned with matrimony." November, 1962
Playmate Avis Kimble was a "nonconformist" and an "iconoclast."
Over time, the level of detail provided about Playmates increased. In earlier
texts, summary information about Playmates' traits was provided. Although the
reader learned that Joan Staley (November, 1958) was the daughter of a Navy
Chaplain, as a person, she was described in rather general terms. She was
"sweet, smart, talented." These attributes were not adjectives designed to provide
a clear and precise portrait. They were too general to be truly individuating and
not helpful in distinguishing one Playmate from another.
The year 1963, a turning point for centerfold texts, started the tendency to
back up summary judgments with individuating, concrete details. In January,
1963, readers discovered that Judi Monterey "detests domesticity and kids,"
was from Santa Barbara, and collected stamps. By August, 1963, readers learned
that the death of Phyllis Sherwood's father prevented her from going to college.
In addition, injustice in the world was one thing that angered her. Although
she wanted to get married some day, at the moment, she was content to be a
"foot-loose bachelor girl."
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Once the idea of presenting detailed portraits of Playmates in the centerfold
texts was established, it remained a permanent feature. In later eras, more artful
portraits of Playmates were provided. In Carrie Westcott's (September, 1993)
centerfold text, we learned that her love of the ocean can be traced to her
childhood growing up in Mission Viego, California where a decent beach was
"tantalizingly near and yet out of reach - the stuff obsessions are made of."
Readers learned that twin Playmates Darlene and Carol Bernaola (January, 2000)
overcame poverty, isolation, and terrorism in their lives. Darlene had been in
a car accident on the day before her wedding that left her paralyzed and killed
her fianc& Certainly, this increasing level of intimate information can be seen
as a means by which Playboy created subjectivity for Playmates and made it
more and more difficult for them to be conceptualized as sex objects.

THE C O M P L E X I T Y OF P L A Y M A T E S
The most important and global theme that emerged in our analysis involved
Playmates' complexity. This theme emerged in a variety of ways. One way was
that the opening comment or main focus of a centerfold text was often a seeming
inconsistency among characteristics of a Playmate. For example, a Playmate
might be portrayed as feminine and yet be shown shooting a gun. An important
aspect of the complexity of Playmates was the extent to which Playmates
were described as possessing stereotypically masculine attributes. Centerfold
texts consistently described Playmates as intelligent, ambitious, and confident.
Playmates were often shown engaged in activities that were inconsistent with
feminine stereotypes. Playmates were shown as having masculine occupations
and masculine interests. In fact, centerfold texts drew attention to the fact that
Playmates often actively repudiated feminine traits, either by their words or
their deeds. Playmates often expressed a desire to avoid romantic commitment,
for example. They also displayed a hearty interest in eating abundant amounts
of rich food. Playmates were sexual and yet not the victims of their sexuality
nor subservient to the desires of men. Finally, Playmates were presented as
representative of women as a whole. Thus, it was possible to generalize the
characteristics of Playmates to women as a group.

The Theme of Contradiction
An essential theme that appears in centerfold texts is contradiction. This theme
refers to the tendency of centerfold texts to indicate explicitly that Playmates
possessed unexpected attributes or sets of attributes that were inconsistent with
each other. There is evidence that when people evaluate groups, except for
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those of which they are members, they tend to assume that group members are
homogeneous (e.g. Jones et al., 1981) and that their traits show a high degree
of covariance (Linville, Fischer & Yoon, 1996). In this manner, then, the centerfold texts appeared to violate what might be expected from male readers' socially
constructed, informal beliefs about women as a group. By an acknowledgment
of contradictions, then, Playboy created greater heterogeneity among Playmates
and decreased the degree of covariance among their traits. By breaking down
stereotypes about Playmates, Playboy created a more complex identity for
women.
The contradiction theme emerged early in centerfold texts. Perhaps the
clearest early example of contradiction appeared with the November, 1961
Playmate. Her text included the observation " . . . in Hollywood the improbable
is a strong possibility was never more agreeably demonstrated than by . . .
Dianne Danford," who was described as presenting "a pretty paradox." An
important feature of her layout were secondary photographs that showed her
shooting a rifle. Her display of a masculine-stereotyped hobby anticipated the
recurring theme of the adoption of masculine attributes in the elaboration of
identity. Another early Playmate presented in terms of violating expectancies
was Avis Kimble (November, 1962). Her text was subtitled "well-constructed
nonconformist" and she was described as an "iconoclast." The explicit mention
of a contradiction in a Playmate's life appeared consistently over time. Terri
Kimball (May, 1964) was an "enigma." In the sub-title of the text, Willy Rey
(February, 1971) was described as a "nonconformist." Ursula Buchfellner
(October, 1979) was described as "a living contradiction" of the belief that
hardship in early life would breed cynicism.
Some contradictions involved outward appearance and inner attributes. One
important contradiction addressed the "beautiful but dumb" stereotype.
Contrasting a Playmate's attractive appearance with a statement about her
intelligence or competency challenged the stereotype by reducing the covariance
of "beautiful" but "dumb." The March, 1982 centerfold text opens with, "To
understand Karen Witter, you have to ignore the fact that she's pretty . . . . An
attractive sheen that belies the power and deeper sense of purpose underneath."
Denise McConnell (March, 1979) was quoted as saying, "I want to be respected,
not toyed with simply because I ' m pretty." Focusing on Playmates' internal
qualities was consistent with the goals of second wave feminism. That a woman
who posed nude would have these features positioned her as representative of
the tenets of third wave feminism, with its emphasis on sexual agency.
Another assertion of third wave feminism, that sexuality could be a source
of power, emerged in Playmates' comments that they would sometimes use
their good looks to further their own career goals. Denise McConnell (March,
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1979) was a private investigator who said, "It's a real advantage being a female
in this business. If I want to talk to someone, especially a man, it's not hard
to get his attention." Julianna Young (November, 1993) commented, " . . . my
large breasts are actually a blessing, They'll get me through the door; and my
brains can keep me there." This last statement is an alternative interpretation
of the notion that Playmates are exploited by men. The comment indicates that
what might be perceived by some as the means to objectification (extremely
large breasts) can actually serve as a means by which women can assert their
dominance over men. In this way, Julianna Young's comment is consistent
with the approach of third wave feminists (e.g. Chapkis, 1997), who argue it
is possible to present as hyperfeminine and yet maintain equality with (or
dominance over) men.
Another contradiction that involved appearance and attributes addressed the
stereotype that beauty is correlated with vanity. Playmates were presented as
unaffected by their own good looks. One 1963 text opens with the statement,
"At first glance, May Playmate Sharon Cintron would appear to be a rather
perplexing young lady." She was presented as a down-to-earth young woman
uninterested in an acting career, not obsessed by her own beauty, and not given
to unnecessary affectation. In 1966, Sue Bernard was described as "Miss
December's private life makes a striking contrast to the image of an in-demand
girl . . . . " Patricia Farinelli (December, 1981) was described as having "managed
to avoid most of the glamor and pretension of Tinseltown: She leads a simple
life and she likes it that way."
Contradiction was also manifested in the covariation among the personality
traits held by Playmates. Terri Kimball (May, 1964) described herself as "too
independent for [my] own good, and yet sometimes . . . quite dependent on
others." The December, 1979 Playmate was described as, "There is a serious
side to Candace Collins. But it doesn't get much sunlight. Even when she tries,
some internal alarm goes off that triggers an involuntary twinkle in her eyes."
Terri Lynn Doss (July, 1988) was "quiet in school . . . but at home, I loved to
sing and dance." She loved to drive fast yet "lives a sensible existence, working
hard and steering clear of the fast lane" and did not "do the party scene. I ' m
a home body," Kona Carmack (February, 1996) "excels in the classroom, but
she's no egghead." The October, 2000 Playmate was described as, "Nichole
van Croft is no ordinary southern belle . . . . " The evidence that Playmates might
at different times display behaviors consistent with opposite ends of some
dimension (e.g. quiet at school yet boisterous at home) served as a means to
reinforce the idea that Playmates, and women in general, were complex.
Contradiction in texts sometimes involved the relationship between innocence
and sophistication. Danelle Folta (April, 1995) was described as an "appealing
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mix of the sweet, small-town gift . . . and the urbane business-woman who is
both smart and combative." She said that she likes to argue and that "If you
disagree with me about something, 1'11 keep at you until you agree. I think
maybe I have the lawyer gene in me." The historic 500th Playmate, Alicia
Rickter (October, 1995) was introduced as, "Meet the postmodem Playmate.
She paints. She reads philosophy. She ponders the meaning of life, the meaning
of sex, even the sociopolitics of appearing in Playboy. . . . " At the same time,
she said that she did not want any special treatment in her college classes.
Centerfold texts attacked the notion that Playmates' beauty made them
immune to hardship. The struggles that some Playmates had to overcome on
their trek to the centerfold were sometimes quite severe. Centerfold texts
featured the early poverty of a number of Playmates. Ursula Buchfellner
(October, 1977) had a poor upbringing and supported herself by working in a
bakery. Gina Goldberg (May, 1981) described her past as "depressing" and
marred by an "unhappy childhood." At 16, she had to support herself as a
supermarket clerk and then at McDonald's. Kelly Tough (October, 1981) was
quoted, "We were so poor . . . that I was allowed to wash my hair only once
a week. We couldn't afford the hot water." Kimberly McArthur (January, 1982)
had to drop out of high school to work and earn money to help out her family.
Roberta Vasquez (November, 1984), who worked as a police officer, compared
herself to a seven-year-old kid she had detained for shoplifting. She said,
"I grew up just like that. I grew up with nothing. My mother had five kids on
welfare and didn't know what she was going to do . . . . I knew many times
what it was to go hungry . . . . I can understand not having clothes or shoes for
school."
Other Playmates faced quite daunting hardships. January, 2000 twin
Playmates Darlene and Carol Bernaola "led extraordinary lives. From the jungles
of Peru to the beaches of Miami to the pages of Playboy, they've overcome
poverty, isolation, terrorism, language barriers and physical calamity . . . . "
Darlene Bernaola overcame paralysis as a result of a car accident that also
killed her fiancee the day before she was supposed to be married. Natalia
Sokolova (April, 1999) recovered from a car accident that left her in a wheel
chair. Erkia Eleniak (July, 1989) developed an alcohol problem. Her boyfriend,
described in her centerfold text, was a quadriplegic. He was credited in the text
as helping Erika turn her life around. For example, he got her involved in
Alcoholics Anonymous.
There is evidence (e.g. Dion, Berscheid & Walster, 1972; Eagly, Ashmore,
Makhijani & Longo, 1991) that physical appearance can serve as the basis for
making judgments about people even in domains where physical appearance
would not be expected to be a reliable predictor. By emphasizing the contradiction
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inherent in many Playmates' lives, Playboy appears to use the centerfold text as a
means of challenging simple or unidimensional conceptions of women created on
the basis of their physical appearance or their willingness to pose nude.

Playmates as the Possessors of Masculine Traits
Stereotypes about men and women involve several content domains. According
to Deaux and Lewis (1984), gender stereotypes can be thought of in terms of
traits, roles, occupations, and physical attributes. There are clear stereotypes
about gender. Research (e.g. Bern, 1974) indicates that feminine attributes can
be understood with regard to expressiveness and masculine stereotypes can be
interpreted in terms of power and autonomy. This breakdown is consistent with
other research (e.g. Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee, Broverman & Broverman, 1968;
Williams & Best, 1990). Edwards (1992) found that college students
spontaneously listed traits about men that could be grouped into six broad
categories: blue collar worker, businessman, athlete, family man, ladies' man,
and loser. These roles would tend to reflect attributes such as ambition, strength,
intelligence, and sexuality.
The finding that centerfold texts often indicated that Playmates possessed
masculine characteristics was a dramatic form of contradiction. Texts emphasized Playmates' intelligence, ambition, and confidence.

Intelligence
One stereotypic characteristic of men is that they are intelligent problem solvers,
whereas stereotypes about women do not seem to have an intelligence
component. Despite this absence, the profiles of Playmates have consistently
emphasized their intelligence and intellectual ambition. Even Playmates who
appeared before the beginning of the second wave of feminism (i.e. prior to
1963) were presented in terms of their intelligence. For example, Alice Denham
(July, 1956) was a Phi Beta Kappa with an M.A. from the University of
Rochester who published a short story in Playboy. Jacquelyn Prescott
(September, 1957) was "talented as well as efficient and beautiful." Susan Kelly
(May, 1961) had a degree in education from Oklahoma University.
Many Playmates have been college graduates or enrolled in college.
Sometimes, they were pictured on college campuses. Some post-second wave
feminism Playmates were presented as having a high degree of intellectualism°
Vicki McCarty (September, 1979) wrote her own centerfold text and noted that
she also was a Phi Beta Kappa. She was working toward a J.D. at Hastings
College of Law and already had a B.A. from Berkeley in journalism. One of
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the most intellectually impressive Playmates was Victoria Zdrok (October,
1994). Born in Russia, she was attending a joint J.D. and clinical psychology
Ph.D. program in two Philadelphia colleges (according to T h e P l a y m a t e B o o k ,
the schools were Villanova and Hahnemann). Her text mentioned that she spoke
five languages and had earned a B.A. at the age of 18. Of herself, she said, "I
need to be intellectually stimulated constantly." Karen Witter (March, 1982)
was described as, " . . . low-key about her considerable intelligence."
Ambition

Another characteristic that is considered stereotypically masculine is ambition.
Early texts did not describe Playmates in terms that suggested they were
ambitious, except in terms of an acting or modeling career. This characterization
was consistent with expectations for women of that era. In fact, a few early
Playmates were humorously defined in terms of the absence of ambition. Linn6
Nanette Ahlstrand (July, 1958) was described as the "laziest girl in town." The
theme of her text was that she was uninterested in activities that involved
exerting energy. Heather Van Every (July, 1971) said about herself, " . . . I guess
some people would say I ' m lazy . . . . " P l a y b o y added that she was a "girl who
clearly enjoys living with her lovely head literally in the clouds." But compare
her to Melodye Prentiss (July, 1968), who said, "I enjoy being under pressure.
. . . If every waking minute isn't used efficiently, I consider myself lazy . . . .
I have a compulsion to accomplish as much as possible."
Ambition appears as a defining characteristic more often in later Playmates.
July, 1980 Playmate Teri Peterson was described as "quite ambitious." The
November, 1980 Playmate's career moves were described as, "Jeana attacked
L.A." There were still some exceptions to the rule. Cathy Larmouth (June,
1981) said she was "basically lazy" and "not motivated." In the 1990s and
beyond, ambition is a key component of many Playmates' texts. Nicole Wood
(April, 1993) was described as "She's got the plan - and the muscle to back
it up." Playmate Priscilla Taylor (March, 1996) told a judge in a beauty contest
that she wanted to be Cleopatra because she "just wanted to rule." The title of
her centerfold text was "Priscilla Takes Manhattan" and subtitled "she can make
it here, she can make it anywhere." Neferteri Shepherd (July, 2000) said she
was " , . . an ambitious person. When I want something, I put 150 percent into
achieving it." Cara Michelle (December, 2000) was never "afraid of meeting
new challenges."
Playmates displayed ambition in the traditionally masculine domain of
business. Helle Michaelsen (August, 1988) was "very serious about business"
and said, "I want very much to be a success" and to be a "player." Alexandria
Karlsen (March, 1999) was "used to the fast track." She started reading before
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she was four and by age 18 had earned her license to deal in mutual funds.
Cindy Brooks (April, 1985) was another Playmate with an interest in investing.
She said, ' T i n taking care of my own investments and trying to really understand
IRAs and money markets." Danelle Folta (April, 1995) was an "urbane businesswoman who is both smart and combative." One of the most strongly expressed
sentiments referred to Veronica Gamba. The November, 1983 Playmate was
described as, "Veronica is intimidating. She's bright and self-assured" (italics
in original).

Confidence
Playmates in the late 1970s and beyond were presented as self-assured and confident. Kona Carmack (February, 1996) was "confident beyond her 19 years." Kim
Morris (March, 1986) was "confident and comfortable." As a late bloomer, she
commented that when she started to develop late in high school, she thought,
"This is wonderful. I hope I don't get too cocky." Toni Ann Thomas (February,
1963) said about her beauty "I used to be self-conscious. Now, frankly, I enjoy it."
For some Playmates, being confident translated into being willing to take
chances. Risk seeking is more often thought of as an attribute of men rather
than women. Jenny McCarthy (October, 1993) described herself as "definitely
the kind of person who likes to take a risk." As part of her profile, she was
described as going to the race track, where she had been going since the
age of ten. Alicia Rickter (October, 1995) wanted to be "testing life's limits shaking up the world a little, taking chances."
For some Playmates, confidence went hand-in-hand with competence. Nicki
Thomas (March, 1977) was presented as "everything she does, she does
extremely well." Victoria Cooke (August, 1980) " . . . doesn't strike you as the
sort of person who loses at anything." Kimberly Evenson (September, 1984)
was described as "Going up against [a challenge] seems to turn Kim on. She
likes to flex her muscles and test her resiliency. Each time she pushes the limit,
she learns something." Of herself, she said, "I like to win, even if it means
getting hurt . . . . I ' v e always been tough." Karen Velez (December, 1984) was
able to " . . . do anything she puts her mind to, as long as she's not asked to
be ordinary." Vicki Witt (August, 1978) viewed life "with a cool imperturbability born of an acute sense of her own identity. She knows where she is,
adapts to new situations easily and blows you away with her candor." Neriah
Davis (March, 1994) has a "try-anything-once" spirit.

Summary
Feminist interpretations (e.g. Dworkin, 1988) of pornography and even less
explicit sexually-oriented material, such as Playboy, tend to adopt the position
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that such material damages women. One way is that women are presented as
conforming to feminine stereotypes, especially stereotypes about sexuality. Such
representations of women are thought to present women as an object designed
for the sexual gratification of men. Certainly, such material is not thought to
present elaborated definitions of women as complex, multi-faceted individuals.
Although our analysis cannot speak to all forms of pornography or sexually
explicit material, we have obtained clear evidence that in Playboy, the centerfold texts provide individuating information about Playmates that gives them
subjectivity rather than objectivity. Not only are readers encouraged to see
Playmates as complex individuals, but our analysis suggests that readers are
presented with an image of Playmates that contradicts stereotypes about women
by illustrating that Playmates possess traits that are consistent with masculine
stereotypes. Playmates are often presented as possessing attributes such as
intelligence, ambition, and confidence.

You are What You Do: The Masculine Occupations
and Interests of Playmates
One aspect of stereotypes has to do with gender-appropriate roles (Deaux &
Lewis, 1984). In addition to having traits typically associated with men, on
occasion, Playmates were also portrayed as having masculine occupations.
Amanda Hope (July, 1992) was a specialist in the army when she posed. She
viewed posing as a Playmate and being a soldier as similar because for both,
"you need discipline, pride and confidence." Denise McConnell (March, 1979)
was a private investigator with a "Holmesian knack for tracking down the bad
guys." Morgan Fox (December, 1990) participated in rodeos. Tiffany Taylor
(November, 1998) knew how to shoot a gun and wanted to be a police officer
(she was studying criminal justice in college). Roberta Vasquez (November,
1984), a police officer turned Playmate, was pictured in her police uniform.
Karen Witter (March, 1982) was described as an adventurer and a sailor. She
said, " I ' m not afraid of doing most of the things others are afraid of doing."
Lesa Ann Pedriana (April, 1984) worked as a disc jockey for a rock station on
the weekends.
In addition to formal occupations, Playmates had typically masculine interests. Playmates could take care of themselves. Deanna Baker (May, 1972) led
"a liberated life a s . . . judo expert, part-time entrepreneur and full-time conservationist." Susan Smith (September, 198l) was a karate expert and her layout
included pictures of her working out. Her feature also said that she was a
diesel-truck salesperson, definitely not a gender-typical profession. Sally Sarell's
(March, 1960) text described her as having "divergent interests, among which
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are writing, flying, knitting and judo." Tonja Christensen (November, 1991),
introduced as "Blonde, blue-eyed and gutsy," was shown in a karate uniform,
kicking a workout dummy. Joan Bennett (January, 1985) reported, "I can sing,
dance and box." Nicole Marie Lenz (March, 2000) helped her father in his job
as a contractor. She reported, "I learned how to lay tile, hang drywall and nail
floorboards. Grouting tile is my favorite."
Playmates displayed an interest in the traditionally man's world of automobiles. In addition to possessing a Federal Communications Commission
Permit, Veronica Gamba (November, 1983) reported fantasizing about being a
race car driver. Allison Parks (October, 1965) wanted to own a sports car until
she discovered flying. Patty Duffek (May, 1984) was described driving her
vintage 1967 Mustang: "She loves the car. You can tell by the way she sits in
it, head high, body hunched forward, like a jockey on a favorite horse."
Playmates expressed an interest in traditionally masculine sports. Debra
Jo Fondren (September, 1977) described herself as "feminine" but Playboy
positioned this self-characterization against the cormnent that "Trap and skeet
shooting is one of her passions and she's good at it." She was quoted, "I think
I'm as good as any man, and I always beat my boyfriend." Lesa Ann Pedriana
(April, 1984) was described, "Concentrating on her looks alone would be a
mistake; Lesa Ann has plenty of interests. She's been a gymnast, a cheerleader
and played flag football. She'll talk about falconry, the ferret she plans to buy
or the 50 pedigreed dwarf rabbits she bred in a backyard hutch. Any man would
do well to just match her enthusiasm. An experience with Lesa Ann is a fine
way to appreciate the unpredictable." Kona Carmack (February, 1996) said "I
was always the only girl out there surfing." Dru Hart (September, 1968) liked
baseball and was a "self-admitted baseball nut." Summer Altice (August, 2000)
played volleyball at San Diego State, then studied communications at UCLA.
Patty Duffek (May, 1984) played soccer and was involved in track. At 12, Kym
Paige (May, 1987) was an excellent tennis player who practiced nine hours
a day.
Even the rougher men's sports were not immune from the attentions of
Playmates. Kimberly Evenson (September, 1984) commented, ' T v e always been
an athlete. I love sports. I was always the fastest runner. I'd play football with
the boys and they'd never catch me. In soccer, I'd always be put against the
biggest, fattest monster on the field. I didn't care, I'd just go for it. They'd call
me an animal!" Cindy Brooks (April, 1985) was described as a "champion
horsewoman" who had "recently discovered polo."
A phrase Betty Friedan used repeatedly in The Feminine Mystique was
"Occupation: Housewife." The term was a summary of the emptiness she felt
by putting "housewife" as her type of employment on a survey. Although being
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a housewife is an important role, she suggested that it should not be seen as
the only appropriate role for women. One clear goal of second wave feminism
was to fight for equality in the marketplace for women. Jobs and opportunities
for training should be open to any woman who wanted them, provided she
had the ability. The tendency to show Playmates as the possessors of jobs or
interests with a masculine tint was consistent with this goal. Moreover, the
interplay of this information with sexually explicit photographs reinforced
the notion that women could be sexual beings as well as competent in
traditionally masculine domains. As such, Playmates exemplified the goals
of both second and third wave feminism.

Hold the Sugar and Spice: Playmates and the
Repudiation of Feminine Traits
As our above analysis shows, Playmates possessed traits that are part of the
stereotype associated with masculinity. Centerfold texts also actively distanced
Playmates from traditional attributes and roles of women. Playmates expressed
atypical beliefs about how women should behave in social situations and with
regard to romantic commitment. Playmates indicated that they preferred to delay
marriage and motherhood. Playmates also evidenced non-traditional attitudes
about food and hearty eating.

Tough Playmates
Stereotypes about femininity can often be understood in terms of emotional
expressiveness, sensitivity to the needs of others, and a yielding demeanor (Bern,
1974). The centerfold texts provide evidence that Playmates are often willing
to take on attributes inconsistent with these representations. Kimberly Evenson
(September, 1984) was "at least as tough as any urban . . . man." Melissa
Holliday (January, 1995) said, " I ' m hardheaded . . . . I was brought up to defend
myself and to stand up for what I believe. If I see something I don't think is
right, I have a hard time keeping my mouth shut." Danelle Folta (April, 1995)
described a dream with a horror element. She said, "So I take charge. I tell
everyone to go into the basement and that I'll find the killer." Alicia Rickter
(October, 1995) said, " I ' m very competitive" and was described as "everimproving." Karen Witter (March, 1982) said, " I ' d rather do something
physically dangerous than go along on an even keel." Deborah Driggs (March,
1990) was " . . . no slave to fashion, makes her own rules." Debra Jo Fondren
(September, 1977) said, " . . . I do have a temper, but most of the time I keep
it under control."
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One of the toughest Playmates was Roberta Vasquez (November, 1984). Her
centerfold text was titled "Playmate on Patrol" and subtitled, "Roberta Vasquez
could break your arm as well as your heart, but she saves the rough stuff for
the bad guys." In one picture, she posed in her police uniform, standing next
to a patrol car. Other pictures showed her shooting a gun, working out in a
gym, and in a karate uniform, sparring with a man. Both Roberta and the man
appeared to have black belts in the discipline. About being a woman in a man's
world, Roberta commented, "I don't necessarily have to be meaner than a man
but just a little more assertive. I have to stand my ground and demand certain
things from the people I ' m dealing with." These images certainly contradict
notions that Playmates lack efficacy and stand in stark opposition to the idea
that sexually explicit inherently material portrays women as victims or helpless
to resist the influence of men.

Attitudes about Commitment
Playmates displayed a stereotypically masculine willingness to avoid commitment. Like the traditional view attributed to men, Playmates seemed more
interested in developing a career, often in the entertainment industry, and were
willing to put marriage on the back burner. It is interesting to draw a comparison
between this aspect of Playmates' interests and the criticisms raised by feminist
scholar Barbara Ehrenreich in her 1983 book The Hearts of Men: American
Dreams and the Flight From Commitment. In a chapter on Playboy and Hugh
Hefner, she used an article that portrayed a negatative side of marriage to
conclude that Playboy encouraged men to avoid commitment and enjoy the
pleasures of romance without the emotional consequences of marriage. It is
important to note, then, that Playboy encouraged women to do the same thing.
So even if Playboy were emotionally immature, at least it was unbiased. In
a comment consistent with this attitude, Julie Clark (March, 1991) said that
her full-time job was having fun. "Maybe I'll settle down when I ' m thirty, but
not now."
An alternative interpretation of Playboy's perspective on commitment was
that the magazine discouraged both men and women from premature commitment. In this way, then, Playboy encouraged both sexes to self-actualize
or develop their full potential before settling down to marriage and, perhaps,
childrearing. It is provocative to note that Playboy's position was consistent
with the one adopted by Betty Friedan (1963) in The Feminine Mystique. Like
Playboy, she stressed the notion that, although being a wife and mother was
part of being a woman, to be complete, a modern woman needed to fully
develop her skills and capacities. What is particularly interesting is that
Playboy's emphasis on this theme emerged prior to 1963. For example, Roberta
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Lane (April, 1962) was "not overly concerned with matrimony." Other
Playmates expressed similar sentiments after the second phase of the women's
movement had gathered momentum. March, 1970 Playmate Chris Koren was
not in "too big a hurry to meet the man in her life." Carol Imhof (December,
1970) was described as "marriage is certain, but not looming." Lenna Sjooblom
(November, 1972) "didn't want to just settle down and get married . . . . " Anna
Clark (April, 1987) was described as "happily noninvolved."
Just as ambitions men sometimes failed in their personal lives, for a Playmate,
the desire for a rewarding career could end a relationship. Nicole Wood (April,
1993) reported that she was engaged to a chiropractor who did not want her
to model. The relationship ended because "I wouldn't let him stand in my way."
Carrie Westcott (September, 1993) was described as "thinking more about her
own career than a potential boyfriend's." Priscilla Taylor (March, 1996)
displayed a very masculine attitude toward relationships. She took enjoyment
from the fact that her boyfriends become more committed to her than she does
to them. She said that she "plays along" with their desires to settle down together
even though she admitted that marriage is "the furthest thing from my mind."
The centerfold texts also indicated that Playmates appeared to hold nonstereotypic views with regard to starting a family. Given their desire to avoid
or at least delay marriage, it is not surprising that Playmates also expressed a
willingness to postpone motherhood. Julie Woodson (April, 1973) reported that
she had a maternal interest but "family building will just have to wait" as she
pursued a career working with the Eileen Ford agency. For Marlene Morrow
(April, 1974), the idea of being a "housewife with a load of kids . . . been
postponed indefinitely."
A number of Playmates expressed the importance of maintaining equality in
a romantic context. Denise Michele (April, 1976) commented, "I think both
parties should be made to feel equal." Kelly Tough (October, 1981) said "I
want an equal relationship, with no double standard." Carrie Westcott
(September, 1993) said " I ' m finally getting serious about independence. For a
long time my identity depended on whom I was with. I was whoever he wanted
me to be. I ' m ready to take charge of my life."
Criticisms of magazines such as Playboy are often based on the assumption
that sexually explicit images reinforce stereotypic representations of women.
Perhaps the strongest stereotype of womanhood is that women wish to be
married to someone willing to support them and give birth to and raise children.
Yet a large proportion of Playmates are cautious with regard to being married
and having children. Even Playmates who desire a relationship express the belief
that the man and the woman should be equal partners and not maintain any
double standards. These sentiments, consistent with the perspective of second
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wave feminism, are quite unexpected but are a reliable feature of centerfold
texts across most of the lifespan of the magazine.

Attitudes about Eating
In an insightful and influential feminist-influenced analysis of cultural representations of the body, Bordo (1993) examined how society characterizes the
appropriate behavior of men and women with regard to the consumption of
food. She asserted that "Men are supposed to have hearty, even voracious,
appetites. It is a mark of the manly to eat spontaneously and expansively . . . . "
(p. 108). Men, then, are permitted to enjoy food. In contrast, "Women are
permitted to lust for food itself only when they are pregnant or when it is clear
they have been near starvation . . . . " (p. 110). Otherwise, women should not
display a lusty appetite or strong drive for food. Further, she asserted that when
women do display an interest in food it serves as a metaphorical representation
of sexual desire.
Given this backdrop, it is interesting to examine how Playboy Playmates
relate toward food. When food is mentioned, there is clear evidence that
Playmates enjoy eating, especially rich foods. Moreover, the terminology
utilized to represent Playmates' relationship with food is evocative of the terms
used by Bordo (1993) to describe societal expectations for how men relate to
food. This masculine orientation appears both in terms of how Playmates
consume the food and their preferences for certain types of food. Thus, Gloria
Windsor (April, 1957) "loves to wolf down big portions of steak and cheesecake." The importance of richness is reinforced in the centerfold for Linn6
Nanette Ablstrand (July, 1958). She liked a "big meal of succulent seafood."
Jan Roberts' (August, 1962) favorite foods were "spaghetti and cheese blintzes."
Playmates talk about their interest in food in a way that indicates their desire
is beyond their control. In this way, then, Playmates' desires for food might be
seen as consistent with Bordo's (1993) assertion that it is only acceptable for
women to eat when they are near starvation. It is important to note, however,
that there is never evidence presented that Playmates are starving. Rather
than being merely hungry, Ginger Young (May, 1960) had an appetite that is
"unappeasable" and described as an "addiction." Moreover, she will take on a
masculine level of aggressiveness if her ability to eat as much as she wants is
frustrated. The centerfold text stated, " . . . woe awaits the soda jerk who dares
to serve her a portion she considers too small." Micky Winters (September,
1962) "digs . . . helping herself to huge strawberry sundaes" Sharon Cintron
(May, 1963) said, "I go wild over sashimi . . . . " and "I love all foods . . . . " Avis
Kimble (November, 1962) "gulps great quantities of artichokes for lunch."
Toni Ann Thomas (February, 1963) will "stuff herself on Mexican and Italian
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dishes." Judy Tyler (January, 1966) commented, "It's a good thing I don't have
a weight problem; I have the appetite of a truck driver."
The idea that a Playmate should eat well has not been abandoned in more
recent times when concerns about weight are on the increase. Debra Jo Fondren
(September, 1977) said, "I could eat all day, but I ' d spend the rest of the week
suffering for it. It's no fun trying to work it off." Vicki Witt (August, 1978)
"puts away enough food to fuel someone twice her size." Jenny McCarthy
(October, 1993) was described as, "A wee slip of a lass, her prodigious appetite
earned her the nickname Truck Driver." Priscilla Taylor (March, 1996) was
described as "digging into junk food on a shoot while other models nervously
nibble crudit~s . . . . " Priscilla Taylor's interest in food distanced her from other
types of models, who do appear to have unhealthy psychological issues related
to the consumption of food. Thus, the clear message is that Playmates are set
apart from other "specialized" women such as models and might, then, have
more in common with ordinary women, thus reaffirming the notion that
Playmates are "girls next door."
Another aspect of Bordo's (1993) analysis concerns the way in which the
preparation of food is segregated to women's domain, whereas the consumption
of food is characterized as a masculine activity. Consistent with the concept of
women as the caretakers of food, numerous Playmates (e.g. Patricia Farinelli,
December, 1981; Karen Valez, December, 1984), have been shown making
dinner with family members. Sharon Cintron (May, 1963) was shown preparing
and serving dinner to a group of friends. What is particularly interesting about
Bordo's (1963) analysis, however, concerns how this dichotomy with regard to
food consumption/preparation relates to Hugh Hefner's editorial in the first issue
of the Playboy, published late 1953. He indicated that part of his ideal evening
would be to be at home in his apartment, enjoying a good conversation with
a woman friend, with the anticipation of eating a light dinner hovering in
the background. Because the scene is set in the bachelor's home, it is likely
that the bachelor has prepared the food for his date. This positions Hefner's
prototypical couple enjoying reversed roles, with the Playmate in a role traditionally assigned to men and the playboy serving in a woman's role. This scene
is consistent with the assertion (e.g. Beggan & Allison, 2001; Kimmel, 1996)
that Playboy seemed to redefine masculinity to include a cluster of traits more
traditionally associated with women.

The Sexuality of Playmates: A Convoluted Message About Women
Perhaps the most obvious way in which Playmates differed from "real women"
was that few "real women" have posed nude for a national magazine. A
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component of our analysis involves exploring how Playboy managed to accomplish the impossible: To publish nude photographs of a woman and yet maintain
the notion that she was just like any other woman the reader might encounter
at work, in a bar, or even in a grocery store.
Playboy cleaned up the meaning of posing nude by not positioning nudity
as something "naughty." Rather than imply that they had found a woman willing
to break the rules of decorous behavior, Playboy asserted that posing nude in
no way violated the rules of polite society. The magazine positioned the behavior
of posing nude as solidly within the limits of what nice girls did. Playboy often
did so by indicating that family members were comfortable and supportive of
the Playmate's decision. As a result, Playmates often appeared in candid shots
with family members, including fathers and mothers.

The Values of the "Girl Next Door:" Naked but Nice
The sexuality of Playmates is complex. Western culture places a premium on
women's sexual virtue. At the same time, however, men are drawn to women
willing to provide sexual favors. Thus, a double standard operates, with sexuality
encouraged in men (provided interests do not include homosexual activity) but
discouraged in women. A paraphrase of an old Groucho Marx line comes to
mind: Men won't marry the kind of women willing to have sex with them prior
to marriage. Although this rule has certainly lost some of its force since the
1950s when Playboy was founded, it is still true that men are complimented
for the same activity for which women would be chastised.
With the exception of Marilyn Monroe in the first issue, in the early issues
of Playboy, Playmates were anonymous professional models. Thus, the initial
Playmates were marginalized, most notable for their beauty and daring but not
their virtue. Given the dearth of individuating information about them, it would
have been difficult for a reader to form any kind of connection with them, other
than one based on a fantasy of sexual intercourse. A reader would have no
choice but to assume that Playmates were what they appeared to be: Professional
models willing to trade their bodies (or at least an image of their bodies) in
exchange for money and perhaps a certain degree of fame.
The anonymity of Playmates changed with Terry Ryan (December, 1954),
whose centerfold included a feature called "Photographing a Playmate" that
showed her posing for her centerfold picture. In The Playmate Book, Hugh
Hefner was quoted, "What set this pictorial apart was the concept of showing
the model as a real person, walking down a city street, arriving at the photo
studio and undressing for the shooting" (p. 27).
The centerfold text allowed Playboy to promote the concept of the "girl next
door" and create an image that transcended the "Madonna-whore" dichotomy
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that confounded sexuality with morality. The Madonna conflated goodness
and virginity. The whore conflated badness with sexual experience. Playboy
separated the two dimensions and made the Playmate's niceness independent
of sexuality. In a Playmate, the reader encountered a "nice girl" who, at the
same time, was adventurous enough sexually to be willing to pose nude. As
our analysis has indicated, Playmates were intelligent, confident, ambitious,
educated, and willing to work hard. Moreover, they were pleasant and optimistic,
not cynical or jaded. Thus, Playmates captured the "personhood" goals of second
wave feminists without taking on the victimization view of sex that seems a
component of second wave feminism (Bailey, 1997). Rather, Playmates
embodied the sexuality goals of third wave feminists. Through their sexuality,
Playmates challenged men's assumptions about women. The existence of
Playmates was a powerful form of stereotype disconfirmation. Here was a
woman who might, on the surface, at least, appear to be the kind of woman
traditionally associated with pinup girls: anonymous, sexually experienced, in
other words, a "fallen" woman. But the centerfold texts presented Playmates
as anything but fallen and certainly not anonymous. In the process of challenging
stereotypes, the text permitted Playmates to assert their subjectivity. The centerfold texts modified the message sent by the nude imagery and nullified a reader's
ability to objectify a Playmate on the basis of having posed nude.

The Fidelity Double Standard
A classic aspect of stereotypes about men and women is that men are more
prone than women to cheat on romantic partners. Society criticizes women
more seriously than men for infidelity. This sexual double standard, an example
of an inequality likely to be criticized by feminists, has also been attacked by
Playboy. For example, Beggan et al. (2000) showed that the "Playboy Advisor"
column actively tried to combat the double standard in its ongoing discourse
about male-female romantic relations.
Playboy's disapproval of the fidelity double standard can be read in at least
two ways. First, it could be argued that Playboy wanted to encourage women
to be sexually open because to the extent that women were, it would provide
more potential sexual partners for men. A problem with this interpretation, of
course, is that Playboy was aimed at a men's market. Thus, the people most
likely to be exposed to information about women's sexual drive were men. An
alternative explanation for why Playboy attacked the double standard is in terms
of the assumed goal of the magazine to create a broader definition of masculinity
(Beggan & Allison, 2001a). Challenging men's conceptions about women's
virtue broke down stereotypes about women and gave men a better understanding of what women might really be like. At the very least, reminding men
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that some women might be hearty enthusiasts of sex reinforced the notion that
women were more complex than stereotypes might lead an observer to think.
It is ironic that a number of Playmates explicitly expressed endorsement of
a double standard regarding their own fidelity in relationships. Rather than
demand equal status, these Playmates actually wanted the same advantage
that had been traditionally granted to men. For example, Veronica Gamba
(November, 1983) admitted that she has not had much romantic success. She
attributed part of the problem to her jealous nature. " I ' m a very jealous person.
Stupid jealous. I think it's a sickness. It's OK for me to look at other guys but
not for my boyfriend to look at other girls. It's so sick. I should be put away."
Although she admits her stance is not fair or even healthy, she did not indicate
that she was repentant or intended to change her views. A similar reversal to
traditional sex-typed roles was included in Patti McGuire's (November, 1976)
text. She was described as believing in a "reverse double" standard. She wanted
to be free to explore casual affairs, but her men had to be faithful. According
to her centerfold text, Kim Morris (March, 1986) lived with her boyfriend but
was not satisfied with the relationship. She dreaded that she had to tell him
that the relationship was over and that it had not worked out (presumably, she
did this before her issue hit the stands).

No-Limit Sexuality
Playmates have consistently displayed a sexual component to their identities,
although in the early days of the magazine, this display was much more
restrained than in later eras. By the 1970s, Playmates were willing to discuss
their own sexuality in intimate detail. Whitney Kaine (September, 1976)
described herself as, " . . . warm, sensitive and totally uninhibited, sexually
speaking . . . . I ' m willing to try anything. Sex on the beach, at night, really
turns me on." Of course, by the 1990s, Playmates' comments indicated that
they were sexually experienced, willing to try new things, and, in some cases,
more open than their male partners. Alicia Rickter (October, I995) asked, "How
far should a woman push her sexuality? I don't know. But I ' m enjoying finding
out." Suzi Simpson (January, 1992) was described as more playful and uninhibited than her husband. Julia Schultz (February, 1998) expressed the sentiment
that women should carry their own condoms. Brooke Berry (May, 2000)
discussed unusual places where she had had sex. Suzanne Stokes (February,
2000) commented, "I look innocent but when I ' m having sex I ' m far from
that." Carrie Westcott (September, 1993) described herself as a "rowdy party
girl . . . . And I still am."
But there were exceptions. Laurie Wood (March, 1989) was described
as defending the notion of not engaging in sexual intercourse too early. She
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"counseled resistance" to her girlfriends and encouraged them to "save yourself
for marriage." She married as a virgin. Yet, in marriage, she developed a strong
interest in sex. She was described by Playboy as "the kind of wife men fantasize
about." Donna Edmondson (November, 1986) that she was still a virgin, despite
her willingness to pose nude.
The representation of Playmates as willing to explore and expand their
sexuality conformed to the idea that the identity of women could and should
contain a sexual component. Just as men were stereotypically motivated to
satisfy sexual drive, the centerfold texts gave legitimacy to women's desires.
The idea that women were not that interested in sex, or that women who were
interested were morally suspect, did not receive support in the centerfold texts.
Sex could serve as a form of agency for Playmates. In this manner, the results
of our centerfold text analysis replicated our earlier work (Beggan et al., 2000)
on the "Playboy Advisor" column. Within the pages of this feature, readers
were provided with clear and abundant evidence that women were interested
in sex, and, in some cases, had a greater interest in sex than their boyfriends
or husbands. The material presented about Playmates was consistent with the
ideological push of third wave feminists. In terms of the historical development
of the feminist movement, this emphasis on a sexual component to women's
identities can be traced back to The Feminine Mystique, as well, in which the
importance of the female orgasm was explored.
It is important to examine Playmates' comments about their enjoyment of
sex in relation to positions adopted by more radical feminists (e.g. Dworkin,
1988) who interpret pornography and perhaps most or all forms of erotic
material as contributing to a misogynistic, rape-oriented culture. Such a perspective would assume that Playmates' representations of their own sexuality
exist as a means of feeding men's desires and stereotypes about women. As
a result, then, Playmates are inadvertantly degrading and dehumanizing
themselves by appearing in the magazine. Our analysis leads to a different
conclusion. Playmates' representations of their own sexuality were inconsistent
with assertions that women in sexually explicit material exist only to gratify
men's desires. Playmates indicated that they derive pleasure from sex
but required sex to be on their own terms. Moreover, the fact that a few
Playmates express what might be considered old-fashioned ideas about sexuality
serves to reinforce the notion that Playmates, like all women, are diverse, with
a complex set of characteristics. Just as it would be overly simplistic to assert
that all Playmates are smart or stupid, ambitious or lazy, or blonde or brunette,
it is too simplistic to assert that all Playmates like sex to the same degree or
in the same manner.
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Some Reinforcement of Stereotypes
Our analysis revealed trends in centerfold texts that supported stereotypes about
women. For example, a number of Playmates indicated that getting married and
raising children were important goals. Heather Van Every (July, 1971) reported
not having any "driving ambitions or dreams" but that she wanted to "get
married and raise a family." Cathy Larmouth (June, 1981) said " . . . I ' d much
r a t h e r . . , see that I ' d been a good wife and mother than that I ' d been a model.
But I need the right man to give me the feeling of protection I need. Once I ' v e
found him, I don't care if I never have another modeling job." Cindy Brooks
(April, 1985) thought it was important to have children and get married. It is
important to note, however, that very few, if any, centerfold texts presented
Playmates solely in terms of stereotypic representations, especially once the
centerfold text component of the centerfold was well-established (i.e. by the
early 1960s). For example, although Karen Velez (December, 1984) reported
that she wanted to have ten children, she was also shown working in a masculine
occupation.
Playmates' comments revealed that they were aware of the role conflicts that
modem women face in choosing between demanding careers and motherhood.
For example, Alicia Rickter's (October, 1995) profile stated that, despite
describing herself as competitive and with dreams of becoming a fashion
designer, she might also end up as a wife and mother. More recently, Jennifer
Rovero (July, 1999) said " . . . nothing is more important than being a mom.
Family is really important to me." Playmates also expressed a desire for men
with stereotypically masculine traits.
In our view, it is not surprising that there were some instances where
Playmates were presented in a manner consistent with stereotypes. After all,
most people feel the pressure to conform to societal demands, especially if those
demands involve a dimension as central to identity as gender-based roles and
expectations. The areas where Playmates were shown as most strongly
conforming to stereotypes involved goals about motherhood and marriage. It
would be reasonable to expect that most people in our culture think about and
express at least some desire to be married and have children. Thus, to suggest
that Playmates espoused women's traditional values is not inconsistent with the
notion that they also presented images that were inconsistent with the values
represented by those roles. Playmates, like women as a whole, are forced to
grapple with a complex set of messages about how they should behave and
whom they should be.
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EVIDENCE FOR THE GENERALIZATION PROCESS
According to research and theorizing (e.g. Rothbart & John, 1985) on the
cognitive processes thought to underlie the contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954),
for contact to be effective in changing stereotypes about outgroup members, it
is essential that perceivers generalize from specific entities to the group as a
whole. We suggest that the Playmate concept as it developed in the pages of
Playboy encouraged the generalization process. Perhaps the clearest way this
occurred was through the concept of the "girl next door." The very term spoke
to readers' ability to generalize from Playmates to the women they encountered
in their daily lives. The idea that the Playmate was approachable was reinforced
by themes such as the one that appeared in the April, 1957 issue. The narrative
of the centerfold text indicated that Gloria Windsor posed on the spur of the
moment on her lunch break from her job in a lingerie shop. The idea that posing
for a glamour shot like a centerfold could be accomplished in an hour or two
(including travel time) was conveniently ignored.
Another way in which generalization occurred was through the presentation
of Playmates with a wide range of backgrounds. For example, Colleen
Farrington (October, 1957) was a New York television model. Judy Lee
Tomerlin (June, 1958) was a receptionist for Playboy. Joyce Nizzari (December,
1958) lived with her parents and worked as a model. Donna Lynn (November,
1959) was a cocktail waitress. Even today, despite the fact that so many
Playmates have been or want to develop careers as models, the centerfold texts
take pains to show them living more normal lives, with information that includes
more mundane aspects of their lives. Thus, Kona Carmack (February, 1996)
discussed her college classes and Danelle Folta (April, 1995) was described as
a "sweet, small-town girl" from Dyer, Indiana. Stacy Sanches (March, 1995)
posed in her father's automobile repair shop.
In summary, then, although Playmates demonstrate a rare level of physical
attractiveness, as it is defined by Western popular culture, and display a number
of characteristics that might be considered atypical for women, at the same
time, the centerfold text presents information that reinforces the idea that
Playmates are drawn from all walks of life and are representative of women as
a category. As such, they send a message about the heterogeneity of women
that we believe does much to counteract the application of stereotypes to
women that men reading Playboy might otherwise apply.
What is especially important to consider is whether the representation of
Playmates was consistent with assertions (e.g. Dworkin, 1988) that women in
pornography feed a myth that women desire to be dominated, objectified, or
dehumanized. We can make a definitive statement in this regard, at least with
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reference to the Playmate feature in Playboy across nearly 50 years of publication. We found no evidence that Playmates were shown as enacting roles that
involved being dehumanized, dominated, or objectified. Quite the contrary. The
centerfold texts subvert objectification because they present women as real
people with interests, hopes, goals, and so forth.
As with the national population of women, there were instances where
individual Playmates were presented as having stereotypical traits or interests.
But the level of detail provided about Playmates gave them subjectivity,
thus rendering it difficult to interpret them just in terms of stereotypes or as
representatives of social categories. It was the restoration of subjectivity that
encouraged a representation of Playmates as "real," and thus, perhaps made it
more likely that social perceivers would generalize from Playmates to women
in their own lives.
DISCUSSION
It is possible to distinguish among at least three different perspectives on

Playboy's characterization of women in their manifestation as Playmates.
The traditional perspective, which might also be termed chauvinistic by
some, fails to consider implications of presenting nude images on the potential
objectification of women. This perspective is grounded in the assertion that
Playmates are compensated for their pictures and freely choose to appear in the
magazine. Male readers enjoy looking at the pictures. Thus, no one is harmed
and everyone benefits.
The feminist perspective focuses on the exploitation associated with posing
nude that creates a power imbalance between men and women and the potential
for objectification of women by men. Treating women in this way, so the
argument goes, even through the medium of one's imagination, reinforces a
view of women as objects, which stands in stark contradiction to the belief
that women should be treated as whole persons. The objectification of
women through their representation in sexually explicit material degrades and
dehumanizes them, takes from them their subjectivity, and, according to certain
points of view, encourages men to aggress against them in both sexual and
nonsexual ways. From a more radical feminist point of view (Brownmiller,
1975; Dworkin, 1988; Millett, 1970), the power of the patriarchy, i.e. the sociocultural system in which women are embedded, calls into question whether the
decision to pose nude is ever "freely chosen." Moreover, even women who say
they want to pose contribute to the larger exploitation of all women. In this
point of view, there is sociocultural collateral damage done to all women as a
result of magazines such as Playboy. As noted by McElroy (1995), feminists
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who defend Playboy (e.g. Strossen, 1995) tend to do so only in principle, as
part of a larger defense of freedom of expression that is protected by the First
Amendment.
In our argument, we adopt a third position, which might be termed confrontational, that questions the validity of feminism's popular but not well-substantiated
chain of reasoning regarding the manner in which sexually explicit material
objectifies women. We have provided evidence that the messages Playboy
transmits about women are much more complex than previous scholars have
recognized and present an image of women that encompasses many dimensions,
not just those that involve sexuality. The centerfold texts which we examined
in the present research provided Playmates with a high degree of subjectivity,
rather than objectivity. Playmates are presented as whole persons who have a
great many traits that encourage that they be treated with respect.
Our analysis implies that the female nudity in Playboy, in conjunction with
the centerfold texts, should be viewed as a component of Playboy's challenge
to assumptions about the appropriate nature of femininity. This confrontational
approach turns the notion of objectification on its head. According to our point
of view, the undraped female in Playboy is a necessary part of the development
of a more broadly defined view of women. Moreover, this conception is quite
consistent with the goals of third wave feminists to encourage women to take
charge of their own bodies and sexualities. The display of women's sexuality
can be a sign of agency, rather than a source of dehumanization. Because our
data analysis was limited to Playboy, we cannot speak to whether other forms
of sexually explicit material may present women in a more complex manner
than asserted by previous critiques of pornography, however, addressing such
a question should be the basis for further research.
Playboy created and refined the concept of the "girl next door" as the key
theme for the Playboy Playmate. Our analysis of centerfold texts has drawn
attention to what we have termed the Playmate paradox. At the heart of this
paradox is Playboy's attempt to assail the dichotomy of the "Madonna-whore"
conceptualization of women. Playmates are characterized as representative of
the "girl next door," yet few men live next to women who have posed nude
for a national magazine. In other words, Playmates are nice yet sexually
adventurous. Such courage and self-confidence put Playmates on the frontier
of sexuality in America, especially in the early years of Playboy, when
even discreet pictures might be considered scandalous. Through the medium of
the centerfold text, Playboy unconfounded the dimension of sexuality from the
dimension of morality. Playmates were good not bad, but, at the same time,
they possessed and were willing to display a sexual facet in their identities.
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AN ALTERNATIVE MEANING TO
POSING IN THE NUDE
Posing nude for Playboy is viewed by some (e.g. Brod, 1988; Brooks, 1995;
Dworkin, 1988) as a way in which women are exploited and deprived of selfgovernance. As an alternative perspective, we suggest posing nude represents
a sign of courage, self-confidence, and sexual liberation. In keeping with recent
ideas proposed by third wave feminism (e.g. Kahn, 1995; McElroy, 1995), we
suggest that posing nude can serve as a method for women to take charge of
their own bodies and the sexuality associated with those bodies. As such, posing
nude becomes a sign of defiance not submission. This view is consistent with
a recent book by Chapkis (1997), which argued that women can use their
sexuality within the confines of hegemonic masculinity as a means of displaying
power and asserting control over men.
Casting posing nude with self-confidence is consistent with the fact that
Playboy Playmates virtually always look into the camera lens. Their gaze is
not downward, which would be expected as a sign of submission, nor is it
off to the side, which would be expected of someone who is embarrassed or
uncomfortable with her actions. In other words, Playmates look back at the
reader with a confident air, making direct eye contact with the person (most
likely a man) looking at them. Playmates do not display shame. They evidence
boldness despite the fact that they are nude, and, according to some arguments,
therefore powerless.
From an attributional perspective (Kelley, 1967), then, an observer attempting
to understand and explain a Playmate's gaze would see Playmates as having
proportionally more power and authority, given that they have such confidence
in spite of the presence of an inhibiting factor (being undressed) that would be
expected to work against them in the assertion of social power. This interpretation of female nudity is consistent with findings about another group of
women who exchange the image of their nude bodies for financial compensation,
i.e. strippers. Recent evidence (e.g. Sweet & Tewksbury, 2000) suggests that
at least some female strippers see stripping as a means of obtaining psychological benefits related to control. In the words of Sweet and Tewksbury,
"Dancers reveled in the feelings of having captured the attention of a crowd.
• . . For many, such experiences can be extremely e m p o w e r i n g . . , she also feels
an ability to control or direct the actions of audience members" (pp. 151-152).
Wood (2000) conceptualized strippers as taking part in subjectification rather
than being the recipients of objectification.
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The Playmate Gaze
Foucault (1977) proposed the idea of the disciplinary gaze to characterize a
form of social control that emerges when people feel they are being observed
by others. The knowledge that others may monitor an individual creates within
the individual the need to be his or her own monitor. The disciplinary gaze has
been applied by scholars (e.g. Thompson & Hirschman, 1995) to develop a
better understanding of consumer behavior. From this point of view, then,
consumption of identity-related products, such as fashion apparel, diet aids, and
even cosmetic surgery occurs so that an individual can adopt an appearance
that would be expected to conform to the preferences of others.
Other scholars (e.g. Tse61on, 1991) have applied the disciplinary gaze to
interactions between men and women and suggested that there is a masculine
gaze that influences the manner in which women are perceived in our culture
by both men and other women, including themselves. Recently, a feminine gaze
has been proposed (e.g. Goddard, 2000) as a construct to understand the development of the masculine identity. According to Goddard (2000), " . . . masculine
identity . . . is inextricably linked . . . to the images of men that femaleness
(in all its variety) projects" (p. 24). Moreover, he asserted that the image of
masculinity that men believe that women possess "becomes determinative
of identity formation" (p. 24). In understanding the feminine gaze, it is important
to note that the gaze does not necessarily refer to what women think, rather to
what men believe that women think.
In line with existing thought on gaze, we propose the existence of a Playmate
gaze as a subset of the feminine gaze. Because men would be expected to find
Playmates highly desirable, men would be expected to want to conform to the
desires of Playmates in the hopes of attracting them or women like them as
potential romantic partners. The Playmate gaze, then, refers to the ability of
Playmates to influence the identity men choose to adopt, or at least present, as
a means of attracting the attention of Playmates.We recognize, of course, that
pictures of women are inanimate objects and cannot "attempt" or "assert"
anything, however, we adopt the position that men or women looking at a
picture can then ask themselves, "How would the woman in this picture judge
me if she were looking at me while I was looking at her?" Thus, the "actions"
of the Playmate are mediated by the thoughts and feelings of the perceiver.
In another paper (Beggan & Allison, 2001b), we presented evidence that
centerfold texts provide information for men regarding Playmates' preferences
for the characteristics of potential mates. We found that Playmates expressed
a preference for men who possessed a strong cluster of traits traditionally associated with stereotypes about women (e.g. supportive and nurturant) in addition
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to attributes more often stereotypically associated with men (e.g. assertive and
intelligent). Moreover, there is evidence (Allgood-Merton & Stockard, 1991;
Markstrom-Adams, 1989) that people who possess both masculine and feminine
traits, i.e. are androgynous individuals (Bern, 1993), are the most well-adjusted.
We argued that the desire among Playmates for men with traditionally feminine
attributes was counterintuitive, given Playboy's status as a magazine meant for
consumption by men. Moreover, we suggested that this unexpected information
contained in Playmates' expressed preferences would serve an educating
function for men as they attempted to create a public self that women would
find appealing.
In order to become a playboy, then, the magazine suggested that a man would
have to meet rather strict standards. Thus, rather than reassure men about their
relative superiority to women (as might be expected, given analyses of Playboy
extant in the literature, e.g. Brooks, 1995; May, 1969), we found that Playboy
threatened men's complacency and challenged them to develop a more elastic
definition of masculinity. Being a playboy was no easy task, according to
Playboy. We suggest that our present analysis of Playmates reinforces the notion
that Playboy, by presenting information that challenged stereotypes about
femininity, was more of a threat than a comfort to men's beliefs about
hegemonic masculinity. In addition to their unparalleled physical beauty,
Playmates were presented as possessing a cluster of traits that might be daunting
to many men. Playmates were smart, ambitious, talented, and quite heterogeneous. It was not possible to pigeonhole Playmates in terms of stereotypes about
either Playmates or women, once a reader examined the centerfold text.
Moreover, we hypothesize that because Playmates were so desirable, their
existence as the refutation of stereotypes might have served to encourage men
to question and re-think their ideas about the nature of both masculinity and
femininity. An interesting topic for future research would be to explore the
extent to which there is an empirical relationship between one's attitudes toward
women and the tendency to read Playboy magazine. Our present analysis
suggests the possibility of an interesting and counterintuitive finding: The more
likely boyfriends and husbands are to read Playboy, the more positive their
beliefs about women and the more satisfied their girlfriends and wives would
be with their romantic relationships.

The Playmate Gaze and the Masculinity of Playmates
The disciplinary gaze can be considered masculine because its controlling nature
is consistent with the facet of masculinity that places a premium on dominance.
Thus, it is possible to conceptualize the feminine gaze as "masculine" to the
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extent that it influences how men present themselves to observers. By extension,
then, the Playmate gaze can also be characterized as masculine in its nature.
With the Playmate gaze, Playmates define and assert a definition of masculinity
that is in accord with the desires of women rather than men. Moreover, to
the extent that a gaze, by its very existence, has a masculine nature, to be
gazed upon is inherently feminine (Goffman, 1979). To the extent that men
are sensitive to the Playmate gaze, i.e. attempt to construct a definition of
masculinity that conforms to the desires of Playmates, men are enacting a
feminine, woman's role.
In the pages of Playboy, then, we have a complex scenario played out which
questions, challenges, and contradicts traditional conceptualizations of masculinity and femininity in an environment that most social critics have asserted
merely reinforces very simple, traditional boundaries for the behavior of
men and women. In Playboy we have a situation where Playmates (i.e. nude
women) assert a conceptualization of women that transcends stereotypes about
women, even in a context that would appear to be all about maintaining those
stereotypes. Playmates have a masculine facet in their presented identities.
Through the effects of the Playmate gaze, men are encouraged to modify
their own identities. The willingness to engage in modification is traditionally
considered to be the domain of women and what occurs through the application
of fashion, cosmetics, and a highly refined body awareness developed in part
by the actions of other women and in part by the influence of mass media
(Wolf, 1991). In certain aspects of Playboy, men become the receivers of a
disciplinary gaze rather than its instigators. The Playmate gaze encourages men
to incorporate some aspects of femininity into their own definition of masculinity
(Beggan & Allison, 2001b).

The Playmate Pal
In earlier work (Beggan et al., 2000; Beggan & Allison, 2001a, b), we suggested
that Playboy actively encouraged men to redefine masculinity more broadly.
Through features such as the "Playboy Advisor," the reader was encouraged to
think about women, men, and the interaction of the two in a more egalitarian
fashion. The use and presentation of the Playboy Rabbit as the symbol of the
magazine also sent a complex message about the role of women in helping to
define the masculine identity. A rabbit is more of a feminine than masculine
animal. It is a prey, cute, soft, and furry. The Rabbit, as a symbol of the Playboy
reader sent a message that men should have feminine attributes. Features on
cooking, fashion, and decorating taught men about topics traditionally more of
interest to women than men. From Playboy's point of view, the ideal.man had
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a significant dollop of woman in him. Unlike what has been put forward by
other commentaries on the magazine, we assert that an important theme
of Playboy magazine was the integration, rather than the polarization, of the
genders.
Our present analysis of Playmates indicates that Playboy also encouraged a
more broadly defined characterization of women. It is important to note,
however, that the identity Playboy proposed for women was not directed at
women. Rather, it was aimed at men. Thus, we have a rather convoluted situation. Playboy is a men's magazine that took it upon itself to define an identity
for women that was surprisingly positive, given certain other aspects of the
magazine. However, this definition was more likely to be read by men rather
than women. Despite that in Playboy, men were talking to men, the definition
of women advanced in the pages of Playboy, through the medium of the centerfold text, presented women as multi-faceted individuals. Part of their complexity
included the display of traditionally masculine characteristics. By displaying
masculine characteristics in what is clearly a female identity, Playmates, through
the medium of the "girl next door" characterization, manifested the idea to men
that women might be more complex than stereotypes about women might lead
men to believe.
If women might have certain masculine characteristics, rather than exclude
women from participating in what might otherwise be thought of as malecentered activities, men should, according to Playboy, recognize that women
might have an interest in them, too. This sentiment is completely consistent
with Hefner's editorial in the first issue of Playboy in which he implies that
the perfect Playboy bachelor sought out the company of women with whom he
could have interesting conversations (Beggan & Allison, 2001a; Kimmel, 1996).
Thus, Playboy managed to short circuit fraternal bonding, and reinforcement
of stereotypes about both men and women, that might have been expected in
a homosocial environment. As such, we again assert one of our core conclusions
about Playboy: A theme of the magazine was to integrate masculine and
feminine identities, not polarize them.
In our introduction, we noted that critics of Playboy have suggested that the
name "Playmate" is derogatory because it implies that the Playmate is someone
the playboy uses, a woman played with and then forgotten. We have suggested
that an alternative and equally viable meaning puts the emphasis on "mate" and
transmits the message that a Playmate (or more generally a woman) is an equal
partner, a co-player. Our finding that the personality of Playmates incorporates
many attributes of men may indicate that for Playboy, the ideal woman shares
similar interests. Thus, at some level, the Playmate ideal represents the "perfect"
blending of masculine and feminine identity components. At the same time, we
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hasten to note that Playboy is not placing masculine interests above feminine
ones. Rather, as we have argued elsewhere (Beggan & Allison, 2001a, 2001b),
Playboy took great pains to suggest that men should also incorporate feminine
attributes into their identifies. Thus, the playboy was as much a "perfect"
blending of gender-typed traits as was the Playmate. Playboy was egalitarian
in that it called for change from both men and women.

PLAYBOY AND FEMINISM
We argue that how Playboy presented Playmates is more consistent with feminist ideology than anyone has recognized. Moreover, this sympathetic attitude
pre-dated the feminist movement. Playboy emphasized that Playmates could be
as intelligent, strong, competent, and ambitious as any man, in a few cases,
directly drawing a comparison. Thus, they presented an image of women consistent with the goals of second wave feminism. In addition, Playboy presented
Playmates as being in control of their own sexuality. Playmates were not seen
as sexual victims, nor were they seen as uncomfortable with the sexual aspect
of their identities as women. Thus, Playmates were presented in a manner
consistent with the approaches popularized by third wave feminists. Finally, the
"girl next door" motiff allowed Playboy to convey that readers could generalize
their impressions of Playmates to women as a group. In Rebecca Walker's
(1995) To Be Real: Telling the Truth and Changing the Face of Feminism, she
wrote, "I wanted to explore the ways that choices or actions seemingly at odds
with mainstream ideas of feminism push us to new definitions and understandings of female empowerrnent and social change" (xxxvi). Our discovery
that Playmate centerfold texts can be construed as a means to power for women,
and therefore consistent with the goals of the feminist movement, is certainly
in the spirit of Walker's call for action. We would welcome efforts of feminist
theorists to explore our novel approach to Playboy magazine in light of other
aspects of feminism.

THE I M P L I C A T I O N S
OF PARADOXICAL
PLAYMATES
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF MASCULINITY
Our analysis of Playboy indicates that its representation of Playmates, through
the accompanying centerfold text, contradicted stereotypes about women. But
it is critical to keep in mind the audience for which Playboy was intended.
Although there is evidence that women were consumers of Playboy (Beggan
et al., 2000; Collins & Beggan, 2001), the large majority of the audience was
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male. As such, then, Playboy presented an image of Playmates that most likely
contradicted expectations about women held by many readers.
It is interesting to speculate why Playboy would seek present its readers with
images of women that disconfirmed, rather than reinforced, traditional beliefs
about women. We suggest that Playboy's actions were an attempt to redefine
masculinity (Beggan & Allison, 2001a). Part of this new definition of
masculinity included creating in men a more liberal view of women. Like men,
women wanted to define themselves beyond their roles as spouses and parents.
That sentiment was a clear consequence of the second wave of the feminist
movement. Encouraging men to develop a conceptualization of women consistent with this broadened view would have helped align men's views of women
with women's views of themselves. This congruence would have contributed
to a better understanding between men and women and reduced the likelihood
that men might experience the gender role strain (Pleck, 1995) associated with
attempting to maintain a stereotypically masculine identity.
We provide an example of how Playmates' willingness to pose nude may
have implications for how the Playboy reader comes to see himself. At some
level, Playboy readers would seek the companionship of Playmates. To do so
would force them to confront certain aspects of masculinity-, namely, the
jealousy that men are expected to experience, as a boyfriend or husband, at
the thought that their girlfriend or wife has posed nude, and, thus, has exposed
her body to the world, including any number of rivals. Dealing with Playmates'
sexual exhibition would require that men rethink a part of the nature of
masculinity. Moreover, the boyfriends and especially husbands of Playmates,
despite their somewhat shadowy representation in the magazine, model a greater
tolerance for women's potential for open sexuality.

LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH
In this paper, we have often made reference to the "goals" of Playboy, but short
of interviewing staff members from the magazine' s early period, it is impossible
to know for sure what the goals were. Even if such interviews could be
conducted, it would be unclear whether the stated goals existed in the minds
of staff members at the time or were imputed long after the fact. In addition,
different staff members might have had different and even conflicting goals
about the direction the magazine should have taken. Although Hugh Hefner
was the main individual behind the magazine, there was no way one man could
manage the affairs of such a complex enterprise. Even in the earliest days of
Playboy, we can conceptualize the magazine as multi-faceted and perhaps trying
to move in many, sometimes antagonistic, directions at once. Thus, we refer to
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the goals of Playboy with the acknowledgment of an inherent ambiguity. That
is, we refer to the "apparent" or "seeming" goals of Playboy which we have
identified through an analytically inductive examination of Playboy themes.
We take comfort in that, although there may be some inherent uncertainties
in our analysis, the text of Playboy, across its nearly fifty years of production,
is readily available for further analysis by scholars both sympathetic and antagonistic to our orientation. Although it would be difficult to dispute our data
statements in the magazine are there in black-and-white (and sometimes in
color) for all to see - we recognize that other scholars might draw radically
different conclusions from the same quotes. We would welcome such a debate,
as one of our underlying missions is to make the point that the full text of
Playboy represents an important and underutilized source of data for social
scientists from a variety of disciplines.
One important limitation of our research strategy is that we lack information
regarding the "true" identities of Playmates. Were they actually the way the
centerfold text portrayed them? Although we agree that Playboy might take
liberties with certain details (e.g. in the early days, withholding information
about Playmates' marital status), we are assuming that the centerfold texts were
reasonably accurate. Moreover, to the extent that our research results are
surprising (i.e. Playmates contradicted rather than affirmed stereotypes), it makes
even less sense why Playboy would present false information that would
challenge men and their beliefs about women. In other words, if the Playboy
editorial staff was going to make something up, why make up something that
might alienate readers? Why not present material that made men feel more,
rather than less, comfortable in their identities as men? If the stories were not
accurate, we are actually left with a larger puzzle. On another level of analysis,
the accuracy of the centerfold texts can be considered immaterial. The texts
provide the same message about the complex identity of women to the reader
regardless of their degree of accuracy.
Our analysis of the centerfold texts that appear in Playboy and our speculations about the likely effects the text would have on male readers is predicated
on the assumption that readers actually process information contained in the
centerfold text. Men who merely looked at the pictures would be uninfluenced
by the text, it might be argued. Thus, we might be overestimating the potential
influence of the magazine in shaping readers' views of women. Although there
is a grain of truth to this argument, we suggest that the nature of the centerfold
text made it likely that at least some men would read it at least some of the
time. First, it was not overly long. In addition, it was woven into the white
space between pictures. Thus, readers would be likely to dwell on it, at least
briefly. Finally, in addition to the actual text, early in the history of the magazine,
-
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picture captions became a common component of the feature. These captions
often contained quotes from Playmates. We feel it would be quite likely that
men would read these very short statements, given that they were close to the
pictures.
In our introduction, we expressed as our goal for the present paper to articulate
a novel conceptualization of sexually explicit material as a means to the empowerment of women. This unexpected position, however, has received support
with the data we have presented and analyzed (the complete set of Playmate
centerfold texts). Given the controversial nature of our conceptualization of this
finding, we explicitly point out an important limitation of our work. Although
the centerfold texts provide an unexpected picture of Playmates and women in
general, we recognize that not all representations of women in sexually explicit
material are as enlightened. For our argument, it is sufficient to find at least
one form of erotic material that contradicts deeply ingrained expectations about
it. Future research that examined and reconsidered the meaning, if necessary,
of representations of women in other, more graphic material would be an
important extension of our research. Investigations informed by the ideas we
have set forth in the present paper might help to explain why research on the
influence of sexually explicit material on behavior, attitudes, and beliefs has
failed to find a clear pattern of effects. It is possible, for example, that consumers
of pornography do not interpret the images as objectifying or degrading. Thus,
attempts to understand the objectification process will fail.

APPLICATIONS OF OUR RESEARCH
TO SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Are there any important applications of our research to social problems? There
is evidence (e.g. Kimmel, 1996) that teenage boys represent a demographic
group at great risk for engaging in antisocial behavior. Previous theorists (e.g.
Brod, 1988) have suggested that pornography is an important sexual socializer
for boys as they evolve into adult males. However, Brod (1988) suggested that
the negative socialization process produced by pornography leads to men
becoming alienated from their own sexuality. We suggest that Playboy, and
perhaps other forms of sexually explicit material, because of the complex set
of messages it sends about the nature of masculine and feminine identities,
should be seen as a potentially positive socializer for boys. Boys are initially
drawn to the magazine because of the nudity. Once they possess Playboy, they
may be exposed to the wide range of other messages it may transmit. If
they digest the text that contains these additional messages, they may be changed
as a result of what they read.
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The potential for Playboy to socialize young males in a positive manner
would not be so great if this potentially influential material were removed from
the context of female nudity and an overt agenda that appears to focus on the
sexual conquest of women. Without the nudity, the magazine would not be seen
as a paragon of masculine, heterosexual virtues and would not be able to
promote ideas about masculinity and femininity at odds with existing standards
of the day. Thus, we assert that the manner in which Playboy has been misunderstood by social critics as well as the general public may indirectly
contribute to its ability to assert a positive influence on the ideas and attitudes
of its readers. It would be ironic indeed for society to come to the conclusion
that the right dose of the right kind of erotic material could actually serve a
social good in the lives of both men and women.
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FOUR RENDITIONS OF DOING
FEMALE DRAG: FEMININE
APPEARING CONCEPTUAL
VARIATIONS OF A MASCULINE
THEME
Steven P. Schacht

INTRODUCTION
Eunice Kennady Smith, co-mistress and emcee for this evening's event,
Coronation 1995 of the Imperial Sovereign Court of Spokane (ISCS), reads
the following from a cue card, "Ladies and Gentlemen, we are proud to present
a special performance by the current reigning Miss Gay S e a t t l e . . . please
welcome Mr. Mark Finley." Mark walks onto the stage wearing a silky, floorlength robe, noticeably applied makeup and large earrings, but with otherwise
short masculine appearing hair, carrying a laundry basket full of various drag
queen accouterments (i.e. makeup, wigs, high heels, and so forth). Initially
appearing as an obvious man, albeit with effeminate appearing make-up and
earrings, he seats himself at a table conveniently placed at the middle of the
stage, and touches up his makeup while lip-syncing the following song verses
of a masculine sounding voice played on the ballroom's sound system.
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Mark Finely Lip-Syncing: Once again, I am a little depressed by the tired old face that I see.

Once again, it is time to be anyone other than me. With a rare combination of girlish
excitement and manly restraint, I position my precious assortment of pencils, powder, and
paint. So whenever I feel my place in the world is beginning to crash. I apply one great stroke
of mascara to my rather limp upper lash. [what was previously a very slow tempo to this song
increases significantlyat this point] And I can cope again, Good god, there's hope again.
During the last lines of this song Mark has also quickly put on a short but
stylishly coiffed black wig and upon completion of this song, stands and
removes his robe, underneath which he is wearing a tight fitting black velvet
dress, three large strands of simulated white pearls, and a pair of black three
inch high heels.
What follows is a quite spirited, nearly twenty minute performance of twentytwo different songs (none lasting more than a minute in duration) from popular
Broadway shows ranging from Cabaret to Miss Saigon. All the songs lip-synced
are by female recording artists such as Liza Minelli or Barbara Streisand. With
each new song Mark either removes and/or adds items of traditionally defined
female attire; e.g. replacing a wig with a hat or stripping off his present dress
underneath which is found a new gown. Accordingly, his demeanor and physical
motions change to fit the emotion of the song he is lip-synching. With each song
change emerges a new female persona in image, physical movement, and deportment. The entire performance is a fluid, ever-changing, but marked presentation
of hyper-femininity all being played out in front of an almost exclusive audience
of gay men (over half appearing as drag queens) and lesbian women (over two
thirds appearing as drag kings). He ends the entire performance by removing his
final wig, whereby his initial masculine appearance reemerges, and is greeted
with the appreciative applause of the audience.
Since the Spring of 1993 I have been undertaking an ongoing ethnography
of what, for simplicity purposes, I will presently call drag queens in over a
dozen different contexts in North America.~ While prior to my involvement in
various drag communities I was a strong proponent of understanding gender
and sexuality as powerful social constructs (Schacht & Atchison, 1993), I have
come to have a far more experiential appreciation of how these presentations
of self are truly performed and almost entirely situational in meaning. Whether
it be watching drag performances such as Mark Finley's, or my own experiences of being an ephemeral drag queen (Schacht, in press), I have increasingly
come to a personal understanding that gender and sexuality are extremely fluid,
ever-changing ways of being in the presence of others. This is in direct contrast
to my previous outlook of gender and sexuality as largely fixed and dichotomous (e.g. male/female or gay/straight) albeit socially constructed categorical
states of existence. Years of participation in various drag communities has taught
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me that the socially constructed boundaries of being a woman versus a man,
or gay versus straight, in our contemporary society are far more ideally
meaningful than practically lived and experienced.
The following paper proposes that to gain a comprehensive understanding of
what it means to be a gendered and a sexual being, one must consider issues
of performance, identity, and embodiment as a given individual enacts them
both in terms of intent and contextual outcome. The analysis that follows will
only apply this proposed theoretical framework of gender and sexuality to what
thus far has been loosely termed drag queens and will not consider other forms
of transgendered behavior (such as transvestites or transsexuals). 2 For the
purposes of this paper, drag queens 3 are simply defined as individuals with an
acknowledged penis, who have no desire to have it removed and replaced with
female genitalia (such as transsexuals), that perform being women in front of
an audience that all knows they are self-identified men, regardless of how
compellingly female - "real" - they might otherwise appear.
My reasons for limiting myself to this particular population are twofold. First,
the majority of my ethnographic experiences with transgendered individuals
have been with drag queens (as just defined). Second, while I can see possible
applications of my proposed conceptual framework of gender and sexuality to
larger societal contexts, it is specifically through drag queens that I have experientially come to my present understanding of gender and sexuality. Thus, other
than some summary speculation in the concluding section of this paper, further
applications of the proposed analysis model are best left to future papers and/or
others writing in this area. Before more clearly outlining and applying my
proposed experiential model of gender and sexuality, a brief review and critique
of existing literature on the transgendered and drag is warranted.

EXPANDING UNDERSTANDING OF THE
TRANSGENDERED AND DRAG QUEENS
While there is not universal agreement on the term transgendered, there is an emerging
generic sematic space that is inclusive of all people who cross-dress. It includes those who
self-identify as male-to-femaletranssexuals, male transvestites and cross-dressers, and those
who lie between the traditional identity and transsexual (as someone seeking hormonal and
sex-reassignment surgery) and the male transvestite (Bolin, 1994, p. 465).
In recent years there has been a proliferation of interest in transgendered individuals, as just defined, in the popular press (Bornstein, 1994; Chermayeff,
David & Richardson, 1995; Feinberg, 1996; Fleisher, 1996; Brubach, 1999);
the mass media with movies such as the Crying Game, Priscilla: Queen of the
Desert, Birdcage, and Paris is Burning; and as evidenced in the emergence of
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cultural icons like RuPaul - recording artist, host of a national television show
on VHI, and self-proclaimed super model of the world (RuPaul, 1995).
Numerous academics have also seized the transgendered as a wonderful medium
from which to critique and challenge dichotomous conceptualizations of gender
and sexuality; e.g. male/female and gay/straight (Butler, 1990; Garber, 1992;
Bergman, 1993; Ekins & King, 1996; Tewksbury & Gagn6, 1996; Gagn6,
Tewksbury & McGaughey, 1997). In the broadest sense, the mere notion of
the transgendered does seem to challenge many peoples' notions about what it
means to be sexual and gendered in our society.
Nevertheless, the construction of this largely single "generic sematic space,"
sometimes also referred to as a third gender or sex (Herdt, 1994), also simply
casts a wide variety of very different individuals' motivations, experiences,
and behaviors into one transgendered category, which is seen as seemingly
having all sorts of subversive possibilities that ultimately challenge the preexisting gender order (Butler, 1990; Garber, 1992; Feinberg, 1996; Lorber,
1994; Boswell, 2000). Apparently anyone who dons "gender inappropriate"
attire is captured into the inclusive state of being transgendered replete with
its own community. Not only does this falsely represent the very real diversity of those now relegated to the category transgendered, but the dominant
culture, through this ever so pernicious sleight of hand, obfuscates, coopts,
and often commodities - sometimes to be sold as an exotic "other" - what
may or may not have been the original intent of those living what are seen as
gender transgressive realities.
I believe much of this homogenous, all-encompassing conceptualization of
the transgendered, at least in academic settings, is the result of many writers'
and researchers' over-reliance on literary texts (movies and fictional books) and
critiques of other writers' interpretations while simultaneously neglecting to
fully consider the actual motivations and experiences of individuals living such
realities (Butler, 1990; Epstein & Straub, 1991; Garber, 1992; Bergman, 1993;
Baker, 1994; Harrower, 1995; Whittle, 1996; Schacht, 2000b). Although all of
this important work has significantly added to the ongoing discourses on deconstructing gender and sexuality, its frequent failure to include the contextual
motivations of those now called transgendered results in an incomplete understanding of the activity. Almost all this work has an exclusive emphasis on
how outsiders view seemingly gender bending behaviors - subversive to the
dominant culture's conceptualizations of gender - all the while neglecting to
consider the actual intentions of those undertaking them. The resultant focus is
that all such individuals, conveniently housed under the "danger-ahead" marker
of the transgendered, are apparently real threats to the existing gender order.
And yet, when actual studies are undertaken with transgenderists (Gagn6 &
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Tewksbury, 1998; Devor, 1999), they strongly suggest that the majority of such
individuals are quite content with preexisting notions of gender and sexuality,
and have no intention of undermining present gender inequalities. This insight
will be further explored in later sections of this chapter.
As the transgendered directly applies to drag queens, such individuals are
not only often framed as subversive agents of gender, but perhaps because of
this, they are also frequently presented as being stigmatized and peripheral in
the both the larger cultural milieu and their own communities (Tewksbury,
1993, 1994; Baker, 1994; Ekins & King, 1996; Perkins, 1996). Esther Newton's
(1979) Mother Camp: Female Impersonators in America, the only other
ethnographic account of drag queens that I am aware of, is very representative
of the approach of viewing drag queens as stigmatized outsiders. Though truly
groundbreaking in subject matter and approach, unfortunately, the actual fieldwork portion of this study was undertaken in the mid-1960s, prior to Stonewall,
with just professional female impersonators. This leads to Newton making
observations such as, "professional drag queens are, therefore, professional
homosexuals; they represent the stigma of the gay world" (p. 3) and, overall,
constructing an image of drag queens as cultural deviants.
While this may have in fact been true thirty years ago, such assertions are
unequivocally not applicable to the numerous contexts in which I have been
involved. In virtually every drag setting I have been in and/or participated, the
drag queens literally reign supreme and for the most part are held in the highest
regard. 4 In the end, Newton's analysis, very much grounded in a traditional
anthropological - functionalist - framework (p. 132), is more concerned with
viewing female impersonators through the eyes of the dominant culture than
understanding drag from the contextual intentions of such individuals or recognizing the important roles they play within the communities in which they dwell.
In sum, the following analysis departs from much of the present academic
work on the transgendered and drag queens in three important ways. First,
instead of using movies and/or fictional texts as data sources, the following is
based upon my ongoing ethnographic experiences and involvement in several
different drag contexts, which I believe results in a much different understanding
of what contextually motivates certain men to do female drag. Largely as a
result of this methodological stance, I refuse to simply label drag queens as
transgendered individuals - those who explicitly or implicitly set out to
challenge preexisting notions of gender - and instead recognize the quite
conventional ways that these men realize contextual status from wearing
women's attire. Finally, and quite related to these first two differences, instead
of viewing drag queens as stigmatized individuals, I investigate cultural realms
where such individuals are held in high regard and often reign supreme.
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LOCATING F E M A L E DRAG WITHIN THE
MATRICES OF GENDER AND SEXUALITY
Social theorists are increasingly recognizing the relational and situational basis
of gender (West & Zimmerman, 1987; Butler, 1990; Connell, 1995; Schacht,
1996). This outlook argues that whether one is doing masculinity or doing
femininity, "the meanings attached to these social constructs can only be fully
comprehended when they are simultaneously considered as relational contrasts
of existence" (Schacht, 2000a, p. 254). In other words, the mere terms "male"
or "female" have only limited meaning until they are compared against that
which they are not supposed to be. Thus, to fully understand what it socially
means to be a woman or a man in any given setting, not only should the actual
gendered performance undertaken be considered, but its socially constructed
antithesis, present or imagined, must be given equal consideration. To successfully perform being a man one must also have a very clear idea about what is
not supposed to be performed: being a woman. The same can be said about
presentations of sexuality. Doing heterosexuality only has limited meaning until
one considers its socially constructed antithesis - homosexuality - and only
then will a clear image of "straight" performance expectations emerge (Butler,
1991; Namaste, 1996; Schacht, 1998).
Nevertheless, just because one successfully undertakes a gendered (male or
female) or sexual (gay or straight) presentation of self, this in no way ensures
that one will have the same corresponding gender or sexual identity. For
instance, one can very much think of oneself as a man yet convincingly present
themselves as a woman (Schacht, 2000a), or think of oneself as gay but undertake compelling presentations of heterosexual conformity (Schacht, 2000b).
When this occurs, an ostensibly contradictory form of embodiment occurs
wherein the given individual undertakes a presentation of self that is apparently
at odds with ones personally claimed identity; e.g. the masculine embodiment
of the feminine (Schacht, in press) or the homosexual embodiment of the heterosexual. By recognizing seemingly contradictory forms of embodiment, a
different understanding of the intent and the motivation of those undertaking a
given gender or sexuality performance is derived.
Of course, like all public presentations of self, one must also consider the
targeted audience for which the performance is undertaken, as they ultimately
determine if one accomplishes the desired gendered or sexual presentation
of self. In other words, how successful one is in performing a given gender or
sexuality is always relationally dependent upon a situational audience of
gendered and sexual others. It is through our interaction with these others that
we come to experience ourselves as gendered and sexual beings. As this
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discussion applies to those doing female drag, everyone present (except for an
outsider who might by accident wander into the given setting) knows that they
are self-identified men - individuals with penises - who are attempting to present
themselves as women (typically heterosexual) in image and demeanor. How
successful one is in doing female drag then becomes wholly dependent on the
audience's normative expectations about gender and sexuality in the context
and how well the given performer fulfills them. Thus, what may understandably
appear to outsiders as some sort of seditious presentation of self, when viewed
from the eyes of the insiders of the setting, the performance is actually often
quite customary, normatively conventional, and, as I will argue later in this
paper, frequently more reflective than transgressive of the dominant culture's
ideals of gender and sexuality.
Over the past eight years of my involvement in several different venues where
female drag is undertaken, I have identified what I see as four emergent renditions of doing female drag: high brow female impersonators, female illusionists,
professional glamor queens, and professional camp queens. While these are not
proposed as mutually exclusive or exhaustive categories - as reflected in Mark
Finley, an individual performer can actually undertake several forms - to me
they have experientially felt like noticeably different types of doing female
dragfi To better assess differences and similarities of those doing female drag,
each of these proposed types of female drag is analyzed using the following
criteria: (1) the gender and sexual identities of the given participant; (2) what
type of female drag image the participant is attempting to perform; (3) the
gender and sexual identities of the audience and their contextual expectations
of the performer; (4) what types of embodiment situationally results; and where
appropriate, (5) issues of race and class of the participants are also considered.
When such individual and situational considerations are made, I believe a
different understanding of doing female drag results wherein radically different,
non-dichotomous identities would have to be envisioned and embodied to
seriously challenge existing gender inequalities. This assertion will be revisited
in this chapter's concluding section.

High Brow Female Impersonators
One of the longest standing, formally organized venues for doing female drag
found in United States is the Imperial Court System. Recently renamed the
International Court System, it can also be viewed as one of the first gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transsexual (glbt) groups in the world. Founded in 1965 by Jos6
Sarria 6 (a.k.a. Queen Mother of the International Court System, Empress I Jos6,
and the Widow Norton) the court system is a charitable organization made up
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of 65 local chapters (called courts or baronies) found throughout the United
States, Canada, Mexico, and England. While the stated purpose of the ICS is
to operate as a charitable organization for the given community in which it is
located, courts also serve as an important conduit for gay and lesbian individuals
to do drag and as a venue for formal affiliation and personal esteem (largely
in the form of various drag titles; i.e. empress, emperor, princess, and prince)
often unavailable to such individuals in the dominant culture. Although the ICS
membership is open to everyone, regardless of their gender or sexual identity,
almost all members are gay and lesbian with gay men almost entirely holding
the positions of empress and princess. Titleholders, especially past and present
empresses, are seen as group leaders who personally oversee all events
sponsored by the given court. All participants wear gender attire consistent with
their station (i.e. female for empress and princess, male for emperor and prince)
that often is quite formal - high brow - and hyper-gendered in appearance and
intent (i.e. tuxedos and lavish, expensive gowns).
Since 1994 I have been involved in the Imperial Sovereign Court of
Spokane, 7 and for an almost four year period (1995-1998), I was an active,
full participant and member of this setting (for more detailed discussions of
the court system, and the role I played in this specific setting, see Schacht
1998, 2000a). During this period I became close friends with over a dozen of
the core participants of the group and once donned female drag myself
(Schacht, in press). While those doing female drag in this setting often present
glamorous (glam), compelling images of traditional (often quite conservative)
femininity, they are entirely self-identified as gay men, and the only time they
wear female attire is for formal court functions and shows. All but one of the
court members during the time I was involved was White, with the exception
being one Black female impersonator who was somewhat of a marginalized
group token. Most come from solidly middle-class and above backgrounds.
They perform (lip-sync and dance to songs by female recording artists) in front
of an audience of other gay drag queens, gay drag kings, lesbian drag kings,
and lesbian drag queens (Schacht, 1998) at a local gay bar in Spokane, WA
called Pumps II (except for the yearly coronation that is held at an upscale
hotel). During shows sponsored by the ISCS, audience members are expected
to approach the stage and tip the various performers. These monies are then
collected and given to whatever group for which the fundraiser is being held.
In the ISCS, like all the courts I am familiar with, the drag queens are seen
as the group's best performers and its rightful leaders. In the role of reigning
or past empress, the queens of court are responsible for the planning of all court
sponsored shows with the best serving as emcees at these events. While they
take center stage, gay drag kings (the masculine appearing personas of the
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group) play a supportive, often behind-the-scenes role (Schacht, 1998). Serving
as "dressers" (personal attendants who help their chosen queen change outfits),
"seamstresses" (doing almost all the beadwork and sewing of gowns), stagehands (responsible for the assembling and taking down of stages for more
extravagant events), and "escorts" (almost like a prop) when tipping other
performers, in both image and behavior, gay drag kings are very much the drag
queens subordinates. Moreover, both the lesbian drag kings and lesbian
drag queens of the court also often play similar supportive, secondary roles
in this setting (Schacht, forthcoming). Veiled beneath multiple layers of the
feminine, the drag queens of the court literally reign supreme over all present.
As such, the men in the court doing female drag can very much be seen as
undertaking the masculine embodiment of the feminine. These female impersonators view doing drag as a means to garner power and authority in the setting;
the most "elegant" and "tastefully" done female impersonators of the court are
its venerated leaders. They merely view doing female drag as a tool, its physical
image the real estate, for realizing and exercising masculine dominance over
other court members. In fact, many of the gay drag queens in this setting have
expressed quite misogynist sentiments about real women - often called "rg's"
(real girls) and "fish," with even straight female friends being referred to as "fag
hags." Some even go as far to say they make better women than women, 8 and
as previously noted, the only time they wear feminine attire is for formal court
functions (many have told me they dislike wearing women's clothing and when
outside of this setting most can and sometimes do pass as straight men).
It can also be argued that since the drag queens of the court self-identify as
gay men, their resultant performance is a form of the homosexual embodiment
of the heterosexual. That is, when gay drag queens are relationally viewed
alongside their masculine appearing counterparts, especially gay drag kings, an
image of heterosexual conformity emerges. This is most clearly seen when
empresses and princesses are escorted by their emperor or prince. In fact, a
drag queen's appearance is most compellingly "real" when it appears alongside
a hyper-masculine appearing gay drag king - as an escort or attendant - as he
provides the appropriate contrast to her striking feminine beauty. Regardless, I
believe that any resultant images of heterosexuality are more about trying to
imitate and seemingly live privileged images of regal prestige and authority through conjoined empresses and emperors - than challenging any notions of
what it means to be gay or straight in the dominant culture. After all, it is in
concert with the gendered performances of others present, that all members
of the setting, and the drag queens in particular, come to experience the various
events staged as stares conferring. While the drag queens of the court oversee
an affirming, safe haven of sorts where they are able to garner respect and
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power from their minions, they are far more conventional and supportive than
transgressive of accepted societal notions of gender or sexuality.
Female Illusionists
By far the most "beautiful" and compellingly "real" appearing female impersonators that I have come in contact with are what I am terming female
illusionists. 9 My involvement with these individuals has almost been entirely
at a performance venue called the Baton Show Lounge 1° (in Chicago, IL) and
a yearly beauty pageant sponsored by the show lounge owner called the Miss
Continental. lj Nevertheless, I am also aware of similar female impersonators
of this type in Las Vegas, New York City, Boston, Miami, and in many other
large cities throughout the United States and Canada. 12 In a sense, these individuals can somewhat be viewed as preoperative transsexuals, as almost all of
them take female hormones, have had electrolysis to remove unwanted facial
and body hair, many have had breast implants, and undertaken an array of other
cosmetic surgery techniques to physically appear as women. Female illusionists
differ from preops, however, in that none expresses any desire to undertake the
final operation to become a transsexual: removal of the penis I3 replaced with
a surgically constructed vagina and/or to legally become a woman.
At least in the context of the Miss Continental and the Baton Show Lounge
(where almost all the performers are former titleholders), some of this expressed
acknowledgment of having a penis may be the result of pageant rules that
clearly specify that all past or present titleholders must have a penis and should
they become a female transsexual, they would be stripped of their title. ~4
Moreover, given that female illusionists often make a good living performing
(Mimi Marks of the Baton reportedly makes upwards of $250,000 a year) there
is strong monetary incentive to keep one's penis, and all explicitly perform as
such.
However, given that these individuals have undertaken such a radical and
permanent transformation of physical appearance, many convincingly pass in
public as women. Many also state that they are only interested in dating straight
men. 15 Given many heterosexual men's desire to date and have as partners
physically "beautiful" women, as defined by the larger dominant culture, several
of these female illusionists appear to have no problems attracting such men.
Thus, ironically, while all these individuals professionally perform as explicitly
acknowledged men impersonating women, in their personal lives many seemingly do live as heterosexual women in appearance and apparent dating
preference. Note should also be made that while most of the contestants and
all of the winners of recent Miss Continental Pageants have been Black and/or
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Latino, the biggest stars of the Baton and the pageant are Mimi Marks (Miss
Continental, 1992) and Monica Munroe (Miss Continental, 1993). Both are
White and appear as large-breasted, bleached blonde performers, and they
perhaps epitomize an image of what being a woman is seen as in this setting.
Female illusionists perform both individual and production routines, which
involves lip-syncing and dancing to predominantly popular songs sung by exclusively female recording artists. These songs typically emphasize contemporary
notions of what it means to be a women in our society (e.g. Whitney Houston's
' T m Every Woman"). Typical attire worn is suggestive and includes tightfitting dresses, immaculately coiffured hair (almost always wigs) and applied
makeup, high heel shoes and boots (most four inches or taller), and large
sparkling earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. Female illusionists almost always
adopt a hyper-feminine demeanor - small tipsy steps, sashaying hips, quivering
lips, and accentuated but delicate hand movements. Yet they still often give
energetic performances with some utilizing high leg kicks and doing cartwheels
and the splits during their routines.
Notwithstanding the yearly pageant and Sunday nights at the show lounge, ~6
the female illusionists of the Baton perform for largely straight (over 90%),
predominantly female (over 80%) audiences. The lounge holds over 300 people
(charged $10 a piece with a two drink minimum), and as most shows sell-out
(held three times nightly), reservations are suggested with some patrons making
them weeks, even months in advance. Many in attendance are celebrating
birthdays or holding bachelorette parties; during one show I counted over
thirteen such groups of women, often signified by the bride-to-be wearing her
veil. Of the half dozen audience members I have spoken with about why
they come to the Baton, most have responded that it is a "fun," "different;"
"entertaining" way to spend an evening.
When the performers are up on stage doing their routines, audience members
are expected to come up and tip, typically in the form of one or more one
dollar bills. While most women are given a cordial smile in return for their tip,
I have seen a couple treated in a rather harsh manner with the performer refusing
their money. In one case, a culturally attractive, large-breasted woman pointed
to her own breasts, and appeared to be saying "mine are real" while attempting
to tip Monica Mum'oe. In response, Monica took her dollar bill, threw it on the
stage, kicked the bill back at her and then continued on with her performance,
securing tips from other audience members as if nothing had happened. In
a different instance, another culturally attractive, young (and quite blonde)
bride-to-be attempted to tip Mimi Marks, who continually and overtly refused
her money until finally the young woman gave the dollar to a friend from whom
Mimi then accepted it. In both of these instances, I felt these women overtly,
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or in image alone, threw into question who was "fairest-in-the-land" and
ultimately in control of the activities being undertaken.
In a sense, since many audience members are themselves young, culturally
attractive women, during every show a seemingly high stakes contest occurs
over who can appear to be the most "real" woman. While the female illusionists
almost always "win," those who in action or image seemingly question this
expected outcome must obviously be put in their place and situationally subordinated. I believe to do otherwise would not only undermine the very real
power that the performers' exercise in this context, but it would also diminish
the audience appeal of the shows - men as the m o s t beautiful and glamorous
women you will ever meet.
On the other hand, men, especially apparently straight ones, ~7 typically are
given warm, sexually flirtatious attention from the performers. Perhaps part of
this is the function of men often giving the performer several one dollar bills
(usually $5-$10, although one evening I witnessed one apparently straight
man 18 from the audience pass out several thousand dollars to various performers,
much of it in $100 bills), whereas women in the audience typically just give a
dollar bill at a time. Regardless, although men are a notable minority in the
audience, the performers frequently use them as an additional performance prop
by almost always taking their money in an overtly seductive manner. A resultant
sexual tension between the illusionist and the man tipping emerges with the
man often becoming nervous and/or embarrassed ultimately appearing like some
teenager caught staring at someone on whom he has a crush. This interactive
performance of sorts seems to clearly frame and further highlight how beautiful
they are in explicitly (and quite important given the audience) heterosexual
terms.
In sum, although the female illusionists of the Baton present and perform
compelling images of female beauty, they still do so as acknowledged men.
Everyone present is aware that the performers have a penis, and during almost
every show the emcee will make some joking note of this fact with comments
such as, "I bet you wonder what we have done with i t . . . that's a trade secret."
Moreover, the performers very much expect audience members to pay homage
to their glamorous hyper-feminine image in the form of adulation and tips.
Those audience members who potentially throw into question who is "fairestin-the-land," are ridiculed, summarily dismissed, and/or ignored. Under the
focusing light of a single spotlight, often with additional flashing stage lights
to frame their performance, female illusionists very much take center stage and
expect all present to accordingly appreciate how "fabulous" and "flawless" they
are; ultimately they demand unequivocal contextual respect and wield considerable authority over all in attendance. Combined with the largely indifferent,
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sometimes subordinating treatment of women and the coquettish attention given
the men (especially apparently straight ones) in the audience, I am left to
conclude that they, too, are partaking in a form of the masculine embodiment
of the feminine and the gay embodiment of the straight.

Professional Glamour Queens
When most people think of female impersonators, it is probably the image of
what I am calling professional glamour queens that most often comes to mind.
This is by far the most popular form of doing female drag, and accordingly, I
have attended shows staged by professional glamour queens in over a dozen
cities throughout North America. All of the shows I have attended were put on
by expressed gay men in acknowledged glbt clubs/bars; nevertheless, often a
fairly large straight audience will be in attendance on show nights. While a few
of the professional glamour queens I have met perform on a full-time basis and
purportedly make an income they can live on, since most clubs/bars I have
frequented only have female impersonator performances on a limited basis
(one to three nights a week), most have additional, typically full-time jobs to
supplement their often meager drag incomes.
Although a fair amount of my experience with professional glamour queens
has been primarily as an audience member, when I initially started my ethnography of female impersonators in 1993 in Springfield, MO, I became an active
participant in one of the local drag venues called Club 1105.19 Specifically,
over a nine month period this involved me becoming friends with several of
the club's female impersonators and serving as a judge for a regional Miss Gay
Missouri Pageant. I also became close friends with one individual performer in
particular, Danielle Lamour, who was the club's show director and at that time
had been a professional glamour queen for over seven years. 2° Danielle was
my first teacher on the intricacies of doing female impersonation; she was the
first drag queen that I witnessed transform from a man to a woman in image,
prior to several shows in a dressing room at the club. Since I believe she very
much can be viewed as an ideal type of this form of professional drag, her
motivations for and ways of doing female drag will loosely provide the basis
of the rest of this section.
From the numerous conversations I had with Danielle about being a female
impersonator, initially in the form of depth-interviews to the more open dialogue
we would subsequently have as friends, four prevalent themes emerged. All of
these are quite consistent with the sentiments I would later hear in other settings
where professional impersonators performed. First and foremost, as she stated
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to me on numerous occasions, doing female impersonation for Danielle was
about being in control and having power; i.e. she told me that she "loved the
feeling of being up on s t a g e . . , with the spotlight and everyone's attention
focused on me" and performing in a setting where "it's all about me. ''2~
Moreover, as head drag queen (club show director) and show emcee, she loved
that "no one in the crowd audience would ever dare luck with Daniel/e, or any
of the other queens." In a sense, Club 1105 provided Danielle with a stage
where brandishing a microphone and donning glamorous female attire, she
derived almost absolute contextual power over a largely appreciative and
admiring audience of (albeit situationally subordinate) others. Any parties
present who disliked Danielle (a few personally did) knew to either leave or
to keep their mouths shut in her presence. All of this was in direct contrast to
Danielle's other jobs as a "boy" - j a n i t o r and part-time bartender at the club
- both of which she despised as she felt they were "shit" jobs.
Second, Danielle felt there were concrete standards by which all female
impersonators should be judged. For her, the best queens were ones that applied
makeup in a noticeable but not overdone manner, carried themselves with confidence but were still quite feminine in gesture, wore the latest, most expensive
looking attire, and overall most lived up to conventional standards of female
glamour and beauty found in most women's fashion magazines; e.g. looked
like a super model. Or, as she more simply stated to me on several occasions,
the best female impersonators are "beautiful chicks with dicks," and really
"make better women than women do."
Third, Danielle felt being a female impersonator was an excellent way to
pickup guys, especially straight ones. Accordingly, she reported that many of
her previous boyfriends had been straight men, and when we first met, she
spent a great deal of time hitting on me until it eventually became clear that
my interests in her were truly research oriented. 22 Like the female illusionists,
handsome men (both straight and gay) were given special attention during shows
by Danielle and seemingly used as an appropriate contrast for such an attractive
appearing "woman." Finally, because of the situational power that doing drag
gave her, Danielle (like scores of female impersonators I have met over the
years) dreamed she eventually would do drag on a more full-time basis, truly
making a living as a female impersonator.
Danielle and numerous other professional glamour queens I have met very
much personify a form of masculine embodiment of the feminine. The allure
of the idealized, hyper-feminine image they portray is used as a vehicle to
not only garner situational power and authority in the setting in which they
perform, but also to solicit sexual partners, especially straight men who are
viewed by many - including many masculine appearing gay men I have met
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in these contexts - as the ultimate conquest. Whether it be a specific male
audience member for whom special attention is directed, or an actual boyfriend
that escorts his queen, such men as contrasts (especially attractive and/or
straight ones) provide a resultant image of heterosexual conformity and highlight how powerful a queen is in a given setting. In a sense, such men are a
"must" fashion accessory that every venerated professional glamour queen
should have.

Professional Camp Queens
Camp is seen as a form of gay sensibility, born of oppression, that enables the
performer to aesthetically highlight life's ironies in a theatrical, yet exaggerated manner that is ultimately always humorous in intent (Babuscio, 1993).
Camp also symbolically serves as a form of gay sub-cultural argot that can be
used to differentiate insiders from outsiders (Bergman, 1993). To varying
degrees, all of the aforementioned types of female impersonators previously
discussed could be conceptualized as sometimes undertaking forms of a camp
presentation of self. That is, nearly every drag queen I have met has at least
one, sometimes several camp routines in their performance repertoires.
Moreover, many drag venues (including the Baton Show Lounge) have at least
one camp performer in their cast who often serves as an emcee.
What differentiates professional camp queens from the previous forms of
doing female drag proposed in this paper is that while the latter almost always
has an explicit and very serious emphasis on capturing idealized cultural images
of hyper-feminine beauty, notions of feminine beauty are of little or no concern
for camp queens. Instead, queens of the camp genre typically utilize exaggerated images of femininity as props to largely play the role of stand-up comedian.
Or, using Fleisher's (1996) "plumage scale" conceptualization of drag (attire
and demeanor utilized) camp queens would be viewed as "clowns" versus
"glamour" queens on the other end of the scale. Many professional camp queens
use campy stage names that immediately let the audience know what sort of
performer they are; i.e. Cleo Taurus, Craven Morehead, Alice Phallus, Miss
Understood, Hedda Lettuce, and so forth. The best professional camp performers
are always quite witty and have a stage acumen that enables them to always
be ready with a cutting remark or gesture to be directed at anyone present. This
perhaps explains why such individuals make wonderful emcees, as they are
quite efficient at dealing with any unruly or unwelcome audience members.
There are several well known professional camp queens that I have seen
perform and met that I could use as an example of this type of female
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impersonator; e.g. Lady Bunny, who organizes and emcees the annual drag
festival Wigstock in New York City. However, one camp queen named Darcel,
who I have seen perform several times, I believe best exemplifies this form of
drag. Darcel, also known as Darcel XV and owner of a club in Portland, Oregon
under this same name (where, like the Baton, shows are staged for largely
straight, female audiences), was a friend and sometimes performance partner
with Divine - perhaps the most quintessential of all camp queens - before her
death. She also organizes a yearly drag pageant for aspiring professional
glamour queens called the Le Fern Magnifique, held every Labor Day Weekend
(the same dates as Wigstock and the Miss Continental Pageant) in Portland.
Darcel also sometimes travels with the performers of the club she owns (all
professional glamour queens) to put on shows at selected gay clubs throughout
the Pacific Northwest region.
Like many professional camp queens, Darcel is a very large individual that,
especially as a female impersonator, would be considered extremely overweight.
While her attire and applied makeup are both without question quite feminine she always has a heavily painted face and sometimes dons nearly see through
negligee - in comparison to all previous types of drag discussed, issues of appearing as "real" as possible as a skinny but shapely beautiful woman are obviously
not of concern. Instead, the image she most emulates is that of a very large, quite
feminine appearing middle-aged women with tasteless fashion sense. Such an
appearance is very befitting the raunchy often outright misogynist dialogue she
undertakes as an emcee and a performer. For instance, two typical jokes I have
heard her state on several occasions are as follows: (l) What does 80 year old
pussy taste like? Depends.; (2) Would have been completely different outcomes
if Mama Cass would have just shared half of her sandwich with Karen Carpenter.
In between her rounds of standup comedy she also likes to single out male
audience members, especially attractive straight ones, after routines by glamorous performers in her group in an attempt to embarrass them in front of the
rest of the crowd. She is typically quite successful in doing this, with responses
from these individuals and the audience becoming an important part of the show.
Darcel, like every other professional camp queen I have seen perform, also
undertakes a form of masculine embodiment of the feminine. While there is no
concern for adherence to glamorous images of the feminine - Darcel is somewhat sloven in appearance whereas the guise of other professional camp queens,
such as Lady Bunny, is more about exaggerated, almost cartoon caricatures of
women - the outward presentation of self is still unequivocally feminine. In
this case, like a middle-aged housewife who has "let herself go" physically.
Yet from this seemingly helpless image emerges a powerful voice that will do
battle, and win, with anyone present.
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This aesthetic irony, of course, is part of what makes the performance campy
and humorous. Nevertheless, it is once again buried under layers of the feminine that camp performers situationally exercise decidedly male control and
dominance over other drag queens - professional glamor queens for Darcel and all audience members. Accordingly, otherwise cultural dominants in the
audience, straight men, often are embarrassed and belittled in a manner in which
they have no choice but to grin and bear the harassing comments directed their
way. I would also argue that when professional glamour queens are indirectly
used to this end, it reinforces notion of heterosexuality and could once again
be considered a homosexual embodiment of the heterosexual.

TOWARDS A SITUATIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF
SEXUALITY AND GENDER
•.. he prefers to dress up, go out in drag, get lots of attention, then go home, take it all
off, and be done with it. How tedious - how relentless - it must be, he imagines, to be a
woman, someone who is looked at all the time (Bmback, 1999, p. 117).
I don't think being a woman, being a female is necessarily it. Rather, it's centered in the
power of the icon, and people's need for images, strong images. Because drag is like sitting
in a Sherman tank. It has power, and you're driving that motherfucker. That's where drag
is going; that's where the best of drag has always been (Interview with Matthu and Zally,
in Chermayeff, David & Richardson, 1995, p. 71).
F r o m m y ethnographic i n v o l v e m e n t in these various drag contexts, like m a n y
researchers in this area, I have also c o m e to experientially appreciate that
sexuality and gender are anything but innate, fixed, or concrete realities
that individuals m e r e l y e m b o d y and are in fact fluid, continuously ongoing
p e r f o r m a n c e s that we a c c o m p l i s h in concert with others. Nevertheless, while
doing gender and sexuality is a f o r m o f imitation and performance wherein
the i n d i v i d u a l actor enacts being either male or female, gay or straight, m y
analysis o f various types of female drag throws into question expected
outcomes of such presentations of self. That is, if a self-identified man
c o n v i n c i n g l y presents h i m s e l f as a w o m a n , a culturally beautiful or a
d i s h e v e l e d one, yet still strongly identifies with being a man, then what
results is a m a s c u l i n e e m b o d i m e n t of the feminine. The additional h o m o sexual e m b o d i m e n t o f the heterosexual - gay identified men presenting
i m a g e s o f heterosexual c o n f o r m i t y - that often is undertaken by those doing
f e m a l e drag is used to further reinforce the s e e m i n g l y innateness of the i m a g e
they are p e r f o r m i n g w h i c h often results in more c o m p e l l i n g and convincing
i m a g e s o f the feminine.
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As I initially encountered the above types of doing female impersonation
over the past few years I honestly felt I would actually find very different
reasons for why the given type of drag is undertaken. In the final analysis,
however, shrouded beneath various layers of the feminine, those doing female
drag (at least those discussed in this paper) are seeking and often exercising
male authority and ultimately embodying a status of relational superiority to all
present in the various venues they perform.
Thus, while I would hold that all the types of individuals doing female drag
discussed in this paper are gender traitors of sorts, in that they somewhat
disparage most members of the dominant culture's understanding of what being
male and female is or should be, they are anything but gender anarchists. To
the contrary, they use images of the feminine as the real estate upon which
they garner adoration, respect, and power from the various audiences in which
their performances are situationally undertaken. As such, in a society that often
marginalizes and forcibly oppresses gay men, drag contexts can provide an
important safe haven of sorts where female impersonators can realize feelings
of affirmation, interpersonal power, and self-esteem. However, in no way do
those doing female drag realistically subvert existing gender hierarchies; instead,
they still enact gender as dichotomous practice, although typically inverted in
appearance, where images of the feminine are still employed to realize male
dominance. Despite their stigmatized sexual identity and undertaking what most
contextual outsiders in our society (especially men) would see as a shameful
presentation of self - a man appearing or acting like a woman - by reenacting
and ultimately imitating and internalizing the misogyny and homophobia of the
dominant culture, gay female impersonators, too, can cash in their "patriarchal
dividend . . . [an] advantage men in general gain from the overall subordination of women" (Connell, 1995, p. 79).
That it is gay men who are most adept at accomplishing this seemingly
paradoxical feat - realizing masculine authority and power utilizing mere
images of the feminine - is perhaps not that surprising. After all, many of
the trend-setters and recognized leaders of the worldwide fashion industry are
gay men who also use images of the feminine (now applied to actual women's
bodies) as a means to gain wealth and fame all the while ironically telling
straight men in the larger dominant cultural what they should find sexually
desirable and attractive. And while the business executive who uses the beautiful wife as an arm-piece to attest to his power is seen as quite obvious in
his intent, his seeming antithesis, the drag queen - in some cases now seemingly appearing as his beautiful wife - is situationally also able to exercise
masculine power. In either case, as images or actual physical bodies, women
are still ultimately being exploited as tools for doing masculinity, power, and
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dominance. The true p o w e r of the icon found in female drag - whether it be
the beautiful wife or the beautiful female impersonator - is that both are being
"driven" by men.
Writing this paper has been difficult for me as the frequent critical tone I
take about female impersonators has often made me feel like I was betraying
many of the significant friendships I have made over the years in the various
drag contexts in which I have been involved. To be clear, I very much acknowledge and personally fight against the very real oppression glbt individuals
experience in our s o c i e t y Y I also recognize that the same oppressive attitudes
they expose and behaviors they undertake are imitations of larger mechanisms
of oppression. In return for their complicity in w o m e n ' s subordination, female
impersonators are given contextual male privilege and authority. It truly saddens
me that seemingly the only way that the oppressed can experience affirmation,
status and esteem in the hegemony of our present society is by finding someone
else - another group in the matrices of categorical inequality - to oppress. A n
egalitarian future will be never be realized until people learn to view each other
in diverse (versus dichotomous), non-hierarchical terms, regardless of the given
individual's apparent gender or sexuality, and will not simply be accomplished
with new frocks that insidiously veil the real intentions of those donning them
- masculine power.

NOTES
I. Most significantly, I was a member of and full participant in the ISCS from 1995
to 1998. During this time I attended well over I00 different court shows and events most in Spokane, although I have on several occasions also walked with the ISCS at
court functions in Missoula, MT and Seattle, WA (see Schacht, 1998 and 2000a for
more detailed discussions of my role in this setting). In addition, I have served as a
judge for the 1993 Miss Gay Queen City Pageant in Springfield, MO; was an invited
attendee of the 1996 Miss Continental Pageant in Chicago, IL (promoted as the largest,
most prestigious female impersonator pageant in North America); attended the 1998
Wigstock celebration in New York City. I have also attended a multitude of various
drag functions and shows in Bellingham, WA; Portland, OR; New York City, Buffalo,
and Plattsburgh, NY; Burlington, VT; Huntington, WV; Minneapolis, MN; Boston, MA;
Washington, DC; and Montreal, Quebec. In several of these cities - Seattle, New York
City, Huntington, Springfield, and Spokane - I have attended shows at multiple venues
(e.g. at two or more clubs/bars).
2. Transsexuals are individuals who desire or have undertaken a complete sex change
operation, while transvestites are predominantly straight men who dress in women's
attire often in private for erotic purposes (Woodhouse, 1989; Hirschfeld, 1991; Bullough
& Bullough, 1993; Raymond, 1994).
3. Unlike the female impersonators interviewed by Tewksbury (1993, 1994), who
rejected the label of "drag queens," in almost every drag context I have been involved,
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participants have used these terms interchangeably, as I do in this chapter. Even in the
setting of the Baton (to be discussed shortly) where on stage they call themselves "female
illusionists," in informal discussions I have had with various performers, they have also
frequently referred to themselves as "queens" and "drag queens." Speculating, I believe
some of this apparent attitude change might be the function of several popular movies
about drag queens in the 1990s.
4. Part of my differing perspective is arguably the result of the cultural commercialization of drag queens during the 1990s. I also believe part of this disparity, especially
concerning more recent studies, is the result of me assuming a contextual insider role in
many drag settings. The drag queens I know strongly resist any notion that their activity
is deviant (consistent with Tewksbury, 1993), nor are they treated as stigmatized individuals in the various venues they perform.
5. Morever, as they are entirely based upon my extensive but still limited experiences
in various drag contexts, I am quite sure other equally meaningful emergent types of doing
female drag can be conceptualized.
6. For a wonderful biography of Jos6 Sarria's life as a gay activist, see Gorman's
(1998) The Empress is a Man.
7. The ISCS has been in existence for nearly 30 years and is reported to be the first
and thus oldest glbt organization in Spokane, WA.
8. Over the years I have heard this sentiment of men making better women than women
in numerous drag contexts.
9. My reason for using this term is twofold. First, I have heard participants of this
type of female drag often refer to themselves as female illusionists. Second, almost all
female illusionists present a nearly flawless image of cultural ideals of feminine beauty.
In other words, they can and often do pass as "real" women in public settings.
10. Most of the following discussing in this section is based upon informal
discussions I have had with various performers and bartenders at the Baton. I also had
several insightful conversations with a number of contestants at the Miss Continental
Pageant I attended.
11. Also held every year in Chicago, the Miss Continental pageant is now in its
twentieth year of operation and is the culmination of over thirty preliminary events held
throughout the United States and Canada fi'om which over forty contestants are now drawn
each year. It is held over two nights every Labor Day weekend, and is nearly identical to
many other beauty pageants, as contestants compete in the events of swimwear, evening
gowns, and talent (which accounts for 50% of the competitor's score).
12. The drag queen, The Lady Chablis, from the book and movie Midnight in the
Garden of Good and Evil, is perhaps the most widely known individual of this performance genre. She performs as a drag queen - someone with acknowledged penis or
"candy" as she calls it-but otherwise lives as a woman always wearing women's attire
(Chablis, 1996).
13. Female illusionists "tuck" their penis's by pushing their testicles up into their lower
groin sockets, pushing their penis backwards, covering with some fabric (called a gaff by
some), and then taping their genitals into place. While some female impersonators also
undertake this practice, this is reportedly much easier for female illusionists, as taking
female hormones shrinks both one's penis and testicles often leaving the individual impotent. Regardless of the type of female impersonator, tucking often makes sitting an artful
practice - carefully sitting on the edge of a chair with upright posture - which often
appears as quite feminine in manner.
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14. Throughout the mid-1990s numerous performers from the Baton, most former
Miss Continentals, appeared on virtually every imaginable television talk show as selfidentified men who professionally perform as women. One of these shows, by Maury
Povich, had audience members try to figure out who were the "real" men and women
out of nine guests all appearing as women. I have also used a videotape of this show
in my classes, and my students, like the audience members, have failed miserably in
discerning who is "really" male or female.
15. Although not as explicitly stated, many drag queens and gay men in general in all
the various contexts I have been involved have expressed similar sentiments about
"bagging .... virgin" straight men. As many gay men are attracted to hyper-masculine
appearing men (Levine, 1998), this is perhaps not that surprising. From my observations,
drag queens (and especially female illusionists) do appear to have a decided advantage
over masculine appearing gay men in attracting straight men as sexual partners.
16. When I attended the Miss Continental Pageant in 1996, most of the over 3000
people in attendance were gay men and a few non-competing drag queens. Of the nearly
two dozen times I have attended shows at the Baton over the years it had always been
on a Wednesday through a Saturday. The last time I attended a show (summer 1999),
I went on a Sunday night to find a much smaller, almost exclusively gay and lesbian
audience. Similar to shows put on at the Baton during the Miss Continental Pageant,
the bar's atmosphere was very different with a decided welcoming feel like many gay
bars I have frequented. Accordingly, performers have told me Wednesday through
Saturday are trade/money nights, Sunday is their community night.
17. The reason that I believe these men are straight is threefold: (1) these are men from
the tables in the audience who are sitting with women; (2) to varying degrees, they become
embarrassed when tipping while a gay man tipping a queen, seldom shows any emotion
other than gratitude or respect (these men, sometimes boyfriends, sit on stools at the bar);
and (3) it is contextually assumed by both the bartenders and performers that male
audience members at tables are mostly straight men while those at the bar are mostly gay.
18. This man appeared to be in his late 30's to early 40's, strode into the bar with
a provocatively appearing women on his arm smoking a very large cigar. He stood at
the bar leering at the various performers selectively giving money to his favorite
performers for one set and then left. After the set, the various folks - bartenders and
performers - I spoke with had no idea who he was and appeared sincerely shocked at
the amount of money he had tipped.
19. This club was a gay bar-complex of sorts with a small front bar, where older
male patrons often sat, a leather/S & M back bar, and a main bar with a large stage
where the queens performed. Drag shows were staged on Tuesday, Thursday, and some
Saturday's nights. Audiences for shows were a mix of gay and straight folks while other
nights, when a DJ played, audiences were largely gay and lesbian. Perhaps one exception to this was Friday, which was officially college night at the bar. The queens and
regulars all joked that many of the men who frequented the bar this evening were pretty
fraternity boys who came out to show off their bodies and "play being gay" while
Saturdays was their "date night" with sorority sisters. Having seen many fraternity
members at the 1105 on Fridays, some wearing their letters, I am guessing there was
some truth in their joke. The club went out of business shortly after I left in 1993.
20. The year after I moved from Springfield, Danielle went on to become Miss Gay
Missouri 1994 and placed in the top ten of that year's national pageant. Note should be
made that just prior to my meeting Danielle, she had been a professional female
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impersonator in what she called a "show bar" in Pensacola, FL. While she only made
limited monies as a performer, she told me that she made great money ($20 an individual) and had lots of fun giving "blow jobs" to "straight" men from the nearby naval
base who frequented her place of employment on a regular basis.
21. Over the years I heard this sentiment expressed on numerous occasions by many
different female impersonators. In fact, one of the queens in the ISCS in Spokane has
a car licence plate holder that reads "It is all about me."
22. Some of her overt sexual overtures towards me as an acknowledged straight man
were probably also the result of my own homophobia and sexist outlooks and being
quite nervous when initially interacting with her. Thus, once I was able to try to overcome my own limiting stereotypes and started to interact with her with confidence and
true sincerity, we were subsequently able to become close friends. Over the years I have
also found that emulating the behavior of gay men when tipping and being in a gay bar
or drag venue (e.g. being respectful and appreciative of the drag queens and receptive
to any overtures of affection, such as hugs and kisses) combined with extensive knowledge about various drag scenes quickly gets me identified as a welcomed insider in most
new settings I enter.
23. Over a four year period (1995-1998) when I was a complete member of the ISCS,
and most actively in involved in the group, as a form of acknowledged community outreach, I brought well over a 150 different "straight" students of mine to various drag shows
and events (Schacht, 1998). Since beginning this ethnography in Springfield, MO, over
the past seven years I have brought a total of well over 250 different students and friends
to drag shows and glbt bars throughout North America. For most, it is their first time in
a glbt setting, while for some, it is the first time they have knowingly interacted with a
glbt individual. No one has ever reported to me not having a good time, with many asking
that I include them the next time I attend a show. Moreover, by typically attending drag
shows with an entourage of tipping customers, in nearly every setting I have been treated
with the utmost respect; i.e. frequently bar owners or drag queens will reserve the better
seats and sometimes entire tables for the "straight folks" that accompany me and make
public note of how wonderful it is to have the group present.
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QUEERING SEXUALITY AND DOING
GENDER: TRANSGENDER MEN'S
IDENTIFICATION WITH GENDER
AND SEXUALITY
Salvador Vidal-Ortiz

INTRODUCTION
Research has long assumed sex and sexuality to be natural and biological aspects
of self. Sociological discussions on gender and transgenderism assume both the
phenomenological aspects of gender, and the structural forces that enact power
relations, inequality, and division of gender roles, including the fluidity of such
gender forces (Gagn6 & Tewksbury, 1998a). Much of the exploration of how
sex, gender, and sexuality interact for transgenders has focused on the experiences of male-to-female (MtF) transgenders - and multiple insights into this
intersection have been gained. However, little research has focused specifically
on the intersections among sex, gender, and sexuality and their implications in
the lives of female-to-male (FtM) transgenders, or transgender menJ
It is crucial to study how central masculinity issues can be in the lives of
people aiming to achieve recognition as a person of a gender different from
that assigned at birth. For many FtMs, masculinity can be a signifier of identity.
Notions of masculinity are a significant part of what makes FtMs leave a
woman's psychological and social-cultural space. This paper shows how transitioning and identifying as FtMs can lead individuals to construct and adhere to
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notions of masculinity, and how these masculinity constructs are mediated by
sexuality.
In this paper, I will demonstrate that sexuality is a central component of self
that is broadly discussed by the participants of the study. Thus, as my research
will show, an examination of the ways in which FtMs integrate sexuality and
masculinity has the potential to inform us all on some of the ways that gender
is sexual and sexuality is gendered. Gender identity cannot be separated from
sexuality, as definitions of sexual orientation require an identification with
someone else's sex, as well as an identification of one's gender identity, among
other markers (Coleman, 1987). As interviews excerpts will reflect, sexual
orientation and gender identity are elements that often become less important
or less compartmentalized in the lives of transgender men than perhaps they
are for non-transsexuals. 2 It is important from the outset to distinguish among
terms, discuss the ramifications and the relationship between sexuality and
gender, and introduce sexual orientation and gender identity to this analysis.
Gender, Sexuality, and Sexual Orientation - An Interaction of Fields

In and of itselL sexuality constitutes a volatile topic: its boundaries can be
asphyxiating to those who perceive it as 'private' or 'personal,' alienated from
any social order or public visibility. Because of the heightened anxiety that
sexual topics still produce in many circles, a discussion of the meaning of
sexuality is warranted. It is important to note how terms related to sexuality
have achieved meaning, for even within a given language, words referring
to the sexual are contested and can be used differently in various settings.
For example, the word 'sex' is utilized to mean, at least: (1) biological status
(i.e. intersex, male, female); (2) the sociocultural meanings attached to the
chromosomal or genitalia markers (or What it is currently used in the social
sciences as gender); and (3) sexual activity. Kate Bornstein has exemplified
how these terms can be differentiated; for her: "sex is fucking, gender is
everything else" (1994, p. 116). Nevertheless, differences in perceptions among
various groups in society prevent us from using terms without providing them
with contextual meanings.
Until almost a century ago, sexuality was behavior (Tewksbury & Gagn6,
1996). Today, it refers to sexual behavior, desires or attractions, and erotic
feelings; and for many, it means sexual orientation or sexual identity. Even
more complicated is the introduction of gender to sexuality, sexual orientation, or sexual identity. In this paper, I use sexuality as a term that encompasses
the erotic/affective/behavioral acts (as in what, how, and where these are
'done'), as well as an identifier of sexual orientation (as in the gender and
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sexual self-identity of the individuals who participate). I do this in order to
illustrate how gendered sexuality can be. By drawing on FtM narratives, I posit
that transgenders' gender identity blurs the borders of sexual orientation and
I show how sexual acts are gendered, and as such, foundational to certain
sexual orientations for FtMs.
Gender is another conflictive term. It is often used to refer to the social
organization of the relationship between the sexes (Unger & Crawford, 1993).
Yet the contradictions that characterize its use are less about an understanding
of meaning, as they are about its relationship to sex. Time and again, and as
part of the last few decades, gender has been presented as a term that does
not emerge out of biological sex, but precedes it as a social construction (Rubin,
1975).
Gender 'difference' and oppression have also been foundational to the use
of the gender identity term. Historically, feminist studies have used gender
identity as a category to distance gender from sex, and in a way, to establish
distance between the experiences of women and men. Others have argued that
gender emerged as a medical term to describe the 'treatment' of intersex babies
(Hausman, 1995), or have studied how sex was separated from this new
category (Epstein, 1990). 3
In men's studies, on the other hand, gender identity has not been used as
much. As is often the case, it ends up being conflated with sex, assuming that
gender identity emanates from one's body, biologically or chromosomally. Its
more contemporary use also refers to the self-identification of individuals as
male or female - or their distance from a male or female construct - vis ~ vis
the physical, biological, or chromosomal characteristics of a person.
But the use of the term 'gender identity' in discussions about transgenders/transsexuals often has mixed responses, as it is linked to psychiatric
diagnoses. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of Mental Disorders
of the American Psychiatric Association incorporated transsexualism as a
'disorder' (DSM III); later labeling it 'gender identity disorder' (DSM IV). 4
Furthermore, language discussions have not been marginal to the development
and reification of transgender identity (Mason-Schrock, 1996). For example,
some transgender activists advocate the use of transexual with o n e ' s ' to convert
it into a single word (Wilchins, 1997) or to avoid its psychiatric/medical connotations (Valentine, 2000). Similarly, there are multiple debates about the use of
terms (i.e. transgender versus transsexual; cross-dresser versus transgender) as
these can define parameters of membership and thus, exclusion. The use of
gender identity, for purposes of this paper, refers to the self-identification
choices made by transgender or transsexual individuals, regardless of sex or
gender presentation.
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Gender is intrinsically linked to representations of the various sexual
orientations (heterosexual, bisexual, and gay/lesbian) - in other words, the
performativity we assume as sexual selves in a world mediated by gender.
Gay and lesbian people seldom escape the act of 'guarding' and sustaining
hegemonic gender categories. 5 For example, much of the leadership of lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) movements has succumbed to gender
conformity pressures in order to achieve the gains they have made, often by
marginalizing transgender members and ignoring or trivializing their demands.
Put more succinctly, many leaders of mainstream movement organizations fear
that association with transgenderism will subvert their quest for legitimacy. 6
Identity construction literature reveals the impact that boundaries have in
creating and maintaining an identity, as sexual orientation accompanies race,
ethnicity, gender, and class in such processes (see Cerulo, 1997). Like these
others, sexual orientation is unable to escape the continuous policing of "who
is a member" and "who is not." I argue that transsexualism and transgenderism
de-stabilize notions of sexual orientation, by opening up the categories themselves to analysis and rigorous scrutiny. Sexuality comes in at the crossroads
at which sexual orientation and gender identity merge, often establishing a
certain hierarchy of 'good bodies' and 'good identities' versus bad ones
(Gamson, 1998; Rubin, 1992a). In an increasingly conservative society, certain
homosexualities - like certain narratives of gender - are more welcome than
others.
These three fields - sex, gender, and sexuality - are thought to be separate
categories of identification, but this paper explores the connections among
these categories as they relate to the lives of FtMs. This paper does not,
however, address the etiology and numerical presence of FtMs, or transgenders
in history; for the reader interested, comments and related references are
available. 7
Groundbreaking sociological and anthropological work that illustrates the
conflation of sexuality, sexual orientation, gender, and sex serves as a foundation to the central arguments of this paper. By focusing on masculinity and
gender performance, clearer connections between sexuality and gender can be
established in the lives of transgender people. Transcript excerpts mirror much
of the social sciences' discussion and fascination with sexuality at a gendered
crossroads, for some have noted that "control over the sexual is something all
people's [sic] engage in, just as all people define gender" (Jacobs & Cromwell,
1992, p. 59). This paper argues that there is a link between masculinity and
sexuality for FtMs, since, as others have noted, U'ansgender individuals are at
the interplay of sex, gender, and sexuality (Tewksbury & Gagnr, 1996).
Although others have examined the segregation and oppression of transgenders
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by society and social structures (Gagn6 & Tewksbury, 1998b), I primarily focus
on the phenomenology of FtMs' accounts; in addition, I address societal gender
traditionalism as well as potential discrimination within the lesbian and gay
movement. Thus in this paper, discussions about the impact of gendered
sexualities for all members of society and for LGBT communities in particular
are as important as the discussions on how masculinity and sexuality are
intertwined for FtMs. At times, the focus of the discussion will be on LGBT
communities, and at others, the discussion will be centered on what sex, gender,
and sexuality as fields of interaction mean specifically to transgender men, or
to society at large.

Transgender Experience as Part of a Queer Spectrum:
Problems and Possibilities
Transgenders have been long involved in the gay and lesbian movement.
However, there have been multiple instances throughout the past thirty years
of mobilization in which transgenders were not incorporated into the political,
policy-making, and everyday activities of a lesbian and gay movement. 8
Consistently since Stonewall, there has been a process in which gay identity
has been straightened in order to obtain marginal rights. There has also been
a division within the mainstream LGBT movement in which issues of class,
race, and gender conformity actively serve as balxiers to solidification of an
'inclusive' movement (see Gamson, 1998 for an example of this through TV
talk shows). In short, those who transgress hegemonic conceptions of gender
are marginalized and excluded (Vidal, 2000).
There are historical reasons why LGBT members should work or have learned
to work together. Developments within the LGBT and scholarly community,
together with the greater inclusion of transgender issues in academic work have
permitted transgenderism to be a part of certain LGBT movement organizations,
as well as scholarly discourse. Sociology in particular has had a slow
but significant relationship to sexuality studies. 9 However, the struggles for
transgender people to have access to and benefit from a sense of belonging to a
larger queer community are far from over (see Gamson, 1995, for an exploration
of these issues).
More recently, an explosion of transgender studies has taken place, as
transgenders emerge more visible and organized as a community. The
theories for the studies of transgenderism are still in formation, but many of
the elements of these newer discussions - on sex, gender, and sexuality - can
be traced to significant sociological and anthropological works, as seen in the
next section.
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THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEXUALITY AND GENDER
I propose that sex, gender, and sexuality are linked processes in the lives of
transgender men. By presenting recent literature on sex, gender, and sexuality,
I establish a context for the analysis of the findings. Initial discussions on
gender, sex, and sexuality are followed by recent studies that focused on maleto-female transgenders, both MtF and FtM accounts, and female-to-male
transgenders. It is crucial to present the dominant narratives of MtF identity
and community formation to understand why research that specifically focuses
on FtMs is needed. This review of relevant literature closes with an analysis
of masculinities and sexual orientation, as these are central to the identification
of FtMs with masculinity and manhood.

Gender and Transgender Specific Literature
As early as 1975, Gayle Rubin contributed to answering the question of
the origins of women's oppression. Rubin outlined the connections among
sexual behavior, gender, sexual orientation, and even age, noticing how sexual
restrictions occur for some heterosexual relations, homosexual relations, and
relations between adults and children. Implicated in these restrictions is gender's
relationship to sexuality: "Gender is not only an identification with one sex; it
also entails that sexual desire be directed toward the other sex. The sexual
division of labor is implicated in both aspects of gender - male and female it
creates them, and it creates them heterosexual" (1975, p. 180). Thus for Rubin,
'gender' as a category presupposed a heteronormative system, which promoted
the invisibility of same sex desire while structuring inequality between men and
women. In later work, she argued for a recognition of sexuality and gender as
distinct terms in order to "reflect more accurately their separate social existence"
(1992a, p. 33). Rubin also established how there is a hierarchy of value that
centers on a sexuality that is reproductive, heterosexual, private, and monogamous; excluding (although naming and labeling) anything that does not fall
within these parameters. Her use of this hierarchy is significant for this study,
as it helps to socially locate transgender and transsexual people, or the ways
they are seen by mainstream society.
A decade prior to this, Harold Garfinkel wrote about the experiences of Agnes,
a purported intersexed person whom he was interviewing as part of her
procedures to achieve genitalia reconstruction, m Although Garfinkel presented
the case of an intersex person, his idea of passing was instrumental to an analysis
of gender in general, and transgender people in particular.Jr His writing was
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directed to the general audience of people who experience life as sexed persons,
thus initiating the analysis of gender as both structurally imposed, while
informed by its enactment in everyday interaction, He also asserted, through
ethnomethodological accounts, how we all experience sex as natural, or as a
'given.' His work speaks to the social construction of gender, or, as Gayle
Rubin would say, "the product of the specific relations which organize it."
He called Agnes "the 120% woman," in recognition of her interest and intent
to adhere to gender constructs. More importantly, he used this phrase to
acknowledge that there is a structural relevance to her need to perform gender
in accordance with a certain common knowledge or social referent of 'what a
woman is' or 'how a woman behaves. '12
Also grounded on the ethnomethodological tradition emerges the crucial work
on gender of West and Zimmerman (1987). In their article "Doing Gender,"
West and Zimmerman are critical of literature focused on gender socialization,
as it naturalizes both gender and sex. In doing so, they avoid the psychological,
and focus on the interactional and institutional arenas. Gender is a "routine,
methodical, and recurring accomplishment" (1987, p. 126). Thus experiencing
the production and reproduction of gender is both a cultural and interactive
process, and as such, it needs to be pursued at those two levels (1987, p. 147).
Sex categorization is achieved through displays "that proclaim one's membership in one or the other category" (1987, p. 127). But gender is founded in the
management of oneself vis-h-vis the regulatory social perceptions of "what is
appropriate." This requires that there be a constant measurement of one' s ascription to the 'appropriate' gender, which is irrespective of one's sex - insignias
linked to sex are the 'essential characteristics' in this case (West & Zimmerman,
1987, p. 132). In other words, it does not use genitalia as a reference, but
actively displayed cues (culturally and institutionally defined) which are read
and confirmed in interaction with others. Only in the presence of cues that
are ambiguous do people look for factors that could provide one with sex
membership categorizations (1987, p. 134). This establishes that almost always,
actions are enacted in terms of how appropriately gendered these actions will
be interpreted. West and Zimmerman argue: " . . . to "do" gender is not always
to live up to normative conceptions of femininity or masculinity; it is to engage
in behavior at the risk of gender assessment" (1987, p. 136).
Most recently, Gagn6 and Tewksbury (1998a) discuss the connection among
sex, gender, and sexuality, especially with regards to their stability and social
construction. Drawing from the work of queer theorists as well as sociological
literature on transgenderism, Gagn6 and Tewksbury argue that sex and gender
categories "have the power to profoundly impact the sexuality of individual
actors" (1998a, p. 76). Gender and sexuality were intertwined elements that
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emerged in the late nineteenth century, especially during the development of
an industrial era. Afterwards, the emergence of both gender/sex categories and
freedom linked to industrialization "had the unintended consequence of fostering
the emergence of gay and lesbian identities" (1998a, p. 77). A central aspect
of the development of a gay and lesbian community was blurring or transgressing gender expression, therefore enacting gender cues typically expected
of the other sex. They also point out that this changed radically during the later
part of the twentieth century.
Although the creation of communities based on sexual orientation was a gain
fi'om this process, Gagn6 and Tewksbury's caution is that the gender binary
has not been eliminated from the perception of gays and lesbians as a community (1998a, p. 78). In spite of the focus on male-to-female transgenders and
cross-dressers, their work is foundational to the notion of how gender, sex, and
sexuality are merging within transgenders' experiences, As in the research
presented here, Gagn6 and Tewksbury illustrated how "sexual relations were
one of the most important sites in which transgendered persons came to see
themselves as feminine beings, or to fantasize about themselves as women"
(1998a, p. 89). They also illustrate how, for many, the focus of identity change
was on the transgenders themselves, not their partners. Finally, they assert that
sexuality is not centered in the genitalia of individuals, but in the "interactions
and definitions of the situation" (1998a, p. 93). They conclude, among other
things, that in using cultural referents instead of genitalia, partners in a singular
sexual act "may ascribe different meanings to activities in which they engage
together" (1998a, p. 99).
Mason-Schrock (1996) took a close look at the interactions of both MtFs and
FtMs in his analysis of narrative constructions. His work focuses on transvestites, transsexuals, and cross-dressers' views on identity. He problematizes the
creation of a central narrative - that of having been a transsexual and having
felt, for most of their lives, that they were born in the wrong bodies - and how
that narrative affects the development of other identities, such as cross-dresser.
By analyzing written materials, attending support groups, and in-depth interviews, Mason-Schrock establishes four ways in which people in social support
settings assist one another in the creation of a U'anssexual identity. Briefly, these
four elements were: modeling (giving others clues about events that marked
their own stories), guiding (asking questions regarding specific aspects of
newcomers' past in order to draw a connection to transsexuality), selective
affirming (validation through physical or verbal agreement), and tactful blindness (using tact to disregard some aspects that did not affirm transsexual
identities). In addition, he focused on stories of 'denial,' as those narratives
were "fashioned from psychological rhetoric and thus had scientific legitimacy"
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(1996, p. 183). By re-creating their auto-biographies, transsexuals learned to
recognize all aspects of their past as signs of what they often called their 'true'
self. Mason-Schrock's work is effective in linking individual and group
identity formation. It is also crucial to better establish connections among the
individual, group, and institutional levels, although he acknowledges that his
work is more focused on how "group interaction unfolds to produce acceptable
stories," and that further research is needed "to examine how self-narratives are
linked to social structure" (1996, p. 189).
It is often mentioned that researchers have focused their attention on
male-to-females, when looking at transgender/transsexual issues. This point of
reference has shaped theories based on only one dimension of transgender and
transsexual experience (Devor, 1997). This theoretical and substantive bias
began to be rectified in the 1990s with accounts of transgender men's experiences (Devor, 1997; Rubin, 1996). I propose the use of both MtF and FtM
sociological studies, with an understanding that FtM-specific research is needed.
Moreover, social scientists need to learn the ways in which the issues faced by
FtMs often vary from the experiences of MtFs; understandings on FtMs around
language and their body perceptions could erroneously be developed solely by
studying the experiences of MtFs and use them as a referent (see, for example,
Kulick, 1999).
As a "relatively new category of identity," Henry S. Rubin (1996) studied
female-to-male transsexualism in an historical analysis of the 1970s, in which
revolutionary identities re-shaped multiple modern categories. Rubin argued that
the emergence of transsexualism and lesbianism came about as part of the
process of women-identified-women organizing in the 1970s, in which a number
of 'sexual inverts' as Rubin calls them emerged from such organizing. His is
a unique sociological study with an exclusive focus on female-to-male transsexuals, in that he uses phenomenology to describe the experiences of FtMs.
His work illustrates how FtM identities are related to 'essentialist' narratives
of self. Examples of this are the notion that they were never women/never
transitioned into a new identity, or ideas about how their bodies betrayed them
in adolescence or early adulthood.
Rubin (1996, 1998) seeks to understand the essentialisms behind the life
stories of female to male transsexuals. Rubin is less concerned with using
transsexualism "for insights into the universal process of gendering" (1996,
p. 15), and more interested in the phenomenological experience of FtMs.
Inasmuch as everyone 'does gender,' this level of analysis excludes how certain
people shift in their 'doing gender,' both individually as well as in their interplay
with others who perceive them that way. Even though they do gender irrespective of their sex, transsexuals' experiences as individuals and as a group should
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be paid attention to for what these are instead of for what these might mean
or 'reveal' to the rest of society (the latter being the social sciences' stand in
looking at transsexualism for almost 50 years).
Rubin notes how queer theory is mostly focused on "transgression and
incoherence, fragmentation and differance" (1996, p. 143). Discursive as it is,
queer theory stands in contrast to the need to discuss transsexuals' "painful
subjective experiences of being transgendered and living in a world which
does violence to transgenders" (1996, p. 143 - see also Namaste, 1996). These
subjective experiences are significant: in the United States, for example, one
transgender person is killed every month (Currah & Minter, 2000). Like MasonSchrock (1996), Rubin argues that transsexuals 'want to create a more authentic
self,' or want to experience a 'true self' emergent out of life's previous
confusions while growing up.
"The t e n s i o n . . , between the body image and the material body," is a
significant part of the struggle experienced by transsexuals (1996, p. 128). Some
feminists who challenge transsexualism tend to state no difference between body
image and material body, signifying to some that transgender individuals do
not break the bi-polarity of gender, but instead, reinforce it by complete
acceptance of hegemonic ideologies of sex and gender (Eichler, 1989; Garber,
1992; Hausman, 1992, 1995; Lorber, 1994; Raymond, 1994). Rubin's response
is to hold feminists accountable for their gender privilege, arguing that nontranssexual men and women deploy their own essentialisms onto the lives of
transsexual men and women who are experiencing a simultaneous life-changing
and identity-stabilizing experience. This is a significant statement, for nontranssexual people often experience a sense of gender identity that is 'a given,'
different from the way that transsexual men and women seem to experience it
themselves. This inversion of declaring as gender-privileged those who make
the analysis - instead of those who transition - needs to be explored further,
as it might shed light on the relationship between gender identity and gender
privileges. As it is often argued that transgender men transition in order to
achieve 'male privilege,' a discussion of masculinity may be one way of initially
connecting the idea of privilege to FtMs' experiences.

Masculinities
Masculinity-specific research has only recently emerged (Morgan, 1981), with
the study of men as gendered people being but two-to-three decades old (see
Coltrane, 1998). Many men's movements or perspectives have been documented
recently (Clatterbaugh, 1997). However recent this documentation might be, it
is notable how at least some segments of men dealing with their own masculinity
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have aligned themselves with the women's movement (Coltrane, 1998). (A
similar phenomenon, which remains mostly undocumented in the academic literature, is FtMs' relationships to and with women and the women's movement.)
Manhood is "the approved way of being an adult male in any given society"
(Gilmore, 1990, p. 1). This establishes a hierarchy of masculinities, hegemonic
and subordinated (Connell, 1987), that organizes groups socially. Although
gender is not biologically based on genitalia, or chromosomal composition,
many in the psychological field continue to use maleness to correspond with
masculinity and femaleness to correspond to femininity (Unger, 1979). Others
have noted how we can no longer articulate sex as the foundation of gender
(Parlee, 1996).
A number of topics in this paper's interviews relate to masculinity and
sexuality. Many participants expressed the identity of a °guy - ' that is, in
opposition to being a man or a woman. For example, Lorber argues that
"ordinary language reflects gender hierarchies in conscious and deliberate
devaluation (as in referring to adult women as 'girls') and in careless language
that renders women invisible (referring to men and women peers as 'the
guys')" (1994, p. 100). ! do not want to argue that, by using such language,
FtMs "render women invisible," but that society in general does. FtMs are
impacted by "gender hierarchies" as much as the rest of society, yet FtMs
are expected to carry the burden of sexism in a disproportionate manner (see
Rubin, 1992a).
Masculinity as a term developed multiple or full meanings in the 1970s
(Franklin, 1987). The meanings of masculinity explored by Franklin are
threefold, as the relationship between men and women, between men and other
men, and between men and themselves. He argues that masculinity has evolved
over time in the United States, fluctuating from one end of these meanings to
the other. Connell and others (Devor, 1989; Gilmore, 1990) identify how
masculinity is often 'true' versus the biological basis of maleness:
True masculinity is almost always thought to proceed from men's bodies, to be inherent in
a male body or to express something about a male body. Either the body drives and directs
action (e.g. men are naturally more aggressive than women; rape results from uncontrollable lust or an innate urge to violence), or the body sets limits to action (e.g. men naturally
do not take care of infants; homosexuality is unnatural and therefore confined to a perverse
minority) (Connell, 1995, p. 45).

Devor (1989) states that there are four main requirements of masculinity, which
can be summed up as follows: (a) being successful and holding high status; (b)
being tough and self-reliant (self-confident); (c) being aggressive or violent; and
(d) actively avoiding feminine traits. "Ideal masculinity," Devor argues, cannot
be tainted by the effects of femininity, which has the potential to infect (and
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thus reduce) masculinity's impact. 13 Moreover, once FtMs have identified that
there is a difference between the sense of self and the body - the way the body
is read as a signifier of gender - FtMs initiate physical changes as a point of
departure from the female body.
Connell (1995) makes a connection between the body and the male as
self, as fie alludes to the body as a (core) function of identity. For him,
"masculine gender is (among other things) a certain feel to the skin, certain
muscular shapes and tensions, certain postures and ways of moving, certain
possibilities in sex. Bodily experience is often central in memories of our own
lives, and thus in our understanding of who and what we are" (Connell, 1995,
pp. 52-53). In this passage, he specifically notes sex possibilities deemed
appropriate for men.
In Connell's (1995) work, hegemony, subordination, complicity, and marginalization are kinds of masculinities, or "practices and relations," creating
significant masculinity patterns in Western societies. Hegemonic masculinity is
not seen by him as fixed; rather, it is the one that is currently central. Connell
asserts that this masculinity is always in a contestable position (1995, p. 76).
Domination opposes subordination, and in patriarchal ideology, homosexuality
is the subordinated masculinity, according to Connell. Complicity stands for
the benefit most men gain from a hegemonic gender system, even though the
majority do not "actually meet the normative standards" (1995, p. 79).
Marginalization refers to the various masculinities intersected by race relations
or class. As the reader will see, most FtMs in this study stood in opposition to
the hegemonic masculinity, but are perhaps benefiting from the complicity of
living in a hegemonic gender system (although transgender men are not the
only men who may benefit).
Connell's and Devor's comments are significant in understanding FtMs'
experiences of being seen as men, as well as how their sexual orientation, and
their sex possibilities, are not experienced within currently accepted patterns of
identity. Masculine or feminine attributes are often linked to the sexual orientation of individuals. Thus, individuals' relationship to masculinity might
provide FtMs with insignia (West & Zimmerman, 1987) that validate their
gender identity but also promotes the perception that their transition is a mode
of abandoning lesbian and queer communities and seeking male privilege. As
the reader will see in this article, all FtMs remained in some way connected to
an LGBT community.
One interactional way in which gender and sexuality collide is as people
interpret each others' attractions based on their gender presentations or expressions. The following section addresses some of the aspects that determine sexual
orientation categories.
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Sexual Orientation
Sexual orientation is often genitalia referent: it depends on the sex of the individual, one's object of attraction, as much as it depends on one's own sex.
Sexual orientation categories still assume that gender and sex are parallel and
permanent (Gagn6 & Tewksbury, 1998a). Its definition presupposes that sex is
fixed, and that we can identify, either by looking, touching, or having sexual
relations with a person, another person's sexual identity. Sexual orientation is
often used to refer to people's behavior, although more recently, there has been
a split between the sexual behavior of a person, and his/her sexual orientation
identity (Sell, 1996, 1997).
Alfred Kinsey (1948) disentangled US society's views on sexuality as a
dichotomous way of identifying people into heterosexual and homosexual. His
seven-point scale shed light on the behaviors and fantasies of individuals. He
found that, for the most part, most people were not exclusively heterosexual or
exclusively homosexual (points zero and six on the scale, respectively). Much
of the criticism about his work is based on the inaccurate connection he and
his colleagues made between fantasies and behavior. Still, much of subsequent
work on sexuality has been based on the scope and neutrality of Kinsey's views.
Bell and Weinberg (1978) divided these two aspects or fields of sexuality. By
looking at fantasies as separate from behavior, they untangled the operationalization of sexual orientation as we know it. Shively and De Cecco (1987) also
worked on the meaning and empirical use of sexual orientation, adding a third
component. For them, it was important to measure physical factors (what others
called sexual behavior), intrapsychic factors (erotic fantasy), and interpersonal
factors, which we would call love or affection. Klein (1980) added four factors
to the three just mentioned: sexual attraction, social preference, self-identification,
and homosexual/heterosexual lifestyle preference. These were now called
dimensions, as Klein was interested in looking at people's 'past,' 'present,' and
'ideal' responses towards each of the seven items, for a total of up to twenty-one
answering blocks. His work established how "sexual orientation is not fixed or
permanent," an argument not ignored by Kinsey and his collaborators.
These references seem to obviate the gender identity as chosen by the people
studied. By only looking at the attraction felt, they assume - and certainly reproduce - society's common understanding that there are only two genders. In
addition, by failing to look at gender identity, they do not recognize or attempt
to understand the gender identity of all people who desire or are desired. As
Coleman (1987) has stated, "many individuals are attracted or oriented to other
individuals for reasons other than biological gender," (1987, p. 13) debunking
that assumption of defining attraction by each partners' genitalia.
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What sexual orientation do we attribute to FtMs who experience attraction
towards non-transsexual men, non-transsexual women, and transsexuals (both
FtMs and MtFs)? Coleman argues, "gender identity can serve as the main criterion variable of sexual orientation." (1987, p. 15). Therefore, naming the
self-gender identification of the person whom we are referring to is critical.
Articles before Coleman's made presumptions about or imposed a definition of
gender identity by assuming the criteria to be the genitalia of the person in
question. But "the idea that sexual orientation might be based more on social
statuses, such as gender, rather than on biological characteristics is central to
an understanding of sexual orientation identities of transsexual persons" (Devor,
1993, p. 308). Thus, the exploration of the meanings of sexual orientation for
transgenders opens up the identity categories even more. In this paper, I examine
sex, gender identity, and sexual orientation as they are related to masculinity
in the lives of FtMs.

SOME NOTES ON THE METHODOLOGY
Selection of the participants (self-identified female-to-male transgenders who
resided in the San Francisco Bay area) took place through visits to open
meetings from FTM International, a transgender men's organization based in
San Francisco. ~4 It also emerged out of numerous visits to transgender film
festivals, educational workshops, local and regional conferences, and social
activities for a period of about 9 months prior to interviewing. The purpose of
this project was to provide a forum for transgender men to speak about their
experiences with masculinity. Six, one-on-one interviews were conducted with
transgender men from January to March of 1999. Interviews lasted from two
to three hours, including an overview of the study and filling out consent forms.
All interviews were transcribed, coded, and analyzed by me. Using an
inductive analytical approach, I kept track of emerging themes, developed
concepts and propositions to interpret the data, and coded with an eye for as
many themes as there were in the data (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). Analyses
revealed common trends of responses given by the participants, as well
as comments that stood out from the rest of the interviews.
Based on the previous research on FtMs and with a phenomenological focus,
interview questions followed three guiding sets of inquiry. Interviews opened with
a focused life history; following that was a part on the details of their experience,
and the closing section was a reflection on the meaning of their experience
(with a focus on identity, masculinity, and transgender experiences). Significant
to this study was the omission of a standardized masculinity definition participants had to explore and define what it meant to them. By the time the
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interviews took place, all participants had already identified as FtM transgenders
for at least a year. This coincides with the starting of testosterone's use, as
hormones tended to be a marker for the 'point of reference' in FtM transitioning
(Rubin, 1996); others have noted the powerful effect of testosterone on FtMs
(Devor, 1997; Rachlin, 1999).
Most participants' racial identity was white; only one participant expressed
mixed heritage. The transgender men interviewed were on average in their 30s;
moreover, all started taking testosterone (°'T") around their late 20s. By the
time of our interviews, five of the six participants had chest reconstruction
surgery, or what is called mastectomy - this surgery is often referred to by
FtMs as 'top' surgery. Two of the transgender men have gone through a metoidioplasty, 15 which is often referred to by FtMs as 'bottom' surgery. The same
two men also had a hysterectomy performed (removal of the uterus, cervix,
ovaries, and fallopian tubes). A brief introduction of each participant's life and
circumstances at the time of the interview will precede his first interview quote.
All names and certain demographic characteristics have been altered to protect
participants' confidentiality.
I only conducted interviews with FtMs from the San Francisco and Bay
areas. In addition, I only recruited individuals specifically linked to FtM
International meetings and activities. One of the reasons for recruitment of
FtMs in social and political settings supportive of that identity is to indicate
how common narratives of identity are spread and reconfirmed among its
members. Although instead of analyzing their narrative formation and
affirmation at meetings (Mason-Schrock, 1996), I was interested in capturing
life histories individually, with an eye for the possibility of any emergent
trends shared by most participants. Regarding the setting, the Bay Area may
have provided respondents with a sense of security peculiar to the city and
county of San Francisco. Anti-discrimination laws based on gender identity
or presentation have made the area supportive of a stronger sense of
identity and transitioning for the transgender community as a whole and for
the FtM community members in particular (see, for example, City and County
of San Francisco, Human Rights Commission, 1994). In addition, recent
advancements to, for example, offer transgender/transsexual city employees
the opportunity to transition, are very specific to the c i t y of San Francisco
(see Nieves, 2001).
Self-identified sexual orientation was a much-debated category in the interviews. Three transgender men identified as bisexual, and two of them did so
with reluctance. (One of the two participants who objected to the term bisexual
stated that he is primarily attracted to females. The other stated more radical
terms such as pansexual were perhaps more encompassing of "who he is.")
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One participant identified as queer, one as gay, and one as heterosexual. One
participant got married just a while before the interview and resides with
his partner. Two other participants were, at the time of the interviews, in
relationships as well (one with another FtM, and another one with a woman).
All FtMs had identified as lesbian or bisexual women before deciding to
transition; for those who identified as lesbian in the past, there was a common
response that such category was not completely satisfying to their identity. For
most FtMs, sexual orientation changed with their new identity as a man. Devor
(1993), for instance, has argued how sex, gender, and sexual orientation seem
to be fluid and have the potential to change throughout FtMs' lives. There were
two instances in which this did not happen in this sample; the first one, when
a person identified as bisexual prior to and after transition. In the second case,
a participant claimed that he was always a man and always of a given sexual
orientation, prior to and in reference to surgeries.
Five of the six FtMs identified as gay, bisexual or queer in these interviews.
This seems slightly different than in other studies (Devor, 1993, 1997; Rubin,
1996). Although I recognize the limitation in the use of these terms (and was
kindly reminded of this by the participants), this turnout poses an element of
over-representation of queer-identified individuals from heterosexual ones. It
is important to recognize that this may be due in part to the San Franciscan
'gay-friendly' atmosphere, but it may also be due to the small number of
participants that comprised this study 'data set' (see Rubin, 1996, p. 34).
One methodological note is of much importance here. All participants
remarked at one time or another about their previous research experiences
(interviews, focus groups) where the researchers were women. I heard from
some of them, and I also had the sense that, for the most part, participants
were pleased with a man being interested in their accounts. (Devor, 1993),
notes bow a participant in her study withdrew from it after being interviewed,
and she states he "was unwilling to contribute to research conducted from an
explicitly feminist perspective" (1993, p. 306). A reverse 'bias' might
have taken place in reaction to my presence and interest on FtMs as a nontranssexual man.) What followed in all interviews was the need or the
opportunity to use me as a referent (a person with presumably similar gender
identity) to frame their positions. (This would take place when speaking about
queer masculinities, or masculinity itself; it would also come up when wanting
reaffirmation on masculinity constructs. To a lesser degree, this also took place
as participants identified me as Latino, and identified themselves as nonLatino.) It is, therefore, imperative to recognize the significant impact of the
researcher's subjectivity in the field, and how the mere presence becomes part
of the research process itself.~6
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F T M VOICES:
ON BEING A M A N AND MASCULINITIES
T h e f o l l o w i n g section captures s o m e o f the e x p e r i e n c e s narrated to m e by FtMs;
these e x p e r i e n c e s are presented by topic. As the reader will see, these are illustrated in b u i l d i n g b l o c k s - topics build u p o n each other, m a k i n g a c o m p l e x
a r g u m e n t on sexual acts, sexual orientation, and gender. T h e topics discussed
r a n g e f r o m use o f identity categories regarding identifying as a man, history,
transitioning, relationships to their bodies, sexual orientation and sexual
behavior, r e m a i n i n g c o n n e c t i o n s to the q u e e r c o m m u n i t y , and g e n d e r links to
sexual orientation and sexuality.

Use of Man, Male, and Masculinity terms
[ asked questions as to w h a t masculinity m e a n t to the participants, w h i c h h e l p e d
u n f o l d m u c h o f their discussions on sexuality and sexual orientation. I also
asked w h e t h e r they identified, or felt c o m f o r t a b l e with, terms such as m a n or
male. W h a t f o l l o w s is a r e c o u n t o f s o m e of the responses.
B r u c e is a 29-year-old, white, bisexual FtM. H e g r e w up in California and
is currently attending college. A t the t i m e of the interview, B r u c e had b e e n on
testosterone for two years, and had a m a s t e c t o m y , or ' t o p ' surgery. B r u c e
e x p r e s s e d what was, for him, the differences a m o n g the identities of a guy, a
man, and w o m a n .
I have thought about identifying as a man, but I don't... If I say, I'm a guy or male, OK
that works, but to me, there's like the whole socialization process that goes into it, and i
was never socialized specifically as a man . . . . To be a man is to - it's kind of like to
hide who you are . . . . You can't express how you feel, you can't be a certain way, because
you won't be masculine, like there's only one way to be masculine... I think guys try so
hard to fit into that, that they do it at the expense of what they are really feeling... That's
why I don't feet like I am a man in that regard, because I feel like kind of a feminine guy,
in some ways, and some people look at me and they think, "oh you're a f a g . . . " They
make a lot of assumptions based on the way I act.
In this narrative, B r u c e distances h i m s e l f f r o m identification as a man, but he
does not identify as a w o m a n . T h e identity o f a ' g u y ' is revealing. It allows
h i m to depart f r o m f e m a l e space, w h i l e at the s a m e t i m e e x p l o r i n g the things
he sees in m e n he wishes to e m u l a t e or avoid. H e is saying that f e m i n i n i t y is
the o p p o s i t e o f m a s c u l i n i t y for men, (or that m a s c u l i n i t y is often defined as
n o n - f e m i n i n i t y ) , and that hiding feelings is a prerequisite for m a l e identification. M o r e o v e r , he is taking a stand about not wanting to be that kind of m a n
as he f o r m s his identity in this world.
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Bruce goes on to say that he has considered identifying as a man, but something stops him. There is also the sense that his presentation or gender expression
is not heterosexually read, since others often identify him as gay. While he is
referring to that masculinity as heterosexual - the one that is void of feelings,
rigid, or guarded - he notes how other masculinities exist, and that his preference is to be flexible in his quest for his own definition. His discussion resonates
with Connell's hegemonic and subordinated masculinities (1987), perhaps
inviting us to agree that having a 'subservient' masculinity can provide much
more freedom of being.
M a n n y is another bisexual FtM. He is 37, white, and was recently married
to his girlfriend. A native of the southwest, he works in medical support as a
technician. He had been on testosterone for several years by the time of the
interview, and also had top surgery. For him, the discussion of masculinity and
maleness was very significant:
Manny: There can be all sort of difficultiesin trying to define masculinity,male or female;
in my experience, I define myself as a male person. The definitionof what it is to be male
gets stretched because I'm a guy, and the culture may not be to the point where it would
fully accept me as male, but... If I can tell to a surgeon that that's who I am, I think that
I can stretch the definition.., a lot of people perceived me as male. I have actually come
to better terms with my femininity as part of transitioning,so that's been a good thing. . . .
a lot of FtMs I think do this kind of thing, it's that overcompensatingthing: "I'm a guy,
I'm a man's man;" just completely purge of any traces of their former life... But I am
thankful that I don't have to do that.
M a n n y ' s story alludes to a principle of becoming a man that, taken to an
extreme, may lead FtMs to overcompensate. Like Bruce, he expressed a relief
in not needing to do so. It is key to note how he acknowledged that the definition of maleness "gets stretched." This pushing of identity borders is one of
the central markers in the development of identity for FtMs. It shows us that
the requirements for identity can be bent, and that individuals do not need an
anatomical or chromosomal referent to identify as male.
There is a mention of male or female masculinity by Manny; others have
spoken to this very same matter (on the discussion of female masculinity, see
Halberstam, 1998a; on the discussion about Butch and FtM dialogues around
continuums or difference, see Halberstam, 1998b; Halberstam & Hale, 1998;
Hale, 1998). Perhaps for M a n n y and Bruce, the flexibility in sexual desire their identity as bisexuals - also offers them the possibility of expressing both
masculinity and femininity without the two competing or one being repressed.
In other words, an identity negotiation might take place based on the openness
to attraction, sexual desire, and comfort with gender fluidity.
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Charlie was a 42 year-old Californian who worked as a designer; he was of
mixed racial heritage and queer identified (he chose not to identify as either
gay or bisexual). Charlie uses 'T,' and at the time of the interview, he had gone
through none of the potential surgical interventions. He shared with me how
being in the Bay area has been of much help to the development of his identity and his relation to masculinity.
Charlie: People have always mistaken my gender and you know, back and forth, male,
female. I don't attribute to people mistaking my gender to me being masculine. I think
geographically there are differences; physically, I think there are all kind of reasons why
people read you male or female. I got the message that it wasn't OK who I was; I had to
learn to be this other way, constantly self monitoring and measuring other people's reactions. I am extremely aware of other people's reactions, really sensitive.
Like Manny, Charlie spoke to his experience with masculinity and femininity.
His statement conveys how these gender categories of presentation are independent of the bodies embodying them. It also clarifies how gender is read by
people in various ways and in varying contexts. For example, place may be
central in how gender is perceived, with potential differences on the east and
west coasts in the United States alone. But Charlie also speaks to the imposition of gender when he says: "I had to learn to be this other way." Social
settings and institutions pose powerful gender conformist pressures, and people
wanting to transition must recognize the gender cues that would facilitate their
ability to do so. Like Bruce and Manny, Charlie is aware of his choice not to
overcompensate; at the same time he describes how much pressure he has
received to conform one way or another. Perhaps transitioning has meant for
him leaving a level of uncertainty about how others 'read' his gender.
All three previous participants alluded to the social forces that enforce gender
polarization, and that code them accordingly. (There are some variations in how
people generally code one's masculinity or femininity, as Charlie's quote
illustrated.) These three excerpts also encompass the relationship between one's
self-identity and perception with respect to such social forces. For Bruce, this
means how his identity is still valued but he is 'read' as gay. For Manny, it
represents the perception many people have of him as male. And for Chaflie,
this is about the necessity to somewhat adapt to gender rigid systems that
pressured his gendered experience in the world to go to one gender extreme.

History
The sense of overcompensation mentioned in the previous quotes may arise due
to the participants' lack of a history of maleness, of a spatial sense of self, and
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of not having a general social recognition of themselves as male. Oscar, aged
32, white, and from the Midwest, was the only gay identified FtM in this study.
He was self-employed at the time of the interview. Like most of the FtMs, he
had top surgery a few years ago and has been on "T" for several years. Oscar
talked about his realization of how it was possible for him to transition as a
gay FtM. In this excerpt in particular, he explained his experience as it related
to his lack of male history.
Oscar: I kind of get to take what I like and leave the rest, both of what the culture tells me it
is to be a man, and also from that whole scene from my past, ideas about men and women...
We have levels of serf-awareness that are quite unusual with respect to all these matters,
degrees of agency that are quite out of the ordinary. . . . Sadly, I still see a lot of FtMs falling
into: "I have somethingto prove..." I can certainlysee why that's the case; it's difficultwhen
you don't have the training and the experience, That's one of the things that I still feel the
most shortcomingaround, and it's not comingfrom anybodyoutside me... While I was off
at the women's festivals, and I was in the girls' locker room in junior high, and all those
experiences, you guys were doing somethingelse entirely,and I'm really aware of it.
Oscar expresses how in his experience, he and other transgender individuals
incorporate their relationship to gender as something not taken for granted. His
initial remark establishes how central that process of doing gender is, which
non-transsexual people take for granted. Whether or not transgenders attempt
to conceal their biological sex and become "the 120%" man, their narratives
suggest that they recognize and apprehend gender constructs more intensely
than the rest of society.
The lack of history as men is likely a reason for this heightened selfawareness. But FtMs have a history. This history is precisely what gives Oscar
that "self-awareness" he talked about. By noting how others might need to try
to 'prove' their masculinity or their manhood, he links not having that
background or experience to anxieties emerging from the need to make it up as
he goes along.
His story also shows, as in Charlie's case, how identity development requires
that there be a self and a society, judging one's every move. It also
requires that there be a network, a group of peers that recognize FtMs as men.
In this interview, Oscar told rne how he and a group of three other FtMs were
transitioning at the same time, and how such a network had been crucial for a
n u m b e r of years in his process of transitioning. This was an issue not discussed
with me in as much detail by the rest of the participants, but one of much
importance to note.
As the reader explores these FtMs' stories, and as these narratives reveal
themselves, it is evident that FtMs use a series of tools to re-conceptualize their
sense of self. One of these methods is looking at the past and reconfiguring it;
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another is recognizing the past and understanding that there is a different history.
Other FtMs might embrace the idea of "having been this way all along," or
that "the current experience is the same as before" as a way of telling how the
experience of feeling isolated from oneself has an impact on one's perception
of self. Still, there was a point when all the FtMs stopped thinking of themselves as females. In fact, for them masculinity was often defined in opposition
to femininity, as previous and subsequent excerpts will reveal. These stories
also highlight an opposite: the hyper-masculine, insensitive man. The FtMs in
the study claim to have avoided following this kind of model. Because it was
such a Unison voice, it is possible that this was one of the central reaffirming
processes of social support organizations.
Oscar was not the only FtM who mentioned history as part of his transitioning and current experiences. M a n n y spoke about, and compared his past,
to his future:
Manny: Well... I don't, just to kind of preface that in general I haven't experienced an
idea of the past or the future... I have found that as a woman, 1 felt that I had no future;
that there was a problem for me in terms of looking to the future and seeing myself. And
I believe I ultimately chose to transition, because my future narrowed too... As a woman,
I didn't have a future. As a man now I don't have a past, there is an assumed past, people
look at me and.., there's a whole set of experiences that people just assume, but while I
don't have a past per se, I do feel like, I have a future, as a man, that I wouldn't have had
otherwise. I felt at the time, that my choices were transitioning or suicide . . . . If I had
chosen not to transition, then it would have been the whole set of experiences that I had
been totally foreclosed o n . . . I don't regret it.
M a n n y saw no future for himself as a woman. His life now was not connected
to a past, but he envisioned his future as a man. He avoided suicide, and has
already created a bit of a history as a man, which includes a partner, perhaps
further developing a family, and thinking of growing old - something he could
not envision as a woman.
Ironically, it is the set of assumptions people make about FtMs' histories
(especially when non-relatives or co-workers are unaware of FtMs' past experiences) that eases the everyday life tensions about being gender-questioned.
Most people, seeing what they consider to be male traits, would not question
the gender identity or history of a person. This is how rigid the gender system
is. 'Passing' in this sense is related to having transitioned and having achieved
not only the management of gender (Garfinkel, 1967), but also the everyday
'doing gender' (West & Zimmerman, 1987) through interaction with others.
But the term passing is a bit troublesome, as it goes against the idea that FtMs
are not men, should not identify as men, or will not achieve an identity as men.
This is discussed in the next section addressing passing and transitioning.
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Transitioning and its Meanings
Transitioning is an immensely salient process in the lives of FtMs. Transgenders
relate differently to that process of shifting, moving, or evolving. The decision
to transition was, in the past, driven by ideas of what constituted a 'true' transsexual, which was driven by professing to have felt all along that the mind and
body could be congruent. Now-a-days, other narratives are emerging, although
still heavily influenced by the drive to access medical/surgical services through
a gatekeeper/provider. What follows are some accounts of what such processes
entail for some of the FtMs interviewed.
George is a 50 year-old white, heterosexual man. He is originally from
California, loves to write, and has much business experience. A very eager
speaker for transgender equality, he had been on "T" for about thirteen years
at the time of our interview, and had undergone a 'internal' (hysterectomy),
'top' (mastectomy), and 'bottom' (metoidioplasty) surgeries more than ten years
ago. He talked about his experience as a man and referred to transsexualism
as a transitional, not permanent, stage.
George: I see myself, my consciousness,my daily life, I'm in a guy's space, I'm not in a
trans space, but I speak about trans issues. I hope that I will never lose my awareness of
what trans experience is like, but I come from a guy's space and I live in a guy's space.
I come from guy space because that's where I'm most comfortable, and if that wasn't
the case I wouldn't have transitioned. . . . That's where I was comfortable that first day in
kindergarten, the girls' stuff was over there, the boys' stuff was over here, and I went right
over to the boys' stuff, in my little dress, and the boys all said, "What's your name?" and
I said what it was and they said their names, and we were playing with the trucks ...
• . .

His narrative exemplifies the idea of essentialism defended by Henry S. Rubin
(1996). George's transitioning took place in order to accommodate and establish that his gender identity was always the same; that indeed, he was never a
woman and he never 'felt' like a woman. In recounting their experiences, transsexuals make their histories coherent. Still, such an essentialist stance has acted
in opposition to some feminists' arguments against reifying gender. For Rubin,
essentialism is key in transsexual narratives, and it is here that phenomenology
allows FtMs to express their lived experience as such.
Note that George is the person with a longer history of transitioning, and
this might significantly impact the variation in views about gendered histories
among the FtM community. George is also the oldest of the six FtMs I
interviewed - thus more exposed to previous medical/surgical narratives of transitioning. His essentialist narrative, as Rubin calls it, is one of not becoming
anything new, just evolving. Gender for him was what is now clearly seen by
others - his identity as a man.
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W e could ask of G e o r g e ' s situation: is he really 'passing' when you have
'always felt' a certain way? In a deeper sense, if he d i d n ' t feel like 'he was this
way all along,' would he still be considered a man who is passing? My answer
is no, as this identity is what he desired to achieve, and he has. Crossing that
gender line to the degree that George has done it after so m a n y years cannot be
seen as passing. Passing is acting a role of what you are not, and in this account,
passing has no room. Passing as a term has a legacy of use by social scientists
and medical practitioners who insist in imposing chromosomal/genetic
categories onto the bodily experiences of transgenders, but particularly Maleto-Female ones. I am not only referring here to the apparent difference in
benefits hormones have in the transitioning processes for FtMs than they have
for MtFs, but to the ways in which passing is seen as a necessary task or one
outside of their experiences altogether. Whatever the case, subsequent research
on FtMs has to develop specific theoretical frameworks that attend to the
unique experiences of FtMs, and weave those experiences to other transgenders
and non-transsexual people in a gendered social system.
Looking at George's excerpt raises a number of new elements, as passing
can be different for FtMs in their relationship to sexual orientation. Say, for
instance: Does transitioning have an impact in how one is 'read' in the world
as a heterosexual male, a queer male, or a male with no perceived gender traits
of a particular sexual orientation? Can FtMs control how their sexual
orientation is read, and to what degrees is this element of transitioning linked
to the idea of 'passing'? Is transitioning automatically linked to 'passing' as a
heterosexual man? Bruce's first quote illustrated him noting how others assumed
his homosexuality - it did not illustrate his discomfort with such a reading.
Perhaps George's most recent excerpt leaves no room to illustrate if there is
an assumption of a heterosexual sexual orientation in the narrative to being in
a male space. It does, however, reflect his traditional gender constructs through
his growing up recollections.
Unlike George, Oscar saw transitioning as a process that continues to be with
him, not a purely transitional stage in his life.
Oscar: The old model for FtM was.., was.., disregard the "F," that was a fatal, tragic,
cosmic error. So glad to have that behind us now, change the birth certificate, burn the
photos, make up lies about when you were in the Boy Scouts, don't talk about it, don't
show anybody the pictures... As for the "t" get through that as quickly, painlessly, and
quietly as possible.., ultimatelythe goal is to be, non-transsexual,or a former transsexual.
•.. And I'm very grateful that in the last few years, a number of people have really seriously challenged all of the above: That you don't have to, necessarily, identify as a man.
That that's not necessarily the goal, that it's OK for us to need each other and to make
community. It's OK, whatever your hormonal and surgical status, and desires, and sexual
behavior, and visibility, and constructionsof masculinity.
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In this narrative, Oscar presents the traditional narrative of transitioning, which
is to establish a masculinity (and by extension, an identity) that is separate from
any past experiences. In it, the priority is on transitioning focusing on the 'end
product;' not the processes through which FtMs go in leaving communities,
feeling isolated, and forming new ones. His experience is an active contestation of the 'old' ways of transitioning. Building community is basic for his
development of an identity, and he is open to having one that does not limit
p e o p l e ' s participation based on surgical or hormonal experiences, or sexual
desires.
In G e o r g e ' s narrative, he can be seen as moving from A to B - with almost
no traces of his past. However, Oscar's view of a community is not impossible
for people who transition. He states how some FtMs desire to be connected to
others with similar experiences. Passing is absent in both G e o r g e ' s and Oscar's
narratives; for George, because he doesn't need to ' m a n a g e ' a male identity he
has achieved in the world; for Oscar, because he recognizes his transgender
identity and is not interested in hiding that aspect of his experience. Thus both
o f them continue to 'do gender,' although their perceptions of such experience
are quite different, as it is their referent to transgenderism. Two important
aspects are linked to transitioning: F t M s ' relationship to their bodies, and a
discussion o f sexual orientation, which are the two sections to follow.

FtMs' Relationship to Their Bodies
In this section I explore the body and the tensions it creates for FtMs. Mark,
37, bisexual, and of European background, had also been on "T" for a few
years at the time of our interview, and had undergone top surgery as well. He
had much graphic design experience and a love for sports. Mark narrated his
experience from the perspective o f the body.
Mark: I think it's been mostly physical for me, because I was always who I was, who I
am now. I was always in the same place, I was always fishing, I was always lifting weights,
and doing all the same things. I didn't take up anything different in this new life. There is
nothing different, I mean, absolutely nothing, I wear the same clothes... Along with the
hormones I didn't get any knowledge of engines or power tools. I wish I did. It's still me,
that doesn't really know, that doesn't really care. Math doesn't come any easier. There is
nothing that truly changed, just my smell, and - my presence has changed. And in the
world, people see me as male, which makes me laugh at times, but that's what I wanted,
I guess. Now, I was basically who I am now, except for the physical changes ...
Although M a r k ' s experiences and relation to his body could be interpreted as
a continuity o f gender roles and expectations ("math d o e s n ' t come any easier"),
his is a more powerful account: the body in which he 'lives' now is a body of
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difference - "of smells, of presence." At the same time, in opposition, he states
that it is the same body it was before, the one that was conditioned to the transition from early on ("I wear the same clothing"). There was an influence of
gender selection - the 'doing gender' that others imposed on him. It is also
evident from this excerpt that his body image was different and central to his
feelings.
Mark talked about 'the body' as the source of his need to transition - in fact,
he blended his essentialist narrative of having 'felt all along this way,' not to
being a man, but to his body comfort and his physical activities. Certainly, a
rigid, dual gender system imposes pressure to affirm gender with a particular
bodily response (sex reassignment surgery), and that might account for some
of what Mark experienced. His experience was similar to that of George ("I
was basically who I am now"). Indeed, George told me about his memories of
growing up to be a man:
George: Back to when I was like 13, I was playing in the front yard with a boy in the
neighborhood, who had 3 older sisters, so he knew all about female things, and we're just
playing. Then, all of the sudden, I said, "You know, I may never have a period, I may
grow up to be a boy after all." And he said, "Oh, yeah, you might." Then he and I, he
took me, he showed me how to use men's rooms, and he took me into the men's rooms
with him, in places where - we would ride our bikes or our skateboards down to the
Berkeley campus, and hang out, and, the first men's room I ever used was in the Berkeley,
the Student Union there. [I was] 13 or 14... Ooh, people had no idea that I was, I had
a female body.
It is paramount to recognize that the involvement of others was crucial in
George's newer recognition of his self. A validation of his identity was helpful
in having him continue to explore his gender bending behavior. At the age of
13, George had already identified that he did not want to participate of the
world as a female. He transitioned into "who he always was," and stories such
as these are " p r o o f ' of the need for transitioning to take place.
Like Mark, George made sense of and placed a different value on his past
experiences, in order to have them concur with his current identity. George,
like others in this study, used his past to map out his current identity. Such
patterns are enforced by the psychiatric establishment. As stated in the previous
section, it is often a requirement in therapy for transgender individuals to state
some congruity and cohesiveness between their past and their current identity
- that is, of having 'felt' disembodied or/and like the desired gender all along.
Numerous accounts like these are shared by transgenders, as this essentialist
narrative is the most recognized and verbalized. Whereas most FtMs in this
study were motivated by ideas about sex/gender congruency, and a history of
'having felt' like the desired gender all their lives, a few participants said their
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transition had more to do with their bodies. The following excerpt makes a
distinction between these narratives.
Oscar: I am distinguishing myself from the FtMs for whom, what I hear them say is that
it's about who they are in the world, and that they've always had this sense of themselves
as male and related to themselves that way. And for me, the thing that's really the steam
engine is the necessity of changing my body. I am tall, pretty slender, athletic build. It's
not like I had huge breasts and big hips, and tiny hands, and I was short at all, that's never
been my experience with my body. But nonetheless, I could not deal with its unmasculinized aspects. I just wanted a beard more that anything in the world, a n d . . . I just felt so
disembodied... I was just totally sad and in this disbelief, that I ' m in here somewhere, and
the body is a vehicle for this life on this planet, and I ' m just so disconnected from my
vehicle. I cannot fully be p r e s e n t . . .

In this narrative, Oscar" describes how his 'vehicle' was incompatible with his
lived experience. He refers to experiences of the flesh - sensorial, tactile; not
of having a history as a man. His is an account of absence, of not finding
himself in this body, of not reading his body with comfort. These are powerful
details of such an experience, in that he is aiming at locating the source of his
transitioning to his relationship to his body - what Rubin (1996) calls the body
image and material body.
Oscar also explains that there were certain expectations attached to how others
perceived his body, notions of masculinity and femininity; this is congruent
with what other participants have said about pressures from a gendered world
that demanded of them a 'clear' position. Here, the interplay among society's
gender expectations, one's sense of self, and one's body becomes transparent.
Oscar makes the elements of the vehicle that dissatisfied him clear to us: He
was not short, his body did not appear to be stereotypically female, and he
"wanted a beard more than anything" else.
I would note that significantly, Oscar's story was partially regulatory. He
implicitly suggested in this excerpt that only the bodies that were more traditionally read as masculine (before making any kind of decision to transition)
are the transitioning bodies. FtMs have transitioned originating from bodies
with all sizes and shapes. This excerpt connects to what Bruce indicated before:
He was short and his voice had not changed as dramatically when we talked.
For Bruce, these embodied experiences often resulted in him being read as a
gay man, such reading still dependent on gender cues, as well as the body. All
of these experiences are linked to the way the body is presented, as well as the
way in which gender is enacted. Oscar's assumption about what constitutes a
body with masculine attributes are still engrained in some essentialist argument
of the bodies from which a change must be met-therefore relegating smaller
bodies, or 'less masculine' bodies to secondary transitioning priority.
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As we have seen, some FtMs achieve a level of transitioning that becomes
increasingly male, and some others retain some qualities associated with femaleness. Even though doing gender is limited by the ability to present an embodied
image congruent with the desired gender, it is evident that some of them did
achieve it, to the degree that they do not consider themselves gender 'transgressors.' As Oscar's excerpts reveal, even in narratives in which an attempt
to depart from essentialist arguments about the self are made, newer essentialist
arguments - this time based on the body - surface. The following section builds
on these experiences of the Self and body and how they are connected to sexuality. The previous discussion on how certain bodies and certain qualities are
traditionally related to femaleness frames the discussion on sexual orientation
categories and uses.

Sexual Orientation for FtMs
As shown in the previous sections, 'congruity' and 'cohesiveness' have been
crucial in FtMs' transitioning. Sexual orientation has not escaped this realm.
Historically, the medical practice tending to transsexuals has assumed an added
level of congruency: that of a 'sex change' in connection - and transition - to
'normality.' What I mean is that often, sexual orientation in FtMs is seen as
malleable - a gender identity 'change' means a 'lesbian' or 'gay' becoming
heterosexual. Recently, however, the medical establishment has started to see
sexual orientation and gender identity as separate variables. This past is most
of all linked to the reification of heterosexuality in society. "A penumbra
surrounding psychological theories of sex and gender, regardless of where or
how the knowledge is produced, is surely the knower's positioning in the
discourses and social institutions which normalize and police heterosexuality"
(Parlee, 1996, p. 639). Sexual orientations respond to a need to identify (and
value) reproductive bodies. Although a small sample, these interviews both
adhere to, and challenge, sexual orientation categories.
Generally, there are three named sexual orientations for men: homosexual,
bisexual, and heterosexual. Sexual orientation, however, is increasingly detached
from the object of desire - depending on a number of factors, perhaps the
sexual identity itself being one of them. The following accounts will present
three individuals and how they relate to their preferred category.
Oscar, the only self-identified gay man, explained his situation and his relationship to a gay label, vis-a-vis his sexual behavior with women.
Oscar: I often get.., the same stupid questions.., people want to know about my genitals. And often I have to say more than once, "you know, I give out that information on
as-needed-basis and, we don't have that kind of relationship, so, we are not going to have
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that discussion." Like last year, I dated a couple of fenmles, and, one of them in particular,
I knew her in a part of my life where I know a lot of these guys, many of whom didn't
know me before, have never known me as anything else. They just have this piece of information about my past, and so a lot of them would ask, "So, you're straight." "No, not gonna
explain to you the many ways in which that does not apply to me." It just isn't as simple
to me as, you know, there's homosexual, and there is bisexual, and there is heterosexual,
and this is how the determination is made.., that model just doesn't take into account
people like me. I mean what would it be if I'm having genital-genital sex with a man, is
that heterosexual? You know, it just doesn't compute.
Oscar's quote reveals multiple topics. Initially, there is the boundary breaking
that non-transsexual people often do to transsexuals, in asking the personal
questions about their genitals, and how he chooses to deal with it. In addition,
his experience with sexual orientation criteria is clear: A partner is needed in
order to try to establish his sexual orientation. Moreover, the way he relates to
his genitalia - Oscar has not had any lower surgery - is significant: His presentation as a person who is continuously interpreted as a male in San Francisco
supercedes the genitalia as the referent point. Oscar's pleasure could be linked,
as the example reveals, to having vaginal-penile sex with another man. His
reading o f the situation is homosexual, not heterosexual, because of the ways
in which he has structured or organized his life as part of a gay male community, as well as his self identity.
This excerpt also shows that O s c a r ' s relationship with a non-transsexual
woman does not establish his heterosexuality either. He is qualifying these
w o m e n ' s behavior as femme, meaning women who identify "predominantly as
feminine or prefer behaviors and signals defined as feminine within the larger
culture" (Rubin, 1992b - see also Burana, Roxxie & Due, 1994; Nestle, 1994). He
is himself a very muscular and athletic looking man; he is also tall, white, and
dresses with traditionally assumed male clothing. W h a t the combination o f him
and afemme put out to the world, visibly, is that they are a heterosexual couple.
This is due, in large part, to society's heteronormativity (see Adam, 1998), where
heterosexuality, like gender, is assessed only in the absence o f certain insignia.
Oscar states that his sexuality and his gender are fluid, and sees his sexuality outside of heteronormativity. His experience queers heterosexuality, by his
relationship to sex, gender, sexuality, and sexual orientation. The permeability
of these aspects o f his self threatens their very stability. He is a self-identified
gay man who has sex with non-transsexual women, yet the perception people
might have when seeing him accompanied by women is that they are a heterosexual couple. Such visual cue erases potential tensions emergent in their
courtship - through sexual activity, gender conformism, or self-identity, but
also through assumptions about how he is to behave "as a man" towards the
non-transsexual woman.
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For example, there is Oscar's queer relationship to sex, to desire, to the
gender roles that might be part of his sexual relations with women. One cannot
attest to any desire for butch women through this account (or any accounts in
his interview) - only that he has gone out with "a couple of femmes." In his
relationship to sexual acts, he establishes his desire as one that defies categories. If he desires to be penetrated vaginally, and with his gender preference
of a man, one can argue that this is same sex sexual activity. For him,
penetration is not the marker that defines hetero/homo or top/bottom desires his body identification does, and is based on his corporeal body, and his own
sense of his self (which includes body image), not in the way the bodies are
utilized in sexual activities. His desire and body complicate the categorization
of individuals - at least, it provides us with myriad ways in which to interpret
his sexuality.
My focus is to illustrate how self-identification might or might not respond
to: (1) the partners' self-identification, or (2) social-sexual identifications, and
that even in these two scenarios, only some identities are observable. For
example, while 'going out' with a non-transsexual woman who identifies as
femme, Oscar continues to assert his gay identification. She might identify
as lesbian, heterosexual, or bisexual, or choose another identity altogether, but
Oscar's identity is clearly not dependent on her presence in his life. In terms
of sexual identity on a social scale, if seen holding hands with a man, and read
as a man himself, an assumption about his identification as a gay man will be
enacted. This is unreflective of the sexual activities/transactions Oscar chooses
to engage in, as well as who does he desire at various times.
Always read as a man, whether with men or women, he will not be read as
bisexual. Bisexuals are often rendered invisible due to the lack of relationships
that visibly reflect this sexual orientation. Bisexuals in relationships are often
invisible due to expectations based on heteronormativity, in a similar way that
gays and lesbians are. Even in the event that three or more people of both sexes
are being physical in an erotically or affectionate manner (only one of the many
forms of bisexuality), this often gets read as playfulness, as an act among friends,
or negatively, as this society often privileges coupling over other forms of
relationships. At the same time that bisexuality can open up the split in
sexuality between heterosexuality and homosexuality, it gets rendered to an
invisible site, if we attempt to measure it through observable means.
Bisexuality can both be rendered invisible when dissolved 'in between' the
heterosexual and homosexual poles, or when acting as a 'break' from all sexual
orientation categories. Yet it is this excerpt by Bruce, who identifies as bisexual,
that illustrates the break from needing a sexual orientation. While Oscar queered
what is perceived to be heterosexuality, and still maintained a stable self
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identification as a gay man, Bruce was more resistant to adopting a particular
sexual orientation or identity. He seemed to recognize, more than the others,
the socially constructed nature of sexuality and sexual orientation.
Bruce: Well, I say bisexual because I think, if I had to pin it down, OK I'm going to give
it a definition, that's what it is. But I've gone out on dates with gay men, and I (my partner
is transgender and I've dated women). It's kind of like, in some ways is more like about
making a connection with a person, and it's not so much about their genitals... I'm kind
of indifferent to the genitals, but... I guess bisexual would be the word I'd have to give
it, maybe.., is it pansexual? I really don't even know, and to be honest with you, I don't
waste a lot of energy, even thinking about, because it is like so not an issue to me.
If sexual orientation is genitalia referenced, then it would seem that Bruce's
indifference to genitals directly relates to his interest in pleasure, measured by
other standards. His negotiation with what he perceives as arbitrariness of terms
is to 'compromise' with a bisexual identity. Even then, he is very critical of the
use of bisexuality as a label. Bruce's reaction to the term bisexual speaks less of
his comfort with using it, than to how it exemplifies the struggles in assigning
clear-cut parameters to identities. For him, the labels of sexual orientation are not
necessary, because of how he connects with others. This 'lack of stability' is
precisely what troubles many lesbian and gay institutionalized groups in the U.S.
- especially around normalizing homosexuality (Gagn6 & Tewksbury, 1998a).
Researchers often identify bisexuality as a middle ground, a break between
dichotomized sexual orientation identities. I depart from that use, and refer to
bisexuality as a sexual orientation that recognizes interest in men and women and
as such, a valuable sexual identification. Bisexuality as a self-identity validates a
person's desires. Bisexuality might also be seen, politically, as a strategy to offer
visibility in either homosexually or heterosexually-dominant spaces. In Bruce's
case, it is not that he dislikes bisexuality, but that for his experience as a sexual and
transgender being, even bisexuality does not recognize his attractions to others.
The basis for identity - either self-evaluation or as social beings - constricts
both those who queer their categories and quite probably those who think of
them as natural. Identities establish themselves through setting parameters and
borders, and battles over who is a m e m b e r o f any given category and who 'is
not' are abundant (see Gamson, 1995, 1997). At the same time, they are a
source of social stability, even for those who transgress them. In sum, sex,
gender, and the interaction of these with sexuality make sexual orientation a
feasible referent of analysis, albeit one that is incomplete in scope.
These excerpts may lead us to think that identification with an array of sexual
identities and alternatives is part of the F t M s ' transition processes. However,
not all transgender men reflect this sort o f fluidity. Transgenders can experience
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all sorts of rigidity and need for secure definitions as well, as seen in the
following quote:
George: Transgender was that place of living in an in-between state, where I was breaking
the boundaries in that respect. I am aware that I break the boundaries now(by my acculturation, by my way of expressing concepts, by the educational work that I do, political
work that I do. And I always will have this history. But when I go to the grocery, or when
1 go to work, I am just a guy, whereas before my transition, I could never be anything, I
was always something in between, I was always something that people couldn't quite peg,
and so I was always living on guard, and now I don't have to do that. No one can be understood just by looking at them.

In his case, we can see George's relation to himself and the world's relationship toward him. He has crossed over. Transgenderism for him was a stage,
one that he wanted to, and did, overcome. Like his preceding quotes, this one
alerts us to the need for stability. He now has a stable gender identity, which
allows him to interact with the world in a solid basis. At this point in time,
transgenderism is not a source of stability for George. Still, transgenderism
provides stability early in the transition process, when a person discovers or
accepts his desire to break away from assigned sex/gender patterns. Gender not sex - serves as the organizing principle that establishes social order. For it
is the achievement or accomplishment of gender (West & Zimmerman, 1987)
that allows George to state in such a convincing fashion that he is 'somewhere'
and not in an 'in between' state. In this sense, transgenderism accompanies
bisexuality in its lack of a space of its own, but often a place 'in between'
other categories.
In George's case, this in between state does not only refer to gender identity;
it seems it can be related to sexual orientation as well. We know he identifies
as heterosexual. His demeanor is a clear representation of his (heterosexual)
identity, and his definition as male is 'this place' he wanted to occupy. Thus
certain gender interpretations are read as heterosexual or homosexual, linking
sexual orientation to gender, irrespective of the sex of the individuals. Not only
are we as a collective doing gender, analyzing and ascribing gender categories;
we are also interpreting these categories in relationship to sexual orientation.
George's security in the world derives from his sense of self, his body image,
and his new sexual and gender identities. Even though his statements are similar
to others, namely that people cannot tell who you are just by looking at
you, George's stability is based on the space in time in which he no longer
breaks any boundaries of gender. His transitioning is no longer evident. His is
not an ambivalent body, an ambivalent self, and clearly not a body possessing
an 'ambivalent' sexual identity. He has left behind the bridge that allowed
him to move from one side of the gendered world to another. This security is
-
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heterosexually defined in this case, as opposed to the rest of the participants.
The solidity in this case is based on the apparent congruency between his gender
identity and his sexual partners, which in his case establishes his sexual orientation. This solidity stands in heteronormative assumptions of masculinity
and heterosexuality combined. The other transgender men have a similar sense
of self image as men that allows them to, ironically, feel secure in their
identification as queer, gay, or bisexual - but without the linkages among sexual
acts, gender identity, sexual orientation, and gender expression.
Unlike the rest of the participants, the ways in which George queers (hetero)
sexuality are not so easily seen. His experience is limited to the perception
others have of his gender - he has favorable insignias that allow others to assess
(West & Zimmerman, 1987) his gender 'in his favor,' and that is what others
have called seeking gender privilege. For one, George is an active speaker for
transgender equality. Moreover George, as do other FtMs, understands the risks
of gender assessment beyond everyday gender coded activities, where some
activities are riskier than others, in terms of exposing their history as females.
Examples of these (not always preventable) circumstances are: being stopped
by the police, experiencing a medical emergency, being randomly selected
for jury duty, purchasing health insurance, being hired, going back to school,
getting identification, or seeking preventive medical services with a gynecologist. These, as do other aspects of the transitioning for FtMs, mark their
heterosexuality (for those who identify as heterosexual): although they can be
'read' as heterosexual, non-transsexual men, they are aware that their lives are
not the lives of the non-transsexual, heterosexual man, and in that understanding,
they associate both the privilege linked to manhood with the specific location
of their bodies and their identities.
Even though he is only choosing to identify as transgender for political
purposes, it is this link that acts as a constant reminder of his positioning
vis-g~-vis non-transsexual men, and the risks to which he might be exposed. His
networks and his history of femaleness, in addition to others in his life knowing
his gender identity are other elements that queer his heterosexual sexual orientation. Gender privilege cannot take place in the context of most of your peers
or the people in your life knowing of your transgender experience. This knowledge that others have about FtMs' transition and female history is crucial to
FtMs' understanding of their own location in society. After all, some of the
markers in achieving male privilege have to do with entitlement and notions
of unawareness of such a privilege, and FtMs are very aware of their history
and present experiences. As McIntoch (1998) illustrated, unearned advantage
and conferred dominance are basic elements of privilege in gender and racial
disparities. Even though FtMs may benefit by complicity (Connell, 1995) in
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being perceived as part of a hegemonic group, current ways of studying gender
must interrogate their privileging of structural forces over the everyday practices and personal accounts/experiences with privilege. Although the topic of
privilege is not central to this article's discussion, it is connected to FtMs'
heterosexuality; some additional thoughts on this are included in the conclusion. It is also connected to sexual orientation categories and the fluidity or
rigidity of their use.
Not all FtMs expressed a sense of fluidity or ease around sexual orientation
identities. In fact, there were contradictory statements among those interviewed.
For some, it has been a journey of newness and exploration; yet for others, it
was the platform for their 'real self' to emerge. This is due in part to the separation of identity and behavior, a discussion I take on in the following section.

Sexual Behavior and Male Identification
Sexual behavior is more and more commonly seen as a separate marker from
sexual orientation. Here, FtMs speak of their desires, and how sexual activities
are part of their identification. Charlie's story makes the sexual orientation
discussion even more complex, as he speaks to his attraction and sexual desire
to various groups of people.
Charlie: Being with guys, as female, felt unnatural. I became someone eise and didn't like
being in that female role. Relating romanticallyor sexually actually magnifiedthe efforts I
maintained on a daily basis ... trying to fit that female role and knowing I was a fake or feeling doomed. When I came out (sexually)with my first girlfriend, I finallyfelt myself.
It doesn't work for me to be sexual with a straight identifiedman. It does work being with
a woman and FtMs because I can relate to a woman as a man and FtMs as a fag. Haven't
been sexual with a non-transman so can't comment there, but figure it'd be the same as
with FtMs.
Charlie's account exemplifies a movement in identity referent, by using his
body, his identity change, and his sexual partners as elements of that referent.
He c a n ' t have sex with a straight identified man, because that implies having
sex 'as a woman' - he states how he "did not like being in that female role."
Thus, he reaffirms his identity by opposition to what he has left or what he is
not, and he avoids sexual partners that could enact in him, sexually, his past
sexual and emotional role as a woman.
Charlie made a statement that it is through his sexual activities, and his relationship to his body - not only when having sex but in his daily experience that he sees himself as not being "fake" anymore as male. The statement, "I
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can relate to a woman as a man and to FtMs as fag" yields some significant
information about how these identities push the envelope, as he feels differently
depending on his sexual partner.
Unlike Oscar's last quote, where he voiced the possibility of genital-genital
sex with a non-transsexual man, Charlie remains less specific about potential
sexual acts, yet his words reveal an intent of not engaging sexually as he did
in the past. Sexual behavior with a woman and other FtMs does not necessarily
mean having insertive or 'top' sex with women and versatile sexual activities
with other FtMs - this excerpt deals more with Charlie's relation to them, affectionately, erotically, and even socially. By showing the intersection of gender
identity and sexual orientation, this quote complicates the reading of someone's
sexuality - for example, trying to define it when he is with a woman or with
another FtM. Sexual and gender identities then become fluid. Charlie's referent
or boundary-setting about his identity as a man is located partly on his sexuality. Thus, sexuality can serve to stabilize gender, in that his male identity is
now linked to not only who he has sex with, but how he feels about the sexual
possibilities with women and FtMs.
Manny tells us another aspect of how sexual behavior is connected to male
identity for FtMs,
Manny: Before I transitioned, I had never slept with a man, and... I felt like, that was . . .
an important experience to have, and I needed to know about what male sexuality was
about. I was exceedingly lucky, I met a wonderful man, this bi-identifled but kind of gay
male identified, and he was wonderful, he was very affirming of my masculinity, and I
learned a great deal with him. I was able to trust h i m . . . I thought that I would fall in love
with him too, and after a while I thought that if I had been born male then I would have
been a gay male, and I am comfortable with that.

This excerpt reveals yet another referent to male identification through sexuality. Manny felt it was necessary to have sex with a man in order to understand
"male sexuality" and what it "was all about." This is perhaps a rite of passage
for transgender men, or at least a rite of passage some would allow themselves
to go through. Lorber argues that "the final rite of passage is not only passing
as a visibly and legally identifiable gendered person with a bonafide kinship
status but passing as a sexual person" (Lorber, 1994, p. 85; see also Gagn6 &
Tewksbury, 1998a). He had a very good experience with this non-transsexual
man who valued him, which affirmed Manny's identity as a man.
Sexuality and sexual behavior are also venues for FtMs to re-conceptualize
and reaffirm their masculinity, as well as their male identification. Manny had
a very intimate relationship that was fulfilling in a number of ways, including
his hunger for learning about male sexuality. For some FtMs, this interaction
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their o w n boundaries and definition of situation
reinforced by the support of his male partner
learning of m a s c u l i n i t y that he said he experir e i n f o r c e m e n t of male gender identity came
partners' reaction to them.

George: I finally met one woman who, the first time we made love, said "I don't know
how to tell you this, but I feel like I was with a man, I was just with a man." And I said
"Well, OK I don't know how to tell you this, but I think you were." It was the first time
I ever acknowledged i t . . . I think that is about energy.., it's about a certain kind of body
strength, and, a certain kind of intensity, and a certain kind of ... it's a dynamic that to
me it's heterosexual, that I know. But that is because I am heterosexually identified, Fm
sure that there can be a very similar dynamic, shifted, though, for gay men. I know for a
fact, this is not, this dynamic, doesn't occur between women-identified-women ... It's
not about being dominant, it's not about being brutal in any way . . . . it's a kind of
solidity ... that is present in masculinity, that is different from that person in a female ...
it's just, it's really hard to quantify ...
After b e i n g p u s h e d away from lesbian relationships for b e i n g "too male," but
before transitioning, G e o r g e had sex with a w o m a n who a c k n o w l e d g e d his
gender identity through their sexual activities. As his words suggest, he sees
this sexual activity as one l i n k e d to "strength," "intensity," and "solidity." In
short, despite his female sex at the time of his sexual encounter, it was b y these
traits associated with m a s c u l i n i t y alone, that his partner was led to proclaim,
"I j u s t had sex with a m a n . "
In this quote, George refers to the ways in which m a s c u l i n e b e h a v i o r is
displayed through sexuality. He continues to display a m a s c u l i n e construction
that might be seen as h e g e m o n i c , thus i g n o r i n g other ways for heterosexuals
and gay m e n to have sex (see C o n n e l l , 1995, for a typology of masculinity).
But m a s c u l i n i t y is not attached to o n e ' s body, nor it is attached to o n e ' s identity
as a man. " B u t c h " w o m e n can have that strength, intensity, or solidity, just as
femmes can, or gay m e n - top or bottom, butch or fernme - or heterosexual
w o m e n . That this k i n d of energy attached to a heterosexual w o m a n is sanctioned
b y virtue of an institutional i m p o s i t i o n of gender roles is significant e n o u g h to
point o u t - i t is significant e n o u g h that perhaps G e o r g e ' s account is based on
such gendered assumptions.
The previous excerpts narrate F t M s ' experiences with sexual acts that either
m a d e t h e m feel u n c o m f o r t a b l e (as in C h a r l i e ' s case), or reaffirmed their gender
identity through t h e m (as in M a n n y ' s and George's). These sexual experiences
do not take place outside of a self identified queer c o m m u n i t y , as F t M s related
to the L G B T c o m m u n i t i e s and in most instances their partners related to these
as w e l l This is the topic to follow.
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Connections to Queer Communities
C o m m u n i t y is both a source o f identity validation and a hurdle to be o v e r c o m e
as one shifts f r o m one g e n d e r and one c o m m u n i t y to another. W h e t h e r F t M s
identified in the past as lesbians, h e t e r o s e x u a l w o m e n , bisexual w o m e n , or s o m e
other identity, t r a n s f o r m i n g sex and g e n d e r ultimately had social and cultural
implications. N o matter w h o they partnered with, and no matter h o w they identified sexually, they w e r e c o n f r o n t e d with a shift in their c o m m u n i t y o f
orientation. O s c a r explains this.
Oscar: Within the FTM community.., by and large people think: "Oh, it's easier to be
straight or be into women, than it is to be into men, because of the dick thing, and because
gay men are so into dicks." I don't know that that's true . . . . But I've often thought, 'Well,
so there is bow your gender is perceived, there's the perceived gender, or sex, or whatever,
your partner, or partners, and then there is like, what the two of you look like together, out
in the world, and how that's perceived.' It seems to me like culturally.., a lot of people
express, "Wow, you not only changed your sex, but you changed the sex of the people that
you are attracted to, like, why do you think that is? Is that the hormones?" I get that question all the time. And, what's more interesting to m e . . . in some way I've made this big
change, from woman-woman relating to man-man relating. And those sub-cultures are very
different. And their constructions of gender and sexuality in particular are very different...
In this excerpt, Oscar r e c o g n i z e s the cultural ideas o f g e n d e r that p e r m e a t e into
gay m a l e and lesbian c o m m u n i t i e s , thus establishing that g e n d e r is necessary
to identify sexual orientation. M o r e o v e r , he states that sexuality practices and
e x p e r i e n c e s are linked to g e n d e r e d expressions o f o n e ' s sexual orientation; that
is, that gay m e n and lesbian w o m e n enact sexual and g e n d e r practices in
different ways, and that he has shifted f r o m one to the other. W i t h i n the s a m e
quote, O s c a r alludes to h o w sexual attraction a m o n g gay m e n does not h a v e
to reside in genitalia. B y d o i n g so, O s c a r pulls out an array o f masculinity
aspects that i n f o r m his identity as gay male, such as his m a l e presentation,
m u s c u l a r attributes, his k n o w l e d g e o f a gay c o m m u n i t y , certain gay customs,
and his ascribed b e h a v i o r to attract other gay men. F o r e x a m p l e , later on in
the i n t e r v i e w he told m e this about the gay m a l e c o m m u n i t y : " I ' v e gotten this,
like, eye contact-smile-flirt-keep g o i n g thing d o w n . . . I can do that with m e n
that I find really attractive, to the p o i n t o f b e i n g i n t i m i d a t e d . "
F o r those w h o transition f r o m lesbian to gay culture, the shift can be startling. But e v e n then, the larger q u e e r c o m m u n i t y r e m a i n e d a source o f identity.
O s c a r w e n t on to explain,
I'm still in the queer community.., that one axis has sort of remained constant. If I had
been into women before - pretty exclusively as it was the case - and were still now, I
would be having to make this transition and I see my peers having to do this, to like how
to be in the straight world, and it's fine... I'm abundantly clear that heterosexuality is not
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the problem, and that straight people are not my enemy . . . . I just can't connect with straight
culture.., it's just not me. And I've found that to be true, even when I am seeing a woman.
I don't really take on what other people think, if we are out on the world together and
people think we're straight... Being FtM has been a lifelong exercise in being misunderstood - I can cope with it. I don't need to try and be something that I'm not, so that other
people will be OK with me.
O s c a r r e c o g n i z e s that his e x p e r i e n c e as an F t M seeing w o m e n has the potential to erase his q u e e r desires. But he also k n o w s that his attraction to other
m e n guarantees h i m a space in the q u e e r c o m m u n i t y . F t M transgenders face
m u c h d i s c r i m i n a t i o n within and outside the L G B T c o m m u n i t y ; but, d e p e n d i n g
on their h o r m o n a l d e v e l o p m e n t and m a n a g e m e n t of identity, they m i g h t be
m o r e outsiders in the gay and lesbian c o m m u n i t y than the heterosexual one.
T h e L G B T m o v e m e n t still has a lot to learn about transsexualism, and this lack
o f u n d e r s t a n d i n g hurts transgender p e o p l e w h o attempt to c o n t i n u e to be
i n v o l v e d with the c o m m u n i t y .
M a n y transgenders c o n t i n u e to be c o n n e c t e d to an L G B T c o m m u n i t y , e v e n
if they identify as heterosexuals, b e c a u s e the potential for v i o l e n c e based on
g e n d e r is s o m e t h i n g transgenders share with the rest of the q u e e r c o m m u n i t y .
T r a n s g e n d e r s often p e r c e i v e that g e n d e r v a r i a n c e is a potential source of unity
within the larger q u e e r c o m m u n i t y . This perception is e x e m p l i f i e d in the
f o l l o w i n g statements.
George: It's a cultural link and a political link.., it's about oppression, basically, all of us,
who are different in this way, and gender difference is interpreted by non-queer people as
a sexual difference.., most people who are gay bashed are actually gender bashed, unless
they have been spotted in a couple, they have been spotted holding hands, they've been
spotted kissing someone of the same sex •.. What's being picked up by bashers is a gender
signal, a gender different signal. I thiitk that, for instance, if it's somebody that.., a straight
person can peg as a gay man, they probably have some feminine characteristics. That to
me is transgender, right there, that's breaking gender boundaries; those boundaries that have
been set up, then, we get punished for breaking . . . . Non-queer people think that.., a lot
of gay people want to be the opposite sex, that transsexuals are just men in dresses, in other
words, cross dressers, that all dykes want to be men, so they got us all mixed up already.
As others h a v e n o t e d (Lombardi, W i l c h i n s , Priesing & Malouf, 1998), ' g e n d e r
f u n d a m e n t a l i s m ' u s e d against transgenders is c o m p a r a b l e to the w a y that heteros e x i s m is used for n o n - h e t e r o s e x u a l relationships. W h e n gays and lesbians are
bashed, it is often b e c a u s e o f their g e n d e r presentation - a similar situation
takes place w h e n transgenders initiate a process o f transitioning and are not
'read' as their desired g e n d e r by society.
G e o r g e ' s account illustrates what Jacobs and C r o m w e l l (1992, p. 54) argued:
that m a n y p e o p l e still p e r c e i v e h o m o s e x u a l i t y and t r a n s g e n d e r i s m to be the
same, because, " m o s t W e s t e r n e r s tend to link g e n d e r with sexuality." A c c o r d i n g
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to George, transgenderism means breaking gender boundaries, but as the
following excerpt illustrates, he relied on his experience as a heterosexual man
to relate and educate heterosexual, non-transsexual people about gender. He
explained that he desires to continue his connections with the LGBT community, as he feels his cultural and political frameworks were developed within
these communities.
George: Better for me as a heterosexual to align myself with queer people and then go out
and educate other heterosexual non-queer people who can accept me as heterosexual. When
they have that link to me as heterosexual, all of a sudden it starts breaking down their
barriers to all of this queer culture thing, and they can start to understand that these are
human beings.

Although homophobia and the bashing of people with non-conforming gender
expression need to be addressed from all possible fronts, George's dependence
on a heteronormative prerogative gives little room for social change, if only
straight acting or appearing queers are capable of impacting the beliefs of
non-transsexual, non-queers. This quote is also revealing of George's expectations
of receptivity in non-transsexual heterosexual groups. George's comments lead
me to the final theme extracted from the interviews - how gender mediates our
understandings of sexual orientation and sexuality or sexual behavior.

Gender Encoded in Sexual Orientation and Sexuality
Self-identity and social identification are not distant processes. Self-identification
is necessary for community identification. However, as the previous excerpts
have revealed, self-identification does not limit an individual from connecting or
belonging to certain communities, although it sometimes forces people to leave
previous networks and create or access new ones. Previously, George discussed
how gender presentation and non-conformity were related to violence linked
to sexual orientation, thus making a connection between these elements. Here,
Oscar speaks to how internally, as well as on a societal level, the variables of
sexual orientation and gender are distinct, but interrelated markers:
Oscar: [For me,] some of it was this realization that, "Oh Oscar, this really isn't about you
being a dyke, it's really about gender." The culture conflates the two, gender and sexual
orientation, and in your case, they really are independent, and you've got to separate them
out and see what happens . . . . It was Lou Sullivan, who was a gay FtM, who started FTM
International... he was a gay FtM and he was not willing.., to represent himself otherwise, simply to be acknowledged as transsexual and permitted access [to medical
procedures]. So he really was a trouble-maker and did a lot of work and education,
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particularly in the medical community. Like "look, these are independent variables, you've
got to separate them out. Do not tell me that I am not, what's called a 'true transsexual,'
because I want to have sex with men." So that was one thing, that I think helped me realize
that the butch thing was not in fact the like cure - all that I had thought it was.
Oscar talked about the extent to which even gay and lesbian communities place
restrictions on the ways people can express gender. Being a 'dyke' was not
enough for Oscar; he realized that he was transgressing gender and that his
butch peers were 'calling him' on it. Oscar is talking about how to disentangle
gender and sexual orientation for himself and in his formation of an identity
as an FtM. Both processes take place, and transgender people have to negotiate
these as part of their newer understanding of the self.
His story documents transgender resistance to the medical establishment,
which in the old school saw transitioning as a conversion to heterosexuality.
For FtMs in particular, there was an assumption that they were heterosexual
men (Devor, 1993). By permitting transgenders to transition and encouraging
them to engage in relationships with the same gender they related to before
transitioning, medicine was creating heterosexuals out of gay men or lesbians.
Oscar was eager to mention that he did desire to change his body, and that as
a result, his sexual attractions and desires for others have opened up to include,
primarily, gay men. That shift is slowly being recognized by the medical
establishment, and such professional literature now includes gay FtMs
(Coleman, Bockting & Gooren, 1993; Devor, 1993).
The control to which Oscar refers based on sexual attractions is only a part
of a larger control the medical and psychiatric establishments have over the
bodies of FtMs. Prescriptions, letters, authorizations, these are all requirements
for an identity. Transgender adults are the only adult group facing this kind
of extreme body regulation (see Valentine, 2000). Although some transgenders rely on a heteronormative prerogative to 'educate' society, all realize
that sex, gender, and sexuality are distinct, albeit interrelated, aspects of self.
It seems that by FtMs' willingness to challenge the hegemonic idea that sex,
gender, and sexuality are intrinsically interwoven, and to transgress the
heteronormative prescriptions, this is where they queer sex and gender, and
ultimately have the radical potential to queer society. FtMs who are attracted
to non-transsexual gay men could simply hide their gayness and manipulate
the medical gatekeeping establishment - however, some choose not to do so,
contesting the idea that sex, gender, and sexuality are intrinsically the same.
Their challenging of these markers as independent shows the rest of society
how sexuality can be gendered, and gender can be sexual. It also offers an
opportunity to queer hegemonic identities - be it on gender identity or sexual
orientation.
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CONCLUSION

The exploration of gender identity and sexual orientation, and their relationship
to masculinities in the lives of FtMs has been at the forefront of this research.
It has been my objective to reflect the complex ways in which sexuality, sexual
orientation, desire, gender identity, and a sense of masculinity intersect for transgender men. This process does not belong to, nor is it attached only to
transgenders and transsexuals; however, their experience in dealing with all
these constructs can help the rest of society to explore the meanings of sexual
pleasure, gender expression, and sexual orientation fluidity.
Gender identity does not need to be indispensable in determining sexual orientation, but in most related research, gender is taken as a given and unexplored
in relationship to sexual orientation. The accounts that FtMs have generously
shared with me demonstrate that a larger scope of study in sexual and social
relations in relation to sexual orientation needs to be undertaken. Recognition
that sexual orientation has had a definition which has generally privileged genitalia over other factors is the first step. Attempts to expand sexual orientation
to focus on gender presentation, self-identification, social organization, and
sexual attractions irrespective of current sexual behavior are part of a second
step. Illustrating these aspects of sexual orientation's complexity will only assist
non-transsexual people as well in unpacking desires, identities, relationships,
and sexual behavior from their genitalia.
Transgender and transsexual accounts of essentialist nature are part of the
process of identification and transitioning. Instead of being devalued for their
charged content, these should be looked at in terms of how they organize the
lives of FtMs. I concur with Rubin's arguments of essentialism - it seems necessary to utilize these narratives in a system in which a gender binary is constantly
reproduced, with little room for rupture. At times, it seems as if it is hard to
escape essentialist concepts altogether; Oscar's narratives departing from the
traditional essentialist argument in fact created other essential notions, this time
around the body (in a way, which bodies were masculine and which bodies
'deserve' a transformation). Fuss (1989) argued that in many identity movements, even the social constmctionism arguments are embedded in essentialist
thinking. Thus this essentialism imposes upon social scientists the task of
exploring the phenomenological tradition as much as the gender and sexuality
discursive ones.
These findings are a motivating factor in continuing to research transgender
populations' experiences, especially on intersections between gender and
sexuality. Whether transgenders choose to challenge, ascribe, or do a little bit
of both, transgenderism offers the possibility to deconstruct established ideas
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about sex, gender, and sexuality. This takes place in a gendered world that has
much power over all of us, and within such a world, transgenders - FtMs in
this particular case - need not to be the role models for challenging all gender
structures. This sample does not claim to do that radical of a change, yet in
many ways, the participants did challenge many of the poles in which a tight
and constricted gender and sexual system has supported itself. I proceed to
illustrate how I see they did so.
First, many of the participants in this study used the identity of a guy in
order to refer to themselves and other FtMs. Although this could have taken
place due to FtMs' discomfort with the social status and their idea of what
being a man represents in society, it also reflects their desire not to engage in
hegemonic masculinity constructions. This is a significant point of FtMs'
masculinity, and one that needs to be underscored. Masculinity might pose
transitioning pains that are, for the most part, unavoidable, unless transgender
men have situated networks and support to develop their own sense of, and
relationship with, masculinity. And as Oscar's experience with networks
showed, the impact of a tight group of peers onto their identity and masculinity
developments is key, but has seldom been researched for FtMs. 17 Both the
support of non-hegemonic masculinity identities and the support through a
network of peers are crucial.
The second way in which the FtMs I interviewed challenged polarized ways
of looking at gender and sexuality was by their experiences and relationship to
male privilege. Popular beliefs assume that FtMs transition in order to access
male privilege in the world. I want to take exception to that perception: an individual who is constantly struggling with his gender identity, and managing his
sense of self in relationship to a strict, gender rigid society is not a privileged
individual. Moreover, FtMs do not live with an oblivious sense of entitlement,
as their histories are part of their everyday life experiences. Although FtMs
who are seen and treated in the world as men can benefit from others' perception of them as men, there is an interplay between the structural ideas of gender
expression and inequality, and the individual/interaction issues that FtMs face
on an everyday basis. It is possible for transgender men to ascribe to hegemonic
masculinities and display a homophobic or sexist gendered self, but these
attitudes are not just linked to the body or the history of the individual, they
are as well connected to an unequal gendered system in place. Sometimes
popular beliefs focus on the structural notion of privilege at the expense of the
experiential. I specifically argue that the very act of transitioning does not signify
privilege. Further research should focus on studying ways of asking FtMs' intent
for transitioning, and analyzing, with an eye for power at the levels of structure
and interaction.
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Privilege for FtMs might also be studied specifically as it relates to the
transitioning results and the benefits of hormones. Some transsexual men have
achieved a significant change in their bodies - so significant that it is hard to
argue that their current bodies originated from female ones. Transgender men
are starting to discuss this - in opposition to male-to-females, the impact of
hormones in their bodies make them achieve - not simply manage - a male
identity through a muscular, perhaps hairy, well-developed chest and body. The
implications for their achievement are to be discussed, but far from limiting
the discussion to the role privilege plays in it, I'd like to encourage discussions
that explore what it means for post-operative transsexuals to be 'completely
invisible' in the world, and whether and to what extent that is possible. This,
particularly in FtMs' experiences, requires that more FtM-specific research be
conducted, with an eye to racial, class, and country of origin experiences. In
other words, male, heterosexual, and white privilege have to be looked at as
potential aspects of privilege for transgender men. For example, a newer
question may be whether White FtMs have the racial privilege that supports
their decision to alter their bodies hormonally and surgically - and that their
People of Color counterparts do not feel as comfortable. Further studies focusing
specifically on this matter are a priority, as race, class, and aspects of sexual
orientation may all be at play in this regard. What is of foremost importance
is that attention to the experiences of FtMs be central in the formulation and
exploration of these issues - not the often recycled study emerging from how
transgenders reveal or represent gender constructions in society.
Third, all participants remained part of the queer community, regardless of
their sexual orientation. They discussed their experiences with gender identity
and sexual orientation as separate, yet interrelated markers. These discussions
can make people wonder, in this case, what constitutes a man, or what constitutes being gay or heterosexual - at present times, crucial aspects of identity
formation and community stability. This exploration of categories is useful,
because it pushes the idea that these categories need rigid, specific boundaries.
Transgenderism causes discomfort even within gay and lesbian mainstream
organizations, which in turn present and encode their service in a language of
exclusion (Valentine, 2000). In lieu of the gay and lesbian movements' strides
to conceal their sexual orientation as natural, or biological, transgenderism,
much like bisexuality, remains unwelcome and misunderstood. San Francisco
might be the exception to the rule, but steps must be taken so that political
organizations recognize transgenderism and address the interplay of gender, sex,
and sexuality for the growth of the LGBT community as a whole. George's
participation as a heterosexual man in a queer community offers resistance to
simple categorization by his political and educational work on gender identity
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and sexual orientation. Manny's experience of marriage with a lesbian identified non-transsexual woman also queers his (and her) perceived heterosexuality.
Oscar's participation in social settings without the sexual activities is also an
act of contesting these identity boundaries. As these illustrate, the mere tension
that transgenders are willing to sustain by reclaiming their space within queer
circles also attests to their desire to expand on conversations about identity and
community formation.
Lastly, FtMs have challenged medicine and clinical/social services by their
insistence of sexual orientation and gender identity as separate markers. While
doing so, they have gone to the core of the surgical and transitional services
history: the intrinsic desire to 'cure' homosexuals through gender reassignment.
This is another way in which transgender men do not accommodate to biased
ideas of how gender, sex, and sexuality are often interpreted. Oscar has even
taken this a step further, by claiming a gay identification, and distance from
heterononnativity while dating non-transsexual women. Although this may be
hard for most to accept, Oscar is making clear choices of what desire, sexual
activity, and his identity - based on social organization rather than genitalia are or make sense to him.
The narratives by transgender men who participated in this study make
connections among several factors: sexual orientation, gender identity, sexual
acts, and gender expression. In doing so, they challenge the presumed ideas of
what sexual orientation categories are. Sexuality, as we saw, is an intrinsic
aspect of masculinity construction for FtMs - not only in the sexual activities
they engage in, but in terms of the ways in which they view sexual behavior
in relationship to sexual desire and eroticism. In addition, the recognition that
sexual orientation categories are possibly different for people within any given
relationship expands our view of how people choose to identify - at times,
irrespective of the sexual activities. Through this, transgenderism blurs sexual
orientation categories, and opens them up, establishing how limiting these
categories are.
I ' d like to close by noting how there were very clear differences in the
circumstances of some of the FtMs as well. If we take George and Oscar, for
example, we map a world of difference in their world views and relationship
to transgender experiences. George identifies as heterosexual, seems to be
invested in masculine expression (which seems to be linked to his heterosexuality), conceived transgenderism as a way to achieve his current identity (that
of a heterosexual man), and presents his experience as a linear one, where he
was always a man. Oscar, on the other hand, presents a gay identity, likes to
depart from traditional gender expression, is transgender identified, and uses
a narrative of the body - different from that of George's. Congruity and
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cohesiveness are achieved in G e o r g e ' s narrative, as his is the experience of a
man who does not transgress gender and who sleeps with people according to
his sexual orientation (so his object o f desire did not change in the process).
O s c a r ' s flexibility is evident, as he identifies as a gay man but his sexual activities are dominated by sex with non-transsexual w o m e n (his focus on object
of desire has changed or expanded, but he has remained open to having sex
with women, now from his perspective as a man). Although these are only
two cases, unfolding before our eyes is the possibility that certain categories
were and remain rigid (e.g. heterosexuality), and others remain permeable.
Further studies comparing heterosexually identified FtMs with their counterparts are also necessary.
The implications of these research findings go well beyond transgender men,
transgender individuals, or gay, lesbian, and bisexual people for that matter.
However, these results are a primer for presenting the complexity of the
interplay among sexual orientation, sexual behavior, desire, gender identity,
and gender expression among FtMs. Transgender men may enact socially
oppressive structures that sustain gender inequality; however, if we remain
receptive to the narratives that they share with us, we can see a world where
both resistance to heteronormativity, and fluidity of gender expression through
sexuality, are evident as well.

NOTES
1. My use of the terms Female-to-Male transgender and transgender men interchangeably is intentional. There is some tension about the use of the term "female to
male," as some have stated it confuses sex with gender. Lorber, for instance, has argued
that because transsexuals "do not change their sex completely, the accurate terms are
man to woman and woman to man, not male to female and female to male" (Lorber,
1994, p. 84). However, Female to Male (not woman to man) is the most common usage
in this research and among FtM individuals. When using the latter term, transgender
men, I utilize the choice of gender as expressed by some of the participants, while recognizing their transgender experience.
Unlike most other discussants on the topic of transsexualism, I choose to make no
distinction between transgenders and transsexuals, but I do so while conflating those
two terms. It is often assumed that transsexualism takes place in the context of surgical
procedures that permit a movement from one gender construct to another (Devor, 1997).
Transgenderism, as used in the past and in its broader sense, includes people whose
gender expression is non-conformant with gender role expectations of males and females
in a given territory or society. Cross-dressers, transvestites, and transsexuals are all often
covered under the transgender category. Moreover, people of any sexual orientation
whose gender expression remains outside of a rigid or gender confornfist system often
identify as transgenders. This has caused many in the transgender community, who would
like a change in their gender identity status, to move towards the extreme of such
umbrella and identify as transsexuals, in order to establish the degree of difficulty in
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their situation as more than gender non-conformist behavior. For purposes of this paper,
I use transgender and transsexual to refer to individuals who chose to identify with a
gender different from that assigned at birth and who have made strides to accommodate
to that gender construct. Therefore, cross-dressing (i.e. "drag kings") or transvestism,
where the individual dresses as another gender for erotic purposes, as well as people
who are blending genders, or being playful about their gender presentation, are excluded
from this term's use. Much of the decision comes in part due to the definitions and
experiences of the transgender men I interviewed; it is also in response to the cornering
I see transgenders/transsexuals face in light of so much non traditional gender expression.
Finally, this departure from traditional definitions of transgenderism emerges out my
resistance to the idea that medical or surgical procedures are the determining factor in
identifying transgenders (for example, by such standards, as transsexuals, pre-operative
transsexuals, or transgender people). I am well aware that by choosing these definitions,
I participate of the identity boundary maintenance that others have referred to as gender
policing (Wilchins, 1997). At the same time, it is necessary to establish how
gender expression is different from gender identity. Although there is a significant
difference between transgressing gender and identifying as transgender, such discussion
is a project beyond the scope of this paper.
2. This paper is an investigation of the experiences of transgender men and as such,
I have chosen to refer to transsexualism and transgenderism as the central categories.
The use of the negative to refer to individuals who do not identify as transsexual/
transgender is assumed, as it seems inappropriate to refer to biological/genetic men or
women, when the basis of the arguments presented is precisely that these categories
are much more movable. A caution is in order: the term non-transsexual should not be
interpreted as a transgender person who is not interested in surgical procedures (refer
to previous endnote); I differ in the use of transgender as I intentionally use transgender
and transsexual interchangeably.
3. Intersexed individuals (medically termed hermaphrodites) are only sometimes
transgender individuals. The experiences of intersexed individuals are beyond the writeup of this paper. A complete exploration of intersex experiences, literature addressing
the surgical interventions, development, and treatment, see the work of Abe (1997),
Chase (1998), Dreger (1998a, b), Epstein (1990), Herdt (1990), Jones and Stallybrass
(1991), Kessler (1990a, b; 1997), Lev Ran (1974), Meyer-Bahlburg (1994), Parker
(1998), and Preves (2000, 2001).
4. For a discussion on the DSM III implications for women, gays, and the poor, see
Rosario-Collazo, 1991.
5. I do not feel competent to evaluate the participation of bisexual men and women
in the reification of gender categories. However, I chose not to incorporate bisexuals in
this statement, as participation in gay and lesbian politics has been hindered by the threat
that bisexuality poses to 'gay' and 'lesbian' constructs. Indeed, bisexuality and transgenderism are categories that erode the seemingly secure grounds for the dichotomies
'gay-lesbian' and 'straight', or 'male' and 'female' to prevail. My use of 'gay and
lesbian' (here and throughout the paper), is reflective of who makes policy and has an
impact on the queer political arena.
6. There are notable exceptions; often the centrality and power of an organization
reflects their choice of privileging sexual orientation over gender identity. For example,
when one looks at more 'mainstream' organizations like the Human Rights Campaign
(HRC), and their decisions about who must be advocated for in policy matters, it is
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obvious that transgenders are not a priority, and are assigned a second class citizenship
status by the organization's actions. In comparison, smaller organizations (i.e. National
Council of Lesbian Rights, National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, The National Latina/o
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Organization) offer much more room to question
the gay and lesbian binary put forth by more affluent groups. A study to explore the
participation of these organizations in legal amendment proposals, which have excluded
transgenders in the attempt to achieve 'equality', is long overdue. For a related discussion,
see the work of Valentine (2000).
7. For literature addressing estimates of transgender people, refer to: Brown and
Rounsley, 1996; City and County of San Francisco Human Rights Commission, 1994;
Hausman, 1992; Lothstein, 1983; Pauly, 1974; San Francisco Department of Public
Health, 1999; and Wade and Cirese, 1991. Numbers only make sense in a socio-political
environment in which these are highly valued. Unfortunately, estimates are needed only
as a way of unveiling the need for finding 'natural' attributes to some phenomenon.
There is great significance in studying the origins of transsexualism, but not of nontranssexualism (Katz, 1996); some other sociologists (Tewksbury & Gagnr, 1996) are
less concerned with the etiology of transsexualism than with its meaning. Moreover,
transsexuality, along with other sexual/erotic categories labeled 'of misconduct' remain
studied in terms of causes, treatments, and cure in psychiatry (Rubin, 1992a). For the
reader interested in pursuing a study on the causes of transsexualism, refer to a radically
diverse selection in: Bosinski, Schrrder, Peter, Arndt, Wille, Sippell, 1997; Brown and
Ronnsley, 1996; Bullough and Bullough, 1993; Devor, 1997; Hoenig and Kenna, 1974;
Raymond, 1994; Risman, 1982; Stoller, 1972; Tully, 1992. Also, a considerable number
of texts describe a historical component to transgenders, transsexuals and cross dressers
in society (see the work of Califia, 1997; Denny, 1998; Devor, 1997; Epstein & Straub,
1991; Farter, 1996; Feinberg, 1996).
8. It is important not to take for granted the current apparent efficiency of 'the lesbian
and gay movements,' as their history also reflects how gay men and lesbians were not
always working as a united front, in particular, during the second wave of feminist
visibility and organizing in the 1970s. For example, Parlee (1996) notes the complexity
of the political relations with feminists and/or lesbian, gay, and bisexual activists.
9. Sociologists have been addressing social constructionism in sexuality studies,
particularly homosexuality. Peggy Mclntoch in her 1968 article The Homosexual Role
is cited by many (Adam, 1985; Altman, 1992; Epstein, 1987; Namaste, 1994; Stein &
Plummer, 1994; Vance, 1991) as groundbreaking theory on sex. Her speaking of
homosexuality as more than behavior, her understanding of the issue as a matter of a
social organization of gay men, and her recognition that the notion of 'the homosexual'
is not a natural, transhistorical category have given her much standing in sexuality
studies. Some social scientists are critical of how this recognition may have been
misplaced in Foucault's work (Weeks, 1998), which, according to Vance (1991, p. 876):
"obscures an important origin of social construction theory, and inadvertently credits the
university and scholarly disciplines with a development they never supported."
Sociologists have also been directly involved with the development of conversations
about the use of gay and queer as identities (see Epstein, 1987, 1994; Fuss, 1989), but
it is Seidman (1994) who more sharply discusses the gaps and encounters of queer
theory and sociology. He is eager to name the silence of classical sociological texts
about sexual conflicts and gender and sexuality-related knowledge occurring from late
18th century to early 20th century (a similar discussion for the 20th century in
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Anthropology is offered by Vance, 1991). A great exposition of how sociology met
sexuality within given periods, this article also illustrates how homosexuality emerged
as part of the sociology of sex, but he argues that "the social context of the rise of a
sociology of homosexuality needs at least to be sketched" (1994, p. 169). Gagnon
(1989) states something similar: "it is not clear the degree to which social science
research during this period contributed to these developments, changes in the labeling
of homosexuals, though the language challenging the tenets of psychoanalysis, which
had provided the medical justification for homosexual perversity, came from a general
sociological challenge to such theories of individual deviance" (p. 52). It is from the
late 1970s to the early 1990s that sociologists start using social constructionism to
argue that sex is fundamentally social.
10. As the reader will discover in Garfinkel's work, Agnes was not an intersex person;
she decided to take her mother's hormonal medications since the age of 12. This initiated
a process by which Agnes developed breasts, but it did not alter in any way her penis
and scrotum - except for the testes, which were now carrying more estrogen. This
last detail was one of the main reasons why Agnes was understood by the medical
establishment as a hermaphrodite or intersex person. Indeed, much of the theme of
managing situations and passing - as a title and as for the content of the chapter emerges due to Agnes' transsexualism, not hermaphroditism.
11. "The work of achieving and making secure her rights to live as a normal, natural
female while having continually to provide for the possibility of detection and ruin
carried on within socially structured conditions I call Agnes' 'passing' " (Garfinkel, 1967,
p. 137).
12. Susanne Kessler and Wendy McKenna's (1978) Gender: An Ethnomethodological
Approach is another classic text to understanding gender/sexuality, illustrating how
certain 'givens' stated by Garfinkel are not universal. They spoke about the creation of
gender attributions - "everyone must display her or his gender in every interaction"
(1978, p. 126). They were critical of passing, suggesting that it eliminates the "ongoing
process of 'doing' gender in everyday interaction" (1978, p. 126). Kessler and McKenna
discussed the experiences of both FtM and MtF transsexuals, which was uncommon at
the time their work was published.
13. From a Marxist perspective, masculinity "was reconstituted to reflect the machine,
the motions of which the worker was required to adapt. The industrial system sought
to discipline and regularize workers as steady, reliable, emotionless, hard, and instrumental" (Adam, 1985, p. 663).
14. This is FTM International's mission statement: "FTM International, Inc. is an
organization for men with female histories, providing peer support and education
for and about female-to-male transgendered people and transsexual men. We offer
information and networking for women who are exploring their gender identity issues,
or who need a 'safe' place to explore their male personae, as well as for men who are
in the process of transition, or who have completed the change. We also provided educational services to the general public on transgender issues." The organization was formed
in 1986, and has members in various countries in Europe, Asia and the Americas. Besides
the informational and support groups, they also offer a membership, a quarterly
newsletter (The FTM Newsletter) and other on-going publications. Their web-site address
is http://www. FtM-intl.org
15. Rachlin (1999), explains: "Metoidioplasty refers to a variety of operations, which
utilize the individual's existing genital tissue to create a more male appearance. The
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clitoris, which has been greatly enlarged by androgenizing hormones, is "freed" so that
it is more prominent and may even he capable of limited penetration. The urethra may
be extended to enable standing urination. The labia majora may be used to create scrotum
and may receive testicular implants. The outcome most closely resembles a very small
penis or "microphallus." Metoidioplasty is considerably less expensive and is associated
with fewer complications than phalloplasty." Phalloplasty is the creation of penis-like
genitalia, which offers less satisfaction, often does not allow individuals use for multiple
tasks (urinating and having penetrative sex) and is more costly.
16. For an analysis of the researcher as an 'insider' and how similar race/ethnic
backgrounds influence interaction and participation in research, refer to the work of De
Andrade (2000).
17. Lombardi (1999) studied the impact of larger networks for MtFs into their political
and social mobilization.
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FRACTURING TRANSGENDER:
INTERSECTIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS
A N D IDENTIZATION
K. L. Broad

INTRODUCTION
Our knowledges and constructions of gender, sexuality, race, class, ethnicity,
and the intersections thereof derive, in part, from identity-based politics that
have since developed into a politics of difference (Calhoun, 1995; Collins, 1998;
Seidman, 1997). And yet, our theoretical understandings of a politics of difference (and the attendant constructions of individual and collective identity) are
characterized by debate. Feminist and queer activists/scholars debate the
viability and strategy of a politics of difference, detailing the simultaneous draw
and danger of essentializing identity tactics (Collins, 1997, 1998; Gamson, 1995;
Phelan, 1994; Seidman, 1997). As Collins (1997) and Gamson (1995) ask, "How
much difference is too much?" and "Must identity movements self-destruct?"
New social movement scholars, as well, grapple with questions about the
centrality of identity and processes of difference in postmodern social movements (Gamson, 1995; Melucci, 1999; Stryker, Owens & White, 2000; Taylor
& Rupp, 1999; Whittier, 1995). We must, then, ask how social movements of
today are reifying, (de)constructing, or defying our current constructions and
knowledges of gender, sexuality, race, and class. I address this question by
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examining the interplay between identity and difference in transgender
activism(s) in the United States. Relying on a constructivist lens by which
to view identity work in today's social movements, this paper illustrates
how collective identity is continually fractured as it is (de)constructed. I build
on social movement theory to explain one process by which social movement
identity is politicized and constructed in terms of difference today.
This work examines self-reflective processes of collective identity
(de)construction enacted in transgender ~ activism of the mid-1990s in the United
States. I begin by explaining how feminist, queer, and social theory theorize
an emerging politics of difference, arguing that its processes need to be further
understood. After briefly summarizing the strategies and logic of my ethnographic inquiry, I detail how my observations of transactivism illustrate that
voices of difference within transgender communities (e.g. transsexual lesbians,
transmen of color) fracture the processes of transgender identity constructions
and deconstructions by making intersectional claims of identity. In particular,
I discuss two types of intersectional claims put forward by transgender voices
of difference. The first type of claim is one that asserts that constructions of a
shared transgender identity cannot be separated from sexuality, race and class
(e.g. transgender identity is racialized). The second type of claim is one that
asserts that deconstructions of a transgender identity implicate sexuality, race,
and class (e.g. if one transgresses gender, one also transgresses sexuality because
gender intersects with sexuality). In the discussion, I argue that these fracturing
strategies, in addition to deconstructive strategies, are means by which collective
actors construct politicized identities of difference today (Gamson, 1995). By
expanding new social movement literature through the identification of the
process of fracturing, whereby voices of difference make claims to intersectional
and specific understandings of collective identity, this work extends our understandings of a politics of difference and thus postmodern constructions of
genders and sexualities.

D I F F E R E N C E POLITICS
"Identity is a pivotal concept" for understanding collective action and current
social movements (Snow & McAdam, 2000, p. 41). In this paper, I argue that
difference, as it relates to identity, is also central to understandings of social
movements today. At heart, this work assumes that a politics of difference
is presently being enacted (Collins, 1997; Gamson, 1995; Seidman, 1997).
Highlighting the debates that still characterize feminist, queer, and sociological
understandings of a politics of difference, I assert that the processes o f difference
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still need to be examined, especially processes that tap into the tension between
identity and difference in today's social movement activity. Increasingly,
social movement scholars also argue that the tension between identity and
difference must be further understood, as demonstrated by recent work theorizing the variation in social movement actor participation, multiple identities
within social movements, and the links between individual and collective
identity (Gamson, 1995; Melucci, 1999; Porta & Diani, 1999; Stryker et al.,
2000). This work adds to that literature by examining the interplay between
the "center" and the "periphery" in transactivism (Seidman, 1997, p. 113).
Below I summarize various understandings of difference politics, emphasizing
new social movement literature and raising the question of whether there
are multiple processes by which difference can be done in social movements
today.

THEORIZING DIFFERENCE POLITICS
Difference politics are variously defined and differently conceived in social,
feminist, and queer theory (Calhoun, 1996; Collins, 1997; Seidman, 1997).
Many assume social movement development and theoretical shifts have
accounted for a general "shift from identity politics to a politics of difference"
(Calhoun, 1995, p. 214). And yet a politics of difference is not uniformly
theorized or enacted. For example, Collins (1997) notes that social theories and
politics of difference are not all the same because some forms of difference
employ a rhetoric of diversity and pluralism devoid of any discussion of power.
Similarly, other feminist theorists have shown how essentialist processes are
still employed in the constructionist, post-structuralist theorizing and action of
some politics of difference (Fuss, 1989; Haraway, 1991). Others (Calhoun, 1995;
Seidman, 1997) note that politics of difference today are characterized by
postructuralist, postmodern concerns about the centrality of difference in tension
with still present concerns about claiming a marginalized identity. Increasingly,
we face the question of how difference politics is done and whether the
processes by which it is enacted create different difference politics.
One reason for the different imaginings of a politics of difference is the
question about the viability and potential for this emerging form of politics.
For example, Fuss (1989) explains that the deconstruction of identity and overriding emphasis on difference might result in very little upon which a politics
of resistance can be built. Collins (1997, p. 31) also raises concern about a
politics of difference which is, in action, a "politics of impotence." In fact,
Collins (1998, pp. 147-150) discusses two types of potentially impotent politics
of difference. First she discusses Jameson's (1984) conceptualization of a
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difference politics where difference is commodified within capitalism. Secondly,
she voices concern about difference politics that separate difference from
analyses of structural power. Similarly, Phelan (1994, p. 9) argues, "There is
nothing wrong with thinking about difference, but without the imperative of
specificity it can too easily become a vague pluralism or fastidious deconstrnction." Critiquing identity politics for being assimilationist and erasing
difference, Seidman (1997) argues for the viability of a politics of difference
that addresses the production of social knowledges. However, he too offers a
warning, specifically noting how social knowledge has been structured by difference but at the same time resists acknowledging its own social productivity
(Seidman, 1997, p. 14). The concern among many theorists and activists is the
threat that a politics of difference might fall into similar patterns and limits of
identity politics, thereby degenerating into notions of difference that make no
difference at all (Collins, 1998, p. 53).
Some have theorized a means for creating a viable politics of difference,
articulating a vision for an ideal postmodern politics. For example, Phelan (1994,
p. 9) builds on Adrienne Rich's ideas about a "politics of location" to advocate
"getting specific," where "specificity acknowledges political location and the
construction of self that a given location fosters, thus countering abstract
individualist politics." Collins (1998) advocates a difference politics of intersectionality such that groups are understood as creating situated standpoints
from which they can work in coalition. Assuming a politics of difference that
is centrally about the production of social knowledges as well, Seidman (1997)
argues for the necessity of a politics of knowledge that can "think difference."
In common, these theorists advocate a radical "postmodern" politics of difference that addresses the social productions of knowledge and the structural and
disciplining forces of identity.
The question remaining is how such a politics of difference might be done
in the everyday interactions of social movement formation and collective action.
While each theorist above uses concrete examples of group-based politics of
resistance (i.e. Black feminism, AIDS activism, and lesbian politics) to imagine
a politics of difference that is neither impotent nor degenerate, we have little
empirical research specifically examining the processes by which such difference
is enacted. The empirical research we do have on difference within identitybased movements (from social movement literature) highlights difference either
in terms of variation by movement generation or multiple levels of one collective
identity (Gamson, 1991; Taylor & Rupp, 1999; Whittier, 1995). Yet, "little
attention has been given to the systems of relationships in which actors are
involved, and this has prevented the multiplicity of identities and allegiances
among militants and movement groups from being recognized" (Porta & Diani,
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1999, p. 100). This work directly addresses this gap in the literature by illustrating the way multiple identities and identity claims are negotiated in
transactivism. Furthermore, the actual processes by which difference is enacted
by social movements are little researched. Gamson's (1995) research on queer
resistances to identity building through identity blun-ing techniques identifies
deconstructions of collective identity as one difference process. This work
continues G a m s o n ' s efforts by adding the notion of fracturing to our understanding of difference processes. In what follows I detail how both ethnic and
deconstructive claims of collective identity were fractured in transactivisms.

ETHNOGRAPHIC INQUIRY
Collective action (is) a social production ... a purposive, meaningful and relational
orientation that cannot simply be derived from structural constraints, cannot be reduced to
the unity of leaders' discourse or to the sum of militants opinions, or cannot be reduced to
being merely public behavior" (Melucci, 1995, p. 57).
This work is based on a postmodern ethnography of transactivism that 1
conducted in the mid-1990s in the United States. Because collective action has
been theorized as a social production where social movements are both dynamic
and processual, I felt enthnographic methods were the best means by which to
examine the everyday enactment of collective action and identity. Furthermore,
because I chose to do research about a group of people quite critical of social
research and the social production of knowledge(s) (Califia, 1997, p. 2; Stone
1991, p. 137), I wanted to do social inquiry that was self-conscious that the
research procedure constructed reality as much as producing descriptions of it
(Fontana, 1994; Melucci, 1999, p. 396; Seidman, 1994, p. 301). Finally, I chose
to do an ethnography of transactivism, in some sense, to participate in
the "culture of (transactivisms) themselves" (Melucci, 1999, p. 2) because
much of the newness of transactivisms were characterized (at the time I
started my research) by transgender insistence on speaking for themselves and
debates over a new consciousness of gender transgression (Califia, 1997,
p. 10; Feinberg, 1996, p. xiii; Wilchins, 1997, p. 25). As Feinberg (1996.
p. xii) states, "It is time for us to write as experts on our own histories. For
too long our light has been refracted through other people's prisms." I thought
ethnographic inquiry the best way to listen to transactivists such that the
°'walls of stone and of silence" would not "muffle their message" (Melucci,
1999, p. 2).
Today, an increasing number of researchers are naming ethnography as a
type of social science research appropriate to address postmodern, feminist, and
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queer concerns about the social production of knowledges (Fontana, 1994;
Lemert, 1995; Nicholson, 1990; Seidman, 1994). With the researcher's closeness
to the data (i.e. "being there"), examination of everyday life, and the effort to
represent the phenomena from the point of view of those being studied,
traditional ethnography is seen as one means to do postmodern sociology
(Fontana, 1994; Lemert, 1995; Seidman, 1994). Because ethnography, itself,
has been situated within modernity, Fontana (1994) illustrates the way in which
postmodem ethnographers are redefining the process. In particular, Fontana
explains that a postmodem ethnography still subscribes to many basic tenets of
traditional ethnography, but is more self-reflective about the researcher's
authority, that which counts as data, and the extent to which universal truth is
sought.
This work reflects postmodern concerns of authority, text, and truth. I
addressed my own authority in this research by striving to have transactivists
be as active as possible in the research process: asking for their guidance before
beginning research, maintaining dialogue with a variety of transgender community members throughout the research, and including published transactivist
work as part of my reporting of the data (Fontana, 1994, p. 210). My use of
cultural texts (internet newsgroups, web pages, transgender listservs) as data
might also be read as a postmodem ethnographic strategy. As Fontana (1994,
p. 219) notes, "in media-saturated societies in which signifiers have come to
be detached from the signifieds they once stood for, mass media and its presentations become relevant texts for study." In the context of transactivisms,
I assumed that the hyperreality o f online transorganizing in a postmodem,
media-saturated computer society was just as much a part of everyday life as
more traditional accounts used in ethnographies (Fontana, 1994).
Finally, another characteristic of a postmodem ethnography is the emphasis
on not finding the whole truth, but a partial knowledge. In particular, the history
of subjugated knowledges (highlighted through the work of modem identity
politics) illustrates the way that the notion of a universal truth has been
problematized. As such, my place as a researcher in relation to those I observe
is complicated and important to note. I was not an outside observer of transactivisms wholly separate from processes of constructing, deconstructing, and
fracturing a transgender politicized identity. Nor was I an unmarked participant.
As a white, middle-class, notetaking (feminist and science educated), femalebodied, crossdressing person who has intimate relations with lesbians, I occupied
a particular place in the transactivism spoken of here. Some might read my
feminist social science self as marking me outside a transgender community;
others might view my whiteness and middle-class status as unable to understand
the lived experience of the voices of difference in transactivism; and still others
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might view my crossdressing as delegitmating my words here. I think it
important to also note that all the collective and individual identities I lay claim
to above can be understood as representative of the particular historical moment
and cultural space I occupy. Additionally, it should be noted that these identities
were questioned and deconstructed in the process of my research. I view my
position as one of the many different types of transgender people participating
in the early imaginings of transactivism while doing social research and inquiry.
In the end, I hope this work can be read as trying to be representative of an
emerging transgender movement, but within an interpretative frame that, of
course, reflects my situated standpoint. My research of transactivists is at once
a traditional ethnography, but also an ethnography attendant to postmodern
concerns about researcher authority, accounting for the increased importance of
cultural representations in everyday life, and finally being self-reflective about
the very context out of which knowledge is produced.
Following the logic of ethnographic inquiry, I used multiple methods of observation to understand transgender social movement activism. I began my research
with a comparative case study of transgender organizations. Using a list produced
by a national transgender organization of transgender groups in the United States,
I contacted transsupport groups and organizations from throughout the United
States (N = 124), requesting information about their history, personnel, objectives, and activities. Forty-two were found to be no longer in existence, leaving
a total of seventy-two organizations. A total of forty-five organizations
responded. Using their documents as cases, I developed initial themes from the
data that I further examined with other methods. I observed ongoing discussions
and representations of gender and sexual identity, community, and politics by
presumably self-identified transgender individuals in transgender internet
newsgroups and on organizational as well as individual web pages. Additionally,
I did field work in one transgender community - conducting numerous informal
interviews, focus groups, and taking extensive field notes. I also was a participant
observer at three major national transgender conferences and one local (state)
transgender conference. I participated in the various general conference happenings, specific session discussions about gender, identity, and collective action,
and conducted numerous informal interviews (many of which were not recorded
due to requests of those participating) with transpeople, leaders, and activists
from throughout the United States. In the end, I conducted field interviews with
approximately forty-seven individuals involved in transgender groups. 2 Because
collective action (activism) in new social movements is wide-ranging and
increasingly understood as involving individual identity work, I did not limit
my discussion to only transactivists involved in traditional forms of protest and
organizing. Rather I defined transactivists, broadly, as any person involved in a
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transgender group (including support groups, see Taylor, 1996). Ultimately,
I conducted a postmodern ethnography of transactivism in the United States
during the mid-1990s by bringing together a comparative case study analysis
of transgender organizations, observation of the cultural texts on the Internet,
participant observation at transgender conferences, and field work in one
transgender community.
Important to any work on transgender experience is a clarification of terms.
Many have discussed the variety of ways to use terms (Bornstein, 1998,
p. 268; Cromwell, 1999, pp. 19-30; Feinberg, 1996, pp. ix-xiii; Wilchins,
1996). Indeed many of the terms used by various transpeople are used
differently and have changed in the last ten years (Cromwell, 1999, p. 25), as
people critically examine the terms and as the trans (to use Feinberg's 1996
choice of a "coalition" term) movement progresses. For the purposes of this
work, I use terms in the main text of the article that tend to be most often
used among transcommunities (e.g. "FTM" and "transman" for "FemaleTo-Male" or "Female-Toward-Male"). While some other authors strive to use
different terms to better reflect the experience of "transpeople" without marking
the experience by gender (e.g. Cromwell, 1999, p. 29), I have chosen to use
the terms common in transcommunities at the time of my research to allow
some consistency between my text and the language of those quoted. Notably,
many of my quotes from interviews and observation during my fieldwork
should be read as historically specific (this research took place from
1995-1998). For clarity, I use the term transgender (sometimes abbreviated as
trans) in the way that members of the transgender community often use it.
As Cromwell (1999, p. 23) explains,
Many within the transgender community have adopted the terms transexual, transgender,
transgenderist, and cross-dresser intentionally to distance themselves from the medicopsychiatry and subsequent stigmatization attached to the terms transsexual, pre-operative
transsexual, and transvestite. Consequently, members of the transgendered community
are individuals of any sex who are incompatible with and/or beyond specific gender
assignments or are preoperative or postoperativetranssexuals, cross-dressers, transvestites,
and transgenderists.
Because I am explaining the process by which transcommunities debate the
meaning of an emerging political identity of transgender, my use of the term
should be imagined with quotation marks to indicate its variation in meaning
among varieties of transactivists. Importantly, the very topic of this work is
the way in which a politicized transidentity of transgender is constructed
and contested and the changes of language are part of that process (Cromwell,
1995, 1999). For that reason, I also want to clarify my distinction between
"transaefivists" and those who are simply transgender.
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Importantly, not all transgender people see themselves as activists, nor do
they participate in transgender groups or the types of processes that I describe.
Indeed, many transgender individuals (especially transsexuals), are still quite
invested in not being seen or known as transsgender, with the goal of
disappearing into being just men or women (Califia, 1997; Cromwell, 1997;
Stone, 1991). Still others feel they resist gender on an individual level, but are
often constrained by the institution of gender itself (Gagn6 & Tewksbury, 1998;
Gagn6, Tewksbury & McGaughey, 1997). This work centers on those who are
politicizing transgender experience and involved in transgender collective action
and/or transgender groups. As such, I refer to transactivists in my discussion
below.
Finally, I want to note that even though many in the transcommunity are
choosing to live openly as "transgender," I still maintain research confidentiality.
As a researcher, I guaranteed confidentiality to those with w h o m I spoke. As
well, at each conference I checked with conference organizers about being a
researcher on the premises and guaranteed confidentiality. Many of the organizational newsletters, at the time, assumed a strict level of confidentiality
(namely the mailing lists were protected and many wrote to the newsletters
assuming they would only be circulated to the protected list). For these reasons,
I do not name individuals, unless I am quoting from their published work in
widely accessible sources. Nor do I name newsletters, unless they are available
to the general public (through sales at a store or publication on the Internet).
In this way, I protect the confidentiality of those who agreed to be a part of
this work. Notably, it m a y seem counterintuitive that I maintain confidentiality
of transactivists, many of whom choose to be out. Importantly, I maintain
confidentiality here because it was the agreement under which most participated
in this project, in addition to the fact that I feel it important to maintain a
distinction between being out about o n e ' s identity and activism and being known
as a research participant.

TRANSGENDER POLITICS OF DIFFERENCE
Until the latter part of this decade, transsexual activism focused on gaining social acceptance
for post-reassignment transsexuals. The goal of this activism, which focused on medical and
mental-health professionals and the judicial system rather than lay people, was to allow
transsexuals to receive sex reassignment as quickly and easily as possible, and live in their
gender of preference as if they had been assigned that sex at birth. More recently, transgender
activists have been questioning the entire system of binary and polarized gender. Some
leaders of the gender community have called for transsexuals to direct their political efforts
toward eliminating the notions of "men" and "women," rather than working to be perceived
by nontranssexuals as a member of either gender. This has coincided with an increase in
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the number of people who label themselvesas third-gender, two-spirit,both genders, neither
gender, or intersexed, and insist on their fight to live without or outside of the gender
categories that our society has attempted to make compulsoryand universal (Califia, 1997,
p. 245).
This work looks at the emergence of "new" forms of transgender activism in
the United States in the mid-1990s - activism characterized by scores of organizations nationwide, a complex system of support groups, local and national
conferences, active Internet newsgroups, publications, listserves, and websites
(Califia, 1997, p. 9), a range of grassroots efforts - from direct action to more
traditional efforts to lobby legislators in Washington D.C. (Wilchins, 1997),
academics creating new knowledges (Wilson, 1998), activists and academics
challenging the knowledges currently being produced (Feinberg, 1996; Stone,
1991; Wilchins, 1997), and a great deal of debate and different opinions,
experiences, and conceptualizations of identity. In the mid-1990s I began this
research having heard that a shift had taken place and people were speaking of
a "new" transgender movement. My question going into the research was what
made this activism distinct from earlier forms of transsexual activism and other
forms of identity politics.
I entered this research at a time that many public transactivists (e.g. Kate
Bornstein, James Green, Nancy Nangeroni, Sandy Stone, Riki Ann Wilchins,
among others) were critiquing identity politics and trying to envision a new
type of transactivism. Wilchins (1997) spoke of how she was not allowed to
be a feminist because she had grown up male. Feinberg (1993) created a fictional
transgender character that is ostracized from early forms of lesbian-feminism
for being too male-identifed. Many transactivists not only critiqued the rigid
identity confines of feminism, but also did not see "the transgender movement"
(if they conceived of it as a unified movement) as a subset of the gay and
lesbian movement or simply a manifestation of a queer politics of sexuality.
At heart, part of articulating a "new" (and distinct) transgender politics revolved
around identifying the danger of rigid and exclusionary identity politics.
The new type of transgender politics, according to some transactivists and
theorists, is a radical, queer, deconstructive politics of gender transgression.
Califia (1997, p. 8) opens her discussion of "the politics of transgenderism"
with the following claim, "The single most important factor impacting on
transgender identity in the nineties is a new wave of radical activism." Many
public transactivists and authors have articulated and advocated an emergent
politics of gender transgression and destabilization (Bomstein 1994, 1998;
Califia, 1997; Cromwell, 1999; Feinberg, 1996; Stone, 199l; Wilchins, 1997).
Reviewing trans narratives (both fiction and non-fiction), it is evident that there
is a change from those that emphasize transitioning to one's "true gender" and
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"passing" (assimilating) into a gender dichotomous world to those that
question the very binary categories of gender and suggest that transpeople resist
dichotomous categorization (e.g. Bornstein, 1994, 1998; Cromwell, 1999;
Feinberg, 1993, 1996; Stone, 1991; Wilchins, 1997). Some argue this was
sparked by Sandy Stone's (1991) essay, "The Empire Strikes Back:
A Posttranssexual Manifesto," in which she called for an end to transsexual
invisibility and outlined a new type of transgender politics. On her webpage
(http://www.actlab.utexas.edu/~sandy/) in 1994, she reflected:
In the brief time or so it seems, since this essay was first written, the situation both on the
street with regard to articulating a specifically transgendered positionality and within
the academy vis-it-vis theory has deeply changed, and continues to evolve. Whether the
original Empire paper had the privilege of being a fortunately timed bellwether or whether
it successfully evoked the build-it-and-they-will-come principle is unknown, but the results
are no less gratifying for lack of that knowledge...
The results that Stone references are the proliferation of this new type of
transgender politics.
Notably, transgender collectivity (at the time of my research, in the mid1990s) was still very much characterized by debate over the meaning of such
a collective and the degree to which a new radical wave would define
transactivism. Stone (1994) suggests as much in her observation that this new
transgender politics continues to evolve. Cromwell (1999, pp. 28-30) also
illustrates the contested nature of transactivisms in his discussion of language
distinctions in "female-toward-male" communities. Cromwell (1999, p. 30)
explains:
On one hand, many see being transsexual as a temporary status, and many do not understand
why transmen and FTMs want to be, in their estimation anything other than men. On
the other hand, many have trouble understanding why some want to deny so vehemently
(in many cases) that they were born female and socialized as women.
Cromwell is detailing the distinction between those who embrace the idea that
gender is dichotomous and see themselves as travelling from one gender to
another and those that challenge binary categorizations of gender and thus see
themselves as destabilizing those binaries. In Bornstein's words, (1998, p. 265)
it is a distinction between the "gender defenders" and the "genderfree." Califia
(1997, p. 245) designates the distinction as one between "transsexual activism"
and "transgender activism." Although many advocate a new type of transgender
politics it is important to note that transactivism in the 1990s was still
characterized b y these very disputes about the meaning of "transgender." In the
language of new social movements, the disputes between the "gender defenders"
and the "gender free" were contestations over constructions and deconstructions
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of a transgender collective identity. Below I discuss how those constructions
and deconstructions were also characterized by intersectional processes of
sexuality, race, and class fracturing.
FRACTURING
CONSTRUCTIONS
DECONSTRUCTIONS

AND

Recognizing the variety of transgender politics, this work strives not to characterize transactivism as a whole, but to explain how difference is negotiated
in these very contestations about a transgender group identity. Importantly, this
work illustrates how constructions and deconstructions of collective identity
were implicated by fracturing processes of intersectionality. In other words, this
article illustrates that intersectional claims are means of enacting a fracturing
process - a group level process of constructing difference and multiple political
identities under the rubric of transgender. For purposes of clarity, constructions
of collective identity are processes by which a shared sense of "we" is created
through the establishment of in-group/out-group boundaries, development of a
group consciousness, and the everyday negotiation of that group identity (Rupp
& Taylor, 1999; Taylor & Whittier, 1992). Through claims to transgender
identity, talk of shared experiences of gender transition, and enactments of
gender crossing, some transactivists engaged in boundary, consciousness, and
negotiation processes of constructing a transgender collective identity. In this
work, l discuss how constructions of a transgender collective identity were
fractured by claims that sexuality, race, and class intersected with (trans)gender
experience. In addition, I demonstrate how intersectional claims also characterized processes of deconstructing a transgender identity. Again, for clarity,
deconstructions of collective identity seek to "blur group boundaries" and "take
apart dichotomous identity categories" (Gamson, 1995, p. 591). Collins (1998,
p. 277) explains, "the goal is to transcend binary logic by simultaneously being
both and neither of the binary terms." Some transactivists (the "genderfree")
engage in deconstruction strategies to destabilize and deconstruct gender and
thereby deconstruct the notion of a "transgender" collective identity. Similar to
the way that deconstructions of gender destabilize a collective identity of women
for feminism, or deconstructions of sexuality and gender destabilize a unified
notion of a gay" identity for lesbian/gay politics, the logic is that deconstruction
of gender destabilizes the notion of a transgender identity for transactivisms
(see Broad, 2002 for detailed explanation of transgender constructions and
deconstructions). In what follows, I detail how some transactivists enacted
fracturing processes while doing deconstructive strategies by making an intersectional claim that deconstructions of gender also destabilized other categories
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of identity. Below I illustrate how constructions and deconstructions of a transgender collective identity were fractured by intersectional claims of sexuality.
Sexualities
In the ongoing discussions within transgender communities about the meaning
of a politicized transgender identity, I observed the voices of those living outside
the traditional definitions of heterosexuality strongly asserting a sexually specific
experience through intersectional claims. This was done in two ways. First
non-heterosexual 3 transactivists argued that any shared experience of being
transgender was marked by sexuality. In so doing, non-heterosexual transactivists fractured a construction of transgender group identity by claiming that
gender intersects with sexuality. Kate Bornstein (1998, p. 89) demonstrates this
tactic in her list of 101 gender outlaws, where some describe their identity as:
Transsexual dyke . . ,
A celibate Transgender lesbian . . .
Secondly, intersectional claims in the context of deconstruction processes also
served to assert a sexually specific experience. Simply, I observed some "queer"
transactivists using deconstructive strategies to complicate notions of dichotomous sexuality as well as gender because of an implicit assumption that any
deconstruction of gender also deconstructed sexuality because the two intersect.
For example, Cromwell (1999, pp. 127-128) explains:
Transsituated identities disrupt the binary notions of male and female opposites ...
Disruption occurs because an individual is capable of articulating an identity foundedupon
both/and as well as neither/nor and either/or... Because transsituated identities and bodies
are different, sexual desires likewise defy the binary of heterosexual and homosexual and
play havoc with the concept of bisexual.
Below I show how claims that gender intersects with sexuality served to fracture
a universal construction or deconstruction of transgender identity.
Some transactivists fractured the construction of a transgender group identity
through explicit claims that any shared experiences of gender transition (transgender consciousness) must also be understood in terms of sexuality. For
example, Kate Bornstein 4 (a self-identified Male-to-Female transsexual lesbian)
challenged the presumed heterosexual experience of transsexuals by writing of
her experience of telling the medical world that after sex reassignment surgery
to become a woman she did not intend to "find a man," but in fact intended
to be intimately involved with women (Bornstein, 1994). Hemmings (1996,
p. 56) describes some of the questions being raised in transcommunities, "If a
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woman is lovers with an FTM, is this a heterosexual relationship? What if
the woman is a lesbian or bisexual? Does it make a difference if the F T M is
pre-or post-hormones, pre- or post-surgery, or nonoperative?" Questions like
these fracture the sense that heterosexuality can be presumed for F T M or transgender experience and confront the idea that gender transition can be understood
separately from sexuality. Devor (1997) describes the way in which many F T M s
temporarily identify as lesbians, but ultimately reject that identity for one that
more accurately reflects their male identification (thereby highlighting their
gender identity rather than their sexual identity). In so doing, D e v o r ' s (1997)
work illustrates the way in which one individual can progress from a female
lesbian identity to a male (gay, bisexual, or heterosexual) identity and demonstrates the way that experiences of gender transition are increasingly understood
as entwined with sexuality. These examples by transactivists and scholars
illustrate that an emerging transgender collective identity and consciousness
were increasingly fractured by sexuality claims.
The sexual fracturing of a unified transgender experience was demonstrated
clearly in transgender organizational fluctuations and developments. This was
observable in the formation o f new groups and the redefinition of existing ones.
For example, one transactivist explained,
One big tension is when new transgender groups start and these butch lesbians come and
complain about problems in the bathrooms. Then the other guys say something like "well
when you start to transition that will be easier" and the butch dykes get all defensive, saying
things like, "I don't want to butcher my body."
This example illustrates in-group/out-group boundary construction of a transgender group that might exclude "butch lesbians." In one sense, it illustrates the
construction of a specific transgender experience through the formation of
transgender groups with defined boundaries. Nonetheless, I observed that one
solution to such tensions (at the time o f this research) was the development of
specific transgender groups for those who identified as lesbian, gay, or bisexual
- in some sense a fracturing of a transgender organization by sexuality. For
example, during m y research the group "transfags" formed to specifically address
the experiences of transmen who became intimate with men. Additionally, many
organizations sought to remain focused on transgender concerns, but indicated
sexual fracturing in their revised (more inclusive) statements of purpose or
recognition of the fluctuations in their constituency:
Our purpose is to serve the information, social and recreational needs of transvestites, transgenderists, and transsexuals. This is accomplished, regardless of sex or sexual preference.
We are also open to gay, lesbian, and female-to-male transgendered individuals.
... this includes, but is not limited to, transsexuals, transgenderists, crossdressers,
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transvestites, hermaphrodites, androgynous persons, and significant others (wives, lovers,
family and friends) regardless of sex. race, religion, gender identity, or sexual orientation.
But with changing times we have expanded by reaching out to all aspects of the TG, Gay
and Lesbian communities.
These statements illustrate that constructions of a transgender politicized group
identity, through the formation of transgender groups, were increasingly attentive to sex-specific transgender experience. One male-to-female crossdresser
explained the changes of a leading crossdressing organization:
[National crossdressing organization] has a family philosophy, and one of its primary goals
is to get wives to accept their husband's crossdressing. As a result of this philosophy they
restricted their membership to heterosexual crossdressers only. In recent years, [national
crossdressing organization] has opened themselves to transsexuals and crossdressers who
were gay, but only on an associate membership basis.
These organizational changes of forming specifically gay/lesbian groups or
creating more inclusive transgender groups were the result of non-heterosexual
transactivists challenging a heterosexual construction of "trans" experience, but
also themselves served to further fracture an assumed heterosexual "transgender"
collectivity. Simply stated, my research showed that the construction of a transgender collective identity was fractured through claims of transgender identity
intersecting with sexual identities, such that multiple transgender groups seemed
to be forming.
Non-heterosexual transactivists did not limit their intersectional fracturing
claims to constructions of a shared "transgender" identity or shared transgender
experience of transition, however. Some queer transactivists make intersectional
claims in the very processes of deconstructing a transgender identity as well.
While some transactivists carefully deconstructed any sense of a unified and
shared transgender identity through multiple processes of deconstruction
(boundary blurring techniques, gender deconstructions, and reveling in deviance,
Broad 2002), their intersectional claims were most observable in processes of
deconstructing gender. In particular, queer transactivists enacted a fracturing
process by making deconstructive claims about sexuality, implicitly asserting
that any claims about gender (even deconstructions) are also about sexuality
because the two intersect. One way transactivists employ deconstructive
processes is by destabilizing a static gender identity - a queer move is to make
a similar argument about sexuality. In other words, those advocating gender
transgression made claim to multiple and fluctuating genders and sexualities.
For example, FTM/transmen engaged these fracturing tactics through claims to
fluid sexualities intersecting with fluid genders. An editor of an FTM newsletter
explained:
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No one really knows why orientation changes, if it does, in any individual. My experience
in talking with many transsexual men (and women) indicates that there are a few common
threads. For many of us orientation does NOT change, so bear that in mind, too. But in
those whose orientation changes, I've noticed that FTMs are often highly interested in
penises, even if they've been a lesbian previously. This could be just a fascination with the
organ we covet, it could be physiological because our own organs are growing and
demanding attention (if we are taking testosterone), or it could be that (for some of us) the
fact that we are now men makes it easier for us to be psychologically/emotionally vulnerable
in sex with other men. Some people who have homosexual orientations retain that tie to
the homosexual culture and consciousness even if their sexual object changes from female
to male as well. And I've known transsexual men who were attracted to women for the
first time in their lives once they've become men themselves . . . In other words, for some
people it could be the pattern of attraction that changes or remains the same, while for
others it could be the sexual object that changes or remains the same. Some men find
themselves newly open to bisexual expression, as they find themselves more open to other
people since they have become more open to themselves. Sexual expression and attraction
is a highly personal matter, and there is no wrong or right way to experience it other than
what your own desire and limits prescribe for you. (Newsletter, 1996).

Although allowing for some transgender people to have stable orientations, the
sentiment expressed by the leading activist writer above was that transgender
people often have fluid sexualities, either in terms of patterns of attraction or
sexual object choice because of their transgression of gender. In other words,
the intersection of gender with sexuality means a destabilizing of gender results
in a destabilizing of sexuality. In an individual example, another FTM transactivist described the fluidity of sexuality that came with fluidity of gender as
both he and his partner went through transition:
I've been in the same relationship through our transitions. We've gone from being lesbians,
to a heterosexual married couple, to a gay male couple.

By openly discussing the way that sexuality changes with gender, these
transmen/FTM transactivists further claim that gender transgression intersects
with sexuality while also illustrating the limits of dichotomous categories of
sexuality. In other words, these transactivists sexually fractured deconstrnctions
of gender by asserting that problematizing the categories of one complicates
the categories of the other.
FTM/transmen also explicitly deconstruct sexuality by challenging the way
that the presence of a penis creates an either/or category of a sexual man. As
Green (1994. p. 52) describes, "Not having a big penis, or any penis at all,
does not prohibit us from having relationships and pleasuring our partners."
Further, I observed that many partners of FTMs insisted on continuing to claim
a lesbian identity after their partners had transitioned to living as (trans)men,
thereby complicating the way in which lesbian versus heterosexual are delineated and marked by "gender." FTMs/transmen and their partners clearly are
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making deconstructive claims to gender transgression and fluidity and making
similar claims of sexuality, with the intersectional logic that gender fluidity
might also mean sexual fluidity.5
FTM/transmen are not the only transactivists to complicate the dichotomous
categories of sexuality as well as gender. Increasingly, crossdressers (primarily
male-to-female crossdressers) make claims to sexual transgression that is tied
to gender transgression. This was most evident in the new ways that wives and
partners of transvestites/crossdressers were included in conferences and discussions of transgender identity and experiences. For example, at one crossdressing
conference (attended primarily by Male-to-Female crossdressers) I spoke with
many wives of M T F crossdressers who attended because they wanted a place
to think through the complexity of being a wife of a man who sometimes dresses
as a woman. As one wife of a M T F crossdresser explained, "Us wives need a
place to talk things out." Notably, wives of heterosexual M T F crossdressers
had previously been included in many "transvestite '~ organizations to help them
adjust to their husbands' dressing. The distinction I observed was the articulation
that wives' experiences of sexuality were being reconsidered, perhaps redefined.
In other words, in some instances the category of "wife" was being destabilized.
Crossdressers themselves articulated the way that crossdressing was marked by
sexuality and therefore complicated it and their wives' place in relation to it.
Two M T F crossdressers explained:
Now I don't know how to classify my sexuality cause when I'm out en femme (dressed as
a woman) I want men to notice me. Maybe I want them to notice me because it shows
how pretty I am, but it also is exciting. Yet, I like going out on the town with my wife as
two girls, like a couple of straight girls.
My wife and I travel all over the country, camping, as two women ... Now I don't know
what others think of us together like that, but we so enjoy ourselves.
These examples illustrate how choosing between dichotomous sexuality categories was sometimes being called to question in crossdressing communities
such that the female partner of an M T F crossdresser was considered both a
wife and also not a wife. Importantly, this was reflected in group and organizational sentiment. For example, in a keynote speech at a national crossdressing
conference, the speaker stated:
Perhaps there is a way to say that you are OK with who you are without saying, "I'm not
gay." We need new language to say who we are rather than who we are not. For partners
it is important to have more words to say you are in more than a heterosexual relationship.
We need to be free from the paradigm of heterosexual and homosexual.
The room of approximately 150 crossdressers and their wives responded to
those words with applause, nodding of heads, and some tears. The ten
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crossdressers with whom I shared a table spoke afterwards of how meaningful
they thought the speaker's words were, some talking of how the speaker
expressed their feelings "exactly" and others admitting they never thought of
sexuality "in that way" but it made sense. My research illustrated the increasing
participation of partners and crossdressers in intersectional claims about deconstructions of gender, where when you step out of categories of gender you also
step out of binaries of sexuality, such that the dichotomous categories of heterosexual and homosexual are also insufficient.
Finally, intersectional complications of deconstructive processes were also
observable in the way that some transgender voices of difference claimed
both/and experiences of sexuality as well as gender. For example, heterosexual and homosexual were both being claimed in the following opening
statement made for a national level transconference (involving many
transactivists with a variety of transidentities), "There are more bisexuals in
this room than in the whole city of Los Angeles!" This illustrates the way
bisexual identity was sometimes claimed to capture a both/and experience of
sexuality because many transpeople found their sexual identity had changed
from gay or lesbian to heterosexual (or vice versa), remained the same (e.g.
heterosexual) but with a change of sexual object choice (from man to woman),
or had remained bisexual. Another way that transactivists fractured deconstructive strategies was through both/and claims to a gender-specific sexuality
(i.e. a person could be both a "man" and a "lesbian"). As one MTF said to
me, "Am 1 less of a lesbian if I still have a penis?" While these are
obviously deconstructive claims being made by transactivists (in that they
clearly complicate binary categories), I assert that they are also intersectional
claims in that they presume that the categories of gender and sexuality being
complicated are also entwined. The assumption is intersectional in that if one
assumes the categories of gender are being opened up, one also assumes the
categories of sexuality are too.
As trans communities struggle to define themselves, debating the meaning of
transgender and the degree to which gender can be transgressed, non-heterosexual
transactivists and transqueers are vocal participants. My research showed that,
in the mid-1990s, constructions of a transgender collective identity were
fractured through intersectional complications by non-heterosexual transactivists
of boundary and consciousness processes of constructing a transgender collective
identity. As well transgender deconstructions were fractured by intersectional
processes whereby groups participated in destabilizing categories of sexuality
as well as gender. As such, we see that constructions and deconstructions of
transgender collective identity were fractured by queer voices of difference in
transcommunities.
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Race
During m y observation of various contestations about transgender identity
within transcommunities, I saw increasing participation by trannies of color in
the debates about deconstructing gender and/or creating a universal, shared
transgender identity. Notably, most of the transgender groups I visited were
predominantly white, It was at the transgender conferences and in the organizational newsletters that I saw and heard the voices of trannies of color. The
number of transactivists of color also often varied by specific transgender
identity. For example, at conferences I saw more participation by FTM/transmen
of color (about 10%) than I did of MTF/transwomen or crossdressers (maybe
2 - 3 % ) . Clearly, these estimates are not generalizable to the wider transgender
movement, nor are they representative of the wider transgender community.
However, they do provide a portrait of the racial distribution of transactivists
in m y observations. Although there are still relatively few transpeople of color
participating in transactivism, those that I observed in transgender groups were
articulating a racialized experience of both transgender identity and gender transgression. Whether challenging the assumption of a universal white transgender
experience or asserting that destabilizing categories of gender also challenged
dichotomous racial categories, trans voices of color insisted that contestations
over a transgender collective identity were fractured by race.
Various periphery members of transcommunities assert that transgender
experience has been traditionally characterized as primarily a Male-to-Female
(MTF) transsexual experience or primarily a heterosexual one. Transactivists
of color also assert that transgender identity has been assumed to be predominantly white and middle class. According to transactivists of color,
the institutional arena of gender transition (the medical establishment) is
assumed to be one of white, middle class patients and doctors. For example,
one Black FTM/transman explained how the highly medicalized experience of
gender transition is racialized:
The reason I didn't transition earlier was because I was afraid I wasn't going to get
help. The issues of getting medical attention - it is not just who they are - it is how they
might feel about a Black female becoming a Black male.., cause I'll be out (unconscious)
and they'll have a knife ... Who is out there to help me and who is out there to kill me?
I must always, for the rest of my life, think about this.
Another F F M of color expressed a similar concern about the racism of doctors
and thus the racism characterizing the medicalized experience of transition:
I'm half Hispanic and I pass for white. Does it help [when going to the doctor] to know a
person's privilege? Is there a difference in experiencing discrimination from a person with
privilege ... and a person who understands it?
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Both examples demonstrate how trannies of color view the arena of transition
(medicine) as characterized by racism. In other words, these voices of difference
fractured a universal transgender experience of transition through claims that it
is racialized because the medical establishment is racist.
Importantly, gender transition was racialized by transactivists o f color not
only by naming medicalized experiences of transition as racialized but also by
insisting that discussion of transgender identity recognize race and the very
different experience of moving between racialized gender categories. For
example, I observed a group of FTM/transmen of color speaking to a group
of primarily white FTM/transmen about their particular experience in the
community of FTM/transmen. One point o f contention for transmen/FTMs o f
color was the assumption on the part of white transmen/FTMs that the challenge
of living in transition is a shared, universal experience in the community.
Importantly, transmen/FTMs of color explained how transition was spoken of
in the transmen/FTM community in terms o f white experience that silenced the
experience of trannies of color:
I'm becoming a Black man. When I talk about being transgender 1 have to talk about that.
When we are talking about transition for men of color, we are talking about
economic realities. We need to acknowledge the history.
My father died working minimum wage. My mom retired making $4.25. For me being
Hispanic is being invisible. As a Hispanic man, I have a bit more visibility than a Hispanic
woman, but not much. I still feel invisible.
As a Black FTM my experiences are similar to other FTMs of color. We are told by FTMs
of European dissent that our different experiences don't exist or we exaggerate them.
Each of these statements illustrates the way in which transactivists of color
articulated how their racial identities and class identities intersected with their
experiences of gender transition and being "transgender." Further, these
FTM/transmen of color were clearly stating that white FTM/transmen were
transitioning into a place of privilege in society as white men, while transmen
of color were transitioning into a position of race and class subordination, as
men of color.
The fracturing of a transgender collective identity means the complication of
a shared transgender group as effective for all. One Black transman explained:
I have been going to the MTF meetings and hanging with a lot of white middle-class women.
These people are not my community - but they have become so. It is where I learned about
transition.
As demonstrated by this example o f a Black transactivist attending a white group
to find community, to be a transperson of color is to need more than a community
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with other people of color or other transpeople. Like claims of non-heterosexual
transactivists, these racial fracturings were also reflected organizationally. At just
one transconference I heard of the formation of a Black FTM/transmen group,
an Asian FTM/transmen group, and a fledgling Black MTF group. In other
words, intersectional claims by trannies of color fractured a transgender group
identity and increasingly led to formation of multiple and varying transgender
groups. However, these groups were often formed as groups of color under the
broader transgender umbrella - in many ways further constructing a sense of a
broader transgender collectivity, but one marked by difference. In similar
processes to non-heterosexual transactivists, FTM/transmen of color challenged
a "mainstream" consciousness of transgender experience through intersectional
claims.
During my research I also observed trannies of color sometimes fracturing
deconstructions of transgender identity through intersectional claims. The
primary way that deconsu-uctions of gender are racialized is through claims of
a transgender continuum of racial experience. For example, to be a Black
transman means to risk being targeted for arrest as a Black man. As well,
though, some transmen of color were careful to point out that racial targeting
gets complicated when the thought of jail enters the picture because, as one
transman of color explained, " I ' m not just a Black man in jail. I ' m a preoperative FTM of color in jail." In making this claim, he shows that he is not
just another Black man (thus opening up the category of man) and also illustrates
how this deconstruction of gender is racialized in everyday life (thus also
opening up the category of race). As such, because of the logic that race
intersects with gender transgression, a binary framework for understanding race
becomes destabilized. Another FTM/transman of color describes his experience
in a national FTM newsletter:
Dealing with being a TG man in this lesbian community is difficult enough, but also being
a black man in the [name of region] has not been easy. Before I began my transition, I
passed most of my life as a young black boy. When my voice began to drop and I got
bigger, I began feeling the wrath of racism towards black men. I had always been aware
of the racism but the racist behavior toward 12-year-old black boys and 20-year old black
men is very different.
Within this statement, this transman deconstructs gender by claiming to be a
man in a lesbian community, but also deconstructs race by complicating the
notion of an essentialized Black experience through the assertion of a continuum
of racial identity. Through a claim to racialized gender transgression, this
transman makes an intersectional claim of deconstruction, Some transactivists
of color articulated a transgender continuum of racial identity, as such also
making deconstructive claims about racial categorization. Similar to the way
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that queer transactivists deconstruct sexuality due to an assumed intersection
with gender, so too do some transactivists of color deconstruct racial categories
because of a similar intersectional assumption. And, through intersectional
claims about race, some trannies of color fracture a simplified transgender
consciousness and insist on more than an in-group/out-group boundary, such
that multiple transgender groups emerge. Again, it is evident that contestations
over forming and smashing a transgender group identity are also characterized
by processes of introducing specificity.
Class

While sexual and race fracturing were most notable during the time of my
research, I also observed similar strategies of fracturing in terms of class. I
observed instances where voices of class difference in transactivisms fractured
a construction of shared transgender experience by claiming class intersections
of transgender identity. As well, I observed the fracturing of deconstructions
through intersectional deconstructions of class. Below I illustrate moments
where voices of difference spoke up to challenge a universal assumption about
a transgender consciousness in similar ways to gay/lesbian/bisexual (GLB)
transactivists and trannies of color.
Like intersectional claims by transactivists of color and GLB transactivists,
the type of claim I observed being made by poor and working transpeople was
that class marked a transgender consciousness born out of gender transition.
For example, one transactivist in a workshop of transactivists reminded other
transpeople of the relevance of class status to trans experience:
I ' m a w o r k i n g class white g u y - a n d I ' m not trying to r a n k oppressions, but we n e e d to
r e m e m b e r class as well.

The fact that this statement was the only one made about class during a two hour
discussion of transgender identity might suggest a lack of class fracturing, but the
level of class consciousness as it relates to transgender identity suggests
otherwise. For example, many other transactivists with whom I spoke discussed
how one' s ability to actually enter gender transition (be transgender) is determined
by class status:
I w o r k as m u c h as I c a n to save for h o r m o n e s but I d o n ' t h a v e as m u c h m o n e y as the other
w o m e n in m y group, so it has taken m e longer.
I c a n ' t afford electrolysis yet, so I n e e d to k n o w h o w to do m a k e - u p that c a n hide m y
stubble.
M y wife i s n ' t c o n c e r n e d about m y transition so m u c h as the m o n e y it will cost for h o r m o n e s
a n d other m e d i c a l stuff, especially if I lose m y job.
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Clearly, the medical cost of transition marks transgender identity by class status.
This was most clearly articulated in a statement I heard more than once where
class distinctions are made between two types of transgender identity, "The
[MTF] transsexuals have the time and the [MTF] crossdressers have the money."
The class consciousness of trannies and the increasing participation by voices
of difference (in particular poor and working class transpeople) complicated a
homogenous view of a middle class transgender identity and experience with
transition.
In fact, the way that poor and working class trannies challenged the middle
class understanding of "transgender identity" was evident in the way that transactivists spoke of how transgender collective action needed to respond to the
multiplicity of transgender experience:
We've got to bring these people in. We have to learn from them [in reference to poor
transpeople working the streets in the sex industry].
Working with people on the streets, sex workers, homeless kids is hard work, but this is
where it is happening and where the education takes place.
It's tough. There is class stuff. People [poor transpeople living on the streets] don't want
to hear from me because no one wants to hear from me as a white middle class man. I
don't even know if people know I'm transsexual.
As these examples illustrate, middle class transactivists heard the voices of
"difference" and strategized how to respond. As well, conference organizers
were increasingly attentive to making often-expensive conferences more accessible to those on a tight budget. At heart, these organizational changes suggest
the growing recognition by transactivists that class fractures a shared transgender
experience or collective identity.
My research also showed that deconstructive strategies in transactivism were
increasingly fractured by transactivists who did not fit neatly into presumably
dichotomous categories of class. Through observation at conferences and in
conversations with individual transactivists, I increasingly saw claims similar to
those made by queer transactivists and some trannies of color - namely that gender
transgressions also served to destabilize other binary categories. For example, a
white MTF crossdresser explained to me that during the week he was a working
class truck driver and on the weekends he "dressed up" as a professional woman.
Notably, he articulated how his social experiences as a working class man were
distinct from his experiences as a professional woman, thereby making a claim to
a continuum of class status that changes with (trans)gender expression. Similar
to queer transactivists, this trannie was claiming that an intersectional relationship
between gender and class meant that as gender was expanded beyond the
binaries, so too did class. In another instance, a white transgender F r M eloquently
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explained to me how by passing as a man he was not stepping into male privilege because his class status was determined by the years he spent being educated
and socialized as a woman in a particular middle-class status. At heart, he used
deconstructive techniques of blurring stable categories of gender (claiming to be
a man raised as a woman - both and neither man and woman), but added to that
an intersectional claim of gender being linked to class. In all, I found that by
making intersectional claims to class, transactivists were increasingly participating in fracturing processes as they enacted deconstructions of gender. My research
showed that class voices of difference participated in fracturing strategies similar
to both transactivists of color and queer transactivists - through intersectional
claims of identity constructions and deconstructions.
In sum, I ' v e illustrated how voices of difference (Nicholson & Seidman,
1995, p. 34) engaged in processes of fracturing either by intersectional claims
(that gender intersected with sexuality, race, or class) to constructions of a
transgender identity or by intersectional claims to the deconstructions thereof.
Fracturing constructions and deconstructions served to insert difference into the
processes of building identity as well as smashing it. By fracturing the processes
of constructing collective identity (through intersectional claims of sexuality,
race or class), the processes for forming a cohesive collective were ruptured
and multiple transgender groupings resulted. Similarly, the enactment of intersectional deconstructions of gender served to further deconstruct a sense of
collectivity by expanding the deconstruction from gender to other categories,
thus serving to smash a more expansive (inclusive) collective. At heart, this
paper showed that voices of difference in transactivism insured a politics of
difference was enacted by continually fracturing either deconstructions or
constructions of an essential transgender experience.
FRACTURING

TRANSGENDER

IDENTIZATION

... the surfacing of voices of difference within movements was pivotal in facilitating
the deconsuuction of essentialized identities and advocating a radical cultural politics of
difference (Nicholson and Seidman, 1995, p. 34).
My research illustrates one process (intersectional fracturing by "voices of
difference") of enacting difference in social movement indentization today. In
the body of this paper I detailed how transactivists of difference participated
in contestations about a new type of transgender politics through fracturing
strategies that insured difference was part of any constructions or deconstructions of transgender collective identity. In brief, I illustrated the process by
which queer transactivists, transactivists of color, and transactivist voices of
class difference made claims that sexuality, race, and class marked a presumed
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universal transgender experience. I also showed how transactivist "voices of
difference" furthered deconstructive strategies for transcending binary categorization by intersecfonal claims of sexuality, race, and class (in relation to
gender). My research illustrated how these intersectional claims of sexuality,
race, and class were means by which those on the periphery participated in the
ongoing debates and constestations about collective transgender identity.
The debates about the meaning of transgender would not be a surprise to
Alberto Melucci, a theorist of new social movements who argues that social
movements today cannot be understood without a central analysis of collective
identity (Melucci, 1999). Collective identity, according to Melucci (1999,
p. 70), is "an interactive and shared definition produced by a number of
individuals (or groups at a more complex level) concerning the orientations
of their action and the field of opportunities and constraints in which such action
is to take place." Importantly, Melucci cautions against reifying collective
identity as an "essence" of a movement, for he sees it primarily as a process
continually constructed. Melucci (1999, p. 76) explains, "one may imagine it
as a field which expands and contracts and whose borders alter with the varying
intensity and direction of the various forces that constitute it." In so doing,
Melucci emphasizes the processual nature of collective identity in a politics of
difference, distinguishing it from structurally defined identity politics. Indeed,
Melucci (1999, p. 77) suggests using the term identization to indicate the
increasingly self-reflective and constructed manner in which contemporary
collective actors tend to define themselves. In so doing, Melucci (1999, p. 80)
argues that we might find an answer to the following question: "What kind of
conflicts, tensions, and negotiations can be observed during the process of
construction and maintenance of a movement as a unified empirical actor?"
This article provides one answer to Melucci's question by detailing fracturing
as one type of negotiation in the process of identization by transactivists.
In particular this work expands our understanding of new social movement
processes of identization and thus illustrates one mechanism by which politics
of difference are enacted. According to new social movement literature on
collective identity, a nascent movement operating in today's American political
environment will construct some sense of collective identity (Gamson, 1995;
Melucci, 1999; Rupp & Taylor, 1999; Stryker et al., 2000; Taylor & Whittier,
1992). But according to feminist and queer theories of identity politics constructions of identity today are (and must be) characterized by difference (Collins,
1998; Gamson, 1995; Seidman, 1997). Gamson's (1995) work suggests that
difference is enacted today through deconstructionist strategies in queer
deconstructionist politics (which include debates over ta'ansgender identity). My
research shows similar deconstructionist strategies of blurring identities and
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destabilizing dichotomous categories (Broad, 2002), but also suggests a process
of fracturing as part of the contestations about transgender collective identity.
By insisting that experiences of gender transition intersect with sexuality, race,
and class, transactivists of difference fractured any sense of a shared consciousness and disrupted a notion of a completely shared transgender identity.
Furthermore, by asserting that deconstructive strategies could be applied to
categories of sexuality, race, and class, transactivists made intersectional claims
that furthered the very processes of destabilizing (trans)gender identity. By
fracturing both constructions and deconstructions of collective identity,
transactivist voices of difference engage a postmodern political rubric of
difference and thus resist simple collective identity constructs (Collins, 1997;
Gamson, 1995).
Identifying the process of intersectional fracturing in transactivisms raises
some questions specific to transactivisms and more generally. Specific to
transactivisms, we must note that the process of fracturing interacted and
overlapped with processes of constructing and deconstrncting collective
identity. As such, the portrait of transactivism is one of contestations about
constructing one unified collective transgender identity, fracturing into multiple
transgender collectives, or deconstructing any sense of transgender collectivity
at all. If we imagine these as chronological developments (first there was
identity, then it was fractured and deconstructed), a transgender movement seems
destined for disintegration and failure. However, this work suggests that these
processes are interacting and coexisting, such that it is not so much the destruction of a movement as the complex identity work of a movement that we are
seeing. Melucci (1996, pp. 189-190) might see all these processes as a complex
negotiation of movement identization. As such these very processes of identity
discord among transactivists can be viewed as positive steps toward creating a
self-reflective movement that may be more effective in post-modernity.
The effectiveness of a transgender movement, of course, depends on how
these processes of identity and difference interact. As this paper has illustrated,
the obvious question becomes whether processes of fracturing collective identity
by race, for example, may be more successful or less than processes of doing
so by class and sexuality. As illustrated in this paper, categories of sexuality
seem to be most completely deconstrncted in trans communities, while race and
class are still emerging as salient. Is it that queer trannies will end up at the
center of the effort to destabilize a transgender collectivity, while trannies of
color and working class trannies strive for multiple groups, and heterosexual,
middle-class, white trannies seek to create a unified transgender movement?
This research certainly suggests this trend. Finally, it must not be lost that the
work of fracturing is still done primarily by those in the borderlands, margins,
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and periphery (Anzald~a, 1987; Collins, 1997; Seidman, 1997). The question 1
am left with is this: If those in the borderlands are still the ones challenging
the universality of collective identity or complete deconstructions, are intersectional strategies only used by peripheral movement members? Is it only
those perceived to exist within multiple subordinate groups that can make
intersectional claims? Or might there be particular types of difference that
invoke different types of strategies? Collins (1997, p. 31) notes the varieties of
difference invoked in postmodern social theory and argues that we must
remember to examine the different types of difference. Her reminder, in addition
to the patterns of fracturing noted in this work, suggest that the very types of
difference invoked will characterize politics of difference. Therefore, I recommend the need for further research detailing the processes by which different
difference is enacted in transgender activism and new social movements of
identity/difference.
More generally, this work raises questions about the relationship between
different types of difference strategies and the circumstances under which
fracturing strategies will emerge in postmodern social movements and politics
of difference. Collins (1998) details different types of difference politics,
and recommends intersectional strategies as a means by which to avoid an
"impotent" politics of difference. But the question remains how intersectional
strategies might relate to other strategies in everyday social movement collective
action. Gamson argues that his deconstructive processes of enacting difference
are means by which to address cultural sources of oppression and he suggests
the necessity for understanding how those processes interact with and relate to
processes of resisting institutional sources of oppression. In so doing, he
suggests multiple strategies being engaged by social movement actors and
suggests also the need to examine the dynamics and relationships between
strategies. As he (Gamson, 1995, p. 601) asks, "When and how might deconstructive strategies take aim at institutional forms, and when and how can ethnic
strategies take aim at cultural categories?" In outlining her argument for the
viability of intersectional strategies, Crenshaw (1994) offers a heuristic view of
the relationship between strategies. Crenshaw (1994, p. 117) warns against
"vulgar social constructionism" that dismisses the existence of all categories,
but also warns against essentialist identity politics where the "identity of 'the
group' has been centered on the intersectional identities of a few." She (1994,
p. 118) sees the use of intersectional strategies as middle-ground between the
extremes of deconstruction versus ethnic strategies because it is "a project that
presumes that categories have meaning and consequences." Seidman (1997,
p. 157) also notes that intersectional politics of difference "often remained tied
to a politics of identity; the aim was to validate marginalized subjects and
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communities." According to these authors, the degree to which identity
categories are politically viable seems to be a key distinction between ethnic
strategies of constructing a collective identity, queer strategies of deconstructing
categories, and intersectional strategies. And Gamson (1995) would likely
conclude that this is because "the American political environment makes stable
collective identities both necessary and damaging." Stated differently, the "postmodern invocation of difference" follows from and is limited to "the demands
of specific political contexts" (Nicholson, 1990, p. 10). While this work illustrated the interaction of multiple strategies in one movement, the question that
arises is which political contexts might call for intersectional fracturings
and which would call for ethnic or deconstructive strategies. And are we in a
particular socio-political moment that calls for all?

CONCLUSION
This paper illustrates one means by which social movement actors are engaging
politics of difference that serve to create complex understandings of identity.
In this paper I have identified the process by which constructions and deconstructions of a transgender collective identity were fractured by intersectional
claims of identity, and illustrated one process of negotiating difference in
today's social movements of identity. In so doing, this work adds to new social
movement literature on self-reflective processes by which groups form a sense
of a collective "we." Furthermore, because this work is based on the presumption
that social movements create collective identity out of group interactions and
collective action (rather than beginning with an identity out of which collective
action emerges), this work also adds to our understanding of how complex
and multiple identities of difference are constructed as collectives today. In
particular, by illustrating how constructions and deconstructions of collective
identity are fractured by intersectional claims of those on the periphery of a
group, this work shows the process by which intersectional knowledges and
constructions of gender, sexuality, race, class are created.

NOTES
1. The terms "transgender," "transactivist," "trannie," and others that I will use in this
paper are terms that are heavily contested and changing. In the text of this paper I try to use
terms currently preferred by those involved in transactivism, however some of the quotes
from other sources (other authors or trannies with whom 1 spoke) will use terms some no
longer use. This reflects the historical specificity of my research (between 1995-1998) and
the important assumption of this work - that collective identity is not a static object but a
continually changing and moving process. For those unfamiliar with these terms, this work
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is examining the process by which those who might fall under the umbrella term (although
the employment of this term as an umbrella term is heavily contested) of "transgender,"
including transvestites, transsexuals, crossdressers, transgenderists, gender blenders, gender
benders, drag queens, bigenders, feminine men, androgynes, drag kings, intersexuals,
masculine women, passing men, gender dysphorics and others who might consider
themselves a "gender outlaw" (Bornstein, 1994; Feinberg, 1996).
2. I say "approximately" because I conducted focus groups in some instances where
participants were unable to stay for the entire group discussion.
3. I use the term non-heterosexual to designate transgender individuals that claim a gay,
lesbian, or bisexual identity and also those (e.g. heterosexual crossdressers and their wives)
who do not claim a gay, lesbian, or bisexual identity but increasingly step outside the
bounds of dichotomous sex categorizations and see themselves as not necessarily heterosexual. Later in this section I refer to "queer" transactivists. I use the term "queer" here to
refer to non-heterosexual transactivists who tend to deconstruct categories of sexuality
through the use of queer tactics.
4. A careful reader will note that I'm using Kate Bornstein here as an example of a
transactivist that fractures the constructions of a transgender identity, when I might also
use Kate Bornstein as an example of a transactivist who fractures deeonstructions of
gender. Often those activists who sought to construct a collective identity were different
than activists that sought to deconstruct one; however, I sometimes observed individual
activists engaging in both constructions and deconstructions. Notably, this paper is
focused on collective processes, so the use of multiple strategies by one individual is not
counter-intuitive (namely that which is being examined is the way a transgender
collective forms itself, not so much the way that transgender individuals conceive of
identity - although individual claims are part of the collective process). See Gagn6 and
Tewksbury (1998) for an article on the interplay between conformity and resistance among
transgender people at the individual level.
5. See Cromwell (1999) for similar discussion of FTM/transman sexuality.
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